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Introduction to the Paperback Edition—2011

When A Political History of the Civil War in Angola, 1974–1990 was
submitted to the publisher in 1990, the União Nacional para a
Independência Total de Angola (National Union for the Total Independence
of Angola – UNITA) was on the verge of victory, or at least being in a
position to negotiate from strength, against the governing Movimento
Popular de Libertação de Angola (Popular Movement for the Liberation of
Angola – MPLA).

Under pressure from the United States, the Soviet Union, and Portugal,
the two warring factions agreed to the Bicesse Accords on May 31, 1991.
The accords called for an immediate ceasefire, cantonment of both armies,
creation of a new national army, and free, fair elections in September 1992.
The United Nations (UN) was charged with the voter registration and
conducting the elections. Problems arose immediately. The MPLA
electorate was based mostly in Luanda (Angola’s capital), making its voter
registration easy. However, UNITA’s supporters were mostly rural dwellers.
The civil war had destroyed most roads, landmines had been planted
extensively, and the United Nations allocated only $200 million and 400
monitors and civilian police in a nation the size of California and Texas
combined. By contrast in Namibia, in 1989, the UN had sent 1,700
monitors at a cost of $373 million.

UNITA complained that its voters were not being registered. Despite
complaints from the United States, the UN, churches, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and the other political parties, the MPLA
unilaterally ended the registration process on August 10, 1992. Eleven
candidates ran for president, but the two most important were UNITA’s
Jonas Savimbi and José Eduardo dos Santos of the MPLA. The
parliamentary elections were easily won by the MPLA, but in the
presidential race dos Santo won 49.6 percent of the vote with Savimbi at
40.1 percent. The government-controlled media began announcing an
MPLA victory soon after polls closed. UNITA and other parties complained



about lack of transparency and fraud. The elections were “generally free
and fair,” however, fraud occurred in the tabulation process. Ten political
parties, but not UNITA, issued a declaration “denouncing” the election on
October 2. Under electoral law victory could be achieved only by winning
50 percent plus one. Thus, a run-off election between the two top candidates
was mandated. Despite misgivings, UNITA negotiators returned to Luanda
to conduct negotiations for the run-off contest.

On October 31, 1992, the MPLA conducted a pogrom against the UNITA
leadership and supporters in Luanda and surrounding areas. According to
church sources, over 20,000 people were killed over the weekend. In an
incident described as the “Halloween Massacre,” UNITA’s vice-president,
chief negotiator, and party secretary were killed. The government termed
the weekend events as an attempted coup d’état by UNITA. Most accounts
support the government version of events. Under the terms of the Bicesse
Accords, UNITA was allowed 600 soldiers in Luanda to protect the party’s
leadership. It seems strange that one of the best guerrilla armies would
attempt a military coup, in the stronghold of the MPLA, with only 600
lightly armed troops.

Regardless of the truth, the events led to a resumption of the civil war. In
the cantonment camps, UNITA maintained military discipline, while the
MPLA troops were unpaid, underfed, ill-equipped, and unmotivated. As a
result, UNITA emerged from the camps combat ready. UNITA forces
quickly captured five provincial capitals and laid siege to others. As the
recognized government of Angola, the MPLA could purchase weapons to
revamp the army and, in some instances, hire mercenaries to fight on behalf
of the government. UNITA was forced to “buy” on the black market,
resulting in rip-offs, time delays, and shoddy materiel. By July 1994,
government forces had recaptured important cities and were placing
enormous military pressure on UNITA.

The rebels sought to enter into a ceasefire with the government. Again,
under pressure from the UN, the United States, and Portugal, the MPLA
agreed to a ceasefire that called for the cantonment of the UNITA army.
Also, the rebels would take their place as the loyal political opposition in
Luanda, and would surrender occupied areas. The agreement, titled the
Lusaka Protocol, was signed on November 20, 1994. Ominously, UNITA’s
leader, Savimbi, did not sign the document. The ceasefire held. UNITA did



send some representatives to the capital city, but the rebels were reluctant to
surrender many of the areas under their control—particularly the areas near
Andulo and Bailundo.

On March 13, 1996, UNITA celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of the
formation of the party. As a guest, the author attended events in Bailundo
and had the opportunity to interview several guerrilla generals: including
António Dembo, Altino “Bock” Sapalalo, and Arlindo Chinda “Ben Ben”
Pena. To a man they believed UNITA could have militarily won the civil
war in 1990. The rebels would have seized the countryside and laid siege to
provincial capitals, forcing the government to capitulate. Luanda would
slowly be encircled, preventing supplies from arriving by air or by sea. The
rebel generals believed the United States had forced UNITA to accept the
Bicesse Accords, allowing the MPLA to remain in power.

While fulfilling most of the Lusaka Protocol, the rebels were hesitant and
slow to return towns and municipalities. Finally, in December 1998, at the
MPLA IV Party Congress, President dos Santos was quoted as saying, “The
only way to attain definitive peace today is to isolate Dr. Savimbi and his
warmongering wing domestically, and internationally, as well as to
neutralize him politically and militarily.” UNITA viewed the statement as a
declaration of war. In January 1999, the government ordered the UN to
leave the country, thus opening the way for a return to hostilities. The rebels
started rapidly but soon government forces captured long-held UNITA
areas, such Bailundo and Andulo in October 1999, and Jamba the next
month. Savimbi announced in June 2001 that the rebels would return to
guerrilla warfare.

The MPLA government employed a controversial, yet successful tactic.
Government forces emptied the countryside of peasants forcing them to
relocate to the provincial capitals. The MPLA government ignored the
humanitarian crisis, forcing international NGOs to attempt to alleviate the
deteriorating conditions in the country. The “scorched earth policy” meant
that the rural areas were drained of people who could supply food, rest, and
recruits for the insurgents. The remaining populace was either UNITA
troops or supporters, thus becoming fair game for government soldiers.
Reportedly, Israeli Special Forces and U.S. satellite photos allowed the
government to pinpoint Savimbi’s position. On February 22, 2002, Jonas
Savimbi was killed in a battle with government troops. General Dembo died



either of starvation or wounds, and General Gato emerged near starvation.
The rebels sued for peace, and in April 2002 both sides signed the Luena
Memorandum of Understanding. The Angolan government had
accomplished what few governments had been able to do: defeat a well-
organized, disciplined, and trained insurgency. In doing so, the MPLA
created a humanitarian crisis and had overthrown the governments of Zaire
and Congo-Brazzaville. Since April 2002, Angola has experienced peace.

However, it has been a “negative peace.” Negative peace is a term coined
by Angolan dissident Rafael Marques in 2003. It refers to the “absence of
conflict … but it is peace without justice, peace without opportunity, peace
without democracy. This is not a peace that promises much to the Angolan
people.” Angola has remained a one-party state, as witnessed by the 2008
elections, in which the MPLA won 191 of the 220 seats. If the election of
1992 was tarnished, then the election of 2008 was more so. European Union
(EU) observers reported irregularities. One EU observer said, “I personally
saw representatives of the ruling party standing not just in the polling
station, but in front of the booths where people were voting.”

Despite massive oil and diamond revenues, Angola remains an
impoverished nation. According to the UN Human Development Index,
Angola is still near the bottom in every category: average life expectancy is
47 years, the infant mortality rate is 130 per 1,000 births, and one-third of
adults are illiterate. Elites live like royalty while two-thirds of the
population continues to live on less than $2 per day. The cases of polio,
cholera, and AIDS continue to increase as more and more NGOs leave
Angola, but the government is slow to respond. Further, a continuing low-
level insurgency remains active in Cabinda province. The same oil and
diamond wealth makes Western governments hesitant to press the MPLA to
reform.

The effects of the civil war linger: landmines remain planted in
agricultural fields, and civilians remain physically and emotionally maimed.
Internally displaced citizens, lack of employment for former UNITA troops,
and destroyed infrastructure (including schools, hospitals, and the
transportation system) continue to plague Angola. However, the MPLA
government has not addressed the reform issue. Instead, the government
muzzles the press, threatens opponents, and refuses to be transparent on
budget issues.



Until the MPLA hands political power to an opposition party through a
free and fair election Angola will remain just another African country
where the policy of “one man, one vote, once” remains. One must question
whether things might have been different under a UNITA-led government
after the 1992 elections. Could conditions be worse?

W. Martin James III    
Henderson State University 
November 2010       



Introduction

This book is the third in the East-South Relations Series published by the
Institute for Soviet and East European Studies at the Graduate School of
International Studies of the University of Miami. It focuses upon the
political history of the UNITA struggle in Angola.

In 1976, in an appearance before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, two noted scholars discussed UNITA’s fate following the
Angolan civil war. One believed UNITA was “past history now,” the other
argued that UNITA remained a “formidable force.” I helped prepare the
latter testimony for the committee, and the intervening years have proven
the validity of the statement.1

The Angolan civil war was the product of personal jealousy, contrasting
ideologies, and ethnic animosities. Fifteen years later, despite the glimmer
of peace, the causative elements remain unchanged. Angola and its people
continue to suffer from strife and discord.

The three major Angolan insurgencies were all genuine national
liberation movements. Events conspired to prevent a government of
national unity from being formed in 1974/75. One of those liberation
movements, União Nacional Para a Independência Total de Angola
(UNITA), continued to struggle for the promise of “free, open elections.”
This is the story of that movement.

The civil war in Angola involves the United States, U.S.S.R., China,
South Africa, Cuba, Zaire, Zambia and Namibia to name but a few. Like the
insurgencies in Afghanistan, Cambodia and Nicaragua, the UNITA
insurgents are beneficiaries of the U.S. Reagan Doctrine policy. By July 1,
1991, the last of the Cuban combat troops will have been withdrawn from
Angola. Their departure is further evidence of the success of the Reagan
Doctrine.

In the 1990s, with the dynamic changes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union, Moscow is in some ways reverting to form.



Mikhail Gorbachev, with his policies of “glasnost” and “perestroika,” his
statements regarding a peaceful solution to regional conflicts, and his “new
thinking,” is compared with actual Soviet policy toward Angola.

Despite his rhetoric, the Soviet Union between 1987 and 1990 supplied
the Movimento Popular de Libertacão de Angola-Partido do Trabalho
(MPLA-PT) over $3 billion worth of military equipment. The biggest
MPLA-PT/Cuban offensives have occurred during Gorbachev’s tenure. In
1990, Soviet advisers at the brigade level directed a MPLA-PT offensive
against Mavinga, the gateway to Jamba.

U.S. policy is also examined. The UNITA insurgency has seen the entire
gamut of U.S. foreign policy: from the Vietnam Syndrome to the Reagan
Doctrine. UNITA has been able to attract broad bipartisan support. The late
Congressman Claude Pepper was instrumental in focusing his colleagues’
attention on the political legitimacy of UNITA’s struggle.

While a partial solution to the Angolan civil war has been negotiated, it
will still take the influence of the United States and Soviet Union to
guarantee a government of national reconciliation. It is vital that the
U.S.S.R. and the United States honor their agreements to justly settle
regional conflicts.

My own thoughts form the conclusion of this book. However, my
strategy would require compromise in a part of the world that knows not the
meaning of the word. It would require trust where trust is constantly
violated, and it would mean submission for the common good where
defiance is a remnant of the colonial past.

This book in the product of several years of research. It includes
interviews both in the United States and southern Africa, with South
African government officials, South African Defense Force officers, South
West Africa Territorial Force members, UNITA and MPLA-PT officials,
and members and staffs of the U.S. Department of Defense, Department of
State, and the U.S. Congress.

I would like to thank John Marcum, Scott Thompson, and Colin Legum
for their comments on the manuscript, and Peter Vanneman for his insights
on Gorbachev’s foreign policy. A special thanks to Irving Louis Horowitz at
Transaction Publishers and Jiri Valenta at the Institute for Soviet and East
European Studies for their patience and constructive suggestions. Finally,
this book would never have been written without the love and support



provided by Susan Janelle James: wife, mother, and best friend. Not only is
she a good typist, but also the world’s foremost expert on deciphering
Martinese. It is to her that I dedicate this work.

In a sense, this endeavor was fifteen years in the making, beginning in
1975 when a young graduate student approached a professor who needed a
researcher to focus on an unknown west African nation named Angola.
While many deserve credit, the author takes full responsibility for what
follows.

Note
1.    Statement of Peter Vanneman and W. Martin James, “Soviet Interests in Southern Africa,” before

U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, US. Policy Toward Africa. Hearings
before the Subcommittee on African Affairs, 94th Congress, 2d Session, March 5, 8, 15, 19,
May 12, 13, 21, 26, and 27, 1976, pp. 32–35.



1

The UNITA Insurgency in Angola: A Framework
for Analysis

The specter of internal political violence is a global phenomenon with
far-reaching implications for every major political actor. Insurgencies are
ongoing in Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Cambodia,
Philippines, and Angola to name but a few.

The potential problems and/or prospects posed by these insurgencies
need to be defined, comprehended, and resolved, if necessary. But how do
we study insurgencies? Upon what criteria do we base our judgement?

In order to predict events, the analyst must be able to systematically
study the strengths and weaknesses of the insurgents and government. One
writer has developed a comprehensive framework for the study of
insurgency.1

Terminology
Insurgency can be defined as “a struggle between a non-ruling group and

the ruling authorities in which the former consciously employs political
resources (organizational skills, propaganda, and/or demonstrations) and
instruments of violence to establish legitimacy for some aspect of the
political system it considers illegitimate.”2

An insurgency against the political system is a political legitimacy crisis.
The analyst must determine, therefore, what are the motives behind the
insurgency. O’Neill defined six types of insurgent movements: secessionist,
revolutionary, restorational, reactionary, conservative, and reformist.

Types of Insurgency



Secessionist insurgents “reject the existing political community of which
they are formally a part; they seek to withdraw from it and constitute a new
autonomous political community.” The Eritrean insurgency in Ethiopia is a
secessionist insurgency. Revolutionary insurgents “seek to impose a new
regime based on egalitarian values and centrally controlled structures
designed to mobilize the people and radically transform the social structure
within an existing political community,” that is, UNITA in Angola. Like the
Mujaheddin in Afghanistan, restorational movements, “also seek to displace
the regime; the values and structures they champion are identified with a
recent political order.” “The values are ascriptive and elitist, while the
structures are oligarchical ones that have little or no provisions for mass
participation in politics.” Reactionary insurgents seek change “by
reconstituting a past political order… a golden age of the distant past in
which religious values and authoritarian structures were predominant.” The
Moslem Brotherhood in Egypt is an example. Conservative insurgencies
“seek to maintain the existing regime in the face of pressures on authorities
to change it.” The Protestant organizations in northern Ireland is another
example. Finally, reformist insurgents like the Kurds in Iraq, attempt to
“obtain more political, social and economic benefits without necessarily
rejecting the political community, regime or authorities.”

The UNITA insurgency could be labelled secessionist or reformist.
UNITA’s power base is located in southern Angola. Consequently,
secession is always a possibility. Likewise, UNITA supporters have suffered
politically, and economically because of MPLA-PT policies; the insurgency
could settle for a redistribution of political and economic benefits within the
existing political structure. However, UNITA words and actions indicate the
movement to be revolutionary. The insurgency seeks to transform the
political/economic structures of the nation either through military conquest
or a negotiated settlement.

Major Analytical Variables
O’Neill described six variables for the study of insurgencies. They were:

environment, organization, popular support, cohesion of the insurgency,



external support, government response to the insurgency.3 This author has
formulated another variable—the peace process.

Environment

The first major analytical variable is environment. Environment
encompasses such factors as “terrain, climate, roads, communications
network, ethnicity, religion and culture, size of the country, and number of
people.”

Terrain can provide a favorable or hostile environment for an insurgency.
If the terrain is suitable for guerrilla warfare—rugged mountains, jungles
and forests—an insurgency can grow and expand. Favorable terrain is
especially important to a Maoist insurgency, which grows by stages and is
dependent upon successful guerrilla operations.

Climate can also aid or hinder an insurgency and government response to
that insurgency. Weather can hamper both sides’ activities, leading to
predictable periods of violence or calm.

For a better chance of insurgent success, the
transportation/communication system should be rudimentary. A good
system will allow rapid troop dispersal and quick flow of intelligence data.
Poor communication and transportation favors the insurgent, especially the
Maoist insurgent.

Language, ethnic, and religious differences can also help or deter a
revolutionary movement. These factors, of course, often block
nationbuilding attempts, even where there is no insurgency. A guerrilla
organization which achieves victory on the basis of ethnicity, religion, or
language must take remedial steps to incorporate other segments of the
population in the power structure, or be forced to assume the role of
government against a new insurgency.

Organization and Popular Support

Superior organization allows insurgents to compensate for material
superiority of their opponents. Weak organization can result in an
irreversible defeat. Insurgents often develop “parallel hierarchies” to
compete with government institutions in terms of political, economic and
social satisfaction of the populace. At the same time, the diversification of



the military wing, that is, logistics, guerrilla, terrorist, and conventional
force—allows not only growth, but provides further channels for expressive
protest.

For many insurgencies, popular support is crucial to eventual success.
Popular support is especially vital to any group which employs the Maoist
strategy of guerrilla warfare. Widespread support of the local population is
crucial, as the insurgents steadily try to erode the government’s
socioeconomic base.

An insurgency utilizes five methods to gain support and recruits: esoteric
appeals, exoteric appeals, terrorism, provocation of government
counterterrorism, and demonstrations of potency.

Esoteric appeals are directly aimed at the intelligentsia. They “seek to
clarify the situation by placing it in an ideological or theoretical context that
orders and interprets political complexities.” Leftist revolutionaries found
an attractive philosophy in Lenin’s writings on the exploitation by
capitalism of the Third World. Lenin’s theory provided an all-encompassing
explanation of the political-economic underdevelopment of their nation.
Conversely, more modern anti-Soviet national liberation struggles in
Angola, Mozambique, Afghanistan, and Nicaragua blame Soviet and Cuban
imperialism for the present situation.

Exoteric appeals focus on the concrete grievances of both the general
population and the intelligentsia. These grievances range from employment
discrimination to land reform, from imperialism to tribalism.

Terrorism is used when esoteric and/or exoteric grievances prove
inadequate. Also, terrorism can be employed to demonstrate government
weakness and insurgent strength. If used correctly, terrorism can be linked
with the insurgency against targets which oppress or subjugate the
population. Used incorrectly, however, terrorism can alienate potential
domestic and international support.

The next step in achieving popular support is provoking the government
into acts of counterterrorism. Such tactics, if used indiscriminately, can
distance the local population from the central authority toward the
insurgents.

Demonstrations of potency are displayed in two ways: meeting the needs
of the people and military initiative. If an insurgency is to succeed, it must
meet the basic needs of the population, while demonstrating government



inability to provide those services. Food, shelter, health, and education are
some sectors in which the insurgents can expose government neglect.

Military initiative is proof that the insurgency has the momentum and
will to succeed. Victories boost insurgent morale while dimming
government hopes for a quick victory. Initiative is shown via kidnapping,
assassination, ambushes, or conventional attacks. A combination of these
tactics is needed to maintain continuous victories. By never allowing the
central government the opportunity to regroup, the insurgency gains support
and stature, while forcing the enemy into mistakes.

The dramatic gesture keeps the insurgency before the local population,
and reminds international supporters that the movement is active. Media
coverage of insurgencies allows adept groups to maintain the semblance of
continuous victories. While real military initiative is a must, stage-managed
victories can also be useful.

Cohesion of the Insurgency

Cohesion is important, but not vital, to the ultimate success of an
insurgency. The revolutionaries in Algeria and Angola were both rent with
schisms, yet they rule their respective nations today. Still, for an insurgency
to have direction, discipline, and a united strategy, some level of cohesion is
necessary. Ideology may lead to schisms or provide a rallying point. Danger
exists for the insurgency if ideological beliefs are not handled delicately.
The safest way to maintain a cohesive organization is for the command
structure to include both political and military leaders. A unified command
can weigh each decision militarily and politically, and resolve the problem
according to the needs of the insurgency as a whole.

Charismatic attraction involves leaders who can recruit members based
upon dynamic personality, oratorical skills, and by example. Also,
charismatic attraction is important in societies where individual leadership
is expected and valued. A problem exists, however, when the charismatic
leader departs the scene, leaving the insurgency reliant upon second-tier
leadership.

External Support



External support is broken down into four components: moral, political,
material, and sanctuary. Moral support is least costly to the donor. It
involves public acknowledgement that the insurgency is just and admirable.
Political support goes one step further. Here the donor acknowledges and
supports the insurgency in public and international forums. Material support
involves risk for the donor. Assistance composed of food, weapons,
medicines, or training are provided. Such supplies allow the insurgents to
increase the scope of their actions. Finally, sanctuary is important. In
neighboring countries the insurgents can have “safe bases” where arms
caches, training, operations, or even an exiled government is established.

External support is dependent upon the insurgency making advances or
keeping its name before the international audience. One way this is
achieved is via the dramatic gesture. Military success, or at least, the
illusion of success, is also important. Strength in organization, cohesion,
and popular support will usually attract external support as well.

Government Response to the Insurgency

The fifth variable, and perhaps most important, is the government’s
response to an insurgency. If the central government is weak and vacillates,
the other factors—external support, cohesion, organization, environment,
and popular support—may bring victory within grasp. However, a strong
government response may render the other variables inconsequential.

A counterinsurgency operation must successfully defeat each of the
forms of violence employed by the insurgents: propaganda-organizational
activity, terrorism, guerrilla warfare, and mobile-conventional warfare.

The central government must combat each of these forms of violence
with an appropriate response. Counterinsurgency tactics must be planned,
coordinated, and conducted via a central administrative control center.
Confusion or inaction only plays into the insurgents’ hands. Unfortunately,
government inability in these and other areas is often the cause of the
insurgency in the first place.

The Peace Process

Finally, the last variable is the peace process. After years of civil war, the
insurgency or the government or both, will decide to embark upon a



negotiated solution. The civil war may damage the economic infrastructure,
deplete the male population, and retard progress to such an extent that both
government and insurgency are cast as villains.

At this point both parties may agree to a negotiated solution. The peace
process may take place over a period of years interspersed with a return to
belligerency as government and insurgents seek maximum gain at minimum
cost. External political forces may be able to play an important role, but
support for a cessation of hostilities must come from the two internal actors.

The UNITA Insurgency in Angola
UNITA is one of three liberation groups which battled Portugal’s colonial

rule in Angola. When the Portuguese African empire fell and liberation was
secured in 1974, the three groups—the Frente Nacional de Libertacão de
Angola (FNLA), the Movimento Popular de Libertacão de Angola (MPLA),
and UNITA—agreed, based on the terms of the Alvor Agreement, to a
tripartite government for the fledgling nation. The liberation groups massed
in Luanda, the capital, but personality, ideological, and ethnic conflicts
quickly arose. The MPLA, with Soviet and Cuban assistance, drove FNLA
and UNITA from the capital and declared the People’s Republic of Angola
on November 11, 1975. UNITA, with South African, Chinese, and
American support, and FNLA, with American and Zairian assistance,
launched a brief but bitter civil war. The MPLA, allied with twelve
thousand Cuban troops and $200 million worth of Soviet military
equipment, quickly decimated FNLA and drove UNITA back into the bush
to continue its low-intensity guerrilla war. Since 1976, UNITA has grown in
strength, and threatens the continued rule of the MPLA-PT.

Insurgent Strategies
Insurgent groups utilize sophisticated strategies to obtain their political

ends. Three general strategies have been developed: the Leninist, Maoist,
and Cuban.

The Leninist strategy involves “a small, tightly knit, disciplined, and
highly organized conspiratorial group that has obtained support from major



discontented social groups.”4 For the most part, insurgent activity takes
place in urban areas where political and economic power is concentrated.
The Leninist approach assumes that the government is on the threshold of
collapse and that it will do so when confronted by low-level terrorism and
subversion of the police and military.

Political organization and cohesion are the most important variables to a
Leninist insurgency. A select few activists control the movement; there is
no intention to mobilize the general population. Environment, external
support, popular support and government response play less influential
roles.

The Maoist strategy ascribes great importance to popular support,
organization and environment. Moreover, it involves a series of stages
which are all dependent on the success of the previous step. These stages
are political organization-terrorism, guerrilla warfare and mobile-
conventional warfare.

In the organizational stage, cells are created to build political-propaganda
groups who will win popular support. Teams of guerrillas will also be
deployed to intimidate select individuals.

During the first stage, insurgents stress exoteric and esoteric appeals.
Parallel hierarchies are also begun to provide social services and mutual
assistance programs.

Guerrilla warfare is the second stage of the Maoist strategy. Small bands
operate in rural areas where the terrain is rugged and government control
weak. The Maoist insurgent follows the famous dictum of “enemy
advances, we retreat; enemy entrenched, we harass; enemy exhausted, we
attack; enemy retreating, we pursue.”5 As the guerrillas succeed in isolating
the people from the government, the parallel hierarchies play an
increasingly valuable role in insurgent strategy. The insurgents stress their
own ideology to supplant the legitimacy of the existing regime.

The final stage of a Maoist-type insurgency is civil war. Guerrilla forces
are regularized and regime forces are confronted in mobile conventional
warfare. At this point, the strategy is to defeat the regime.

Popular support, environment, and organization are important to a Maoist
insurgency; cohesion, government response, and external support less so.



The Cuban strategy is an alternative to the Maoist model. Che Guevara,
the theoretical tactician, argued that (1) popular forces can win a war
against the army; (2) it is not necessary to wait until all the conditions for
making revolution exist—the insurrection can create them; (3) in
underdeveloped Latin America, the countryside is the basic area for
fighting. Guevara differs from Mao in that the Cuban believed the
insurgents could create the necessary conditions for a revolution. Mao
advocated the primacy of the party; the Cuban strategy highlights the
military role.

The Maoist Strategy
UNITA adopted Mao Zedong’s guerrilla techniques. UNITA President

Jonas Savimbi and many of his commanders received guerrilla training in
China during the 1960s. Upon entering Angola, Savimbi set about
instituting the first phase of the Maoist strategy… the “mobilization of
popular support.”6

By the 1974 coup in Portugal, UNITA had a small army, yet was highly
successful in garnering local support. Portugal’s counterinsurgency efforts
had been only modestly successful, thus allowing UNITA opportunity to
implement its political program.7 UNITA had good cause to welcome the
scheduled 1975 elections.

Since the civil war ended in 1976, UNITA has continued to apply the
Maoist strategy in the Angolan context. UNITA entered the final stage—
confronting the enemy in mobile-conventional warfare in 1985.

The Framework for Analysis
Using the seven variables, the UNITA insurgency has been analyzed,

attempting to measure the potential for success. The environmental
conditions of Angola are important. The terrain of Angola is diverse and
well-suited to a guerrilla organization employing the Maoist strategy.
Perhaps the biggest factor in the Angola equation is the ethnic background
of the Angolan People. MPLA-PT in Angola believed “the stress upon the



communitarian heritage of African society is naive.”8 UNITA, on the other
hand, nurtured and cultivated ethnic traditions and culture.

The third chapter is a historical summary of the struggle of the three
liberation movements through the civil war. While this study keys on only
one movement, the political complexity of Angola is difficult to judge
without some knowledge of the other movements. Also, it is the
internationalization of the civil war which, to a great extent, explains the
current situation in Angola.

To many, MPLA-PT’s victory in Angola was endemic of Third World
revolutions supported by non-Western powers.9 Seemingly, every
revolution was Leninist and propped up by China or the Soviet Union
against corrupt, inefficient regimes supported by the Western alliance. By
the 1980s this trend had reversed. Globally, several wars of anticommunist
revolution, under the Reagan Doctrine umbrella, were being waged against
Leninist oriented regimes. UNITA was one of the most successful of these
“new” liberation movements.

Organization and popular support will focus upon the structure of
UNITA. How many soldiers, laborers, and sympathetic supporters can it
claim? Is UNITA solely a military force, or has it evolved an economic and
political organization? A parallel hierarchy is necessary to show supporters
that the insurgency can provide basic goods and services which the
government has failed to deliver. Has UNITA created such a state within a
state? Militarily, the insurgency must grow and diversify while maintaining
theoretical loyalty to a particular guerrilla strategy.

Popular support is vital to UNITA’s immediate security and chances for
long-term success. Equally important is the charismatic appeal of Jonas
Savimbi. Savimbi controls UNITA, and questions arise as to whether the
organization could survive his loss. His absence could cost UNITA its
vitality and durability. Richard Harwood of the Washington Post noted
about Savimbi, “He has that quality so valued in Hollywood and American
politics: charisma. He has a real army and followers with enormous
dedication.”10 Undoubtedly, Angolans view Savimbi as a great chief. One
villager said, “We believe God and Savimbi will give us independence.”11
Fritz Sitte, an Austrian journalist who travelled with UNITA in 1973 wrote,



“Savimbi represents a healthy mixture between the traditional African
chieftain figure … and a European, educated and intellectual.”12

In addition, UNITA, while ethically diverse, maintains a dutiful respect
for ethnic customs. Another Washington Post writer, Leon Dash, who
travelled with UNITA in 1977 wrote, “The UNITA guerrillas understand the
importance of oral tradition. They use it and follow tribal customs while
proselytizing among the many ethnic groups of Angola….”13

Colonial revolutions are not new to the Third World or Africa nor is
external support for those insurgencies. External support for UNITA has
been a salvation as well as a bane. Most of UNITA’s external support
originated from the Republic of South Africa. This alliance with South
Africa stripped UNITA of much of its revolutionary credentials but, in all
likelihood, prevented UNITA from being destroyed. UNITA no longer
receives aid from South Africa, yet the RSA-UNITA relationship bears
close scrutiny. In the helter-skelter world of southern African politics
nothing is permanent.

MPLA-PT’s response to the UNITA insurgency will be scrutinized. A
strong government response can often neutralize favorable variables for the
insurgent. In Angola’s case, however, MPLA-PT has vacillated in its
response to the rebellion. South Africa, Soviet Union, and Cuba all had
their own motives for supporting one or the other of Angola’s factions.14

Finally, the peace process has begun with mixed results. The
internationalization of the civil war has ebbed, but the internal components
are making slow, if any, progress.

This book analyzes UNITA’s chances and prospects. By fully
understanding weaknesses and strengths of UNITA, scholars and
government officials will be better able to judge and evaluate whether the
United States should continue to insist that Cuban troops finish the
withdrawal from Angola, whether the United States should grant diplomatic
recognition to MPLA-PT’s rule, whether Jonas Savimbi poses a hindrance
to an Angolan settlement, and whether the MPLA-PT represents the hopes
and aspirations of the Angolan people and thus has the right to rule the
nation alone.
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The Angolan Environment

Angola derives its name from the Kimbundu term “Ngola.” The “Ngola”
was the ruler of the Mbundu people. Supposedly the Ngola was
distinguishable from the commoners in the village by the two doors and two
windows in his hut. Commoners lived in windowless, one-door dwellings.
On November 29, 1671, a Portuguese force attacked the Mbundu fortress at
Pungu A Ndongo. They sacked the city, took many slaves and extinguished
the influence of the Mbundu in the area. The area of Ndongo became
known as Angola after the Ngola whose kingdom was destroyed.1

Geographically, Angola lies on the southwest coast of Africa surrounded
by Namibia to the south, Zambia to the east, Zaire to the northeast, while
the Congo and Zaire enclose the Enclave of Cabinda. To the west is the
Atlantic Ocean which provides Angola with 1,025 miles of coastline. Its
area is 481,351 square miles, including Cabinda.

Angola contains a variegated landscape, but essentially it can be broken
into four component parts: the coastal plain, northern forests, desert-steppe
of the south and the central savanna plateau.

The coastal plain was the site of the original European settlements. It did
not support a large population until development of the ports of Luanda and
Lobito.

The coastal plain remains important because it handles the bulk of
imports and exports. The climate of the coast is conducive to disease, and it
took the Portuguese until the 1930s to totally eradicate typhoid fever in
Luanda and Benguela.

Along the coast the rainfall ranges from a scant 2 inches annually at
Mocamedes to 25.4 inches at Cabinda. The land will sustain some
agriculture like sugar cane, cotton, corn and coffee grown as money crops,
though extensive irrigation is used. Fishing is also very good along the



coast with tuna, sardines and mackerel being the most important
commercially.

TABLE 2.1 
Selected Name-Place Changesa

Former Name New Name
Ambrizete Nzeto
Carmona Uige
Kassinga Kassinga
Henrique de Carvalho Saurimo
Joao De Almeida Chibia
Luso Luena
Malanj Malange
Nova Lisboa Huambo
Novo Redondo Ngunza
Vila Vila Vila Pereira d’Éca Ngiva
Portugalia Luachimo
Sá Da Bandeira Lubango
Sao Salvador do Congo Mbanza Kongo
Serpa Pinto Menongue
Silva Porto Bié
Teixeira de Silva Bailundo
Teixeira de Sousa Luau

aNames were changed after independence to emphasize the break with Portugal.

Luanda is the administrative center of Angola, while Lobito is the
terminal point of the Benguela Railroad. Mocamedes, Cabinda, Ambrizete,
Ambriz, Novo Redondo, Porto Alexandre and Baia dos Tigres all offer
natural anchorages but are undeveloped.

The forest regions of northern Angola are the site of the ancient
kingdoms. Rainfall averages over 60 inches a year, but the region is capable
of supporting agriculture, and the dense forests supply ample game for
tribal hunters. Under the Portuguese, the north became the center for the
great coffee plantations. Coffee became Angola’s largest export commodity



until the development of petroleum resources. In the north, the population
depends on manioc as the food staple. The region is not as robust as the
plateau, and several tropical diseases are prevalent. Coffee is the major
money crop, but others include palm oil, cotton, kapok, gums, and wax. The
rain forests of Cabinda produce commercial wood for export including
mahogany, tola and tacula. Cattle raising is minimized by the tsetse fly and
most agriculture is subsistence farming.

Southern Angola is comprised of the desert-steppe. It is sparsely
populated and the inhabitants are mostly nomadic cattle herders. Rivers of
this region flow on a seasonal basis and rainfall is low. The Portuguese
called this territory the Terras do Fim Mundo, “Land at the End of the
World.” The lack of a consistent rainfall has retarded economic growth in
the region.

The central savanna plateau consists of three-fifths of the territory of
Angola. Because of its altitude it receives sufficient rain for farming. Rivers
are permanent and soil is excellent for farming. The altitude also minimizes
the effect of the tsetse fly on cattle raising. For these reasons a majority of
the Angolan population lives on the plateau, and the Portuguese made this
area a target for colonization. The presence of abundant minerals also made
the region attractive.

Among the important cash crops of the region are sisal, corn, peanuts and
coffee. These crops are raised on farms which lie along the rail systems
which traverse the central plateau. The Benguela, Luanda, and Mocamedes
railroads all serve this important area.

Transportation Network
The rivers of western Angola flow to the Atlantic Coast and are

important for three reasons. First, they provide the population of the coastal
cities with a permanent water supply for farming, industry, and human
consumption. Second, they are a source of hydroelectric power. Third, they
provide a transportation system to the interior, though it is rudimentary.

Rivers in the eastern regions of Angola are too seasonal to be of any real
value. The only important river in southwestern Angola is the Cunene
River, where a major hydroelectric complex has been constructed. It is



believed the dam will provide irrigation for 13 million hectares of land in
Angola and Namibia.

Railway

The railway network has served as a means of moving goods to and from
national and transnational hinterlands to the ports. All lines run in an east-
west direction, rather than north-south. They were constructed in this
manner because all economic activity was directed for the benefit of
Portugal not Angola.2 Thus, the majority of track runs to the coast instead
of linking various points of the economic infrastructure in Angola.

The Benguela Railroad is the principal Angolan rail system. Many
communities in southern Angola border the line, and it is the main source of
their livelihood. It was also important to Zaire, which shipped Shaba copper
to Lobito and to Zambia, which relied on the line to export copper and
import needed supplies and goods. Between 1967 and 1974, the
international freight traffic carried by the railway from Zambia and Zaire
rose by 82 percent to 929,641 tons per annum. Total freight traffic,
international and domestic, carried on the railway to the port of Lobito rose
to 1,336,236 tons, and traffic carried in the opposite direction, from Lobito,
rose to 1,047,011 tons.

TABLE 2.2 
Railway Freight Traffic (’000 tons)

1973 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985a

Benguela International 2,567 401 259 186 202 262
Traffic:b 1,640 11 7 — — —
Mocamedes RR 6,409 265 251 143 171 196
Luanda-Malange 301 118 102 71 84 63

a1985 most recent reliable figures
bBenguela International traffic

The Benguela Railroad is 90 percent owned by Tanks Consolidated
Investments, Ltd., and 10 percent by the Angolan state. Its construction



began in 1903, and by 1912 it reached from Huambo to Lobito. By 1928 it
reached the Zaire border, and in 1931 it was linked to the central African
railway system and the copper belt, totaling 928 miles.

The civil war halted access for both Zaire and Zambia, and the lingering
UNITA insurgency has made utilization of the Benguela sporadic, at best,
since 1975. In 1988, the Angolan government admitted that 90 percent of
the Benguela traffic had been cut by rebel attacks.

The Caminho de Ferro de Amboim, a privately owned venture, was
closed in 1974. Ninety-six percent of the goods carried by the Mocamedes
line consisted of iron ore from the Kassinga mines.

Because of the problems in operating the Benguela Railroad the Angolan
government scrapped plans in 1980 to assume controlling interest (51
percent shareholding) in the rail system. For example, in 1979, the
Companhia do Caminho do Ferro de Benguela (CFB) carried only thirty
thousand tons of domestic freight and small quantities of Zairian
manganese. The Bank of Angola has provided monthly loans to keep the
rail system afloat despite its huge debts caused by loss of international
freight. There is much interest in revitalizing the Angolan rail network.
Angola has signed several contracts to begin rehabilitation, but clauses in
the agreements state that the climate of hostility must first end.3

Ports

The main ports are Mocamedes (Namibe) which handled 6.3 million tons
of cargo in 1973, Cabinda (7.5 million), Luanda (2.3 million), and Lobito
(2.5 million).4 The high tonnage handled by Mocamedes and

TABLE 2.3 
Freight Traffic at Main Ports (’000 tons)a

1973 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985b

Luanda 2,324 797 798 695 693 761 942
Lobito 2,545 555 536 526 396 448 522
Namibe 6,379 101 192 161 120 152 171

aLoaded and unloaded



b1985 most recent reliable figures

Cabinda are reflective of the rise in iron ore and petroleum, respectively.
In 1972, the merchant marine consisted of 38 vessels with 17,806 dwt
displacement. In 1986, the national shipping company, Angonave,
possessed seven cargo ships with a total capacity of 81,700 tons. By 1985,
Namibe (Mocamedes) was handling little traffic (171,257 tons) because of
the closure of the Kassinga mines. Also, Lobito traffic declined because of
reduced shipments of copper from Zambia and Zaire. In 1985, Lobito
handled only 522,000 tons of cargo. Luanda’s port handled 942,118 tons of
cargo in 1985, but this was well below the pre-independence level of 2.3
million tons in 1973.

Surface Routes

In 1974, there were 44,939 miles of roads of which 5,201 were asphalted.
By 1983, road mileage totaled 48,000 miles of which 5,400 were asphalted.
During the civil war, most of the roads and bridges were destroyed. At the
end of 1973, there were 183,031 vehicles registered. Many of these,
however, were later exported to Portugal, disabled, or destroyed by the
Portuguese as they left Angola. For example, of the 28,000 heavy trucks in
the country before the civil war only 6,000 remained operational by the end
of the war. By 1989, Angola had 167,000 vehicles.

Since independence, the mileage and asphalt figures have remained
roughly stable. The number of bridges has varied according to guerrilla
objectives and government efforts to rebuild important bridges.

Air Transport

Local and international air service is provided by Air Transportation of
Angola (TAAG). Its fleet of 22 aircraft consists of Boeing 707s and 737s,
Hercules C-130 transport planes, Fokker Friendships, and Soviet Antonovs
and Yaks. In 1989, the Angolan government decided to upgrade the air
service by purchasing new aircraft.5

The Economy



Potentially, Angola could become an African economic colossus. The
country has fertile soil, abundant minerals, ample energy supplies, good
ports, and transportation system. Events have conspired to prevent Angola
from achieving its promise. The disruption caused by the departure of the
Portuguese, the ravages of the civil war, and the growing strength of the
UNITA insurgency have all combined to retard Angola’s economic
progress.6

Agriculture

The Angolan government estimated 85 percent of the population live in
rural areas and are engaged in agricultural production. The wide range of
climate and topography permit cultivation of a variety of crops. Tropical
foods such as cassava, sugarcane, bananas, coffee, citrus fruits, and oil palm
products are grown. Other crops include wheat, maize, rice, millet,
potatoes, beans, and cotton. Livestock raising, while important, is limited to
the central plateau and southwestern provinces because of the tsetse fly.

The waters of Angola’s coast are especially rich in fish, which are an
important source of protein in the people’s diet. Marine fishing was a major
industry under the Portuguese. The waters off the Angolan coast lured
fishing vessels of almost every nation, and by the early 1970s over 1
million tons of fish were caught annually.

Portuguese colonial authorities maintained strict control over the
industry. Boats, management, and expertise were possessed by the
Portuguese using African labor. White settlers also owned the fishermeal,
canning, and freezing plants located in Luanda, Lobito, and other ports.

Before Angolan independence, the Portuguese departed with their boats
leaving only 275 small vessels. The MPLA-PT purchased trawlers and
signed fishing agreements with the Soviet Union and Cuba. Usually such an
agreement called for Angola to supply a certain tonnage of catch in return
for boats, training, and rebuilding facilities.

Agriculture and forestry products accounted for well over 60 percent of
exports in the mid-1960s. As mineral production, especially petroleum,
grew in the early 1970s, agriculture’s share of exports dropped to 34
percent. Coffee was the most valuable agricultural commodity, accounting
for 27 percent of all exports in 1973.



The commercial agricultural sector consisted of over 8,000 farms
consisting of 3.3 million hectares. The units practiced modern agricultural
techniques employing mechanized equipment, pesticides, and fertilizers.
These farms grew Angola’s agricultural export crops.

At independence the white owners or managers left, taking with them or
destroying the mechanized vehicles. The Angolan government has been
unable to re-establish production on the farms because of lack of trained
managers and the unwillingness of the traditional farmers to leave their
plots. Government sponsored cooperatives have also been unsuccessful for
the same reasons.

Since independence, Angola has had to import approximately 10 percent
of its agricultural needs. Despite many efforts, the Angolan government has
been unable to raise production to 1973 levels.7 Another problem has been
the drought and famine which has devastated Sahel Africa. The UNITA
insurgency, combined with the famine, has severely hampered Angola’s
agricultural infrastructure.

TABLE 2.4 

Angola Coffee Production (bags; season April-March)a

1972–73 4,030,000b
1973–74 3,500,000b
1974–75 3,451,000b
1975–76 1,160,000
1976–77    958,000
1977–78    951,000
1978–79    572,000
1979–80    289,000
1980–81    721,000
1981–82    344,000
1982–83    290,000
1983–84    217,000
1984–85    254,000
1985–86    190,000
1986–87    231,000



Angola Coffee Production (bags; season April-March)a

1987–88    232,000
1988–89    250,000c

aBag equals 132 pounds
bAs Portuguese colony
cEstimate

Mining

Angola may prove to have immense mineral wealth. Iron ore, diamonds,
and petroleum were major foreign exchange earners in the early 1970s.
Today, petroleum is virtually the country’s only export of any value.

Diamonds. The main diamond bearing area is in Lunda Norte Province.
At one time the diamond industry employed 18,000 workers, the second
largest work force behind agriculture. Production in 1973 was over 2.1
million carats.

Until 1971, the Diamond Company of Angola (Diamang) held exclusive
rights to Angola’s diamond fields. Primarily Portuguese owned, Diamang
also had American, Belgian, British, and South African investors. In 1971,
the original contract was replaced with one joining Diamang and De Beers
Consolidated Mines of South Africa in prospecting and exploitation rights.

TABLE 2.5 
Angola Diamond Production Since 1974 (in carats)

1974 2,400,000a
1975 750,000
1976 660,000
1977 350,000
1978 400,000
1979 841,000
1980 1,500,000
1981 1,400,000
1982 1,226,000
1983 1,034,000



Angola Diamond Production Since 1974 (in carats)
1984 920,000
1985 714,000
1986 266,000
1987 871,000
1988 1,000,000b

aAs Portuguese colony
bGovernment estimate

In early 1976, Diamang announced that, because of heavy losses, it was
returning its concession to the MPLA offering to continue as a contractor-
partner. The losses stemmed from two events. First, many of the Portuguese
engineers and managers left the area during the civil war. Also, many of the
black laborers abandoned the mine sites. Second, as the MPLA increased its
grip on the economy, smuggling and theft rose dramatically. Diamang had
been criticized because of the lax security measures taken to protect the
mining company and its operations. Production in 1975 was 750,000 carats,
in 1976 it was 660,000 carats, and in 1977 it was only 350,000 carats. In
1978, in an attempt to halt smuggling, MPLA-PT divided Lunda into
northern and southern provinces. Steps were taken to increase security and
regulate the mining areas.8 By 1987, production had increased to 871,000
carats.

Iron Ore. The richest source of iron ore is at Kassinga in Huila Province.
The mines are estimated to have a reserve of 5 billion tons, and in 1973
approximately 5.7 million tons were exported to Japan and the Federal
Republic of Germany.

Until 1975, the mines were operated by the Mining Company of Lobito
which had financial backing from West Germany, and banks in Austria,
Denmark, and the United States. Ore from the mines was railed to the Port
of Mocamedes, which had the capacity to handle 7 million tons a year.

During the Angolan civil war, the mines were damaged and closed by the
fighting between MPLA and UNITA. Some reports indicated, however, that
Portuguese employees may have sabotaged the mines before departing
Angola. At any rate, the UNITA insurgency has kept the mines silent.



In 1977, MPLA-PT nationalized the Kassinga iron ore mines and signed
an agreement with a Yugoslavian firm to restart production and export of
the mineral. So far, no iron ore has reached Namibe (Mocamedes).9

Angola has a wide range of minerals, potential and exploited. Manganese
ore has been found in large quantities, though only 4,700 tons were
produced in 1973. Copper has been discovered as well as gold, lead, zinc,
bauxite, fluorspar, and radioactive minerals. Salt is mined along the coast
and phosphate, which can be ground into agricultural fertilizer, has also
been discovered.

The Enclave of Cabinda
The Organization of African Unity (OAU) recognized Cabinda as part of

Angola despite the fact that Cabinda is physically separated from Angola by
a thin strip of Zaire.

All three liberation movements agreed that Cabinda was an integral part
of Angola. But Cabinda had its own liberation movement, Frente Para
Libertacão do Enclave de Cabinda, or FLEC. Founded in July 1963, FLEC
insisted that Cabindans should have a voice in their future.

FLEC argued that Cabinda had been illegally integrated into Angola by
the Salazar regime in 1958 in violation of the Treaty of Simulambuco.10
The treaty, signed in 1885 by the Portuguese government and tribal chiefs
in Cabinda, allowed Portugal trading rights in Cabinda in return for
protection against territorial encroachments by the Congo Free State of
King Leopold of Belgium. The Treaty of Simulambuco was recognized as
valid by the Congress of Berlin in 1885. In the view of MPLA, UNITA and
FNLA, Cabinda was a part of the modern Angolan nation created by
Portuguese colonial rule.

By 1974, Cabinda had a population of 70,000 people, of whom 3,000
were white. Ethnically, the majority of Cabindans are related to the
Bakongo people. Cabinda is rich in hardwood forests, and cocoa and coffee
plantations. Although it encompasses only 2,895 square miles, the people
have enjoyed a standard of living higher than other Angolans. But what
makes Cabinda so valuable is the abundant oil reserves located off its
shores.



After the Portuguese coup, FLEC was given reason to believe its desire
for independence might be recognized.11 The Portuguese Governor of
Cabinda, Brigadier General Temudo Barata, gave FLEC his support. After
two days of fighting between FLEC and MPLA, the Portuguese military
intervened and arrested Barata.12 The Portuguese intervention allowed
MPLA to establish dominance in Cabinda.13 MPLA had driven both
UNITA and FNLA from Cabinda by June 1975. This access to the
petroleum resources was to prove important during the civil war.

Black Gold

Gulf Oil Corporation of America began to prospect for oil in Cabinda in
1954, making its first substantial discovery in 1966. By 1969, Gulf had
invested over $130 million in developing the Cabindan reserves.14 Gulf Oil
estimated that 300 million tons of petroleum were in Cabinda. Because of
geographical limitations, MPLA was very active in Cabinda from the
beginning of its struggle. Portugal, too, realizing the importance of
Cabinda, stationed many troops to protect Gulf facilities.

By 1975, Gulf Oil production was at 155,000 barrels per day from 123
offshore wells. Because of the war damage to Angola’s economic
infrastructure, it was estimated that oil production accounted for 50 percent
of Angola’s export revenues.

Due to the civil war and pressure from the U.S. State Department, Gulf
temporarily halted production December 22, 1975, and placed royalty
payments in escrow. In February 1976, MPLA warned that unless Gulf
resumed operations, the rights would be transferred to other companies. In
April, Gulf Oil paid to the MPLA government $125 million, and resumed
its Cabinda operations, despite the facts that installations were guarded by
Cuban troops, and that the United States had no diplomatic relations with
Angola.

Melvin J. Hill, President of Gulf Oil Exploration and Production
Company, testified September 17, 1980, before the House Subcommittee on
African Affairs.

During the question and answer session, Representative Stephen Solarz
asked Mr. Hill, “If the Cuban forces were withdrawn from Angola



tomorrow, would you fear for the continued security of your operations?”
Mr. Hill replied, “I think I would have to say that we always fear for our
operations when there is this kind of activity going on. It might make it a
little more uncertain….”15 By 1991, the last Cuban soldiers will depart
Angola under terms of the Brazzaville Accord.

Cabinda, with its oil reserves, plays an integral role in the development
of Angola.16 Because of the difficulties in reviving the plantation crops and
mines, the oil revenues have become the major currency earner of the
Angolan economy. MPLA recognized early the importance that the control
of Cabinda would play in any political struggle. The $125 million Gulf Oil
injected into the economy in 1976 gave MPLA a much needed boost. The
continued payment of taxes and royalties today provides the MPLA-PT
leadership maneuverability it might not have, had FNLA, Zaire, Congo or
Gabon seized control of Cabinda in 1975.

In 1976, the Angolan government took the first steps to form a national
oil policy establishing the state petroleum company, Sonangol. The
following year, 1977, Sonangol took control of the assets and operations of
Angol, a subsidiary of Portugal’s Sacor. In 1978, Law 13/78 was enacted.
This law established Sonangol as the exclusive concessionaire for all
exploration and production rights, but permitted foreign companies to
participate in the search for and production of petroleum in association with
Sonangol. The cooperation would be on the basis of a production sharing
agreement or through the establishment of a joint venture. Law 13/78
applied to new, as well as existing, concessions.

By 1987, Angola had joined with other African oil producing nations to
form the African Petroleum Producers Association. The group hoped not to
rival OPEC but to work in cooperation.

Not only was Cabinda producing oil, but oil exploration companies were
discovering new deposits along other sections of Angola’s coast.17 In
addition, numerous foreign petroleum companies were involved in the
exploration. Among them: Chevrolet, Texaco, Conoco, and Marathon of the
United States; Agip of Italy; British Petroleum of England; and Societe
Nationale Elf Aquitaine of France.

Despite the civil war which has ravaged the economic infrastructure,
making investments risky at best, the petroleum industry shows no sign of



losing interest in Angola.

TABLE 2.6 
Angola Oil Production Since 1975 (barrels per day)

1975 155,000
1976 135,000a
1977 170,687
1978 134,820
1979 144,244
1980 136,281
1981 129,552
1982 130,418
1983 178,000
1984 205,000
1985 232,000
1986 282,000
1987 358,000
1988 451,000
1989 460,000b
1990 500,000b

aNine months production only. Gulf Oil returned to Cabinda in March 1976.
bGovemment estimate

One reason is that most of the exploration is conducted offshore, and
sabotage by guerrilla forces would be difficult. Also, the Angolan
government derives 80 percent of its budget revenues from taxes and oil
earnings. Consequently, MPLA-PT takes great care to protect those
facilities that are onshore. Finally, many oil companies may pay protection
money to UNITA to desist from attacking petroleum facilities.

Today, Angola’s oil production funds the government’s continuation of
the civil war. When peace does come, those oil fields, which are now
Africa’s number-two petroleum producers, will also fund the economic
recovery of Angola.



FLEC continues some minor operations in Cabinda, but MPLA-PT is too
sophisticated to leave the breadbasket unprotected. At its darkest moments
in November 1975, MPLA controlled Luanda, the capital, and a small
territory in central Angola and Cabinda. Occupation of these points was to
prove decisive in the battle for international recognition, and in the
establishment of the new state once the revolution was militarily secured.

Population
According to the 1989 World Factbook, Angola had a population of

8,533,989. Population density was 6.2 persons per square mile. The birth
rate was 47 per thousand while the death rate was 21 per thousand. Average
life expectancy was 42 years. In 1960, 10 percent of the population resided
in urban areas. By 1981, the figure had risen to 22 percent.

Forty percent of the population lives in the central provinces. The two
largest provinces, Cuando Cubango and Moxico contain 5 percent of the
population and have only one inhabitant per square mile. Since
independence the major cities have all had an increase in population, with
an estimated 1.2 million living in Luanda (1982). Other major cities are
Huambo, Lobito, Benguela, and Lubango.

Ethnicity

Angola has over ninety distinguishable ethnic groups which speak
languages belonging to one of eight Bantu language groups or to the
Khoisan language family. Tribalism was broken down to a certain degree by
Portuguese rule. As the Portuguese founded cities and towns, Africans
would cluster around the fringes. Although living in tribal communities on
the outskirts, daily contact with the Portuguese and members of other ethnic
groups tended to erode ethnic custom and influence. This was especially
true in the larger cities like Luanda. So, too, as Africans became accepted as
Portuguese citizens or as children of mixed marriages were born, the ethnic
influence dissipated.

Portuguese colonization of Angola ended intertribal warfare and raiding,
eliminated most trading activities, and de-emphasized ethnic hierarchy and
politics.18 The Portuguese, in their attempt to make Angola a part of the



Metropole, tried to impose their religion, language, customs, and culture on
all Angolan peoples. However, such motives assumed the superiority of
Western culture over the African, and the installation of the Metropole did
not change the relationship between the white man and black man. A deep
political, social and economic gulf remained which became the basis of the
fight for liberation.

The Bakongo

The Bakongo are found in Angola, Cabinda, Zaire and Congo. They
speak the Kikongo language, and once formed the powerful Kingdom of
Kongo. The Kingdom was destroyed by internal corruption, Portuguese
influence, and the establishment of international boundaries. While no exact
census exists as to their numbers, it is estimated that there are 1.05 million
Bakongo, with 500,000 living in Angola.

Modern Bakongo nationalism began in 1859, when Portuguese forces
reoccupied Sao Salvador, for the first time since 1690, to support the
kingship of Dom Pedro V. Already reliant on Portuguese arms, trade, and
priests, the king signed a loyalty oath to the King of Portugal in the same
year. Unlike in Luanda, where the Portuguese had maintained a constant
presence for several centuries, the return of the colonizers to the north made
the inhabitants more resistant to Portuguese culture and politics. Out of
such neglect a strong force of nationalism arose among the Bakongo
people.

Protestant missionaries entered the north during this period, and by 1887
had established a growing Baptist Missionary Society (BMS). Portuguese
colonial authorities enacted harsh measures against the Protestant
missionaries. Despite these difficulties, the BMS continued to prosper. By
1955, the Protestant following had become the strongest in northern
Angola. The 1950 census listed 35 percent of the Bakongo as Protestant
compared with 13 percent nationwide.

In 1955, King Dom Pedro VII died. Nationalist elements saw an
opportunity to place on the throne an educated, independent, and more
African leader. Led by Eduardo Pinock, educated by a BMS school, the
nationalists supported Manuel Kiditu as the new monarch. The local
Catholic clergy vetoed Kiditu and arranged for the assemblage of elders to



place Antonio Jose da Gama on the royal chair. The reformists, or Matadi
Royalists, altered their strategy and demanded, with strong popular support,
that the new King name as his advisers prominent nationalists. Again, the
Catholic clergy objected. Popular demand was so strong, however, that the
new King, Dom Antonio III, accepted the men. Portuguese authorities did,
however, persuade the men to leave Sao Salvador until the situation
returned to normal and the king summoned them.

It soon became apparent the King would or could not summon them.
Subsequent protests were ignored, and when Dom Antonio died in 1957,
the Portuguese decided to leave the throne vacant.

With the collapse of the modernist Kongo movement in Sao Salvador, the
center of Bakongo political activity shifted to Leopoldville in the Belgian
Congo. Manuel Barros Necaca had for a number of years worked closely
with the Bakongo community in Zaire. Working with his nephew, Holden
Roberto, Necaca organized a small group of Bakongo activists.

The failure of the Matadi Royalists led to the conclusion that only
international initiatives would succeed. Bakongo representatives argued, via
the mail, to the UN and the United States that the Kongo Kingdom was not
a part of Angola, but was instead an independent entity. Necaca asserted
that the Kongo should be placed under a UN trusteeship.

In July 1957, the Leopoldville group and the Matadi Royalists united to
form União das Populacoes do Norte de Angola (UPNA). The same month
King Dom Antonio died, but UPNA showed no interest. Their political
destiny lay not in Bakongo politics but in the nationalistic revolutions
sweeping Africa. By 1975, the Bakongo nationalists had been isolated for
eighteen years. Their revolutionary rhetoric found little sympathy with
Angolans.

The Luanda-Mbundu

The core of the Luanda-Mbundu is formed by the Mbundu, Mbaka,
Dembo, Matamba, and Ndongo ethnic groups. These people speak the
Kimbundu language and number approximately 700,000. The Luanda-
Mbundu have had the longest, most continuous contact with Portugal and
its culture. Because of their close proximity to the Portuguese they learned
the language, imitated the culture, and transformed their customs to meet



colonial standards. More Luanda-Mbundu speak Portuguese than members
of any other ethnic group. This close unity also led many educated Luanda-
Mbundu to resent Portugal’s presence in Angola.

The Angolan center of Portuguese power and influence was in Luanda.
Portuguese culture was most heavily emphasized there, and this in turn
created three unique groups which had an impact on Luanda-Mbundu
nationalism.

For most of its colonial history, Angola had been occupied by a small
number of Europeans, mostly male. These men were government officials,
clergy, soldiers, and traders. Portuguese liberals were also represented.
They argued for democratic reform and decentralization under continued
Portuguese rule, but the rise of the right-wing Salazar regime in Portugal
encouraged the growth of the far left which portrayed the Angola/Portugal
relationship in Marxist terms.

The second important community in Luanda were the mesticos. The
shortage of Portuguese women in the colony led to relationships between
white settlers and African women. The children of these relationships were
termed mesticos or persons of mixed Angolan-Portuguese parentage.
Consequently, a sizeable mestico population was formed.

This relationship between the Africans and Portuguese would later
become a conscious policy of the Portuguese colonial authorities. Lisbon
decided to entrench Portuguese domination by building on the mestico
foundation. The colonial authorities allowed them to serve as soldiers, slave
traders, and sailors. They were eligible to receive an education, work in
colonial employment, and seek cultural and economic gratification
unavailable to the African population.

Liga Angolana, founded in 1913, provided the mesticos with a degree of
ethnic solidarity. The mestico population suffering from an identity crisis
found expression not in violence, but in journalism and cultural interaction.
They debated their societal status. Were they Portuguese, Angolan, or a
third culture? Eventually these discussions led them to a Marxist
perspective which featured class as opposed to racial conflict.

The third and largest component of Luanda’s population were the
Africans. During the 1900s, Luanda had grown rapidly as the lure of the
capital city attracted thousands of Africans from the nearby interior. This
magnetic attraction had the effect of mixing cultures and ethnic groups,



forming what José Redinha termed a new ethnic community—the
Luandans.19

A small number of Luandans came to view education as the only way to
climb the socioeconomic ladder of colonialism. To achieve this, however,
required abandoning their African culture to become an assimilado, i.e.,
learning the Portuguese language and social customs.

In the years immediately following World War II there was a surge of
political activity among all of Luanda’s population. This revolution of rising
expectations only needed to be guided and funneled by an organized
leadership..

TABLE 2.7 
Angola’s Provinces

Province Population (1970)a

Benguela 474,897
Bié 650,337
Cabinda 81,265
Cuando Cubango 113,562
Cuanza Norte 304,565
Cuanza Sul 462,968
Cunene 102,371
Huambo 837,627
Huila 542,493
Luanda 569,113
Lundab 302,538
Malange 558,630
Mocamedes 52,179
Moxico 189,885
Uige 386,709
Zaire 40,365
TOTAL 5,669,504

aThe last census was taken in 1970. The World Fact Book places the population at 8,533,989 as of
July 1989.
bIn 1978, Lunda Province was divided into Lunda Norte and Lunda Sul.



The leadership was supplied by a defiant group of Portuguese, mesticos,
and young African assimilados. The victory of the United States and Soviet
Union in World War II convinced these leaders that the days of Salazar’s
Portugal were numbered. Salazar’s Portugal fostered secrecy, repression,
and censorship of democratic ideals. Portugal had no qualms about
imposing the same restrictions on Angola. The growing political opposition
would have to mature in secrecy and illegality.

When the colonial authorities banned cultural publications by leftwing
Portuguese, mesticos, and assimilados, these Angolans decided to abandon
the “old style legal organizations,” and instead create “clandestine political
organizations of revolutionary character.” From this Marxist perspective,
the MPLA soon emerged.

The Ovimbundu

The Ovimbundu are the largest ethnic group in Angola, totaling some 1.7
million. They speak the Umbundu language, understood by about one-half
of all Angolans. Their homeland is the central savanna plateau, from where
they spread in all directions imposing their culture. This was made possible
by their control of the trade routes. Control allowed them to achieve
economic superiority over their neighbors and to benefit from the
commercial intercourse with early Portuguese traders. Unlike the Luanda-
Mbundu, the Ovimbundu were able to accept many aspects of
Westernization without losing their ethnic identity, a trait prominently
displayed in UNITA today.

Continuous contact between the Portuguese and Ovimbundu did not
occur until the eighteenth century. Francisco de Suosa Coutinho, governor
of Angola, believing the plateau region might be valuable, established
Caconda in 1769. Five years later, the Portuguese launched military actions
against the Ovimbundu and within two years had brought peace to the
region. The Ovimbundu kings realized that trade with the settlers would be
easier than war. Soon the Ovimbundu were taking part in the slave trade,
either through wars with other tribes or by attacking weaker Ovimbundu
clans. The Ovimbundu also traded ivory and wax to the Portuguese traders.

Political consciousness was slow to come to the Ovimbundu. For the
Luanda-Mbundu, Luanda offered a source of international travel and



information, and its urbanization made communication and unification
easier. The Bakongo had the same opportunities from Leopoldville.
Ovimbundu nationalism came from within southern Angola.20 Their early
leaders and activists did not go abroad to study or travel, and until after
World War II there was no sizable grouping of Ovimbundu where common
ideas and trends could be shared. Therefore, Ovimbundu nationalism
aligned itself with the rural peasant population.

The Ovimbundu did, however, come into contact with modern political
and economic philosophies. Ovimbundu traders roamed throughout Africa
plying their trade, but also absorbing the modernization processes of other
cultures. The construction of the Benguela Railroad also helped to spread
the Ovimbundu presence through much of Angola and into surrounding
nations as well. Finally, the natural advantages of the savanna plateau
brought more and more Portuguese to the highlands.

In 1955 an anti-white/assimilated black religious cult developed among
the Ovimbundu near Nova Lisboa. Its leaders prophesied that great rains
would come and wash the white man and his black helpers out of Angola.
Quickly suppressed, such movements expressed the growing discontent of
the Ovimbundu.

The Protestant Church, active in the North, was once again a force for
change in Angola—this time in the South. Along the route of the Benguela
Railroad, the United Church of Christ (Congregational) and the United
Church of Canada established some twenty mission stations, providing
educational opportunities and training teachers, pastors, and nurses. By
1950, some 15 percent of the Ovimbundu were believed to be Protestants.

Students at Protestant mission schools were allowed to form clubs
pursuing cultural and recreational activities. Political activities were
forbidden. Between 1953 and 1957, the Portuguese secret police, the Policia
International de Defesa de Estado (PIDE), began to harass the members of
these clubs. In Lobito, by now a bustling harbor, an older group of
Ovimbundu formed the Organizacão Cultural dos Angolanos (OCA). Led
by Protestants but open to Catholics, the group explored culture and society,
Western versus African philosophies, and modern versus traditional
societies. The OCA was also exposed to foreign periodicals. By definition a
cultural organization, political subjects eventually were discussed.



Eventually, the PIDE began to harass the OCA. In 1957, they arrested a
leader of the group in Luanda for contacting Ghanian teachers at an
international conference on education. Shortly after this, the OCA was
banned.

On June 3, 1960, Zaire was granted independence by Belgium. Events in
Zaire were of intense interest throughout Angola and, despite Portuguese
efforts to censor the news, most Angolans learned about Zairian
independence. To counter such “anti-colonial” news, Portuguese authorities
decided to hold massive demonstrations to display African support of
Portugal’s presence in Angola. One site was Nova Lisboa, where hundreds
of villagers were trucked in for the “celebrations.”

Ovimbundu leaders spoke at the rally hailing Portugal and condemning
Zaire, Lumumba, and the “political extremism” of independence. Another
speaker was Antonio Burity da Silva, who was Angola’s representative in
the Portuguese National Assembly. His pro-Portugal speech so angered
some high school students that they attempted to ransack his home, only to
be confronted by colonial police.

One group of Protestant students refused to attend the celebrations. Their
leader was arrested and apparently executed. This response to peaceful
protest estranged the young Africans whom Portugal was hoping to
assimilate. These young Ovimbundu decided to organize and mobilize for
political action.

By 1960, the Ovimbundu had experienced the first stirring of
nationalism. Spurred by the Ovimbundu “social” organizations, this
nationalistic spirit grew through the intellectual freedom nurtured by the
missionaries. Far more important, however, was the formation of
Ovimbundu nationalist leadership from outside Angola.

In September 1958, Protestant missions had sent a select group of
students to study in Europe. These men were not assimilados, but instead
came from peasant families in the villages. Once in Europe, they were
exposed to every known political philosophy and creed, as well as, meeting
Bakongo and Luanda-Mbundu students Nationalists. As the political
repression in Angola intensified, these young people were joined by more
and more associates. Together this group came to represent the most
dynamic of the Ovimbundu nationalist movements. Eventually, these exiles
began to cluster around the leadership and politics of one of the men who



had sailed from Angola in 1958. He was Jonas M. Savimbi. Savimbi, unlike
MPLA and FNLA, would soon return to his ethnic roots. He, like many
other Ovimbundu, believed the revolution must be fought inside, not
outside, of Angola.

Other Ethnic Groups

Chokwe. The Chokwe tribe is known by a variety of names: the Lunda,
Lundu-lua-Chindes, Lunda-Ndembo, Mataba, Cacongo, and Mai. They are
found in the Katanga province of Zaire, northeast Angola, and Zambia. In
Angola, they number three hundred sixty thousand.

The Portuguese had little or no contact with the Chokwe (except traders)
until 1930. In accordance with their nomadic tradition, many young
Chokwe left for schools in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) and Zaire. Like
Bakongo and Luanda-Mbundu, Chokwe nationalism was born and nurtured
outside of Angola. To maintain a sense of unity these students formed self-
help associations.

In Northern Rhodesia, John Kajila formed, in 1956, the Ukwashi Wa
Chokwe. This group assisted newly arrived refugees by paying school
tuition, promoting business, and general assistance. Meanwhile, in Zaire
another group, the Association des Tshokwe du Congo de l’Angola et de la
Rhodésie (ATCAR), was founded in 1958 by Ambroise Muhunga. ATCAR
was much more political and ambitious than Ukwashi Wa Chokwe.
Muhunga tried to unite the two groups, but Kajila was putoff by Muhunga’s
claim to be paramount chief of the Chokwe.

Smart Chata became Ukwashi Wa Chokwe president in 1959, and he
immediately began to reconstitute the group into an Angolan nationalist
organization. In 1966, Ukwashi Wa Chokwe and two other ethnic
associations joined UNITA.

In Zaire, ATCAR was harassed by Moise Tshombe and his Lunda based
CONAKAT party. During the secession crisis in Zaire most of the ATCAR
leadership fled to Northern Rhodesia, and the movement ceased to exist.

Ovambo. The Ovambo occupy southwest Angola and spill over into
Namibia, where they are the dominant ethnic group. In Angola, they
number about 50,000 with the Cuanhama being most representative.



The Ovambo were especially resistant to Portuguese encroachment into
their territory. In 1904 at Pembe, the Portuguese army lost 120 troops in a
single battle. A 2000-man expeditionary force was finally able to subdue
the Cuanhama in 1906. During World War I, the Germans, who possessed
Namibia/Southwest Africa, armed the Cuanhama, and the insurrection
began anew and lasted until 1915.

To cope with the resistant Ovambo, the Portuguese successfully
quarantined the traditional Cuanhama territory. From 1914 through 1960 no
traders, settlers, or Protestant missionaries could enter southwest Angola.
Few Cuanhama migrated to the cities, such as Sá Da Bandeira, and
consequently the Ovambo were unable to benefit from Western civilization,
receive an education, or develop political and nationalist philosophies.

These developments caused nationalist sentiments to develop in
Southwest Africa, in the heavily populated Ovamboland. The Ovambo there
were in contact with Germans and South Africans and were afforded the
opportunity to travel and receive an education. It was a group of these
Ovambo who launched the Ovamboland People’s Organization in 1959.
Quickly the movement became multi-ethnic and formed Southwest Africa
People’s Organization (SWAPO). SWAPO was forbidden from contacting
their kin in Angola, and South Africa, which was already harassing the
organization, began to cooperate with PIDE to insure that no recruiting,
politicizing, or cooperation occurred on Angolan soil. By 1960, the SWAPO
leadership was in forced exile. SWAPO’s President, Sam Nujoma,
contacted UPA and later worked with UNITA until the 1975/76 Angolan
civil war.

Language

Portuguese was the colonial tongue and remains the official language, but
relatively few Angolans speak Portuguese and instead rely on their tribal
dialect. This has proven to be a problem for MPLA-PT and an aid to
UNITA’s rebellion. MPLA-PT problems with the local languages can be
traced to the colonial insurgency. When MPLA opened the Eastern Front in
1966, they needed interpreters with them to translate. The MPLA
commander of the Eastern Region, Spartacus Monimambu, discussed this
problem with Don Barnett of the Liberation Support Movement (LSM).



“LSM: What language do you teach them in? Monimambu: The most
important language is Luvale. But when one speaks Luvale, the Mbundu
tribe can’t understand it. We have people who have been trained outside…
they know every language there.”21

Language barriers will remain a problem in the future socioeconomic
development of Angola. Portuguese will have to be used more widely if
some of the regional language difficulties are to be overcome.

Religion

The people of Angola, like many throughout the world, have had
Christianity imposed on their culture and customs to the detriment of the
religious rituals they have practiced for centuries. Many Angolans have
accepted some tenets of Christianity but not others, and in many cases have
merged Christianity with their traditional ceremonies and articles of faith.

Catholicism, the official religion of Portugal, was brought to Angola by
missionaries who accompanied the original settlers. It is believed that by
the end of the colonial era approximately 40–45 percent of all Angolans
were Catholic. The Annuario Pontifico for 1966, using a census from
Angolan dioceses, placed the figure at 40 percent. Most of the Catholic
population is centered in areas which had the greatest number of
Portuguese. Therefore, Cabinda and cities such as Luanda, Huambo, and
Benguela still have predominantly Catholic populations. Less populated
areas have proportionally fewer Catholics.

Protestants are estimated to comprise between 10–17 percent of the
population. Protestant missionaries were especially active in the Bakongo
areas, but after 1961 it was declared a military zone and the missionaries
were forbidden to enter. Because Catholicism was the official religion of
Portuguese Angola, other religious evangelicals suffered hardships while
merely trying to navigate the bureaucratic entanglements laid by the
Catholic authorities. Once in Angola the missionaries, by and large, were
forced to labor in the least populated, furthest reaches of Angola.

The only protestant group to work with the Luanda-Mbundu was the
Methodist Mission sponsored by the Methodist Episcopal Church.22 In
1960 an estimated 8 percent of the tribe considered themselves Protestants.
More current information is unreliable because in 1961 the tribal area was



placed under military rule, forcing the missionaries out. The United Mission
worked among the Ovimbundu. Combining the United Church of Canada
and the United Church of Christ Congregational, well over two hundred
thousand Angolans are believed to be members.23 Other groups—the
Plymouth Brethren, Philafrican Mission and the Seventh Day Adventists—
have also been active in southern Angola.

The native religions are as varied as the tribes which practice them. Some
similar attributes are, however, found throughout Angola. All ethnic groups
believe in the existence of a high god. Characteristics may vary, but specific
worldly events are not explained by referring to the diety, nor are any cults
devoted to the high god.

Most of the Angolan tribal societies believe that magical power resides in
many things. This power is usually neutral but can be used malevolently by
witches. If an individual encounters problems, he may seek out a diviner
who can determine if ancestral spirits have been offended or if witchcraft is
present.

The diviner known as a kimbanda has acquired or inherited the ability to
communicate with the spirit world. The kimbanda usually uses his power
benevolently and for a price. The better the ability, the higher the fee.24

Religion Under the MPLA-PT

The official position of the People’s Republic on religion is stated in Title
II, Article 25 of the Constitution: “… freedom of conscience and belief is
inviolable. The People’s Republic of Angola recognizes the equality of all
religions and guarantees the practice thereof, consistent with the public
order and the national interest.”25 Education is to be entirely secular in
character.

In December 1977, the MPLA transformed into the Movimento Popular
de Libertacão de Angola-Partido do Trabalho (MPLA-PT), a Leninist
vanguard party. In handling party-church relations, the Central Committee
agreed that “religion has always been one of the weapons the exploiting
classes have utilized to divert the exploited ones in the revolutionary
struggle for their liberation.” But, in accordance with the Constitution,
religious freedom would be maintained as long as such freedom is not used



“to combat revolutionary progress … or avoid commitments which the law
may prescribe.”26

Since 1976, the Catholic Church and Angolan government have been at
odds. In December 1977, the Angolan Catholic Bishops mailed a pastoral
letter to all dioceses. The thrust of the letter attacked government
censorship of religious freedom. Philosophically, the letter maintained,
“Christianity and atheistic materialism are incompatible and irreconcilable.”
The Bishops did assert, however, they would continue efforts to reach a
mutual understanding with the government.27

On January 25, 1978, President Neto decreed a complete separation of
church and state, and that the government held a monopoly on information.
Radio Ecclesia, the church’s communication network, was silenced,
dissolved, and nationalized.

The Catholic Bishops issued another pastoral letter in November 1989
urging “free elections, personal, direct and frank dialogue between one
Angolan and another Angolan, and peace, progress, liberty, and
democracy.”28

Since then the Angolan government has eased some of its repressive
measures against religious institutions. However, many smaller sects are
watched closely because of suspected links with UNITA.29 UNITA has
announced its toleration for all religions.30
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Historical Summary

On April 25, 1974, the dictatorship of Portugal’s Prime Minister
Marcello Caetano was bloodlessly overthrown by members of the Armed
Forces Movement (AFM). This event signalled the end of the five-hundred-
year Portuguese colonial rule over Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Cape
Verde, Sao Tome e Principe, and Angola.

Mozambique was granted independence on June 25, 1975 and Angola on
November 11, 1975.1

The decision to end colonial rule was an acknowledgement by the
citizens, political leadership, and armed forces of Portugal that they could
not defeat the insurgents in their African possessions. The African wars had
taken a terrible toll on Portuguese people. In 1971, immigration skyed to
one hundred seventy thousand, many of whom were draft-age men. The
country ran an annual debt of $400 million and inflation raged at 23
percent. The growth of Portugal’s empire had not been matched by
economic development in the Metropole. Consequently, the Portuguese
African empire drained economic vitality not only from the colonies, but
from Portugal itself.

Underground antiwar movements, both in Portugal and abroad, drew
many supporters, further sapping morale and discipline. General Antonio de
Spinola in his book, Portugal and the Future, admitted that Portugal had no
hope of winning the colonial wars.2 This was reflected also in U.S.
National Security Study Memorandum 39, which stated: “The outlook for
the rebellions is one of continued stalemate: the rebels cannot oust the
Portuguese and the Portuguese can contain but not eliminate the rebels.”3
In the case of Angola, the war had been going on since 1961. Portuguese
losses from the colonial wars totalled some 12,000 dead and more than



40,000 wounded. By 1974, the Portuguese people were exhausted by their
colonial empire and the thirteen-year-old war to maintain it.

Unlike Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau, both of which fought for and
achieved independence under one liberation movement, the three major
Angolan liberation groups depended on one of the leading ethnic groups for
supporters and, during the liberation struggle, as a solid geographical base
of support.4

Frente Nacional de Libertacão de Angola (FNLA)
The FNLA was founded and deeply rooted among the Bakongo people

(Kikongo speaking) in the northwest Angola and southwest Zaire.
Modern Bakongo nationalism initially aimed at restoring the old

Bakongo empire, free of both Portugal and Angola. The Portuguese kept a
close watch on the activities of the royal court located at Sao Salvador, and
in frustration the activists fled to the Congo where they linked with exile
groups. In July 1957, the União das Populacoes do Norte de Angola
(UPNA) was formed.

Later in 1957, UPNA decided to send a representative abroad to present
its case to Africa, the United States, and the UN. The person chosen for this
task was Holden Roberto. He was the nephew of the UPNA President,
Manuel Barros Necaca. In 1958, Roberto secretly left the Congo for Ghana,
where he attended the First All-African Peoples’ Conference. At the
meeting, he changed UPNA to UPA (União das Populacoes de Angola).
Single-handedly, Roberto changed his organization from a ethnic-based
reactionary group to, at least in name, a structure representing total Angolan
nationalism.

In September 1959, Roberto visited the United States to lobby the UN
General Assembly. He received support and encouragement from American
Protestant Church and missionary groups who viewed the Angolan situation
in Protestant-versus-Catholic terms. Other than making contacts in the
United States, however, Roberto accomplished very little.

Roberto attended the Second All-African Peoples’ Conference in Tunisia
in 1960, where he met President Habib Bourguiba, who was later to provide
assistance. He also resisted African pressure to merge UPA with MPLA.



Returning to Ghana, he was again pressured by the Ghanian government to
unite with MPLA, but he still refused.

The fall of the Belgian Congo in 1960 brought Patrice Lumumba, a
friend of Roberto, to power. Under Lumumba’s patronage the UPA
increased its membership and formed a political structure with Roberto as
its leader. Lumumba allowed UPA to broadcast over Congolese radio and
openly recruit among the Bakongo population.

In September 1960, Premier Lumumba was dismissed by President
Joseph Kasavubu, who distrusted UPA and Roberto. Roberto was forced to
go into hiding and eventually slipped out of the Congo for Ghana. There he
was informed by the Secretariat of the All-African Peoples’ Conference that
they could no longer aid him because “you are in the pay of America.”

Roberto was again in New York on March 15, 1961. As the UN Security
Council began to debate the situation in Angola, reports began to circulate
of a vast uprising in northern Angola. The fighting was very heavy, with
high losses reported by the Portuguese and UPA. Atrocities were committed
by both sides, from the African viewpoint the result of five hundred years
of Portuguese oppression and cruelty, and from the Portuguese side by the
Africans’ “perversion of the rights of man, black and white.” Bernard
Teixeira described the massacres in the following manner: “The crime has
been committed cynically by hired strangers—strangers drunk on the local
pombe, strangers fired by hashish, strangers recruited and semi-trained
across the northern Angolan border in the Congo, strangers with no real axe
to grind except against an innocent neck, strangers who have been armed by
the terrorists of Algeria, strangers motivated by Russia and China and other
Communist affiliates.”

“The rapes and tortures and robberies and obscenities and arson
committed by these strangers was, in one day, March 15, 1961, worse than
the combined atrocities of the Portuguese in 500 years of colonization—
worse than the Germans in Tanganyika, worse than the Belgians in the
Central Congo.”5

Although the exact number of casualties will never be known, it is
estimated that 750 Portuguese and 20,000 Africans were killed in the first
three months of the revolt. In addition, 150,000 northern Angolans fled to



the Congo by the end of 1961, further increasing the potential pool of
recruits for UPA.

Following the initial explosion in March 1961, Portugal sent massive
reinforcements to Angola to combat UPA control of the north. In its panic
to rush troops to Angola, it allowed a division equipped with North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) weapons to depart.6

Among the reasons the guerrillas suffered such high losses were the lack
of modern weaponry of the UPA, the shortage of trained military leaders
and trained troops, and insufficient instruction in basic insurgent tactics.

The UPA set out to remedy these military deficiencies. In August 1961,
Cyrille Adoula became premier of the Congo. He was another friend of
Roberto’s, and consequently UPA’s position in the country was greatly
enhanced. Adoula allowed the UPA to establish a military base at
Kinkuzu.7 When Algeria gained independence in 1962, other UPA militants
travelled there for military instruction.

After the MPLA insurrection in Luanda on February 4, 1961, some
survivors who drifted north were arrested and executed by UPA units
operating in the area. Roberto acknowledged that no MPLA forces would
be allowed to function in the north, and he refused to entertain any notion of
merging with MPLA.

In March 1962, the UPA did enter into an alliance with the Partido
Democrático de Angola (PDA). The PDA was composed of members of the
Zombo tribe, an offshoot of the Bakongo. On March 28, 1962, they formed
the FNLA, and one month later established the Govêrno Revolucionário de
Angola no Exflio (GRAE).

Roberto scored a political coup in 1962 when a split shook MPLA.
MPLA Secretary-General Viriato da Cruz publicly announced that FNLA
was the only fighting organization inside Angola. In May 1963, the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) formed an African Liberation
Committee (ALC) charged with the task of providing financial, material,
and propaganda to armed struggles against colonial rule.8 The ALC was
also charged with making certain that the assistance was used productively.
With this mandate in mind, a six-nation goodwill mission arrived in
Leopoldville (Congo) in July 1963.



The mission was unable to reconcile the differences between MPLA and
FNLA and, based partly on the da Cruz debacle, decided to recognize and
assist GRAE exclusively.

Material assistance was slow to reach FNLA and, other than sporadic hit-
and-run attacks, the military effort was virtually nil in northern Angola.
Portugal had committed some forty-five thousand troops to Angola.

Internal problems were also troubling the GRAE. Jonas Savimbi
announced his resignation in Cairo in July 1964, accusing Roberto of
tribalism and corruption. Also, under the premiership of Moise Tshombe,
the Congo began a crackdown on GRAE activities.

Tshombe himself was overthrown in October 1965 and replaced by
General Joseph Mobutu. Mobutu was another friend of Roberto’s, and
restrictions of GRAE activities were immediately lifted. The GRAE quickly
launched military operations throughout northern Angola and, for the first
time, from eastern Angola.

By this time UNITA was operating in southern Angola, and MPLA
launched its eastern front across the Zambian border.9 The three liberation
groups battled each other more than the Portuguese, with MPLA rejecting
attempts to form even a common front against enemy forces.

While MPLA and FNLA had irreconcilable differences, UNITA and
FNLA could not reunite despite many attempts. Savimbi wanted to include
UNITA as a member party of FNLA, while Roberto would only allow
individuals to return to their place in the FNLA. Savimbi refused to disband
his organization and possible unity with FNLA was forgotten. Later in
1989, Savimbi would refuse to incorporate UNITA into MPLA-PT.

Holden Roberto was in firm charge of GRAE/FNLA. He could not shake,
however, the accusation that FNLA was merely a facade to hide Bakongo
nationalism.

FNLA continued its war against the Portuguese until the April 1974 coup
by the AFM in Portugal. FNLA governed and administered its areas of
“free Angola.” In 1971 alone, its forces killed 1684 enemy troops and lost
217, with 53 missing. The next year, FNLA reported liberating “one third of
the Angolan national territory,” representing one-fourth of the population.
FNLA professed to have 10,000 men under arms, with another 40,000



“young militiamen.” According to a GRAE publication, FNLA was
confronted by 80,000 Portuguese troops assisted by 30,000 volunteers.

The GRAE document also discussed Portuguese military units refusing
orders to fight; an early indication of Portuguese disenchantment with the
war.10

The OAU was insistent that FNLA and MPLA find common ground to
form a united front. In January 1971, the OAU withdrew its recognition of
GRAE and mandated four Africa presidents (Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia,
Joseph Mobutu of Zaire, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, and Marien Ngouabi
of Congo-Brazzaville) to attempt a reconciliation between the two
movements. Through May and June, representatives of the two groups met.
On December 13, 1972 in Kinshasa, the two sides agreed to form the
Supreme Council for Liberation of Angola (CSLA). UNITA did not
participate in the Conference.11

Under the terms of the agreement, all hostile acts against the other would
be ended, the CSLA would coordinate military command and structure,
membership would be based on exact equality, and representatives of the
OAU would serve as final arbitrators. The accord lasted less than one
month.

As the Lisbon coup approached, FNLA appeared to be the strongest
movement, if not politically then militarily.

MPLA—Movimento Popular de Libertacão de Angola
MPLA was founded in December 1956 as an offshoot of the Angolan

Communist Party (ACP), which itself was the offspring of the Portuguese
Communist Party. Other groups, such as the Movimento Para a
Independência de Angola (MPIA) and the Partido da Luta dos Africanos de
Angola (PLUA), merged with the new nationalist organization.12

In the late 1940s, members of the Portuguese Communist Party had
begun politicizing the white and mestico students and intellectuals in
Luanda and other urban centers. A wave of nationalism was sweeping these
people at the same time. The resultant interaction of the two proved to be a
rallying point. Initially, MPLA spread its political message through cultural



publications (Mensagem and Cultura), but the Portuguese soon ended this
practice.

Because MPLA was a nationalist organization, founded by mesticos and
intellectuals and based in urban locales, it was easy prey for PIDE
infiltrators. Beginning in March and lasting until the end of 1960, the PIDE
conducted nationwide dragnets in an attempt to destroy the growing MPLA.
The search-and-seizures allowed the PIDE to arrest and detain the three
most prominent MPLA militants: Illidio Machado, Viriato da Cruz, and Dr.
Agostinho Neto.

Agostinho Neto, born on September 22, 1922, was the son of a Methodist
minister. He went to Portugal to study medicine on a Methodist scholarship,
and while attaining his degree became involved in politics and Angolan
nationalism. In 1959, he returned to practice medicine in Angola and joined
MPLA. His arrest on June 8, 1960 was immediately followed by protests by
his home villagers. Portuguese troops fired on the demonstrators, killing
thirty.

The Portuguese counter-measures were having a devastating effect on the
ability of MPLA to organize and disseminate propaganda.13 Thus, the
remaining MPLA leadership decided that a revolutionary event must occur
to galvanize the masses. It was decided on February 4, 1961 that a popular
uprising would free the prisoners from their confinement in Luanda.

At dawn on February 4, MPLA militants stormed the prisons but
accomplished little else. Seven Portuguese guards were reported killed.
After the funerals the next day white settlers went on a rampage, killing
blacks indiscriminately. On February 10, MPLA tried again but with no
success. Again the police and settlers took the law into their own hands,
killing an unknown number of Africans.

The remaining MPLA cadres fled to the bush, and the MPLA became a
movement led by exiles. Neto and Machado were in prison, da Cruz and
Mário de Andrade were in France. And, while the UPA rebellion one month
later was welcome news, it also showed the relative weakness of MPLA.
Stung by these reverses, the MPLA leadership looked for sources of
international support. Roberto and UPA seemed to have a lock on Western
aid, thus by choice and inclination MPLA looked to the East.



Andrade, as acting president, moved MPLA operations to Leopoldville to
be closer to the front and to offer some direct challenge to the UPA
leadership of the Angolan revolution. However, the MPLA situation in
Leopoldville was hopeless. UPA had the support of almost all the Congo
leaders, it had a military base (Kinkuzu), and it enjoyed the near total
support of the Angolan emigrs.

In July 1962, Neto reassumed his leadership role in MPLA. He made
repeated attempts for an alliance with Roberto’s UPA. Roberto ignored
MPLA and undertook a more comfortable union with the PDA to create
FNLA.

Neto faced tension within MPLA itself. He was elected president in
December 1962 and promptly removed da Cruz from his position as
Secretary-General. Neto and da Cruz had a personal animosity, the basis of
which is unknown.14 Da Cruz had his revenge when he announced to the
ALC of the OAU that FNLA was the only true Angolan revolutionary
organization. Consequently, the OAU recognized and materially supported
FNLA/GRAE exclusively. When Congo-Leopoldville recognized GRAE, it
closed down all MPLA facilities. MPLA was forced to shift its base of
operations to Congo-Brazzaville, but in doing so it lost the ability to enter
Angola directly from an adjoining nation. The only part of Angola directly
accessible from Congo-Brazzaville was the oil-rich Cabinda Enclave.

Cabinda offered the only area where MPLA could prove to the OAU, and
to the world, that it was a capable revolutionary organization like UPA.
MPLA’s military wing, Forcas Armadas Popular Para Libertacão de Angola
(FAPLA), launched an offensive into Cabinda in 1964, but little of military
value was gained.15 It did provide a morale boost, an area for new recruits,
and because of the dense forests, a place to train for guerilla warfare.

MPLA enjoyed the sanctuary of the Congo-Brazzaville, especially under
the leadership of Massamba-Debat, who had taken power on August 13,
1963. With his fall in 1968, however, antagonisms arose. Army officers of
Congo-Brazzaville were increasingly worried about the size of the MPLA
army on its territory. MPLA forces were being trained by Soviet, Algerian,
and Cuban advisers. So, too, the two hundred Cuban praetorian guard unit
of Neto was a matter of concern.16



While the Cabinda operation was not successful, it did prove to the OAU
that MPLA was an effective fighting force. The ALC began to provide
MPLA half the subsidy which once had gone to GRAE. Moscow continued
to supply assistance to MPLA also.

By 1970, MPLA was receiving OAU assistance; it was operating, with
limited success, in three widely-dispersed areas of Angola, and
internationally there was a growing acknowledgement in both East and
West that MPLA was the “most progressive” of the Angolan liberation
movements.

But the advent of the 1970s also highlighted areas that would become
problems unless preventive measures were implemented. The three military
fronts in Angola, on the one hand, showed a growing potency, but on the
other hand it also exposed MPLA’s inability to communicate with its units
operating over such a large portion of territory. Neto acknowledged that the
units often had to wait for months for instructions, and he urged them to
take more initiative in military and political matters.

One way to eliminate the confusion was to provide on-site leadership,
which MPLA attempted by announcing the shift of the headquarters from
Brazzaville to Angola, and by numerous committee, conference, and
Congress meetings held in the interior of the country.17

The Portuguese were not ready to end the military campaigns against any
of the insurgents. In the summer of 1968, Portuguese troops, using
helicopters, light bombers, and commando forces, launched a series of
search-and-destroy missions which destroyed a number of MPLA camps,
and seriously damaged guerrilla morale.

The Portuguese were surprisingly prophetic and honest in their
evaluation of MPLA, FNLA, and the future of Angola. A1 Venter in his
prologue wrote that in the future as the guerrilla war expanded and
increased in intensity, not only Africa but also “the world would become
vitally involved.”

Talking with Portuguese military commanders, Venter noted the
comments about UPA and MPLA. “MPLA men are by far the most resilient
fighters. They are tough, wily and dangerous. They have been well trained.”
On the other hand, “UPA, although an effective guerrilla force in its day,
has been weakened by a lack of discipline that seems to stretch all the way



up the ladder of command to headquarters in Kinshasa.” Finally, the
Portuguese realized the MPLA-UPA rivalry was exploitable. “The hatred
between these two factions has built up to such a degree over the past few
years that MPLA informers often disclose UPA positions to us …. They let
the Portuguese do the dirty work of wiping out the UPA unit.”18

In 1972/73, Portugal again launched a massive operation, using napalm
and defoliants to assault villages controlled by MPLA. By mid-1973, the
Portuguese believed the worst had passed, and that the guerrillas were
“confined mainly to the south-eastern depopulated areas and the north-
eastern areas.”

This series of events, the political leadership’s loss of direct control over
military units in Angola, and the stinging setbacks delivered by the
Portuguese, led to a conflict between the political and military leaders of
MPLA.

During this period of disarray, the Soviet Union reportedly grew
disenchanted with MPLA, or at least with Neto’s leadership of the
organization. The Soviets found it difficult to deal with Neto, “an
introverted, secretive, touchy, cold and proud man, who tended to keep his
counsels very much to himself.”19 The Soviets briefly courted Daniel
Chipenda but, sensing he could not overthrow the Neto faction, abandoned
him and resumed aid to Neto.20

Neto accused Chipenda of tribalism, and asked Zambian authorities to
detain him. Chipenda responded with his own list of charges, specifically
mentioning the Easterners’ lack of supplies and authority. Neto transferred
all supplies, finance, and cadres to the north, but Chipenda maintained his
troops’ loyalty, the protection of Zambia, and ultimately his leadership
(though diminished) role in MPLA.21 On February 22, 1975, Chipenda and
his troops joined FNLA.

Chipenda, as early as 1969, complained of lack of supplies. “Our big
problem in the 3rd region was getting material sufficient to organize regular
units.” Also, he was defensive of his Ovimbundu tribe, “But sometimes our
Angolan people themselves are confused; they think the Ovimbundu have
been favored by the Portuguese … I don’t think this is correct.”22



A political challenge to Neto occurred in February 1974, when a group of
MPLA intellectuals, headed by Mario de Andrade, publicly voiced criticism
of Neto’s leadership.23 Consequently, Neto was besieged by his military
commanders for more leadership and supplies, criticized by the intellectual
wing of the party for his secretive ways, and partially distrusted by his
foreign backers.

União Nacional Para a Independência Total de Angola
Of the three major Angolan liberation groups, only UNITA could

proclaim it was a movement created inside Angola. However, like the other
two groups, UNITA maintained its core support from one ethnic base—the
Ovimbundu people.

UNITA has been led by Savimbi since its inception. Jonas Malheiro
Savimbi was born on August 3, 1934 at Munhango in the Moxico district.
His father, Lote Savimbi, worked for the Benguela Railroad. As a convert to
Protestantism, Lote was active in founding churches and schools along the
route of the railroad, much to the dismay of Portuguese (Catholic) officials.
Savimbi attended the University of Lisbon on a scholarship from the United
Church of Christ, and later was awarded a Licence in political science from
the University of Lausanne in Switzerland.

Savimbi was contacted by MPLA, but deferred joining either party. Later
in 1961, on the advice of Tom Mboya of Kenya, Savimbi joined UPA.
Savimbi’s decision to join UPA helped stem the tide of criticism concerning
Roberto’s tribalistic tendencies. Almost immediately, however, Savimbi and
his supporters were disillusioned by the chaos and corruption surrounding
GRAE. They argued for broadening and expanding military activities,
politically indoctrinating the peasant masses, and stressed the self-reliance
techniques outlined by Mao Zedong.

Outright dissension did not take place until Viriato da Cruz split with
MPLA and applied for membership with GRAE. Apparently feeling da
Cruz would lessen his influence, Savimbi opposed da Cruz’s membership
application. In April 1964, while Savimbi was in Europe, Roberto accepted
da Cruz into the GRAE. Thereafter, Savimbi was eased from the decision-
making apparatus of GRAE.



As the first anniversary summit meeting of the OAU commenced in
Cairo in July 1964, Savimbi stunned the participants by resigning from
GRAE and caustically branding it as tribalist and corrupt.

After his resignation, Savimbi remained in Egypt, then travelled to
Algeria where Premier Ben Bella arranged a visit to China. There Savimbi
met Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai. They openly told Savimbi they did not
trust him, but agreed to train some of his men.24 Savimbi also travelled to
North Korea and North Vietnam, where he talked with another expert on
guerrilla warfare, Che Guevara.25

In Autumn 1964, he travelled to Congo-Brazzaville for discussions with
Neto and Chipenda but gave them no firm commitment. One year later, he
entered Zambia with every intention of forming his own political party. In
March 1966, Savimbi and a band of followers entered Angola and at the
Muangai Conference (March 5–25) created the União Nacional Para a
Independência Total de Angola. Immediately UNITA units committed acts
of sabotage against Portuguese economic facilities.

On September 18, 1966, a follow-up Congress met in Lusaka, Zambia,
and elected a permanent Central Committee.

UNITA set about to create not only a military wing, but political and
economic ones as well. Unlike MPLA, which advocated rising above
tribalism, UNITA sought to enforce ethnic loyalties in order to improve
rural life without tampering with communal structures.26

In this regard, UNITA and FNLA were similar in their appeal to ethnic-
based groups. FNLA, however, considered it the paramount duty to create a
military force capable of assuming power at some later date. Education,
jobs, health matters, and other problems facing the Bakongo emigrs in
Zaire, were either ignored or placed far down the list of priorities of the
FNLA leadership. By emphasizing and concentrating on villagers’
problems, Savimbi was able to gain support and allegiance to UNITA rather
than MPLA or the Portuguese.

Militarily, UNITA attacked the Benguela Railroad with regularity.
Portugal immediately began to pressure Zambia to evict UNITA from
Lusaka, threatening to close Zambian access to the rail line. In July 1967,
Savimbi was expelled from Zambia. He went to Cairo, and returned to



Angola in June 1968. From that time until the Lisbon coup, he remained in
Angola.

Because MPLA was operating in roughly the same geographic region,
UNITA-MPLA clashes occurred with regularity.

In comparison to FNLA and MPLA, UNITA fought few battles during its
early existence.27 Savimbi concentrated his efforts on “mobilizing the
masses,” avoiding MPLA military units, and calling for national unity to
face the Portuguese. While UNITA was successful in organizing the
Ovimbundu ethnic base, its lack of visibility outside Angola severely
hindered attempts to win friends and relay UNITA’s message to the
world.28

End of Portuguese Colonialism—1974

No one movement could claim to represent the aspirations of all the
people of Angola.29 The nature of Angolan politics precluded such
statements. MPLA was best structured to achieve such a mandate, but many
Angolans were suspicious of the mestico leadership and Mbundu base of
MPLA. FNLA, at least on paper, appeared to have the inside track to power
as the events of 1974 unfolded. Closer examination would reveal a
Bakongo nationalist military force headed by a dictator and his cronies.
Political education, economic advancement, and Angolan nationalism were
cast aside in attempts to achieve power through political intrigue and
military posturing. UNITA was the great unknown in the equation. UNITA’s
propaganda activities suffered in comparison to MPLA and FNLA efforts.
The Ovimbundu represented the largest ethnic group in Angola, but FNLA
and MPLA both had Ovimbundu in positions of importance. Finally,
despite growth, some victories, and outside support, none of the liberation
groups were near to defeating Portugal’s army in Angola. Portugal was
holding its own via spies, defections, occasional military victories, and
taking advantage of the cleavages which separated the three liberation
movements. The AFM coup in April 1974 stepped up political, economic,
and military preparations on all fronts.

FNLA—Military Solution



FNLA had throughout its history been first and foremost a military
organization. Once the promise of independence was assured, Roberto
swiftly moved to insure that FNLA would be the strongest military force.
With the arrival of the Chinese instructors and their weapons at Kinkuzu on
June 2, 1974, Roberto began infiltrating rebel units into northern Angola
and stepped up action against the Portuguese.30 FNLA units rapidly drove
away UNITA and MPLA recruiters, consolidated its military control, and
on October 12, 1974 signed a cease-fire agreement with Portugal. Roberto
then was ready to make his entry into mainstream Angolan politics.
Preceded by a march of four thousand FNLA supporters, FNLA was the
first to legally open an office in Luanda.31

UNITA—Political Power

Savimbi realized that any political settlement would be advantageous to
UNITA, because its ethnic Ovimbundu base was the largest in the country.
UNITA quickly arranged a cease-fire with Portugal, and Savimbi began to
build support throughout Angola and internationally. Savimbi was
especially attractive to the white settler population. Despite his earlier
Marxist jargon, Savimbi now became the moderate leader, and a possible
savior for the white population.32 UNITA signed cease-fire agreements
with FNLA and MPLA in the latter half of 1974. Earlier, Neto had declared
he would not negotiate with Portugal if UNITA was included. However, on
December 18, UNITA and MPLA signed the Luso Agreement, establishing
a common negotiating front with the Portuguese. In May 1974, the ALC of
the OAU recommended that UNITA begin receiving OAU assistance, and
in November the full OAU decided UNITA should be accorded full
recognition. Meanwhile, UNITA from its Ovimbundu base was recruiting
hundreds of men for possible military action.33

MPLA—Unite or Else

At the time of the Portuguese coup, MPLA was racked by internal
dissension. Already the Daniel Chipenda wing (Revolta do Leste) and the
Andrade wing (Revolta Activa) had challenged Neto’s leadership of the



party. All did agree, however, that a Congress should be convened to
resolve the disagreements.

A Congress was held in August, but it ended suddenly when Neto and his
faction walked out. Under great pressure from Mobutu, Kaunda, Nyerere of
Tanzania, and Ngouabi of Congo, the factions met again in early September
and agreed to a compromise. Days later, the compromise failed. Neto
seemed to be losing control of MPLA.

In mid-September, he attended a revised MPLA conference which
reorganized the political and military wing of the party. It also adopted a
united strategy to cope with the transitional phase of the struggle.

On October 21, 1974, MPLA signed a cease-fire with the Portuguese.
MPLA opened its official Luanda office before fifty thousand people on
November 6.34 The Portuguese High Commissioner, Admiral Rosa
Coutinho, was openly supportive of Neto.35 In addition, in late September
General Spinola had been replaced by General Francisco da Costa Gomes,
who also favored MPLA.

Moscow, after a period of six months, began to arm Neto’s faction
exclusively.36 The Soviet Union supplied MPLA with $300 million worth
of material in 1975 as compared to $54 million over the previous fourteen
years. The weapons which went to MPLA included: AK-47 assault rifles,
12-mm mortars, 24-mm and 75-mm recoilless rifles, 37-mm and 14.5-mm
antiaircraft machine guns, T-34 and T-54 tanks, new PT-76 amphibious
tanks, MIG-21s, and hand-held SAM-7 antiaircraft missiles. MPLA
received the supplies through Pointe Noire, Congo, Dares Salaam, Cabinda
and Luanda.

Neto’s group received enough arms to equip a force of five thousand to
seven thousand troops. MPLA militants distributed thousands of AK-47s to
“People’s Power” groups in the Luanda ghettoes, where they proved
instrumental in the battles between MPLA and FNLA for control of Luanda
in 1975.

By January 1975, all three liberation groups were in Luanda, the
Portuguese were either noticeably absent or pro-MPLA in their actions, and
the white settler population was alternately considering abandoning the
country or declaring a unilateral declaration of independence (UDI).37



MPLA, UNITA, and FNLA all expected trouble and made no effort to hide
their disagreements. As each group arrived in Luanda to open offices or
attend meetings, it tried to display the most popular support or the biggest
contingent of heavily armed troops.38

As the three liberation movements accelerated their preparation to
assume control of the new nation, some observers of the African scene
continued to sense a potential tragedy in Angola.

Kenya’s President, Jomo Kenyatta, again brought together the leaders of
the three movements (Neto of MPLA, Savimbi of UNITA, and Roberto of
FNLA) to forge an agreement for the orderly transfer of power.39 Meeting
in Mombasa, the three men pledged on January 5, 1975, to stop fighting and
to adopt a united platform in their negotiations with the Portuguese, which
were set to begin January 10 in Portugal.40

The Economist in reporting the Mombasa Agreement, proved to be
prophetic on several points. Portugal feared that without a united front to
negotiate with “Angola’s potential wealth creates strong temptations for
outside interests to intervene and internal rivalries to emerge again.”41 The
article also pointed out that Jonas Savimbi was “emerging as the leader who
may be best able to hold together an independent Angolan government.”

The Alvor Agreement
Portuguese and Angolan officials met in the Portuguese town of Alvor,

and on January 15, the Alvor Agreement was signed. The agreement called
for a transitional coalition government to be established which would be
charged with preparing for a peaceful turnover of power. The military
forces of the three movements would be integrated, a new constitution
written and elections organized, to be held before independence on or about
October 31, 1975. Independence was set for November 11, 1975.

Under the terms of the Alvor Agreement, Portugal recognized all three
liberation movements as the “sole legitimate representatives of the people
of Angola.” The Enclave of Cabinda was an “unalienable component pan”
of Angola. An immediate cease-fire was to take place, and amnesty was to
be granted for “patriotic acts” committed during the struggle for national



liberation. The armed forces of the three groups would be merged into a
national army comprised of 8,000 men belonging to FNLA, 8,000
belonging to MPLA, 8,000 from UNITA and 24,000 belonging to the
Portuguese armed forces. Finally, general elections for a constituent
assembly would be held “not more than nine months from the date of its
installation.”

Portuguese Intrigues
The unsettled political situation in Portugal had adverse effects in

Angola. Already armed clashes had occurred in Luanda between rival
groups. Following the downfall of Caetano, the AFM appointed General
Antonio de Spinola as premier. Initially Spinola took no steps toward
beginning the decolonization process. He appointed General Silvino
Silverio Marques as High Commissioner of Angola. When a series of race
riots erupted in Luanda in July 1974, the Portuguese took no measures to
stop the massacre of blacks by the white colonialists. Hundreds and perhaps
thousands of black Angolans were killed during the random violence.42
Not until blacks retaliated against white shopkeepers in Luanda did Lisbon
replace Marques with Admiral Rosa Coutinho. Coutinho was a key member
of the AFM and a critic of Spinola. Spinola was replaced in September
1974 by General Costa Gomes. These two moves made it clear the AFM
intended to grant independence to Angola.

With the replacement of Marques, the downfall of Spinola, and the
signing of the Alvor Agreement (which did not take into account the
aspirations of the white settler political parties) the white Angolan
population began to leave Angola en masse.43 Having had no input into the
terms of the Alvor Agreement, seeing their political representative ignored
in Lisbon and by the insurgent groups, and witnessing the increasing
violence in Luanda, the settlers felt they had no other choice than to return
to the Metropole.44

The “refugees” resettled in Portugal and became a political force. By
1976, the ex-colonialists were costing the Portuguese government $ 11.7
million a month. Unemployed and with little hope of employment, the
refugees represented “a potential center of revolt.” Nearly all of the



refugees were anti-MPLA, thus hampering Lisbon’s later efforts to seek a
coalition government, impose a cease-fire, or simply recognize MPLA.

The new High Commissioner Admiral Coutinho was openly supportive
of Agostinho Neto and MPLA. The AFM as a whole was supportive of
MPLA, especially the younger officers stationed in Angola. Savimbi,
Roberto, and President Mobutu of Zaire were so critical of Coutinho’s
support for MPLA that he was replaced after completion of the Alvor
Agreement. His replacement, General Silva Cardoso, tried to maintain strict
neutrality among the liberation movements.45 However, with all three
liberation movements in Luanda trying to campaign, convert, or coerce,
outbreaks of violence, sporadic at first, increased in intensity and frequency.
Cardoso tried to maintain some semblance of order, but even with thirty
thousand troops at his command, the task was impossible. The ordinary
soldier knew his stay in Angola was limited and was reluctant to risk his
life to separate feuding guerrilla factions. The Portuguese could only watch
helplessly as the political, military, and economic situation worsened in
Luanda and throughout Angola.46

By June 1975, the economy of Angola had ground to a standstill. The
flight of the white settlers meant a loss the economy of Angola, which was
based on white domination of the technical and skilled jobs, could not
afford. The white flight also meant the loss of ancillary jobs which
employed blacks. Luanda harbor was virtually paralyzed, the fertile coffee
regions lay unharvested as nearly one hundred thousand Ovimbundu
tribesmen heeded Savimbi’s call to return to the south, and Angola’s
diamond mines were closed pending further political developments.

Because of the increasing violence throughout the first half of 1975,
President Jomo Kenyatta again used his influence to arrange a cease-fire
among the MPLA, FNLA, and UNITA. Meeting at Nakuru, Kenya, from
June 16–21, the three groups hammered out another agreement. Under the
terms of the “Nakuru Agreement,” the three groups pledged to free all
political prisoners and guarantee each other the right to free political
activity. They decided to disarm all civilian supporters, work toward the
national army stipulated by the “Alvor Agreement,” agreed on uniforms for
such an army (thus eliminating their own distinctive uniforms), and agreed



to a date in October for elections. If difficulties arose, another summit was
to be held in Angola.

On June 23, 1975, fighting again broke out in Luanda between
contingents of MPLA and FNLA. The FNLA had fifteen political offices in
and around Luanda, but over the course of the next five days, MPLA
supporters destroyed twelve of them. Witnesses in the capital blamed
MPLA for renewed hostilities. Luanda was the natural base of support for
MPLA, but other factors also played a decisive role. Leftwing factions of
the Portuguese armed forces continued to aid and abet MPLA activities, and
MPLA had armed large numbers of civilians with weapons obtained from
the Soviet Union.

Most of the battles during this time occurred between FNLA and MPLA.
UNITA never had a noticeable presence in Luanda and until August
avoided major confrontation with either MPLA or FNLA. UNITA did not
declare war upon MPLA until after an August 5 attack on Savimbi’s
airplane in Silva Porto.

In mid-August, fighting erupted throughout Angola as each movement
secured traditional areas of support from its rivals. UNITA drove FNLA and
MPLA from the south and secured the vital seaport of Lobito, while FNLA
drove MPLA from the northern regions with the help of Zairian troops.47
By the end of August, MPLA had completely driven FNLA and UNITA
from the capital city.

Portuguese High Commissioner General Silva Cardoso was replaced by
an interim Commissioner, General Ferreira de Macedo, who suspended the
Alvor Agreement and asserted what little power the Portuguese still
possessed. Portugal now faced a major problem. The Alvor Agreement, on
paper, was a masterpiece of diplomacy, but now, with only MPLA in the
capital, to whom would Portugal bestow the reins of power? Most of the
officers supported MPLA, and the soldiers would most likely refuse any
order requiring a forced reconciliation among the groups.48 It was
becoming clear to many analysts that Portugal would simply abandon
Angola on independence day or perhaps even earlier, and let the three
groups settle the matter. Such a solution would leave Angola partitioned
into three slices, which would “mean a Congo-style future for Angola.” In
October 1975, the Conciliation Commission of the OAU accused both the



Soviet Union and South Africa of internationalizing the Angolan problem.
The Commission proposed a cessation of hostilities, reconciliation, and
formation of a government of national union. Remarkably, the ten-member
commission reported that UNITA had the most popular support and MPLA
the least!49

MPLA won more than a military engagement when it rid the capital city
of rival movements. It won a psychological victory in an attempt to
convince the world community as to who controlled—and thus, who should
legitimately rule—Angola. As a minority party, it was crucial that every
opportunity be exploited, and the advantages that MPLA enjoyed—superior
political structure, overall preponderate military organization, and ethnic
kinship in the capital city—be protected no matter the cost. Consequently,
as the independence date approached, MPLA controlled the capital and a
thin wedge in central Angola, FNLA was in the northeast with Zairian
troops, and UNITA was in the southwest and central highlands with regular
and irregular units of the South African Army. The fight for independence
from the five hundred-year-old Portuguese empire was about to end.
However, the struggle for the political and economic future of Angola was
only beginning. A quiet war for national liberation in the backwater of
Africa was about to explode into a global contest involving all of Africa,
Cuba, the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the two superpowers, Europe,
and most of the Third World.

The International Bazaar

MPLA had been supplied by the Soviet Union almost since its inception,
and Cuba had provided military training and an elite guard for President
Neto since 1966.50 Despite the brief flirtation with the Chipenda faction of
MPLA, Moscow resumed support to Neto in 1974 and substantially
increased the assistance following the Lisbon coup.

China became involved with FNLA and later with UNITA through
machinations of the Sino-Soviet rivalry. China had an active foreign policy
in Africa throughout the 1960s and into the mid-1970s. China was
especially active in economic projects such as the TanZam railway.51 The



Sino-Soviet split meant, in effect, that if one liberation movement ideology
agreed with Moscow, Peking would take any other viable alternative.52

China initially gravitated to FNLA because of the close China-Zaire
relationship. Also, President Nyerere of Tanzania had exerted a positive
influence. In December 1973, Holden Roberto had led a delegation to
Peking. Deng Xiaoping, among other leaders, promised Roberto substantial
aid. Two weeks later on a tour of Rumania, President Nicolae Ceausescu
also promised assistance.

Despite early contact with UNITA, China apparently chose FNLA over
UNITA.

In June 1974, the advance contingent of Chinese military instructors
arrived at Kinkuzu.53 Zaire also continued to furnish military training.
August saw the arrival of the final group of Chinese, along with four
hundred fifty tons of armaments. Shortly thereafter, Rumania honored its
pledge to supply material assistance to FNLA. By late August 1974, FNLA
announced a “great offensive for 1974.” This was preceded by infiltrating
guerrilla units accompanied by Zairian troops into northern Angola.54

Zaire had several reasons for becoming involved in Angola. First,
President Mobutu was related to Roberto by marriage. Second, Zaire had
provided bases and sanctuary for many of the Bakongo people for years.
Zaire had a vested interest in these people either returning to Angola or
becoming productive citizens of Zaire.55 Third, the geographical location
of Zaire, the lack of coastline despite its immense size, and the fact Cabinda
is physically isolated from Angola, all made Mobutu’s interest more than
familial. Also, Angola’s mineral wealth was also a point of contention.56
Fourth, Mobutu had been angry for some time at MPLA for its close
association with the Katanga gendarmes. When Moise Tshombe ended his
secession on January 14, 1963, approximately eighteen thousand gendarmes
were roaming the Shaba countryside. Many of the gendarmes joined
Portuguese forces in fighting the Angolan liberation movements. Post-coup
Angola saw this three thousand five hundred to six thousand man force
recruited by MPLA with the help of leftist AFM members. Mobutu was
outraged and increased his support of and direct military assistance to
FNLA. Finally, Mobutu feared a Soviet takeover of Angola.



Zambia also had a stake in Angola, not political but economic. Zambia,
which is landlocked, desperately needed the Benguela Railroad to transport
its copper to seaports for export. Zambia had closed the border between
itself and Rhodesia in 1973, and the rail lines of Tanzania could barely
manage their own traffic, much less Zambia’s. Politically, Zambia had
remained neutral during the Angolan conflict, supporting all three groups
and the splinter movements of MPLA. But when one faction threatened its
lifeline to the sea, Zambia reacted swiftly—when UNITA attacked the
Benguela Railroad. The only way Zambia could benefit by the fall of
Portuguese Angola was by a peaceful, orderly transition from colony to
independent nation.57

The Congo had a long commitment to Angolan liberation and to MPLA
in particular. But the Congo’s support was more than ideological, since
Cabindan oil would have a major impact on the resource-poor Congo. For
that reason, the Congo alternately encouraged both MPLA and FLEC.58

Finally, the Republic of South Africa (RSA) had a political and economic
stake in Angola. South Africa had large investments in Angola, including
the Cunene River hydroelectric complex along the Angola-Namibia border,
and private interests in the Benguela Railroad, diamond mines, and mineral
extraction companies. Politically, a hostile government in Luanda would
provide “safe bases” for SWAPO and, ultimately, it would provide African
National Congress (ANC) bases for guerrilla activity against South Africa
itself.59 South Africa perceived a vital interest in insuring that neither
MPLA nor FNLA came to power in Angola.60 South Africa was also urged
to intervene by Kenneth Kaunda, President of Zambia. Kaunda lobbied
Washington to urge South Africa to play a role in support of the anti-MPLA
factions.

Other minor actors included Gabon and France. Both were interested in
the future of Angola and Cabinda and sought to influence events by
supporting FLEC. But this support amounted to little more than monetary
support to FLEC officials in Cabinda.

The Jigsaw Puzzle



The U.S. intelligence community began a detailed examination of the
Angolan situation in January 1975. At a meeting of the so-called “40
Committee,” it was agreed to provide Holden Roberto with $300,000, but a
$100,000 annuity for Savimbi was rejected. Such a sum, it was felt, would
reassure President Mobutu that the administration of Gerald Ford was not
going to abandon Angola to MPLA.

Throughout the winter months, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
continued to urge support for UNITA. Finally, in the Spring of 1975, the
CIA began to assist both groups (FNLA and UNITA) on a small, but not
inconsequential, scale. According to anonymous officials, the aid was in
response to entreaties from Mobutu of Zaire and Kaunda of Zambia.
Kaunda had been in Washington in April 1975, warning of Soviet
involvement in Angola and repeatedly stressing the costs to the Zambian
economy of a Soviet/MPLA victory. Over the course of the next six
months, the CIA would funnel approximately $50 million to FNLA and
UNITA, mostly through Zaire, without congressional approval.

Cuba, which had maintained a military contingent with MPLA since the
1960s, began to arrive in force in Luanda on July 25, 1975. Cuba had an
advisory force with MPLA since the late 1960s. South Africa introduced
forces to protect the Cunene hydroelectric project on August 11, 1975.61

By October 1975, Cuba was publicly admitting to a substantial troop
presence in Angola.62 Speaking about the matter several months later,
Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, Deputy Prime Minister of Cuba, said that the
Cuban presence became “substantial” when the Alvor Agreement began to
break apart. “Neto asked us for advisers then and we sent 180—no it was
230—military men to Angola. They set up four training centers for Angolan
fighters.” Rodriguez went on to state that after the South African
intervention, “Neto then asked for more help and we sent it.” Later, the
chief Cuban delegate to the UN, Ricardo Alarcon Quesada, told the
Security Council that Cuban “instructors” had arrived in Angola in October,
but the decision to send troops was not made until November 5. The
argument has been put forward that Cuban involvement proceeded hand-in-
hand with the Soviet military buildup. As the Soviets sent increasingly
more sophisticated weapons to MPLA, the movement realized that its
forces were inadequately trained to employ the weapons. MPLA appealed



to Moscow for advisers and troops but the U.S.S.R. feared U.S. reaction.
Instead, Moscow suggested that Cuba supply advisers and the needed
troops. Both had past links to MPLA, which tended to justify and reinforce
the 1975 commitment. But, so too, the Soviet Union and Cuba were well
aware of U.S., Zaire, China, and South Africa maneuvers in Angola.

On August 9, South African units occupied the area around the Cunene
hydroelectric complex.63 In early September, prompted by a SWAPO
attack on a military camp, South African forces launched a search-and-
destroy mission against SWAPO deeper into Angola.

At the same time, the South African military authorities agreed to train
UNITA and FNLA/Chipenda forces at two different camps in southern
Angola.

On October 14, South African, FNLA/Chipenda, UNITA, and some
right-wing Portuguese paramilitary forces began a drive from near the
Namibian border, up the coast of Angola toward Luanda. The force, code-
named “Operation Zulu,” met scattered MPLA resistance, which was easily
swept aside by helicopter gun-ships and armored personnel carriers.

As independence drew near, MPLA found itself in the middle of a pincer
movement. Political compromise was no longer a legitimate solution.
Portugal had evacuated most of its troops during the preceding months.64
Mediation attempts by the OAU, interested African leaders, and the three
liberation groups themselves had all failed.65 The superpowers, via their
intelligence agencies or long-standing ties with particular groups, were
pumping money, arms, or troops into pre-independence Angola.66 The
colonial war for independence was drawing to a close; the civil war for
political power was beginning.

November 11, 1975

By mid-October, MPLA had decided to assume power unilaterally from
Portugal on independence day. Moscow made its intentions known, via a
note to OAU President Idi Amin, that it would recognize MPLA as
legitimate ruler of Angola. Nairobi’s Daily Nation editorialized that such a
move would “impose Marxism on the people of Angola before they are free
to decide their future.”



Luanda itself was a powder keg in November, as reports of battles
filtered into the city. MPLA stopped reporting the military situation and
evicted fourteen newsmen who made such reports. MPLA seized control of
Luanda harbor on November 7, and began to off-load heavy military
equipment such as antiaircraft guns, missile batteries, and trucks.

Idi Amin, President of Uganda, as acting chairman of the OAU held one
last meeting with representatives of the three movements. Meeting in
Kampala, all voiced hope for a government of reconciliation, but the rush of
events in Angola made such words futile. A Lisbon official at the meeting
summed up the results of the conference best by saying, “If the three
movements don’t get together, we’ll simply give independence to the
people of Angola and pull out.”

While the news from the south continued to place a damper on the
planned independence celebrations, MPLA forces successfully completed a
defensive operation against FNLA units advancing from the north.

Stalin’s Organ

Luanda’s water supply came from the nearby city of Quifangondo, and
FNLA’s advance had cut off water to the capital. On the morning of the
November 10, Roberto gathered his forces for a final push to Luanda.
Roberto ordered his forces to drive straight ahead, ignoring the advice of his
American, South African, and Portuguese advisers, who counseled
encircling or flanking movements. Over two thousand FNLA, Zairian, and
Portuguese troops advanced along the highway toward Luanda. Suddenly,
Soviet-built and Cuban-operated 122-mm rocket-launchers opened fire on
the column. According to observers at the scene, some two thousand
rockets landed among the FNLA force in a matter of minutes. FNLA
weapons were of little value because of their limited range. No attempt at
resistance was made, and the bulk of Roberto’s forces retreated in disarray.
The Cubans and MPLA did not press their advantage, but unknown to all,
FNLA was no longer a legitimate military force. The MPLA/Cuban troops
advanced cautiously and in strength, thus the true results of “the Battle of
Death Road” were unknown for some time.

MPLA leaders realized if they could maintain firm control of Luanda
until independence, the other movements would then become “outlaws”



rather than competing centers for power. The drive north was aimed at
halting FNLA forces since they were closer to the capital than the UNITA-
FNLA/Chipenda-South African column.

Finally, at noon on November 10 (twelve hours before the scheduled
event), the last High Commissioner of Angola hauled down the Portuguese
flag, which had flown over Angola for almost five hundred years. In his
parting speech, Admiral Leonel Cardoso made no mention of MPLA or the
other two liberation movements. He simply announced Portugal was
turning over the country to the “Angolan people.”

MPLA proclaimed the People’s Republic of Angola (PRA) headed by Dr.
Agostinho Neto, and was immediately recognized by the Soviet Union,
Cuba, Brazil, Mozambique, Congo and Guinea.67 The United States
withheld recognition and announced it would continue to press for a cease-
fire. November 11 also saw the birth of the Democratic People’s Republic
of Angola (DPRA). The DPRA resulted from a merger of FNLA and
UNITA. The capital of DPRA was in Huambo (Nova Lisboa) until the
FNLA/UNITA forces “could take Luanda.”68

Moscow Presses Its Advantage

The Soviet Union interpreted events in Angola as the legitimate
government (MPLA) besieged by “interventionists and their lackeys” and
“foreign aggression.” The U.S.S.R. portrayed the civil war as the
machinations of the United States, South Africa and China, warning of a
“possible Vietnam.” China was accused of splitting Angolan liberation by
arming and training FNLA, while the United States (supposedly) sought to
destroy MPLA “for further plunder from Angola.”

Initially, as Soviet involvement in Angola came to light, many African
nations were alarmed. Kenya, Zambia, Nigeria and Uganda all voiced
concern over Soviet motives and tactics. Uganda even went so far as to
break off diplomatic relations with Moscow while the OAU, with Idi Amin
as chairman, continued to insist on a cease-fire and elections.

The PRA, newly independent, made no secret concerning Soviet and
Eastern Bloc assistance it was receiving. Although news from both fronts
was not overly optimistic despite the defeat of an FNLA column, MPLA



began to exude a confidence that would have been unthinkable only days
earlier.

MPLA’s allies began to openly display their support for the PRA.
Mozambique, which had also fought against Portuguese colonialism, sent a
detachment of 250 veteran (FRELIMO) fighters, and during independence
celebrations 1,200 Cuban troops had disembarked from ships in Luanda
harbor.69 By November 14, Lisbon reported a total of 4,000 Cubans in
Angola, and UNITA was publishing accounts of Cuban casualties and
prisoners.

Despite the rapid buildup of MPLA forces, the FNLA/UNITA coalition
continued to enjoy overall military success, especially the UNITA/South
African column in the South. In three weeks, the column had driven over
six hundred miles, capturing such key port cities as Benguela and Lobito,
and was poised to assault Novo Redondo.

For its part, the Soviet Union continued the massive military supply
effort to MPLA. Two hundred Soviet T-54 tanks were delivered to MPLA
by sea, while Soviet transport planes continued an around-the-clock effort
to supply MPLA forces. Questions arose as to who would operate the tanks
since MPLA was not known to have many tank crews. Speculation,
naturally, fell upon Cuban and Soviet personnel, but a Soviet correspondent
in Luanda denied Soviet military personnel were in Angola, “or certainly
not at this stage.”70 Already the conflict in Angola was being referred to as
a “proxy war,” with modern armaments overwhelming the capabilities of
the “untrained Angolans.”

The End of the Beginning

By mid-November, South African forces had been operating in Angola
for almost a month, yet little media attention had been focused on their
intervention. Slowly, as the UNITA column advanced up the coast toward
the capital, the composition of the column began to be scrutinized. An
Associated Press picture in the New York Times of November 15 showed
white soldiers near an armored car. The caption stated, “We now have
confirmation that the South African Army has a base camp at a town called
Sa da Bandeira … 250 miles inside Angola.”71 A British television crew



also accompanied the column for a time during its campaign. The
Economist reported Hercules transport planes unloading supplies at
Benguela and Silva Porto, while journalists talked with, but could not
photograph, white soldiers “who refused to disclose their nationality but
spoke English with a strong South African accent.”72 Meanwhile, a UNITA
spokesman announced Americans were training UNITA soldiers, and white
Portuguese from Spain had arrived to assist UNITA.

From the northern front, reports of Zairian troops with FNLA units were
not usual, but rumors began of Colonel Santos e Castro, a former anti-
guerrilla strategist in the Portuguese army, serving as the commander of one
hundred thirty white soldier unit of “shock troops” for FNLA. These reports
were all part of a dizzying array of reviews, statements, claims, and
counterclaims which engulfed the Angolan civil war.

Suddenly the world press began to focus on the international implications
of the Angolan civil war. The infamous Mike Hoare was reported
everywhere in southern Africa, reassembling his “Wild Geese” and other
“Dogs of War.”73 Savimbi himself added fuel to the fire by circumspectly
acknowledging South African, Rhodesian, and French military support,
although he countered criticism by showing the press a Cuban prisoner and
asking if the Cuban was not also a mercenary.74 Over a short period of time
international concern began to change from Soviet/Cuban involvement to
South African intervention in the Angolan civil war.

The battles continued as all sides in the hostilities continued to pump
money, arms, and men into Angola. On November 21 UNITA announced it
had captured twenty Soviets, but the tide was already beginning to turn.75
In an interview in Kinshasha, Demba Paka Ola, a UNITA spokesman,
complained about the quantity and quality of Western-Chinese support.
“While we can only buy weapons in parts on the open market and assemble
them, the Russians bring shiploads of tanks, missiles and armored cars into
Luanda…meanwhile our friends in the West and Peking hesitate.”

With the northern front secure for the moment, MPLA consolidated its
gains by imposing order upon strife-torn Luanda, installing MPLA
members in key government posts, and continuing to reap the benefit of the
growing number of nations granting diplomatic recognition to MPLA.



By late November, most analysts believed that the war was a stalemate.
UNITA could not capture Luanda, nor could FNLA, and it was believed
MPLA did not have the capability to completely dominate Angola
militarily. It was felt that MPLA would be ineffective outside of the urban
centers away from its ethnic base.

On December 1, 1975, MPLA launched its counterattack. In the North,
FNLA quickly lost Caxito, and Ambriz was under siege. To the East, Luso
was recaptured after a brief battle, and to the South, MPLA/Cuban units
stopped the UNITA column by destroying the Cuvo River bridge. The
motorized column was unable to move across country because the rainy
season had made secondary roads impassible.76 On all three fronts, Cuban
troops reportedly were the spearhead of the offensive. “The Cubans are
involved everywhere,” said one American official. Another noted the
“Cubans are turning the tide or will turn the tide.”

International Bazaar II

By mid-December, the complexion of events in Angola had radically
altered. Now MPLA, led by Cubans and employing modern Soviet
weapons, was on the offensive on three fronts. For all intents and purposes,
FNLA was no longer a viable military organization. Nature and explosives
had temporarily halted the South African advance, while inexorably
UNITA’s reputation grew tainted because of its close cooperation with
South Africa.

Conversely, MPLA daily was receiving new diplomatic recognition from
both East and West and from Third World nations. Militarily bolstered by at
least three thousand one hundred Cuban troops, MPLA secured the capital
and was now advancing on its enemies. The direction of events forced the
major participants to reexamine their involvement.

China—Withdrawal

China had trained FNLA troops at Kinkuzu and supplied four hundred
fifty tons of arms. In July 1975, China allowed Zaire to release to FNLA a
large quantity of arms from Zairian army stocks. On October 27, the
Chinese military instructors departed Zaire for home. This was well after
the South African intervention and the Soviet/Cuban buildup. The Chinese



were beginning to find themselves in a delicate political position vis-à-vis
South Africa. In order not to compound the mistake they pulled out,
accepted the criticism, and assumed a neutral posture regarding Angola.
Since August, however, the Chinese had vilified Soviet activities in Angola.
“The Soviet social-imperialists are flagrantly stirring up internal armed
conflict in Angola by unloading armored cars and weapons in the disguise
of ‘medical supplies’ in the harbour of Luanda.”77 Other statements
accused the Soviet Union of intimidating the OAU and various African
leaders.

PRC officials realized early that China could not compete militarily with
the Soviet Union in Africa. China did not possess the modern weaponry,
transport system, or the “proxies” to fight a war of national liberation
thousands of miles from Beijing. As the supposed leader of the world
revolutionary movement, China could not politically afford to be caught on
the side of the United States and South Africa—especially South Africa.
The South African involvement eventually legitimized the Soviet/Cuban
intervention on behalf of the MPLA, but South African forces with UNITA
ended what little support—diplomatic, economic, or military—China was
prepared to offer.

Zaire—Valueless

From the beginning of the liberation struggle, Zaire supported FNLA.
But President Mobutu was also covetous of Cabinda and was, therefore,
partially supporting FLEC. When Roberto began his drive to Luanda, he
was accompanied by several hundred “veteran” Zairian troops. As the first
battles began, these were the first forces to “retreat” with such haste that
they abandoned their weapons. Later, the Zairian force would increase to
approximately one thousand to one thousand two hundred who spent most
of their time plundering, looting, and raping in the towns of FNLA-
occupied Angola. Eventually, Zairian troops would be the first to scurry
back across the border.

The government of Kinshasha continued to funnel U.S. and other arms,
money, and mercenaries to FNLA, but as a fighting force Zaire had proven
valueless to Roberto and FNLA.



South Africa—Stranded

What had begun as a single military occupation of a hydroelectric
complex had grown into a full-scale war which caused debate and
condemnation, not only worldwide but also in South Africa itself. Had
South Africa intervened unilaterally, or had the United States and other
governments encouraged the venture? How many troops were in Angola,
where were they, what were the casualties, and when would the operation
end?

South Africa entered Angola militarily alone but, according to political
officials, not alone in spirit or purpose. South Africa felt it had Western,
especially U.S., concurrence in its desire to keep Communist influence out
of southern Africa. Thus, South Africa believed it spearheaded a Western
charge into Angola, with South African forces leading pro-Western
FNLA/UNITA, armed with U.S. weapons, and financed by Western money.

As the reports circulated various capitals regarding the South African
incursion, South Africa suddenly found itself alone. China had pulled out
early, Western powers would not admit their support, and U.S. Secretary of
State denied any “collusion” with them.78 Prime Minister Vorster later said
he would not call anyone a liar who said that the United States requested
South African involvement in Angola.79

As Cuban troops arrived and entered into battle, the South African force,
which numbered approximately two thousand, began to suffer casualties
and lose prisoners. Suddenly, South Africa’s fight for democracy in Angola
became a dirty war which found South Africa alone against a growing
military force and world opinion. As news of the intervention reached
South Africa itself, it became an issue of national importance. As the scope
of South African activities became known, worldwide opinion switched
from condemnation of the Soviet Union to repulsion at South African
involvement. The Soviet Union and its allies very ably played the issue at
the international level, accusing China, the United States, and South Africa
of conspiring against the people of Angola.80

By early December, it had become apparent the United States would not
match the commitment of arms made to MPLA by the Soviet Union. The
December 19 vote by the U.S. Senate to end assistance to the



FNLA/UNITA coalition made clear U.S. intentions. South Africa began to
draft plans to end its involvement in Angola. The Johannesburg Star best
summed up South African frustration with the betrayal it felt at the hands of
its allies: “The West fiddles while Angola burns, and the flames could
spread throughout southern Africa.”

United States—The Senate Says No

On April 29, 1975, regular units of the North Vietnamese Army entered
the city of Saigon, and with them fell the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
and U.S. military involvement in Southeast Asia. The fall of Vietnam, as
much as anything, hindered U.S. policy in Angola. The United States did
not want to involve itself in unknown corners of the world, fighting
guerrilla wars that never ended and for purposes that no one seemed to
understand. Some labeled this crisis of confidence “the Vietnam
Syndrome.”

The CIA initially tried to mount only covert operations, but as Soviet,
Cuban, South African, and Zairian involvement deepened, so did the U.S.
commitment. So, too, as the foreign intervention became publicized, U.S.
policy was also highlighted. Congress was in no mood to sanction any
covert war or “Vietnam-like operation.” Secretary of State Kissinger was
forced to manage policy at two levels: (1) a diminishing position of
military/monetary support, and (2) a growing level of U.S. pressure on the
other outside forces tangled in Angola.

Kissinger and President Gerald Ford publicly appealed for a
congressional appropriation to work for an Angolan stalemate, but were
rebuffed by the U.S. Senate on December 19, 1975.81 Kissinger then was
forced to revert to warning Russia about the perils to detente, and
threatening Cuba with unspecified retaliatory actions.

However, the United States had lost its flexibility when the Senate cut off
funds for CIA covert action. The House of Representatives reaffirmed the
Senate vote in January 1976. According to Kissinger, the Soviets had
approached Angola warily, fearing some U.S. reaction, but the Senate vote
opened the floodgate for Soviet/Cuban domination of the Angolan scene.82

Limited by congressional restrictions, the United States was forced to
pursue diplomatic alternatives in the face of growing Soviet/Cuban



power.83 Secretary Kissinger, for his part, continued to warn the Soviets
and criticize their policies, but went to Moscow in January 1976 for SALT
negotiations.

As the civil war turned in favor of MPLA, the United States was reduced
from active participant to interested bystander—a significant difference.
The Senate vote eliminated most of the viable options available to
Washington, and all the interested parties were aware of it. The hands of the
United States were tied.

Soviet Union—Windfall

What began as modest involvement in Angola soon mushroomed into a
windfall of gigantic proportions. Soviet-backed forces were aligned against
a combination of Chinese, U.S., and South African combatants. China,
despite the tenuous links to South Africa, was embarrassed and its
revolutionary credentials called into question.84 South African involvement
meant almost automatic diplomatic recognition for MPLA from most of the
world. U.S. hesitation, and then withdrawal, called into question
Washington’s resolve to back its friends and allies in the post-Vietnam era.

Soviet officials were surprised at Washington’s reaction. “We have been
helping the Popular Movement for about 14 years now. Why have you
waited until now to complain about it?” said one. Another emphasized that
detente meant “the relaxation of international tension between the United
States and the U.S.S.R. not the end of ideological competition in the Third
World.”85

Politically and ideologically, Moscow’s exhibition of strength and
Beijing’s lack of capability and poor timing greatly benefited Moscow
throughout Africa.

Despite Moscow’s surprise, they were careful not to endanger detente. As
the United States began to question its own motives publicly, the Soviets
correctly assessed that the American public would not support any
involvement which resembled another Vietnam.86 Once the U.S. Senate
ended military commitment, Soviet efforts centered on calming African
opinion. But even this was made easier by the growing publicity concerning
South Africa.



With China humiliated, the United States impotent, and South Africa
exposed, Moscow made sure MPLA would be victorious in the Angolan
civil war. The U.S.S.R. pumped some $200 million worth of arms into
Angola in 1975, with some four hundred advisers. But the key to MPLA
success was the introduction of some twelve thousand Cuban combat troops
into the war. Moscow provided the funds, transportation, and arms, but
Fidel Castro furnished the military muscle.

Cuba—Proxy Warrior

As the UNITA column rushed up the seacoast, overwhelming
MPLA/Cuban forces, Cuba began on November 7 to airlift and ship combat
troops in a major escalation known as Operation Carlotta.87 Soviet
Antonov-22 transport planes flew tons of combat weaponry to Angola in a
short period. These troops, experienced in the use of Soviet weapons, threw
back FNLA and halted the drive of the UNITA column.

The Cuban intervention, apart from the military aspects, led analysts to
question Castro’s motivation. Was Moscow cashing in some chips, or was
Cuba engaging in a policy for its own reasons?88 Clearly, the Cuban
presence ended any immediate hope of a Cuban-U.S. rapprochement and, as
history has shown, led to an intense Cuban involvement in Angola and
other African nations.

MPLA—Triumphant

By mid-December, Western analysts had concluded that the civil war
might last “for three weeks, three months or three years.” It was hoped that
the Foreign Ministers’ meeting of the OAU would insist on some type of
cease-fire and the formation of a coalition government. The meeting
scheduled for December was postponed until January 8, 1976. But MPLA
had no intention of letting an internal matter be settled by a continental
association. Confident in continued Soviet/Cuban support, MPLA forces
continued to press the issue militarily on all three fronts, perhaps in an
attempt to secure as much territory as possible before the OAU meeting.
South Africa, facing opposition at home and abroad, began to hint that it



would soon remove its troops from Angola. Meanwhile, MPLA continued
to harvest support from its allies.89

On January 5, 1976, MPLA reported the capture of Uige, the
headquarters of FNLA, some one hundred fifty miles northeast of Luanda.
MPLA announced significant gains along the entire north and northeastern
fronts. Many analysts believed that MPLA was concentrating on FNLA in
order to knock them out, and then reach some sort of accommodation with
UNITA at the OAU meeting in early January.90

At one point, FNLA forces had been within nineteen miles of Luanda.
The UNITA column never got closer than one hundred twenty-five miles
from the capital. FNLA had been annihilated at the Battle of Death Road
with its Zairian allies. UNITA, on the other hand, had South African regular
troops, the best troops of FNLA, and some one hundred fifty to three
hundred irregular Portuguese soldiers. It was a formidable force. The loss of
Uige was commonly described as a “turning point,” but MPLA/Cuban
forces realized the turning point had occurred weeks earlier. Thus, it was
sound strategy to strike the decisive blow against the weaker of the two
movements—FNLA.

OAU—Impotent

The OAU convened in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on January 8. The chief
topic of discussion was Angola.91 Quickly the meeting sharply split as to
who should be recognized as the legitimate ruler of Angola. Pro-MPLA
nations made seething attacks upon South African intervention, while
FNLA/UNITA supporters argued for a meaningful and lasting peace. The
Foreign Ministers’ portion of the meeting began January 10, and for three
days the debate raged. FNLA, UNITA, and MPLA all submitted petitions to
apply to the OAU but were denied. Finally, after three days, the meeting
adjourned having taken no action on Angola.92 The Angola question was
placed on the agenda for the next OAU meeting in July 1976.

Political gamesmanship played a role in the OAU proceedings. In an
attempt to justify its presence in Angola, South Africa appealed directly to
the West to intervene in the civil war. Moscow, in a Pravda article, called
for an end to “foreign armed intervention in Angola,” a prospect which



caused ripples in Washington. Soviet analysts deduced that Moscow sought
to blur its policy, should events at the OAU meeting take an anti-Soviet
turn. The United States continued its diplomatic and propaganda efforts in
search of a cease-fire. Washington also released intelligence regarding a
Soviet naval task force cruising towards Angola.93

Both sides in the civil war also took advantage of the OAU meeting to
attempt political and psychological ploys against its enemies. For example,
Jonas Savimbi announced that a planned UNITA offensive had been
delayed so that the OAU Conference might have a chance for success by
demanding a “government of national unity.” Meanwhile, MPLA
announced more battlefield successes in the north, in an apparent attempt to
remind everyone that its forces were unstoppable.

While both sides claimed victory at Addis Ababa, it was not for either.
The failure of the OAU to initiate a cease-fire, to demand withdrawal of all
foreign forces, and to create a government of reconciliation, showed how
ideologically rigid the organization had become. Even such respected
leaders as Nyerere of Tanzania, Kaunda of Zambia, and Kenyatta of Kenya
were unable to convince their colleagues to solve this African problem.94

In the long run, the OAU stalemate was a victory for MPLA. MPLA
enjoyed a military advantage, and any cease-fire, withdrawal or
reconciliation conference would drastically alter the advantages possessed
by MPLA. By the time the OAU would meet again in July, the civil war
would be over, and forty-one of the forty-six members of the OAU would
have extended diplomatic recognition to MPLA. As the Zambia Daily Mail
put it, “The OAU has had no alternative but to do the obvious.” For MPLA,
though victory on the battlefield seemed sure, victory at the conference
table at this point was not as certain.

The War Continues

Following the OAU Assembly, the war continued badly for the
FNLA/UNITA coalition. An MPLA/Cuban force was driving up the
northern coast, taking city after city from FNLA. Washington announced
that FNLA was near collapse, and an FNLA spokesman stated that his



group would resort to international terrorism to keep its cause before the
world.95

A mid-January offensive into the south was thrown back by
UNITA/South Africa, with one paper claiming “the main fighting appears
to be the whites and Cubans on the respective sides, with the Angolan
troops in a largely supporting role.”96

The MPLA/Cuban forces quickly recovered and continued their advance
on all fronts. As the FNLA collapsed, Cuban units were transferred to the
south along with newly arrived troops. The Cubans were heavily armed,
and soon the South African forces found themselves facing superior
numbers that possessed equality in weapons and tactics. The MPLA/Cuban
forces were able to make headway, albeit grudgingly.97

On January 23, 1976, MPLA announce significant gains on all fronts, but
for the first time rumors circulated that the South African forces had begun
to pull back from their forward positions with UNITA.98 The next day,
saying it was “not prepared to fight on behalf of the free world alone,”
South Africa announced its disengagement from Angola’s civil war. South
African involvement had stirred up too much domestic criticism and no
international support.99 Officials disclosed that South African forces had
sustained twenty-nine deaths but, in departing Angola, were leaving “in the
hands of the National Union troops fighting alongside them important items
of material, such as artillery pieces and communications equipment.”

MPLA forces immediately increased the intensity of their southward
offensive, using Soviet tanks and MIG-21s to spearhead a three-prong
attack.100 By January 27, UNITA was forced to abandon its operational
base of Huambo, the capital of the FNLA/UNITA coalition.

MPLA believed it was poised to end the war rapidly on both the southern
and northern fronts.101 FNLA was in complete disarray in the north, with
Zaire in tow. In the south, the FNLA/UNITA capital of Huambo had been
abandoned, UNITA’s South African allies had pulled out of the war, and the
MPLA/Cuban forces were bearing down on UNITA positions. Still,
however, there was one last piece of the international jigsaw puzzle to be
added to the Angolan scene.



The Dogs of War

Mercenaries had been involved with both UNITA and FNLA from the
beginning. In a sense, South African and Zairian troops were acting as
mercenaries in their involvement in Angola, as were the Katangans and
Cubans with MPLA. Concern about mercenaries started as the positions of
FNLA/UNITA began to deteriorate slowly in late November. It reappeared
during congressional debate on U.S. involvement in Angola and prior to the
OAU meeting. Final interest occurred immediately after South African
withdrawal, as both FNLA and UNITA tried to salvage victory.

In early January, the Christian Science Monitor had reported that three
hundred U.S. ex-servicemen had been sent to Angola by the CIA. The
White House termed the report not true, but rumors persistently linked
mercenaries with the CIA.102 Perhaps four hundred mercenaries passed
through Great Britain on their way to fight for FNLA. One of these groups
of men was captured in a quick skirmish with MPLA troops. These men,
three of whom were American, later were tried before an international jury
in Luanda for the crime of fighting as mercenaries against the legal
government of Angola.103

In Angola, the few mercenaries who actually did any fighting were
confronted by an army, equally equipped, with better tactics and discipline.
The mercenaries who fought with FNLA often found themselves abandoned
and were left to fight superior forces led by Cuban troops. The
MPLA/Cuban forces quickly put an end to the myth of the mercenaries’
superiority.

The Civil War Concludes?

By February 1, 1976 FNLA held only three towns of any importance,
while to the south, UNITA’s retreat was slower, but perceptible just the
same. As the Economist reported, “It is the 12,000-strong Cuban army
contingent, not the Popular Movement, that is winning the war in Angola.”
As MPLA forces advanced south, the citizens of the towns fled into the
surrounding countryside in panic, leaving such cities as Huambo “nearly
deserted.” By February 10, Luanda reported that the seaport cities of



Benguela and Lobito had fallen and that Luso and Silva Porto, cities along
the course of the Benguela Railroad, were in danger of falling also.

The next day, the OAU recognized MPLA as the legitimate government
of Angola, and admitted Angola as the forty-seventh member of the
organization. Only one month had passed since the OAU split. Luso and
Silva Porto fell on February 12, followed quickly by Mocamedes, Serpa
Pinto, and Sa da Bandeira in the deep south of Angola. With the fall of
these towns, UNITA announced from both Kinshasa and Lusaka, that it
would revert to guerrilla warfare. “For our liberty and our country, we are
determined to continue our struggle in the forests, mountains and valleys, to
conquer the Russian, Cuban and Czech invaders, who know in the long run
they face the same destiny as the Portuguese colonialists in Africa.”104

President Ford of the United States, contending that “Congress has lost
their guts,” signed the legislation banning further aid to the FNLA/UNITA
coalition.

Victory and OAU recognition led to a rapid recognition of MPLA by
European nations. By mid-February more than sixty countries recognized
MPLA as the legitimate government of Angola. Zambia, having declared a
state of emergency January 28, announced it was recognizing Angola as a
sovereign nation, but not MPLA rule of the nation.105 In a televised
address to his countrymen, Kaunda alluded to the Soviet/Cuban
involvement in Angola as “a plundering tiger with its deadly cubs ….”

South Africa, admitting it had penetrated hundreds of miles into Angola,
sought to justify that penetration by declaring that its actions had been
designed to give the United States time to match Soviet weapons supplied
to MPLA.106 Recognizing the inevitable, South Africa announced that an
accommodation with MPLA could be reached if certain South African
concerns were met.

Despite its substantial involvement in Angola, Zaire also realized the
situation was hopeless, and took steps to limit the damage to President
Mobutu’s international reputation and continued rule of Zaire. One of the
first was to bar the entry of mercenaries into Zaire. On February 29,
Presidents Neto and Mobutu met in Brazzaville, and signed a document (the
Brazzaville Agreement) under which both governments pledged that no
military activity would be allowed against the other nation from their



territory. FNLA/UNITA would have to leave Zaire, FLEC would no longer
be able to operate in Kinshasa, and Angolan refugees would return to the
country of their origin. The six thousand Katangan gendarmes would be
repatriated to Zaire. This accord was never implemented and FNLA
continued to operate out of Zaire, as did FLEC. The Katangan gendarmes
subsequently invaded Zaire twice in an attempt to overthrow President
Mobutu.107 Zaire and Angola have met off and on since Angolan
independence regarding the Katangans, FNLA, FLEC, UNITA, the
Benguela Railroad, and Angolan refugees. None of those meetings and
attendant documents amounted to much progress in easing Angola/Zaire
tensions until 1989. Even then Angola/Zaire rapprochement was in the
distance.

The civil war was over, with MPLA victorious. FNLA was routed, and
its sponsor, Zaire, was now very concerned about Angolan retaliatory
actions. UNITA, once South Africa had abandoned the fray, quickly lost all
of the territory that UNITA, South Africa, Chipenda, and Portuguese
column had taken in October and November. China had retreated and was
stubbornly riding through the waves of criticism of its role.108 The United
States and Soviet Union continued to argue and bicker in international
forums, but the U.S. Congress had limited any other U.S. response. The
United States also launched a diplomatic effort in Africa to buttress its
worried allies.109 Africa, once given low priority in American foreign
policy, became another point of East-West confrontation, as African
problems were now viewed as having not only regional, but global
significance. Cuba had, in a matter of months, taken on the stature of giant
killer, and was respected and feared throughout Africa and the Third World.

MPLA now set about to consolidate the revolution and its civil war
victory, but one obstacle still remained—UNITA was beaten but not
defeated.110
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4

Organization of and Popular Support for UNITA

Jonas Savimbi left FNLA/GRAE in July 1964. He immediately
embarked on a world tour combined with completing his studies at the
University of Lausanne. He briefly flirted with the idea of joining MPLA
but ultimately decided to organize a new political movement.

The Ovimbundu had no political force to represent their aspirations. The
willingness was there; it only lacked a dominant personality to forge
Ovimbundu nationalism into the third major Angolan nationalist movement.
In the fall of 1965, Savimbi entered Zambia to form a new nationalist unit.
In doing so, he was able to draw upon three distinct constituencies.

The Angolan Components of UNITA
First, FNLA had suffered a series of defections before and after

Savimbi’s departure. This group included experienced military officers and
political organizers. It was this group of officers, led by José Kalundungo,
for whom Savimbi arranged guerrilla training in China. Most of the
defectors fled to Congo. In December 1964, a group of twenty-four Congo-
based Ovimbundu issued the Amigos do Manifesto Angolano (Amangola),
calling for all exiled Angolans to return to their country and prepare the
masses for guerrilla warfare. The Amangolans initially cooperated with
MPLA in Brazzaville. MPLA had assisted their escape from Zaire, but upon
learning that Savimbi was in Zambia, intent on creating his own movement,
relations cooled. MPLA was looking to open its Eastern Front from
Zambia; thus Savimbi’s intentions were unwelcome news. The Amangola
signatories were ousted from the MPLA political network and in some
cases physically assaulted.

A second pro-Savimbi group was a core of politically active students
found within the União Nacional dos Estudantes Angolanos (UNEA). Jorge



Valentim, another ex-GRAE member, was president of the group. In
addition, he had been elected Assistant Secretary for African Affairs of the
International Student Conference (COSEC). In October 1964, Valentim met
with Roberto in an attempt to secure Roberto’s agreement to restructure
FNLA/GRAE. Roberto refused. Valentim, using COSEC travel funds and
his position as UNEA President, began a series of steps to detach UNEA
from GRAE. The Angolan student population, especially the Ovimbundu,
were growing disillusioned with a war for liberation fought by leaders
based outside of Angola.

Through a sequence of pamphlets and meetings, Valentim succeeded in
withdrawing UNEA from GRAE. A new constitution was written, and
officers were elected. The post of Vice President for External Affairs went
to another Savimbi supporter, Jorge Isaac Sangumba. Valentim began
courting various political factions, but was sharply reprimanded by Savimbi
who emphasized that the day of exile politics was over. Proper revolution in
Angola must occur via a new party dedicated to organizing and mobilizing
the masses. Toward that end, in January 1966, Savimbi formed the Comitê
Preparatória da Accão Directa (CPAD).

The third part of the Savimbi triad was in Lusaka, Zambia. It included
leaders of the Chokwe, Lwena, and Luchazi self-help organizations as well
as Angolan refugees recently arrived from Angola. Some of these people
staffed the Lusaka GRAE office.

FNLA/GRAE in Zambia was more a stranger than comrade to GRAE-
Zaire. Tshombe in Zaire had restricted Roberto’s travel. When Zambia
became independent in October 1964, Roberto was allowed to visit Lusaka.
This would be the only time he would meet with his Zambian lieutenants.

With a revolutionary fervor, the Lusaka office set out to structure a tight-
knit unit, sending organizers into Angola to establish political contact with
potential GRAE supporters. These measures were taken without instruction
from Zaire, and news of Lusaka’s achievements were more of concern to
Roberto than satisfaction. GRAE-Zaire ignored Lusaka’s pleas for
directives, and instead Roberto sent his Bakongo troubleshooter, Jose M.
Peterson, to remind the Lusaka GRAE who was in charge of the exiled
government of Angola.

In a letter to the OAU Liberation Committee, dated January 13, 1965, the
Lusaka office publicly expressed its grievances against Roberto’s personal



domination of the GRAE. Letters asking for instructions were ignored. A
three-member team, sent to Leopoldville in a personal effort to secure
orders, was stopped and sent back to Lusaka. No explanation had ever been
offered regarding the defection of Savimbi and others. GRAE-Zaire
provided no funds to its Lusaka office. No Lusaka members had been sent
abroad for training. And finally, no one in Lusaka knew who the officers of
GRAE were below the presidential level.

While sympathetic, the OAU Liberation Committee was unable to
convene a meeting of Angolan nationalists despite other damaging evidence
against Roberto’s authoritarian domination of GRAE. After this, the GRAE-
Lusaka office quietly crumbled. In January 1966, the nucleus of this group
joined the CPAD.

In October 1965, Savimbi had persuaded President Kenneth Kaunda of
Zambia to invite Holden Roberto and Agostinho Neto to Lusaka for
discussions on creating one liberation movement for Angola. They
refused.1 Five months later, in Moxico Province, UNITA was formed.

UNITA’s Maoist Strategy
Savimbi, and his followers, believed the road to independence would

belong and difficult. The only chance of success lay in the Maoist notion of
building and acting upon a politically educated peasantry. Such an end
could not be achieved from exile. Instead, the UNITA cadre would practice
self-discipline, patience, and experience peasant hardships. This was the
only way, according to Savimbi, to bring the revolutionary experience to the
people of Angola.

UNITA recruiters and soldiers entering Angola were ordered to respect
tribal customs and politics while pointing out the economic injustices of
Portuguese colonial rule. In this way, UNITA would ingratiate itself with
the local population, while instilling the political indoctrination necessary
for UNITA to become a viable political/military organization.

Savimbi saw his new political organization fulfilling a two-fold need.
First, his was the only movement entirely based in Angola. Roberto was in
Zaire and Neto in Congo. UNITA, and especially its leadership, was
constantly on the front lines. Second, MPLA was an Luanda-Mbundu



movement, while FNLA represented the Bakongo. The Ovimbundu had no
political representative in the anti-colonial war until the birth of UNITA.
The Ovimbundu represented over one-third of the Angolan population.
Consequently, there was political justification for UNITA.

From the beginning, Savimbi emphasized that UNITA was more than a
military force. UNITA guerrillas had attacked the Benguela rail line near
Teixeira de Sousa stopping traffic for one week. In February 1967, he
announced that his military force stood at one thousand, armed entirely with
weapons captured from the Portuguese.2 But, UNITA was also a political
party, and Savimbi argued that revolution would be useless unless the
masses participated and understood.

UNITA’s political philosophy was anti-imperialist, including Soviet
social-imperialism. Emphasis was placed on self-reliance as taught by Mao.
The political reality of being evicted from Zambia also lent practical
meaning to the term. UNITA’s political direction featured socialism with
respect for tribal cultural heritage.

By 1970, UNITA decided to take the next step in its political campaign.
UNITA guerrillas and organizers began to leave the hinterlands to infiltrate
the cities of the central plateau.

Savimbi boasted in 1967 of having 2,900 party branches and a military
detachment. By 1970, UNITA claimed to control over 1 million Angolans.
Two years later, the movement claimed the support of 1.5 million people
and over 3,000 trained fighters.3 Propaganda aside, UNITA was able to
build a party structure of elected councils from the village-level up, all
within the confines of its zone of operation. Stage one of the Maoist
strategy (organizational) was completed.

UNITA’s strategy of self-reliance also was a hindrance. While both
FNLA and MPLA had offices abroad, UNITA had only an office in
London. Consequently, little was known about UNITA outside of Angola.
UNITA had no labor union or functional fronts outside of Angola. While
FNLA and MPLA were sending students, soldiers, and propagandists
abroad, UNITA was summoning all of its supporters to return to the bush of
southern Angola.



The Party Congresses
The First Party Congress was held in Lusaka on September 18, 1966,

several months after the founding of UNITA. Forty-seven delegates elected
the permanent Central Committee, and reports were received on the various
aspects of the struggle and the building of UNITA organs and capabilities.

The Second Congress met in August 1969 in the interior of eastern
Angola. A twenty-five member Central Committee was elected with the top
twelve forming the Political Bureau. This Second Congress set the policies
which would dominate UNITA strategy over the next four years. Steps were
taken to recruit the brightest students, expand operational areas and extend
UNITA’s influence to all aspects of everyday life of the villager, not just
military activities.

From August 13–19, 1973, a Third Party Congress was held. The size of
the Central Committee was reduced to improve efficiency. People’s
Assemblies were formed in UNITA areas. The Third Congress showed
fruits of the resolutions and guidelines adopted by the Second Congress.4
Speeches were delivered and resolutions passed on a variety of political and
military subjects, but agriculture and women’s place in the struggle were
debated as well. In addition, foreign observers were also in attendance.

The Fourth UNITA Party Congress was held in March 1977. For five
days, the five hundred thirty members met at a site approximately forty
miles from Huambo.

The Fifth Party Congress met near Mavinga from July 26–31, 1982. The
delegates numbered 1,553 and included members of the Central Committee,
the youth organization (JURA), the women’s league (LIMA), the military
(FALA) and local committees.5 The delegates resolved to “reaffirm
UNITA’s readiness to negotiate the ending of the armed conflict.”6

The Sixth UNITA Party Congress met from August 27–31, 1986. Two
thousand one hundred fifty-four delegates from all provinces of Angola
attended, as well as seventeen foreign guests. Another resolution was
approved “to launch an immediate effort for peace and national
reconciliation.”7



UNITA as a Military Force
UNITA’s first major action against the Portuguese was the Christmas

1966 attack against Teixeira de Sousa. The commander was Samuel Chyala
and his troops were ill-trained Chokwe tribesmen. Armed with “bows and
arrows, clubs and magic spells,” the attack was driven off with heavy
losses.8 Chyala had been a member of FNLA but defected with Savimbi in
1964. Savimbi had arranged for him to go to China to receive guerrilla
instruction.

Chyala, disillusioned with Savimbi’s inability to acquire modern
weapons, was lured back into the FNLA fold along with his troops in 1968.
The defection drastically reduced the size of the FALA and limited the
scope and range of UNITA military operations. During the early 1970s,
UNITA troop strength ranged from three hundred to four thousand. An
accurate estimate of UNITA activity is reflected in a UN document which
reported that UNITA accounted for only 4 percent of the action against
Portuguese forces in 1970.

The loss of UNITA’s experienced troops, as untrained as they were, and
the battle death of the popular David Chingunji further enhanced the
strategy of emphasizing political ends over military action.9

UNITA’s Maoist tactics employed the military forces as an arm of the
political section. Savimbi had decided early in the struggle that Portugal
would eventually withdraw from the militarily costly, economically
unimportant sections of Angola. Two of the most economically valuable
areas of Angola were the central plateau and the Benguela Railroad, both in
UNITA/Ovimbundu provinces. Since UNITA could not defeat Portugal
militarily, it became vital to insure that the people of these areas supported
UNITA.

UNITA troops not only fought, but also participated in agricultural
projects, political propaganda and civil construction. Bernard Rivers
travelled with UNITA in 1973. He observed first-hand UNITA’s political
work and the effect that such labor had on the peasants. Said one rural
villager, “… true we had met UNITA guerrillas doing political work, but at
that time they had not started fighting in our area. We had welcomed the
guerrillas very much….10



Portuguese forces did little to harass or engage UNITA troops. For one
thing, UNITA operated in the “Land at the End of the World,” a section of
Angola virtually uninhabited. Second, the Portuguese knew the
approximate strength of UNITA’s forces and judged them too weak to ever
contest Portugal’s position in Angola.11 Portugal used native militia in
eastern Angola and tried to encourage defections as much as possible. Also,
Portuguese commanders admitted UNITA’s political strength when they
commented to a British observer that strong military action to destroy
UNITA capabilities would only alienate the civilians in UNITA’s areas of
control. Finally, looking to the long term, Portugal saw UNITA as a
possible negotiating partner.

Critics of UNITA maintain that Savimbi worked for PIDE against other
Angolan nationalists, especially MPLA. Documents have been circulated
purportedly describing joint UNITA-Portuguese operations against
MPLA.12

Pre-coup Angola found UNITA the weakest, militarily, of the three
liberation movements. Strategically, however, UNITA was laying the
groundwork for an operational zone relatively safe from other political,
economic, or military forces.

The announcement that Portugal intended to grant independence to its
colonies seemed to vindicate Savimbi’s strategy of political indoctrination
over military victories.13 The subsequent breakdown of the Alvor
Agreement and the lack of cooperation among the liberation movements
quickly brought military strength to the fore. Over the course of 1974 and
1975, it became increasingly evident that elections would not occur.
UNITA’s lack of military strength would prove a hindrance to political gain.

UNITA strength estimates ranged from two thousand to three thousand in
early 1975, although reports indicated that UNITA was proceeding with
rapid mobilization and training in its areas of tribal support.14 Godwin
Matatu of Africa magazine reported that UNITA’s “problem is not finding
men but weapons.” When the civil war broke out in earnest, Savimbi with
his small army was forced to turn to others for military assistance.
Eventually he was forced to ally with the Republic of South Africa. When
South Africa withdrew its combat forces UNITA was left to confront the



MPLA/Cuban juggernaut. Rather than risk annihilation, Savimbi and his
army melted back into the bush, back into the friendly confines of
Ovimbundu country. There Savimbi set about building a guerrilla force
which could drive the Cubans from Angola and force MPLA to the
negotiating table.15 UNITA itself admitted to this reassessment of strategy
since the defeat in the civil war. “UNITA leaders have devoted their full
attention towards building FALA.”16

Forcas Armadas de Libertacão de Angola (FALA)

By 1984, UNITA military forces were structured along the guidelines
used by most Western armies. FALA’s high command consisted of Savimbi
as Supreme Commander and a headquarters staffed by the Chief of Staff
and Chiefs of Intelligence, Personnel, Operations, and Logistics. The
Central Headquarters, Jamba, was responsible for the total military planning
and operations of the movement.

In practice UNITA had five types of forces. They were categorized as
special, regular, semi-regular, compact, and dispersed. These units formed
the backbone of FALA. They represented UNITA’s expansion into the third
stage of the Maoist strategy—civil war.

Special guerrilla forces were a new addition to the UNITA command
structure. Highly trained and skilled in sabotage, intelligence, and
reconnaissance techniques, special guerrillas operated both in rural and
urban settings.

Regular forces were also well-trained but in the mode of conventional
military units. Operating from battalion strength, UNITA was estimated to
have 15,000 soldiers, or 25–30 battalions. UNITA publications claimed they
had the capability “to conduct conventional warfare in all but the most
sophisticated form, with special emphasis on antitank, antiaircraft, and
support artillery capabilities.”

Semi-regular forces were independent, mobile units designed to roam
from region to region as the need arose. Being independent of any one
military region, these troops had to be self-supporting economically as well
as militarily. Formed into battalion strength, these men also maintained
intelligence, medical, logistical, and artillery support. In 1989, FALA had
thirty-three such units.



TABLE 4.1 
1990 FALA High Command

Jonas Savimbi High Commander
General Arlindo Chenda Pena “Ben Ben” Chief of Staff
General Demóstenes Amós Chilingutila Chief of Operations
General Peregrino Wambu Chindondo Chief of Intelligence
Renato Campo Mateus Inspector-General
General Altino Bango Sapalalo Chief of Security
Brigadier Jerónimo Ukuma Chief of Logistics
General Geraldo Nunda Western Front Command

Compact forces were the true guerrilla branch of FALA. Better trained
and armed, these soldiers practiced the tenets of guerrilla warfare: sabotage,
ambush, and mine-laying. This was the branch of FALA which
concentrated on keeping the Benguela Railroad inoperative. In order to
know their geographical targets, compact guerrillas were based permanently
in one region of the country. Mostly armed with AK-47s, they were
estimated to number some twenty thousand.

Dispersed forces were the least trained and poorly armed units of FALA.
Their main function was to provide intelligence gathering, transportation,
and food production for the rest of the army.

UNITA, itself, claimed to have had only 5,000 “demoralized guerrillas”
in March 1976. By 1990, “FALA boasted 20,000 regular troops, 18,000
semi-regulars, 20,000 compact guerrillas and as many as 35,000 dispersed
guerrillas. All in all, it is a highly motivated and professional force.”17

The sum total of UNITA troop strength would place it at 71,000 troops.
Other estimates of UNITA military strength range from 28,000 to 90,000.

UNITA’s Social-Economic Organization

To be a successful insurgency, mere military strength is not enough. In
order to show the local population that an insurgency can best represent and
govern them, guerrillas create what has been termed



“parallelhierarchies.”18 According to Bernard Fall, a parallel hierarchy can
assume two forms. “Use of existing administrative structures through the
use of subversive individuals or creation of new clandestine structures
designed to take over full administrative responsibility when military-
political conditions are appropriate… in some cases the insurgency
organization may go beyond the government structures it seeks to imitate,
and create new branches or structures in order to entice more people into
the government.”19

UNITA admitted to the creation of a parallel hierarchy in its publications
saying, “UNITA has established a sophisticated socio-economic
infrastructure which amounts to nothing less than a state-within-a-state.”
Further, UNITA acknowledged that socioeconomic progress had taken
precedence over the requirements of the military. “Our army is not just an
instrument of power. It must above all protect our educational work and
agricultural co-operatives. To liberate territory is not our prime concern, we
want to liberate consciousness.”

UNITA established educational, medical, and agricultural programs
throughout the area it controls.20 Educational services were administered
under the guidance of Jaka Jamba. UNITA claimed to have established 22
secondary schools in southern Angola. Along with 6,951 primary schools
with 7,127 teachers and 224,811 students. At main headquarters, Jamba,
500 plus students attended primary school, while another 1,000 study in
secondary schools.21 UNITA sent dozens of students abroad to various
universities.

Agricultural education and production were probably UNITA’s most
important area of concentration. For the parallel hierarchy to be successful,
the population under UNITA control had to be satisfied that the insurgent
administration was as effective as the government’s. Therefore, enough
food and fiber had to be produced not only for the general population, but
for the army as well. The UNITA leadership initiated a broad,
comprehensive agricultural program to achieve those goals.

One of UNITA’s primary objectives was to raise a large crop of irrigated
maize. This project was undertaken by large, centrally administered
production centers. Some fifty-three secondary production centers were also



formed in UNITA-controlled territory totaling approximately twenty-five
thousand hectares. These secondary production centers were the equivalents
of “protected hamlets” where refugees, displaced by the civil war, were
grouped. There they worked with local villagers to cultivate various crops
like potatoes, maize, sorghum, pumpkins, cabbage, and soybeans. Excess
production in the secondary units was considered surplus food, given to
FALA, and stored in underground warehouses throughout the country.
Peasants were obliged to donate one day a week to the collective farms. In
return, the collective farm loaned the village tractors or oxen for plowing
the private plot.

The agricultural program outlined by the movement was “a big success,
to the extent that the movement is now virtually self-sufficient with regard
to its food requirements.”22

Colonel Henrique Raimundo served as Secretary of Health Services,
responsible for the health services offered by UNITA. The National Union
claimed to have built six hospitals in south-central Angola, including a two
hundred fifty-bed facility at the main headquarters, Jamba. The hospital at
Jamba was equipped for various types of surgical procedures from
amputations to hernias. Despite attempts to provide basic medical care,
UNITA was hampered by a shortage of qualified doctors, who in turn
lacked pharmaceutical medicines and surgical equipment. Reportedly the
organization was forced to rely on the services of only three doctors, and
medicines such as painkillers and antibiotics were administered only to
those with the greatest need. Also, such standard medical supplies as
oxygen bottles and sterile bandages were in short supply.

Other than the six central hospitals, UNITA operated regional hospitals
and 189 clinics in the organization’s operational areas.23 These medical
facilities were staffed by 2,500 personnel. Because UNITA had only three
physicians, the services of the health centers could only be construed as
stopgap preventive medicine. Nurses and local medicine men also played a
valuable role in the health organization.

The Provisional Capital of Free Angola: Jamba



As a final touch of authenticity, UNITA established its own provisional
capital named Jamba. Jamba means elephant in the Umbundu language. No
one was certain where it was located, although most observers placed it
deep in southeastern Cuando Cubango province. UNITA, itself, would only
say “Somewhere deep inside the vast expanse of flat, bush savannah of
south-eastern Angola… lies UNITA’s operational headquarters.”24

Jamba reportedly was spread over one hundred square kilometers of
Angolan countryside. Jamba has been permanent UNITA headquarters
since 1981. Previously, the military situation called for a more mobile
operation, and the “capital” was a roving command center.

Jamba claimed a population of ten thousand, divided into several camps
linked by roads and communication. Each camp had running hot and cold
water, electricity, and communal kitchens. Also, each camp had its own
entertainment facilities and meeting space. As a whole, Jamba had both
primary and secondary schools, several sports fields, and a two hundred
fifty-bed hospital.

UNITA’s logistics base was at Luenge, approximately one hundred miles
from Jamba. Technical workshops were built equipped with lathes and
drills. There vehicles were repaired or assembled, furniture was made, and
captured weapons were serviced, repaired, or remodeled. Often UNITA
workmen would cannibalize several vehicles or weapons to insure that one
worked correctly. UNITA had thirty smaller logistics bases hidden
throughout Angola.

Jamba was the main military headquarters, and from there commanders
relayed orders or received reports from any UNITA unit. The headquarter’s
staff worked in an underground operations and intelligence complex. Jamba
also had training facilities as well as grounds for ceremonial parades.

Despite its hidden location and sprawling nature, Jamba was heavily
defended. Most of the buildings were made from mud, poles and grass, but
the entire area was surrounded by trenches, barbed wire and mine fields. In
addition, UNITA possessed artillery and antiaircraft weapons for defense of
the capital.

UNITA propaganda referred to Jamba as the provisional capital of Free
Angola. Jamba provided UNITA with good internal and international
credentials. A rival capital city completed the parallel hierarchy structure.



UNITA followers and sympathizers were provided proof of UNITA’s ability
to provide basic services, while the world community was shown the
weakness of the Luanda government. Jamba, by its very existence, proved
the inherent strength of the UNITA movement, at least in southern Angola.

Political Structure—1990
Early UNITA political ideology focused upon political indoctrination of

the masses rather than the development of a strong military force. The civil
war forced UNITA to alter strategy and build an effective military
capability. UNITA’s philosophy acknowledged that “with increasing
military success the organization acquires increasing political and social
responsibilities, and hence the need for a sophisticated political structure.”

UNITA’s political philosophy was based upon the principle of
“Democratic Centralism.” Debate upon potential policy was allowed up and
down the political structure, but when a decision was made it was followed
without question. The basic unit of the party was the Cell. The average Cell
contained three to four members, with each Cell reporting to the Village
Committee. A representative of the Village Committee reported to the
District Committee, which funneled information to the Regional
Commissars. They in turn answered to the Central Committee. Conversely,
decisions made at the Party Congress filtered down through the same chain
of command.

Since its founding in 1966, the political branch has been arranged in
various ways. As the movement grew and expanded the political structure
matured accordingly. The political organization of UNITA can be
diagrammed as follows:

TABLE 4.2



Annual Conferences conducted by the Central Committee and Political
Bureau were held to review policies and formulate direction for the coming
term. The Party Congresses were held every four years. At the Congress,
every party official was elected. The elected representatives from the
Village Committee formulated party policy and military strategy.

The Party Congresses selected the Political Bureau and the Central
Committee. The president, elected during the Congress, was the highest
authority in the party and was the commander-in-chief of FALA. Savimbi
has been re-elected President since 1966.



At the regional level, the president of the party usually appointed the
Political Commissars. A Commissar’s political range usually extended over
one of the twenty-two UNITA military regions. Thus the Political
Commissar usually served as a military commander. They also fulfilled a
valuable role as middlemen acting as liaison between the Village and
District Committees and the Political Bureau and Central Committee.

Popular Support
In order to enjoy ultimate success an insurgency must be able to count on

a substantial portion of the population for support. The government by its
very legality has an automatic advantage over an insurgent group in terms
of policy, military, and control of the state socioeconomic apparatus. The
only way for the resistance to negate this inherent strength is by
demonstrating that government forces are incapable and that the state
governing body is unable to provide the basic necessities of life. To erode
the government’s strength, the insurgency must be able to recruit and retain
popular support.

According to O’Neill’s framework for analysis, insurgents employ
several methods to gain supporters and recruits. They are esoteric appeals,
exoteric appeals, terrorism, provocation of government counterterrorism,
and demonstrations of potency. In order to increase the scope and
achievement of the party, UNITA has used these methods singularly or in
combined form.

Esoteric appeals are a recruitment style directed toward the intelligentsia.
Political complexities are explained through the use of ideology, i.e., an
appeal is made to the intelligentsia based upon a theoretical philosophy
which adequately explains current political conditions. UNITA makes its
esoteric appeals based upon three realities: (1) MPLA-PT is a minority
party yet rules Angola; (2) the MPLA-PT has been kept in power by non-
African nations, Cuba, and the Soviet Union; (3) MPLA-PT is not a black
Angolan political party, but is instead dominated by mesticos and
assimilados who keep black Angola subjugated.25

The entire UNITA struggle was summarized by the Economist in the
following manner: “The oldest truth in modern Africa is that countries with



a few big tribes must involve the biggest one in government—or else you
have mayhem.” UNITA documents stated, “UNITA continues to fight
against the minority government….”26 Savimbi has said, “You cannot have
peace in Angola without a government of national unity and reconciliation
that will include UNITA, because UNITA represents the majority of the
Angolan people. If there had been elections in 1975, UNITA would have
won, and if there are elections today, UNITA would still win.”27

Other non-African analysts have also concluded that UNITA would win
free elections in Angola. On June 16, 1975, appearing before the Senate
Foreign Relations Subcommittee on African Affairs, Senator Dick Clark
asked John Marcum and Douglas Wheeler a hypothetical question as to
who would win free elections in Angola. Marcum replied, “UNITA first,
MPLA second, and FNLA third.” Wheeler stated, “it is possible UNITA
would win… perhaps even a slight edge on plurality or majority.” Africa
magazine reported that a nationwide poll taken by a Luanda newspaper
showed UNITA with 45 percent, MPLA with 25 percent, and FNLA with
20 percent of the vote in an election. According to Kwacha Angola,
residents of Luanda have demonstrated in support of MPLA-PT/UNITA
negotiations.

The second esoteric appeal related to the large number of Cuban troops
and Soviet advisers who served with MPLA-PT. UNITA claimed it was
these foreigners who allowed MPLA-PT to continue its rule. UNITA fought
against Portuguese colonialism for eight years; now they were fighting
against a new colonialism.

UNITA publications pointed out that the immediate goal was to fight for
the “total withdrawal of the over 50,000 foreign troops which occupy
Angola.” It was these forces which kept “the minority government in
power” and prevented UNITA from winning the insurgency outright. The
liberation movement was quick to link itself internationally with other
groups fighting “Soviet-Cuban imperialism.” UNITA proclaimed, “The
Soviets and their surrogates must be stopped. The people of Angola—and
of Eritrea and Afghanistan—are fighting to send these foreign troops
home.” This internationalization of the Angolan conflict brought a certain
respect and legitimacy to the movement.



Clearly, Cuban forces played a major role in insuring MPLA-PT rule in
Angola. Unless a peace agreement is concluded, MPLA-PT will struggle to
maintain a grip on the government as the Cuban troops depart. Under the
terms of the Brazzaville Protocol, the last Cuban soldiers will depart
Angola in 1991. Unless they are replaced by black Cubans or a UN
peacekeeping force, UNITA may test the strength of FAPLA.

The figure of 60,000 Cuban troops was probably an overestimate by
UNITA sources. For example, U.S. State Department estimated that there
were 19,000 Cuban military personnel in Angola in 1978. By 1984, the
Economist was estimating Cuban troop strength at 25,000. President Ronald
Reagan said in 1985 that UNITA was facing 35,000 Cubans. In 1988, U.S.
officials estimated 50,000 Cuban soldiers were in Angola. Cuban leader
Fidel Castro refused to divulge the number saying only that over the course
of years some 400,000 civilians and soldiers had served in Angola.

For UNITA such acknowledgements were significant propaganda
victories. This role of the underdog cast the insurgency in a sympathetic
light. Further, Soviet/Cuban intervention rather than Nigerian/Zambian, for
example, participation made a direct appeal to Western and African nations
uneasy about East-West competition in Africa. As an underdog fighting
against Cuban soldiers, UNITA became not only a national liberation
movement, but also an anti-communist international movement.28 Such
stature provided Western propaganda, monetary, and military support. If the
terms of the Brazzaville Accord are fulfilled, Savimbi may change his
esoteric appeal to inquire, “Why can’t Angolans sit down to negotiate an
end to the civil war?” After years of turmoil, MPLA-PT would be pressed
both domestically and internationally to make a positive response.

Finally, throughout his career, Savimbi has dallied with black power
ideology hinting that MPLA-PT’s leadership is primarily mestico and
assimilado, incapable of ruling black Angola.

MPLA-PT has its roots in the Angolan Communist Party. MPLA-PT
itself originated in Luanda and with its Leninist ideology attracted whites,
mesticos, assimilados, and blacks. The leadership of the party was mestico
and assimilado. These men and women, raised and educated in Luanda,
spoke Portuguese and often no African language. In fact, Eduardo dos
Santos is not an Angolan but a foreigner, whose family originates from Sao



Tome e Principe. When Savimbi claims MPLA-PT would lose free
elections because it is a minority party, minority refers not only to ethnic
base but also to the ethnic composition of the MPLA-PT leadership. UNITA
believes African people would support Savimbi over an opponent who
cannot speak the local dialect.

Between the Lisbon coup and Angolan independence Savimbi made an
appeal for white settler support. Once white settler political parties were
banned, the Frente de Unidade Angolana (FUA), led by Fernando Falcao,
announced that it had reached “an understanding with Dr. Savimbi.”29 But
such an alliance was doomed to be short-lived. The massive migration of
white Portuguese back to Portugal effectively destroyed any political power
the remaining whites could muster.

The use of ethnic differences by Savimbi and UNITA has been very
subtle. UNITA does have white Portuguese in its army and some in
leadership positions. Primarily, though, UNITA is a black political party.
MPLA-PT, on the other hand, has a long history of cooperation with left-
wing, white Portuguese. These people, along with the mesticos and
assimilados, comprise the core membership of MPLA-PT. “Although the
MPLA-PT claimed to be a genuine ‘people’s party’, in reality its support
was limited from the start to the mestico and ‘assimilado’ community in
Luanda.”

UNITA is not a black power advocate. The leadership realized that,
should UNITA ever achieve power in Angola, it would govern many ethnic
groups. UNITA is specific about such protection: “UNITA undertakes to
protect minority rights, be they racial, religious or ethnic. The peculiar
social situation of Angola calls for harmonious co-existence for all ethnic
groups and races that are components of the Angolan nation.”30

Savimbi has exploited the ethnic composition of the MPLA-PT
leadership. For instance, following the attempted coup against President
Neto in May 1977, UNITA spokesman George Sangumba attributed Nito
Alves’ attempt as a move against the mestico leadership of MPLA by the
black members. There was the major contradiction facing MPLA: “the
inability of Mr. Neto to embrace … legitimate representatives of the black
masses.” This underlying tint of racism was aimed at Bakongo and Luanda-
Mbundu nationalists who were intellectually uneasy with MPLA-PT. When



UNITA made its first incursion into northern Angola, Malange was
attacked. The population of Malange is Luanda-Mbundu. Its most famous
son was Nito Alves.

Savimbi has attempted to lure not only Bakongo and Luanda-Mbundu
but also Western support. The former would guarantee UNITA an expanded
ethnic base, further hindering MPLA-PT’s continued rule. The latter could
supply recognition, propaganda, monetary, and military support. Savimbi
spent years building a sound political infrastructure among the Ovimbundu
and related peoples. To achieve final victory, he needed to expand his
esoteric appeals nation and worldwide.

Exoteric appeals concentrate on the concrete grievances of both the
intellectuals and the masses.

The civil war created a new enemy of the Ovimbundu people; Portuguese
colonialism was replaced by MPLA-PT and Soviet/Cuban social-
imperialism. Politically, the MPLA-PT was a one-party dictatorship
refusing to allow multi-party, democratic elections. Sixty to seventy percent
of the Angolan people have no political representation in Luanda, and very
few Ovimbundu or Bakongo belong to MPLA-PT. Political decisions
benefit MPLA-PT’s ethnic constituency, not Angola. This lent credence to
UNITA charges of a new colonialism by MPLA-PT.

Militarily, the extensive use of Cuban troops by MPLA-PT made the
Ovimbundu people feel like prisoners in their own land. It was especially
damaging to potential reconciliation efforts when the Cubans did not speak
the Umbundu language. UNITA propaganda pointed out that Cuban soldiers
had merely replaced Portuguese troops. Also, Luanda-Mbundu themselves
do not speak Umbundu. When exploited by UNITA, this became a
persuasive argument against MPLA-PT rule.

Economically, Angola under the MPLA-PT has plummeted. Under
MPLA-PT, Angola has been unable to attain 1974 production levels in any
area except petroleum. The increase in petroleum production can be
attributed to UNITA’s inability to sabotage the offshore rigs. UNITA has
stopped all rail traffic on the Benguela Railroad, the transportation jewel of
southern Africa.

Part of Angola’s economic difficulties stem from the hasty departure of
the white settler population in 1975. When they left, no one was trained to
assume their duties and large portions of the economic infrastructure fell



from disorganization into disrepair. The UNITA insurgency was another
part of the equation. UNITA sabotage, military activity, and control of a
large portion of Angolan population and territory made MPLA-PT attempts
to regulate and control the economy sporadic at best. Finally, MPLA-PT
itself was to blame because of poor judgement and bad policies. In March
1976, MPLA passed a law, the Law on State Intervention, allowing
nationalization of all manufacturing and mining enterprises in Angola.
Nationalization and a centrally planned economy frightened off potential
investors. Recent efforts to revamp the economy have proven to be
haphazard. Large sections of the bureaucracy have resisted implementation
of new economic policies.

Land of small farmers was also taken and formed into vast collective
farms which dulled the peasants’ enthusiasm for their work. This forced-
collectivization stifled food production. Angola went from a food exporter
to importing 65 percent of its agricultural requirements. According to
UNITA, between 1960 and 1974, the average gross domestic product was
7.8 percent. By 1980, the GDP was 9.2 percent lower than it had been a
decade earlier. Since 1975, manufacturing output has declined by 12
percent. This economic malaise has been accompanied by a 2.5 percent per
annum population increase. The Ovimbundu, and other ethnic groups, have
felt the decline more than the Luanda-Mbundu.

Huambo Province, located in the heart of Ovimbundu country, faced a
severe food shortage. It was once the breadbasket of Angola, but the
International Red Cross estimated in 1987 that one-third of the population
suffered from malnutrition.

To the north, in coffee country, the same stagnation existed. In the early
1970’s, Angola ranked third or fourth in the world in coffee production.31
The industry employed 200,000 Africans, including 10,000 on the world’s
largest coffee plantation, Fazenda Boa Entrada. Angola battled Ivory Coast
yearly for the pride of being Africa’s largest producer. In 1974, Angola
exported 3.5 million sacks. In 1984, the total had dropped to 254,000 sacks,
plunging Angola to the position of 26 in world production. Ivory Coast, on
the other hand, remained among the top five. The coffee plantations,
abandoned by the Portuguese at independence, are now being reclaimed by
the rapidly growing jungle.



Angola’s economic difficulties are similar to Nicaragua’s. In 1990,
Daniel Ortega and his Sandinista party had to campaign on their economic
performance of the last decade and the inability to resolve the Contra
situation. If free elections were held in Angola, Eduardo dos Santos and the
MPLA-PT Party would have to electioneer on their economic achievements
and handling of the civil war. In Nicaragua, the Sandinistas lost the free,
democratic elections! In Angola, unless MPLA-PT produced a dramatic
economic reversal, they would lose similar elections.

The loss of Portuguese entrepreneurial skills devastated the Angolan
economy. But, the UNITA insurgency prevented MPLA-PT from focusing
on needed economic improvements. UNITA’s exoteric appeals not only
illustrated the problem, but outlined the economic solution.

The UNITA economic package can be summarized as follows. The basic
objective is the attainment of self-sufficiency in food production, housing,
health, and clothing. Agricultural production is vital to Angola. For these
reasons the state will not interfere in private agricultural initiatives,
agricultural modernization will receive the highest priority, and private and
foreign investment will be welcome in Angola.

Acts of Intimidation
The selective use of terror is most effective when directed against people

or objects disliked by the population. Such manipulation can increase
popular support, erode effective resistance, discourage international foes,
and encourage international supporters. UNITA attempted to achieve those
ends by the selective use of terror against MPLA-PT supporters, Cubans,
Soviets, and other foreign personnel in Angola. Foreign personnel included
not only Eastern Bloc citizens, but Western workers as well.

UNITA’s terror strategy involved placing the cost of the Cuban presence
in Angola at a premium. The loss of any Cuban in Angola discouraged the
troops in the field as well as the general population in Cuba, who had
maintained a major presence in Angola for over a decade. Although the
Namibian Peace Agreement stipulated the gradual withdrawal of Cuban
forces, UNITA military pressure, Cuban casualties, war weariness,
escalating costs, and diplomatic pressure all contributed to the Soviet
Union’s and Cuba’s decision to withdraw.



UNITA’s Terror Strategy
UNITA maintains its special-force units to sabotage and commit terrorist

acts in urban or rural settings. One of those acts occurred in Huambo on
April 19, 1984. A vehicle loaded with explosives was detonated in front of
a hotel housing foreign nationals. UNITA claimed that the blast killed more
than 200 people, including 3 Soviet Army Lieutenant Colonels and 37
Cuban officers. MPLA reported only 24 deaths, but included Cuban
casualties in describing the explosion.32 Later, the official MPLA news
agency of ANGOP confirmed that 14 Cubans had died.33 In March 1985,
another blast in Huambo destroyed a different hotel although information
was inexact on casualties and damage.34

Special-force units were also able to penetrate government security to
sabotage airplanes, or shoot them down, shortly after takeoff. On February
9, 1984, ANGOP reported an Angolan Airways Boeing 737 crashed shortly
after takeoff at Huambo. The release also pointed out, however, that none of
the passengers was seriously injured.35 UNITA claimed to have shot down
the plane killing over 100 Cuban and Angolan troops.36 Earlier, in
November 1983, UNITA shot down another Boeing 737 departing from
Lubango in southwest Angola. Reportedly the plane carried 126 passengers,
many of them military recruits. In its account of the crash, UNITA said its
“special commandos destroyed the airliner.” Another Boeing 737 was
downed February 27, 1985.37

UNITA succeeded in making Angola a hostile residence. According to
UNITA publications, Cuban troops no longer sought to fight UNITA forces.
Instead, the Cubans were based in urban areas or around vital installations.
This lack of desire to engage UNITA enraged FAPLA troops who resented
the preferential treatment extended to the Cubans. These harsh feelings
sometimes broke out into pitched battles between the allies, including one
following the Huambo blast of April 1984.38

Always MPLA-PT/Cuban forces enjoyed superior military material over
UNITA troops. Terror was the great equalizer. A mine along the Benguela
Railroad or a well-aimed SAM-7 missile could kill several Cuban troops



instantly. Such events had a debilitating effect upon Cuban morale in
Angola.

Even nature seemed to conspire against the Cuban presence in Angola.
Unconfirmed reports indicated that Cuban soldiers contracted African
diseases then returned to Cuba to infect the population. President Fidel
Castro reported in 1983 there had been 344,023 cases and 158 deaths from
dengue fever. Malaria struck Cuban units, as well as such tropical diseases
such as renal and intestinal schistosomiasis, leishmaniasis, and a form of
meningitis for which there was no cure. The potential of a Cuban AIDS
epidemic also existed. Cuban officials were so concerned that medical
screening centers were established to examine personnel returning from
Africa or Latin America. Cuban propaganda blamed the dengue fever
epidemic on the CIA, but the occurrence of such maladies at home
reinforced a growing disenchantment with Castro’s Angolan adventure.

It was impossible to attain reliable data on the number of Cuban fatalities
caused by UNITA’s guerrilla warfare. UNITA exaggerated, Cuba
underestimated, and MPLA-PT had no military record-keeping system.39
UNITA’s philosophy was to wear down Cuban morale, forcing Castro to
recall his troops and leaving MPLA-PT to fend for itself. The Namibia
Peace Accord started tenuous MPLA-PT/UNITA negotiations. Should
negotiations fail, will Savimbi attempt an all-out effort to overthrow the
MPLA-PT government? In Afghanistan, the Mujaheddin rebels made such
a push after Soviet troops departed. While initially unsuccessful, the
Afghan rebels continue to apply pressure to the Kabul regime.

Counterterrorism
The next step in polarizing the population was to provoke government

counterterrorism. UNITA guerrillas sought to provoke FAPLA troops into
reprisals against the Ovimbundu and neighboring ethnic groups.40
Counterterrorism was valuable to UNITA because it cemented the
Ovimbundu to UNITA’s cause and assisted UNITA efforts in recruiting
neighboring peoples.

UNITA made great propaganda use of MPLA-PT retaliatory acts.
According to UNITA, MPLA-PT because of its weakness and illegitimacy,



tried to prove its legitimacy by the “use of indiscriminate violence and
primitive, brutal methods.” In February 1984, UNITA reported the massacre
by FAPLA troops of hundreds of residents in villages located in Moxico
province. Others were arrested on such charges as “offense to authorities,
espionage, and cooperation with the enemy.” Further, in Huambo during the
same period, 78 civilians were killed, including old men, women, and
children. Another 254 were arrested on similarly vague charges. Finally, in
the village of Leua in Moxico province MPLA-PT publicly executed 14
chiefs, including 2 head chiefs.41

This particular communique, signed by Savimbi, stated that UNITA had
no other choice than to “intensify the military activities with this example
of patriotic heroism and courage shown by the Angolan people.”

Demonstrations of Potency
The final way an insurgency gains popular support is via demonstrations

of potency. Demonstrations of potency are shown in two ways. First, the
guerrilla movement must meet the basic needs of the people by providing,
at the least, subsistence level economic gratification and political
satisfaction. Second, the movement must be able to maintain the fact or
fiction of military initiative, preferably the former.

UNITA maintained a state within a state in south-central Angola.
Correspondents travelling through UNITA controlled areas described
“supply depots, schools, hospitals and agricultural centers.”42

The army all wore leather boots, a rarity for a guerrilla movement. One
textile workshop turned out 2,000 uniforms a month working 24 hours a
day. The army had a fleet of over 200 vehicles, most captured, which were
used to haul troops and goods over 20,000 miles of bush paths. UNITA
claimed to have “around 700 trucks in service.”

Military initiative was comprised of three elements: continuous victories,
freedom of action and the dramatic gesture. UNITA combined all three into
a strategy which indicated forward momentum.

Continuous Victories



By April 1976, UNITA was defeated and scattered. It had not been
decimated like FNLA, but it was in full retreat. The MPLA/Cuban forces
seemed unstoppable, the U.S. Congress had cutoff the meager funding to
UNITA, South African troops were withdrawing, and world opinion and
diplomatic recognition was clearly favoring MPLA.

Yet in the Angolan bush, UNITA recouped its losses and engaged in
ambushes, hit-and-run attacks, sabotage of the Benguela Railroad, and
harassment of Cuban units. Huambo was the focal point of this campaign.
MPLA responded by sending in reinforcements of 3,000 FAPLA/Cuban
troops. UNITA claimed to be killing 5 to 6 Cubans a day, capturing 46
Cuban prisoners and sabotaging the Benguela line 7 times.43 The MPLA
government launched a major search-and-destroy mission around the
Huambo area but had little success. From June 1976 to January 1977,
MPLA launched 5 major military offensives against UNITA. Particularly
disturbing to MPLA were reports of the intensive support given UNITA by
the residents of Huambo and outlying areas.

By June 1976 it was apparent that Savimbi had been busy in the
preceding months. He had walked 800 miles in southern Angola rallying
and encouraging his Ovimbundu followers. This “Long March” succeeded
in shoring up the base of UNITA support. An immediate military
restructuring was carried out. Training of an additional 4,000 troops was
begun in order to supplement the 8,000 already under arms.44

UNITA quickly regrouped and by July was active in the central plateau
region. A Savimbi report told of “seven ambushes, three attacks on towns,
two train derailments as well as an undisclosed number of land mine
attacks” all during the previous May. The report indicated that, far from
being on the defensive, UNITA had seized the initiative and was moving
units north- and westward.45

At the same time, UNITA came to grips with the UNITA-South Africa
relationship which had troubled the movement since the civil war. UNITA
representative, George Sangumba, announced UNITA would accept South
African aid “without apology” if it were offered. He accused many African
nations of being hypocritical regarding UNITA, since they themselves
secretly traded with Pretoria.



By year’s end, UNITA was conducting military operations throughout
south-central Angola. In December, the UNITA office in Lisbon reported
that guerrillas had shot down a helicopter, destroyed a transport plane on the
ground, and derailed two more trains on the Benguela rail line. Also, in
Luso, three hotels housing Cubans and Eastern Bloc personnel were
destroyed.

Ironically, six months after Sangumba welcomed South African
assistance, South African forces began what was to become one of a series
of cross-border actions into Angola. South Africa had never completely
abandoned its interest in Angola. A series of MPLA-PT/Cuban drives
against UNITA, as well as increased SWAPO activity into Namibia from
Angola bases, brought major South African retaliatory strikes.

Almost twenty-six months after its crushing defeat, UNITA was
announcing imminent victory and declaring “Angola will be the Soviets’
Vietnam.” Independent observers agreed MPLA-PT could survive neither
the departure of Cuban troops nor free elections. UNITA was making
efficient use of its propaganda machine, creating the impression of a
growing insurgency combined with MPLA-PT retrenchment.

UNITA accomplished a military and political victory in late 1978 when
President Neto announced the Benguela Railroad would open in mid-
November.46 Neto had previously made such pronouncements with little
fanfare. The international press, however, chose this particular opportunity
to equate the opening of the rail line with the decline of UNITA influence in
central Angola. In order to insure that military conditions were satisfactory,
Luanda imposed a dawn-to-dusk curfew in the provinces of Bié, Huambo,
Mocamedes and Benguela—the heart of UNITA territory.47 In December,
UNITA claimed to sabotage the rail line nineteen times.48

By February 1979 MPLA-PT, despite a formal ribbon-cutting ceremony
in November, was forced to admit the line would not reopen as scheduled.
Maurice Foley, a senior market official for foreign assistance with the
European Economic Community, visited the Benguela and cited both
technical and security reasons for the delay. As for the technical problems,
he said the entire signal system between Lubumbashi and Dilolo needed
repair, Zambian rail lines needed more rolling stock, and the handling
capacity in Zaire and Lobito needed to be increased. As for security, he



noted that UNITA forces had destroyed a key bridge, vowing never to allow
the line to operate until a political settlement was reached.49

A British railway consulting firm advised MPLA-PT that, even without
the UNITA threat, the Angolan government would have to spend “between
$38 million and $42 million to get the line operating again. Even then the
line will only be able to function at half the capacity it managed during
colonial days.”50

This inability to rebuild and reopen what was openly acknowledged to be
a vital part of the economic infrastructure was a stunning victory for
UNITA. By destroying a key bridge, UNITA embarrassed MPLA-PT and
forever laid to rest the accusation that UNITA was a “bandit organization”
with no popular support in central Angola. Further, the announcement of
just how badly the Benguela Railroad had deteriorated frightened off
potential investors in the Angolan economy. Western nations simply refused
to invest funds in economic projects which UNITA would disrupt.

As the insurgency entered its fourth year, UNITA had seized the military
initiative. In November 1975, MPLA was entrapped in Luanda with
FNLA/UNITA forces closing in. Cuban troops and Soviet arms saved
MPLA. By 1980, MPLA-PT again was situated in the major cities, though
with little effective control in the countryside.

Similarly in Afghanistan, the Mujaheddin controlled the countryside
while the forces of the People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA)
were maintaining a tenuous hold on the major cities. Further, the Afghan
government forces were the recipient of over $2 billion worth of Soviet
military aid in 1989 alone.

As the 1980s began, UNITA continued to press its advantage. Savimbi
told two American journalists that in November 1980, UNITA forces had
overwhelmed a Cuban garrison south of Huambo and captured seventeen
Soviet SAM-7 missiles and two launchers. UNITA units immediately
downed three Antonov-26 planes and five MI-8 helicopters. The threat in
the air was confirmed by two Soviet transport crewman UNITA had
captured.51

Savimbi reiterated his ability to keep the Benguela Railroad closed, citing
the destruction of twenty-three diesel locomotives out of the twenty-five
donated to Angola by East Germany.



UNITA was beginning to venture outside south-central Angola with
increasing strength and boldness. UNITA guerrillas, probably a special-
force unit, attacked a refinery in Luanda on November 30.52 At first, the
damage was believed insignificant until MPLA-PT announced that Angola
would be forced to import petroleum products.53 As later reports filtered
out of Luanda, it became obvious that a major disaster had narrowly been
averted. Two weeks after the attack, black smoke still rose from the
refinery. Observers noted that the flames came within feet of igniting a huge
stock of tetraethyl lead. Had the substance caught fire, it would have
created a massive poisonous cloud which could have enveloped the city if
climatic conditions had been favorable.

MPLA-PT argued that South African commandos had carried out the raid
and, indeed, one white saboteur was killed when a mine exploded. But
Western diplomats in Luanda believed it was the work of white mercenaries
paid by UNITA. One reason for this conclusion was the crudity of the
abandoned equipment.54 The raid was so damaging to the Angolan
economy that President dos Santos demoted Kundi Paima, Minister of State
Security, to a provincial post.55

The growing sense of a UNITA juggernaut was further abetted by a series
of raids into Angola by South African troops. Ostensibly on search-and-
destroy missions against SWAPO, South African forces often times battled
FAPLA/Cuban troops and dropped supplies for UNITA. These attacks
increased in number and intensity, leading Cuba to reinforce its Angolan
garrison by ten thousand troops. The CIA estimated in late 1982 that thirty
thousand Cuban troops were in Angola to protect MPLA-PT from South
African raids and the growing strength of UNITA.56

The Insurgency Expands
UNITA announced the results of its “Christmas offensive” on December

29, 1982. It reported for the first time that UNITA units had fought in
northern Angola (Uige Province). UNITA claimed to have killed 404
government soldiers and 70 Cubans during the offensive. In the biggest



battle, which involved the Angolan army’s sixteenth motorized infantry
brigade, 263 government soldiers and 32 Cubans were killed.57

In early 1983, UNITA continued to report successes on the battlefield.
For example, UNITA ambushed a government convoy at Menongue (Serpa
Pinto) in southeast Angola, killing 62 soldiers and 19 Cubans, and
destroying 25 heavy trucks.58 The guerrillas captured the city of Munhango
in southeastern Angola, killing 214 troops and capturing a train loaded with
arms and ammunition.59

Journalists travelling into the interior of Angola began to speculate on the
possibility of a UNITA victory. Fred Bridgland wrote such an article in May
1983, disclosing details of several of UNITA’s major victories.

In November 1982, UNITA had captured Lumbala during the “Christmas
offensive” in southeast Angola. FALA Chief of Staff Chilingutila reported
that the town was guarded by 1,200 FAPLA and 90 Cuban troops. On
November 8, UNITA attacked with 3,000 “regular” troops, quickly
capturing the city and killing 200 defenders including 16 Cubans.60 On
January 17, UNITA had blown up Alto-Catumbela dam, Angola’s second
largest, located between Huambo and Lobito. The guerrillas, with a force of
800, had simply overwhelmed the small garrison.

Bridgland actually accompanied UNITA in the capture of Cangongo.
Located in Moxico province, the city was guarded by 300 MPLA soldiers
with no Cubans. The UNITA attacking force consisted of “520 regular
soldiers of Battalion 017 armed with Soviet-made 75mm canons, 81mm
mortars, RPG-7 anti-tank missiles and AK-47 Kalashnikov rifles; the
journalist’ bodyguard, a 45-strong platoon of ‘Special Forces’, a 50-strong
logistics team; and a long chain of boys and women carrying ammunition
on their heads.”

The capture of Cangongo was important because it allowed UNITA to
establish a corridor through which guerrilla units could be funneled to the
north. UNITA had announced in late 1982 that its forces were operating in
the north. Nineteen eighty-three was viewed toward increasing the northern
offensive. But the attack on Cangongo also had propaganda value. “The
movement wanted to show Western journalists that its soldiers were skilled
and highly motivated; that they could strike with clinical efficiency at



MPLA-PT targets deep in the heart of Angola; and that they fight without
direct support from South African sources, as alleged by MPLA-PT.”61

In July, UNITA announced the capture of Mussende, in Cuanza Sul
province, where they had killed 248 government soldiers.62 Mussende is
roughly 125 miles from Luanda; and its capture underlined UNITA’s efforts
to bring the war closer to the capital.

Of course, the Benguela Railroad remained a primary target for UNITA
guerrillas since the movement emphasized that roads, railways, bridges,
airports, and economic centers were military targets.63

Both sides claimed victory after an 11-day siege of Cangamba by UNITA
forces. A communique claimed that UNITA had captured 165 government
troops and killed 709 government and 120 Cuban soldiers. The movement
admitted to losing 63 of its own men with 200 wounded.64

In an announcement released from Lisbon, a UNITA communique
described the military situation in Angola from August 27 to September 4,
1983, in the following manner: UNITA fighters had “killed 315 government
soldiers, 17 Cuban regulars and three Soviet military advisers.” Also,
UNITA destroyed “83 military vehicles, shot down two helicopters,
attacked 8 trains, blew up 11 bridges, captured 820 government weapons
and ‘freed’ 25,000 rural residents during the same period.”65 Earlier,
UNITA claimed the downing of an AN-22 and 2 MIG jets over northeastern
Angola during the same time span.66

One week later, another communique claimed the loss of 137 government
soldiers and 47 Cubans in four days. In addition, UNITA claimed the
destruction of a MIG-17 and 56 army vehicles.67

In March 1984, UNITA attacked the city of Sumbe, located 190 miles
south of Luanda.68 Movement spokesmen confirmed that the attack was the
first in a series of strategic strikes against economic targets.69 Sumbe, a city
of 15,000, was an important seaport and food distribution center located in
Cuanza Sul province. Formerly called Novo Redondo, it was raided by
5,000 UNITA troops. The guerrillas claimed to have killed 200 government
troops, 62 Cubans, and several Bulgarians and Soviets. In addition,
prisoners were captured along with military supplies.70



UNITA stressed that the attack was part of its new strategy to take the
fight to MPLA-PT by conveying the war to government controlled areas.
The Sumbe attack also signalled UNITA’s concern about U.S. mediatory
efforts between Angola and South Africa regarding the status of Cuban
troops, South African support of UNITA, and independence for Namibia.
The UNITA offensive was designed to show all parties that peace was
impossible without UNITA concurrence.71

On March 30, 1984, Savimbi announced that unless a government of
national unity was formed he would carry the guerrilla war into Angola’s
cities.72

Several months later, UNITA expressed its displeasure about American
negotiations with MPLA-PT by kidnapping American civilians and
attacking the Gulf Oil installation in Cabinda.73 The attack was the first by
UNITA against American property in Angola. The raid in Cabinda, far from
UNITA’s traditional base of operation, was final proof that no part of
Angola was safe from UNITA. By 1984, Gulf Oil was providing 75 percent
of Angola’s revenues, and it was estimated that MPLA-PT spent 60 percent
of the nation’s total income on the war effort.74

Three weeks later in July, UNITA special-forces units severely damaged
two ships in Luanda harbour. UNITA claimed to have sunk a Soviet
freighter and heavily damaged a Cuban freighter carrying military
hardware.75 The communique alluded to “a new stage of fighting,”
apparently in reference to UNITA’s strategy against economic targets.

Later, UNITA announced it had stopped a four-month MPLA-PT
offensive in the Cazombo area of eastern Angola. UNITA claimed to have
killed 1,600 government troops and 216 Cubans, while admitting losses of
300 of its own soldiers.76

Another communique, dated September 12 announced results of military
action in seven provinces, listing 426 government and 43 Cubans killed,
along with the destruction of two MIG-23s. UNITA admitted to 10 dead, 37
wounded, and 9 missing in action.77

TABLE 4.3 



Cuban Casualty Figures
1975–1989

Cuban Casualty Figures
1975–1989

2,016 Fidel Castro, 1989
3,100 U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency, 1990
5,500–6,500 SADF Intelligence, 1989
10,000 General Rafael del Pino Diaz, Cuban

defector, 1987
15,000 Portuguese Intelligence Sources, 1990

In a six-month span, Savimbi and his UNITA forces had announced—
and proven—that peace was impossible without UNITA concurrence.
UNITA attacked in the east, in Cabinda, in Luanda harbor and suburbs, and
throughout its traditional areas and captured several Americans working in
Angola.78

By the end of August 1984, Savimbi boasted of being in Luanda by
year’s end. In all capitals of Africa, and in those of other nations concerned
about southern Africa, the insurgents’ growing military strength and the
inability of the Soviet/Cuban/FAPLA forces to halt UNITA were matters for
discussion.79

UNITA special-force units again hit Luanda’s power stations on October
8 depriving the capital of power and water for a period of several days.80

While electric power and water services were restored in a few days, the
bombing had an adverse affect on the residents of Luanda. Citizens began
to stockpile food, water, and gasoline, items already in short supply. Plus,
the crumbling situation in Luanda was coupled with reports that UNITA
special-force units had destroyed a dozen locomotives in the main rail yard
of the Benguela Railroad. This continued to frighten away Western business
interests, which otherwise believed the Angolan economy could be
revived.81

As UNITA’s strength and capability increased, MPLA-PT diligently
sought to negotiate an agreement with the United States and South Africa.
Angola agreed to ask most of the Cubans to leave—except for a small
number to serve as a military backup to FAPLA forces—if the United States
would recognize MPLA-PT and provide needed economic assistance. For



its part South Africa would end support of UNITA, and in return MPLA-PT
would deny SWAPO bases in Angola.

Savimbi vowed to launch an all-out drive against Luanda to halt such an
agreement. At a press conference in Jamba, he declared that he already had
guerrillas around Luanda and was prepared to send 7,000 troops to
reinforce them. He also disclosed that during 1984 his forces had killed
1,900 government and 650 Cuban soldiers.82 One publication announced
that, in the period between 1975 and 1984, Cuban forces in Angola had
suffered more than 3,000 dead and wounded, most of them victims of
UNITA attacks. “American officials say UNITA appears to concentrate on
Cubans in their attacks.”83

Clearly, however, Savimbi and his leadership were worried about
becoming “the odd man out” in any Angolan agreement. Such an event
would isolate Savimbi not only diplomatically, but physically as well.
UNITA was determined that such an eventuality would not arise, and it
continued to score military successes into 1985.84

On December 29, 1984, UNITA forces captured Canfunfo, an important
diamond-mining center in northeastern Angola. Savimbi’s troops had
already disrupted the diamond-mining industry in both February and
August of 1984.85 The New York Times reported that supplies had to be
flown in to the diamond region because guerrillas had “cut land access to
Angola’s mineral province.” Angola was the seventh largest supplier of
diamonds in the world, but because of UNITA and smuggling, Diamang
had lost money each year since 1982. Most of the profit was lost because of
the 7-day-a-week, 365-days-a-year airlift needed to keep the mines
operational. Many of the diamonds found their way into UNITA coffers to
buy arms, supplies and other material.

UNITA also showed that it was a substantial military force. It had proven
to the Angolan people that the military momentum was on the side of
UNITA. It had received substantial international recognition and support.
And, throughout the 1980s, UNITA had produced a series of continuous
victories.

Freedom of Action



Military initiative is seized not only by producing continuous victories,
but by demonstrating freedom of action as well. By 1984, UNITA forces
had been active in every province.

This widespread activity meant that UNITA was making inroads into
non-Ovimbundu areas. Political support in Cabinda and the north was
forthcoming, strengthening the challenge to MPLA-PT’s rule. By 1985,
Luanda was warning foreign diplomats that the government could not
guarantee their safety eighteen miles outside the capital. In January 1985,
UNITA attacked Kalomboloka, birthplace of Agostinho Neto.86 Such an
attack was a strong statement regarding UNITA’s freedom of action. UNITA
carried out successful missions throughout Angola despite major MPLA-PT
military offensives in August 1985 and August 1987.87

Diplomatically, UNITA was active as well. Even during enforcement of
the Clark Amendment, UNITA maintained an office in Washington, D.C.
Other UNITA offices were in Lisbon, Munich, Geneva, Dakar, Rabat,
London, and Paris. Those offices allowed a movement based deep in the
interior of Angola to spread its message to its friends in the Western world.
This freedom of action was allowed despite the fact that all of these nations
except the United States had diplomatic ties with the MPLA-PT.

UNITA also strengthened its propaganda arm. The movement developed
Voice of the Resistance of the Black Cockerel and the Kwacha UNITA
Press (KUP). The Voice of the Resistance of the Black Cockerel operated a
transmitter in southern Angola. The station reported on the war from
UNITA’s perspective, broadcasting in six languages: Portuguese, Umbundu,
Kimbundu, Kikongo, Chokwe, and Evanhama—every major Angolan
language.

Dramatic Gestures
Finally, a successful revolutionary movement must keep the confidence

and enthusiasm of its supporters while keeping itself before the world’s eye.
Such a process calls for a dramatic gesture. UNITA made a subtle, yet
effective, dramatic gesture, taking full advantage of what might be called
the “media war”: it captured hostages and marched them the length of



Angola—then released them in elaborate ceremonies before members of the
press.88

The strategy of taking hostages developed in 1982 from the trading of
two Soviet airmen for three Americans held by MPLA-PT, including two
American mercenaries captured during the civil war. UNITA also released
twenty-two Portuguese prisoners held since 1977. The exchange benefitted
UNITA in several ways. First, by negotiating with MPLA-PT, UNITA
forced MPLA-PT to recognize the legitimacy of the movement. Second,
U.S. conservatives argued that UNITA was an ally deserving our support.
Third, UNITA proved itself indispensable to any negotiations regarding
Cuban troops, Angola, or Namibia. Finally, the Soviet Union had to
acknowledge, at least tacitly, that they would negotiate with UNITA. The
arrangements, logistics, and establishment of trust took two months, but on
November 15, 1982, UNITA released the two airmen in Lusaka, Zambia.89
The two mercenaries were Gustavo Grillo and Gary Acker. The third
American was Geoffrey Tyler, who had crash-landed his plane in Angola in
December 1980. Savimbi noted, “We agreed to release the two Russians
because the American administration of President Reagan has asked us
insistently since last November.”90

The release involved six nations and the Red Cross, but—most
importantly—the participants negotiated directly with UNITA. On the other
hand, the release by MPLA-PT of its American prisoners ended a major
point of contention between the two governments. MPLA-PT followed up
on the resultant goodwill.91

UNITA also saw the advantages of the “media war” and began to exploit
the hostage policy. On March 12, 1983, UNITA guerrillas attacked Alto
Catumbela. During the battle, UNITA forces captured 66 Czechoslovakians,
who were working at the hydroelectric and paper mill complex.92 Two
months and 800 miles later, they arrived at Jamba. Savimbi announced he
would free the Czechs (including some women) for captured UNITA
members.93 He also wanted to bargain for the seven British mercenaries
being held in Luanda prison. In addition, Savimbi claimed he would release
some of his hostages in exchange for a French physician, Phillippe



Augoyard, being held prisoner in Afghanistan.94 On June 30, forty-five of
the Czechs arrived in South Africa.95

With the announcement that UNITA would concentrate its attacks on
economic targets, the insurgents also began to warn foreigners of
impending danger by remaining anywhere they wished in Angola.96

During the raid on the diamond-mining area around Canfunfo in
February 1984, UNITA captured 77 foreigners. UNITA warned that any
attempt to interfere with their march to Jamba would “have serious
repercussions on the captives.”97 The group consisted of 46 Portuguese, 16
Britons, and 15 Filipinos. Further, in the attack on Sumbe on March 25,
three Bulgarians were captured.98

On March 30, at a press conference in Jamba, Savimbi outlined his
hostage theory. First, hostages were taken to force foreigners out of MPLA-
PT controlled Angola, thus harming the economy. Second, hostages were
used as bargaining chips to gain recognition by European governments.
Because Portugal, despite having diplomatic relations with MPLA-PT,
allowed UNITA to operate an office in Lisbon, Portuguese hostages were
released relatively quickly. On the other hand, Savimbi noted, “I will not
release the British if the government of Britain does not talk to us.”99
Finally, most of the hostages, despite harsh conditions, spoke favorably
about UNITA.

On April 26, 1984, the International Red Cross secured the release of 89
hostages, but reported that 16 Britons, 20 Czechs, and a Yugoslav remained.
One month later a senior British diplomat, Sir John Leahy, travelled to
Jamba to negotiate directly for the release of his countrymen. Leaving with
his fellow Britons and a Portuguese woman, the group had to travel by
truck over a sand path for ten hours.100 The fact that a British diplomat
travelled through such adverse conditions bolstered UNITA’s strategy of
taking advantage of the press coverage.

Czechoslovakia, meanwhile, secured the release of the twenty remaining
Czechs in June.101 The only condition attached to their release was that an
official diplomat travel to Jamba and petition Savimbi for their freedom.



Czech Deputy Foreign Minister, Stanislav Svoboda, secured the liberation
of the Czechs.

The third raid on Canfunfo netted 22 hostages including 2 Americans,
Gerhard Open and Alan Bongard. UNITA attacked the mining complex just
as a L100–30 Hercules cargo plane was landing with supplies for the
workers. Also captured were 3 British and 17 Filipinos technicians. They,
as many others before them, began the arduous march to Jamba.102 It was
later learned that during the fire-fight between FAPLA and UNITA forces,
the American co-pilot of the cargo plane was killed (William Reed). The
Americans and other hostages were released “quickly” by UNITA standards
—about ten weeks.

The hostages were released in conjunction with the celebration of the
nineteenth anniversary of UNITA’s formation. Mr. Bongard, in describing
the attack for reporters, said he believed that MPLA-PT allowed the plane
to fly into Canfunfo during the assault to “make UNITA look bad.” Opel
was quoted as saying that when UNITA “found out we were Americans,
they treated us as friends.”103 At the celebrations, Savimbi warned that no
place in Angola was safe for foreign workers.104 He urged them to leave
Angola because, if they were taken hostage, they would be held indefinitely
and negotiations for their release would be difficult. Savimbi explained that
crippling Angola’s economy was a top priority, and that foreign workers
helped sustain an economy that might very well collapse without them.

After the U.S. Congress repealed the Clark Amendment, the Department
of Defense began a modest aid program to UNITA. As UNITA attracted
more and more congressional support, many congressional moderates urged
UNITA to abandon its “hostage policy,” and the advice was heeded for the
most part. Savimbi’s policy had borne fruit. MPLA-PT could not simply
dismiss UNITA as a “bandit organization” isolated in southern Angola.
UNITA had displayed the capability of striking throughout the country. And
the hostage policy had proven that neither the MPLA-PT nor foreign
ventures could ignore the UNITA insurgency.
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5

Cohesion of the Insurgency: Charisma,
Leadership, and Ideology

O’Neill in Insurgency in the Modern World noted, “Although unity is
usually important for insurgent movements, its absence is not always a
barrier to success.” For example, the insurgencies in Afghanistan,
Nicaragua, and Cambodia have all experienced “ideological divisions” and
“internecine violence.”1

MPLA-PT could be added to the list. Throughout its history MPLA-PT
has been plagued by dissension. The Soviet Union, in the early 1970s,
suspended all assistance in an attempt to force MPLA to unify, and to keep
its options open should the Neto faction lose power. MPLA experienced
ideological troubles (with the Revolta Activa) and internal violence (with
the Revolta do Leste) yet emerged victorious in the civil war—albeit with a
large dose of support from the Soviet Union and Cuba.

FNLA, also, was plagued by internal dissension. Savimbi had left FNLA
complaining of rampant tribalism, while the Kinkuzu revolt challenged
Roberto’s leadership and his tactics of fighting a guerrilla war. Ultimately,
FNLA’s lack of cohesion critically limited its ability to fight a sustained war
in Angola.

UNITA has prospered under the leadership of Jonas M. Savimbi.2 To be
sure, there have been defections, demotions, and debate—yet UNITA’s
strength is based upon the personality of Savimbi.

During his time with the FNLA, Savimbi proved to be a charismatic
speaker, mixing his academic training with versatile homespun tales. “He
was the key man responsible for achieving the recognition of the GRAE by
more than 30 independent African states and various organizations in
Europe and the Americas.” Savimbi left GRAE in 1964, convinced that “the



leadership was not correct and there was no correct line for the People’s
Armed Struggle.”

Savimbi developed a plan for a genuine Angolan revolution led by a new
revolutionary party. He travelled Africa and the Third World and in Cairo
he met Malcolm X, from whom he learned about the links “that are bound
to exist between the struggle of blacks in America and blacks in Africa.”3

He also travelled to Russia and China. The Chinese offered military
scholarships while Moscow refused all requests for “military and moral
support.”4

UNITA was formed on March 13, 1966 at Muangai in Moxico province.
Unlike Neto or Roberto, Savimbi joined his forces in the field, making
UNITA and its leadership unique in the Angolan context.

In March 1967, Savimbi journeyed to Cairo on a Zambian travel
document with a return visa. Portuguese forces increased military pressure
on UNITA guerrillas, who responded by disrupting the Benguela Railroad
—a vital sea-link for the Zambian economy. Upon his return to Lusaka,
Zambian authorities arrested Savimbi for six days before expelling him
from the country. It was over a year before he could return to his troops in
Angola.

Because of the attack on the rail line, Zambian President Kaunda refused
UNITA permission to operate from Zambian soil.5 Others contend that
UNITA was banned because Savimbi was engaging in occult politics in
Western Zambia. In addition, he was politically allied with Zambian
opposition parties.6 At any rate, the expulsion left UNITA little choice but
to become an independent, Angola-based organization.

Philosophically, Savimbi has been a political chameleon. While
consistent in his desire to liberate his people and country from foreign
domination, his methods have changed over the years. UNITA is nationalist
and opposes all imperialism, including Soviet social imperialism. Yet,
Savimbi went to Moscow seeking support. In addition, UNITA documents
in the early 1970s were anti-Western as well. A First UNITA Militants
Sympathizers Seminar, held in Switzerland, concluded by condemning “all
Western powers which exploit the wealth of Angola and give military,
diplomatic, and political support to Portugal.” The seminar supported the



“struggle of the Peoples Republic of China, Albania and other true socialist
countries.”7 In April 1971, UNITA’s anniversary celebration noted the
Vietnamese victory against “the aggressive forces of imperialism led by
U.S.A.”8

With the Lisbon coup in 1974 and the promise of democratic elections,
Savimbi changed tactics and began to openly court the white Portuguese
settlers, who flocked to UNITA as the moderate political party.9 The mass
emigration of Portuguese whites from Angola eliminated this possible base
of support for Savimbi.

As the prospects for a peaceful transfer of power faded and civil strife
loomed on the horizon, Savimbi made another policy change with far-
reaching implications. As the Cuban troops and Soviet equipment arrived,
UNITA was forced from Luanda. China, which had delivered some military
supplies to UNITA, quickly realized it could not match the quantity nor
quality of Soviet arms. Consequently, China began to withdraw, and the
United States was more generous with assistance to FNLA than UNITA.
Savimbi was faced with two choices—either admit defeat or accept
assistance from the Republic of South Africa—and he chose the latter.
South Africa did rescue UNITA but, in doing so, damaged UNITA’s
revolutionary credentials and embarrassed its supporters.

An Eclectic Philosophy

Savimbi has shown the ability to adapt to an existing situation.10 The
skill to recognize change and adjust one’s philosophy is often rewarded in
Western politics. In Africa, a political figure is sometimes condemned for
such flexibility. Still, Savimbi has outlined a political program and
philosophy that he will adhere to, if and when UNITA takes power.

UNITA’s political ideology can be summarized in the following manner.
The movement itself admits there has been a great deal of “confusion”
concerning its ideology. It stresses that, during the era of Portuguese rule, it
advocated Maoism in an attempt to secure moral, political, and military
support from the People’s Republic of China. UNITA now claims to be
anticommunist, as its war against MPLA-PT proves. Above all, UNITA has



always been “pragmatic.” Additionally, UNITA has argued that
communism isn’t suited to Africa and historically does not work. As
Savimbi has said, “Mao taught me how to fight a war and how not to rule a
nation.”

Negritude: The Central Ideological Concept
The basis of Savimbi’s political philosophy can be summed up by the

term “Negritude.”11 Negritude does not have racist or anti-white
connotations. Rather, it is a concept which embraces UNITA’s fundamental
political beliefs. Savimbi describes Negritude in the following manner:

(1) Consensus is the basis of government and all forms of political action. (2) Leadership is
characterized by compromise at all stages. (3) Black Africa has its own culture which has been
subverted by various colonial powers, resulting in ‘rootless African societies without a past’. Yet
Africans do have deep roots in Africa which must form the basis of their culture without being
exclusive. (4) Inter-statal relations in Africa must be based on practical co-operation between free
countries, and not on the unrealistic ideals advocated in the concept of ‘Pan-Africanism’. (5) The
basis of any successful form of African government is the recognition of the existence and
importance of ethnic (tribal) groupings and systems.

Negritude is not a political philosophy, but a unique approach to solving
the complex problems which confront multiethnic, ex-colonial societies.
Negritude is also an indictment of MPLA-PT rule. MPLA-PT does not
govern by consensus, nor does the leadership compromise. The third point
of Negritude charges MPLA-PT with forgetting its African history and
ancestry. The distrust of Pan-Africanism can be traced to the OAU’s refusal
to mediate the Angolan civil war along with the Liberation Committee’s
denial of funds and arms to UNITA. Finally, the last point is a jab at the
mestico—assimilado leadership of MPLA-PT.12 The backbone of UNITA
is its close relationship with its constituent peoples. True, MPLA-PT is
ethnically based, but its leadership is racially mixed and it tries to downplay
the importance of ethnic loyalties in Angolan politics. Douglas Wheeler
reported an Angolan mestico who believed “the African masses distrust
mestico leaders.”13

UNITA summarizes its own political philosophy as “moderate,
democratic, an amalgam of certain features of both capitalism and



socialism, Afro-centric, and based on the complementary principles of
compromise and consensus.”

Comparison of UNITA/MPLA-PT Charters
UNITA has been an insurgency employing the tenets of Mao Zedong.

UNITA realizes, however, that governing a nation will call for negotiation
and compromise. MPLA-PT makes no such concession.

Article 2 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic of Angola
(Appendix III) states, “all sovereignty rests with the Angolan people, but
the MPLA … is in charge of the political, economic and social leadership of
the nation.” Article 5 discusses the “elimination of the results of
regionalism and tribalism.” Article 7 of the constitution establishes that
“Angola is a lay state in which there is complete separation between the
state and the church.” Article 8 outlines the central planning of the
economy, “the state directs and plans the national economy… for the
benefit of the people.”

Other articles state that the president of MPLA-PT shall be the president
of Angola. The People’s Assembly is not the highest ruling body. The
highest state body is the Council of the Revolution composed of “members
of the MPLA-PT Political Bureau, and members of the general staff of
FAPLA ….” The purpose of the Council of the Revolution is “to exercise
legislative power.”

The constitution of UNITA (Appendix IV), presented and accepted
during the Extraordinary Congress held in 1984, is substantially different
from the MPLA-PT document. For example, the preamble of the UNITA
constitution states, “UNITA tirelessly fights for the holding of free elections
in order to implement in Angola, a representative government, capable of
planning, identifying and defining the needs, exercise authority, assign
responsibilities and demand sacrifices.” “UNITA accepts the multi-party
system as a fundamental element in exercising democratic principles.” “The
imposition on African countries of a one-party system is a model copied
from the ‘people’s democracies’ which has nothing in common with
African traditions.”

The preamble to the UNITA constitution also stresses that “the African
cultural identity of the Angolan population plays a key role in our concept



of national unity.” “… Without identity, cultural pride and proper
civilization… the nation runs the risk of disappearing….”

Article 52 of the UNITA constitution promises “to respect and guarantee
free practice of religion.” On economic planning, in Article 53, UNITA will
endeavor “to promote economic freedom within the context of our
development of democratic institutions … Socioeconomic development
must be conceived on the basis of a politically free, democratic society,
where totalitarianism or dictatorship in any form whatsoever would not be
tolerated.” Finally, UNITA “guarantees foreign investments and private
enterprise without prejudice.”

A careful study of the UNITA and MPLA-PT constitutions shows
UNITA advocating a democratic government which guarantees an African
free-market economy. MPLA-PT practices a Leninist singleparty state
operating a centrally-planned economy.

Who is UNITA?

Savimbi has always been the driving force of UNITA.14 He created,
guided, protected, and strengthened the movement. A key question
continually posed: Does UNITA possess the capability of continuing the
struggle without Savimbi or would it slowly disintegrate, dissolving into
roving bands of bandits?

UNITA, itself, claims it is “no longer a one-man band.” John Marcum
acknowledged that, following the civil war, UNITA kept intact its
“ethnically diverse leadership.”15 Rumors in the past have mentioned
Savimbi killed, wounded, or captured. During the Katangan invasion of
Zaire in 1978, a Belgian refugee reported the capture of Savimbi in Shaba
province. The story was deemed inaccurate by Savimbi himself. Later in
1978, Zaire denied placing Savimbi under house arrest. The report was
published two weeks after Zaire and Angola agreed to normalize relations.
Part of the agreement called for Angola to control the Katangans living in
Angola but threatening Zaire, while Zaire agreed to prevent rebel groups
(UNITA and FNLA) from crossing into Angola from its territory.

Following a Cuban offensive against UNITA in October 1978, Savimbi
again appeared to announce he had not been killed or captured by



government troops nor was he being held prisoner in Zaire.16
President Neto’s strategy in dealing with UNITA was outlined in a

speech during the third anniversary celebrations of Angola. Neto seemed to
indicate his preference for continuing the war with the hope of capturing
Savimbi. Savimbi’s capture would provoke the collapse of the movement.
Neto also reported that on March 28, 1978, South Africa forces had rescued
Savimbi from certain capture by MPLA-PT troops.17

In December 1984, the MPLA-PT News Agency, ANGOP, announced
Savimbi had been killed by FAPLA forces during a raid on Jamba. UNITA
branded the statement as a “KGB lie.”18 UNITA representatives in Lisbon,
London, and Washington denied the report. South Africa, at first, could
neither substantiate nor verify the story.19 UNITA attributed the rumor to a
regime which was losing the war. The MPLA-PT was attempting to rally
the populace with an announcement of Savimbi’s death. In March 1990,
ANGOP announced Savimbi had been wounded during a bombing attack
on Jamba.

It seems apparent that MPLA-PT’s strategy was based on eliminating
Savimbi rather than UNITA as a whole. (Note MPLA-PT’s amnesty
program for UNITA members, and the leadership, but not Savimbi.)
MPLA-PT realized that by the very force of his personality Savimbi would
win a national election. Could anyone else in UNITA make the same
statement? Opponents and critics of UNITA say no; UNITA itself says yes.

Post-Savimbi UNITA?
A 1984 book entitled UNITA discussed possible replacements for

Savimbi. The top four candidates were Miguel N’zau Puna, Jeremias
Chitunda, Demóstenes Chilingutila, and Ernesto Mulato.

At the top of the list was Miguel Puna. He was the Secretary-General of
UNITA and a brigadier in FALA. As Secretary-General his responsibilities
included civil administration, coordination of logistics, and
communications. Probably most important were his oratorical skills.
UNITA claimed he had the ability “to sweep up the emotions of his
audience.” In the event of the loss of Savimbi’s leadership, a charismatic



speaker would be important to sustain UNITA’s unity. However, Puna is a
Cabindan not an Ovimbundu.

Jeremias Chitunda, the Vice President of UNITA, was educated in the
United States. Over the years he has developed a wide range of contacts
throughout the diplomatic community. Chitunda is an Ovimbundu and,
because of Savimbi’s policy of having all members of the leadership serve
in the field, Chitunda is known by the commanders and is aware of the
prospects and problems facing the movement.

Demóstenes Chilingutila was FALA’s Chief of Staff. In this capacity he
was charged with training, mobilizing, and recruitment for UNITA’s
military wing. Reports in 1985 indicated he had been demoted. UNITA
claimed that he was promoted to the post of Operational Commander. In
November 1986, he returned to his position as FALA Chief of Staff. Again,
however, he was “moved” to Chief of Operations in January 1990.20

Ernesto Mulato was UNITA’s ranking Bakongo. He served as the
Secretary of Administrative Coordination. He was responsible for the
arbitration of disputes within the party and the enforcement of order and
discipline throughout UNITA ranks. Mulato was transferred in 1990 as
UNITA’s representative to Germany. While his political support was crucial
to UNITA’s northern efforts, Mulato might encounter troubles in trying to
rally UNITA forces suffering from the loss of Savimbi.

While UNITA is multi-ethnic both in its membership and leadership,
some would conclude that the selection of a new president would fracture
the party into its constituent ethnic groupings. UNITA refuses to concede
such a possibility. “The overall result of this diversity in the ethnic origins
of the leadership is that ‘tribalism’ has been completely eliminated as a
factor in the election and appointment of UNITA’s leaders.” “… there is no
likelihood whatsoever, therefore, of selfdestructive tribal conflict arising in
UNITA’s ranks when a new president has to be elected.”21

Other possible contenders for the presidency would be Renato Campo
Mateus, Samuel Epalanga, Geraldo Nunda, Arlindo Pena Ben Ben, Alpino
Sapalalo, and Tony da Costa Fernandes. These men already hold positions
of leadership in UNITA and would presumably be prepared to assume the
duties of president should the situation arise.

TABLE 5 1



TABLE 5.1 

Other Potential UNITA Leaders
Name Current Position
Renato Campo Mateus Inspector-General of FALA
Samuel Epalanga Head of Personnel Dept.
Geraldo Nunda Western Front Commander
Arlindo Pena FALA Chief of Staff
Aitino Bango Sapalalo Chief of Military Strategy
Tony da Costa Fernandes Secretary for Foreign Affairs
Peregrino Wambu Chindondo FALA Chief of Intelligence

The question remains however: Could UNITA continue as a viable
political/military organization if Savimbi was killed or captured by FAPLA
forces? UNITA claimed it was no longer a one-man show, while MPLA-PT
seemed to have as one strategy of waiting for that very situation to happen.
UNITA officials were more reticent in 1990 to discuss a post-Savimbi
future. “I don’t know what to say about that. UNITA has never dealt with
the issue. UNITA has a President and Vice President….”22

UNITA’s Options for the Future

Certainly Savimbi is crucial to the survival of UNITA. But Savimbi has
developed able lieutenants capable of continuing the struggle against
MPLA-PT. Also, should Savimbi depart the Angolan scene the situation
which led to the guerrilla war would not suddenly disappear.

The Cubans may remain in some capacity, the economy would continue
to stagnate, and UNITA’s political position would not improve. The MPLA-
PT has no Ovimbundu on its politburo. But could UNITA overcome the
loss of Savimbi?

Over the years he has become a cult-like figure to the followers of his
political party. He is affectionately called Molowini, “son of the people”;
Muata do Paz, “leader of peace”; and Jaguar Negro das Jagas, “black
jaguar of the hunters.” UNITA publications prominently display Savimbi’s
picture and quotations. Giant canvas drawings of Savimbi are located in all



UNITA bases. Women are photographed with Jonas Savimbi t-shirts and
dresses. When addressing a political rally the people chant “Savimbi,”
“UNITA,” and “Angola.” John Stockwell reported, while travelling with
Savimbi, that “soldiers and civilians alike arose when they saw the car and
ran forward, crying out Savimbi.” Savimbi is the heart and soul of the
movement. He has provided an element of cohesion unknown to any of the
other Angolan liberation movements. Some analysts argue, however, that
much like Mao, whom he has tried to emulate, Savimbi may now be
actually hindering UNITA’s prospects on the battlefield, and more
importantly, at the negotiating table. As early as 1976, commentators noted
Savimbi was not “good at delegating authority… prompting (a) charge that
a weak bureaucracy was one of the reasons for UNITA’s poor showing on
the battlefield.”23

UNITA has never splintered. Yet some reports indicate an internal
struggle within UNITA with regard to strategy and tactics.24

One reporter wrote that Savimbi was tired of the snail-like pace which
marked the progress of even a successful revolutionary movement. He was,
therefore, urging his field commanders to engage FAPLA/Cuban units in
strength, seeking to win decisive victories and bring the war to a rapid,
successful conclusion. Such a strategy was employed with mixed results.
The field commanders argued that Savimbi was forcing the action too far,
too fast. The strategies of moving on Luanda and making a frontal assault
on Cuito Cuanavale appeared to be symptomatic of the problem.

In January 1985, MPLA-PT officials and Western diplomats were
claiming that something was clearly happening inside the UNITA hierarchy.

The same report concluded that UNITA had suffered some battlefield
defeats, was unable to move twenty thousand troops to surround, Luanda
and had demoted or promoted Demóstenes Chilingutila. Supposedly, one
UNITA commander defected with his troops in Namibia to SWAPO.25 The
accuracy of such information was difficult to confirm. Still Savimbi has
been in the bush of Angola off and on since 1966. Thus, his desire to “take”
Luanda seemed understandable, as did the reluctance of his younger
commanders to lose battles with faulty tactics.

John Marcum wrote in 1984 that Moscow had analyzed the UNITA
insurgency and concluded that the continued leadership role of Jonas



Savimbi made accommodation, negotiation, or compromise impossible.
The Soviets referred to an authoritarian streak which ran through Savimbi
with his penchant of dismissing close supporters who exhibited an
independent nature.26 They pointed to the cases of Jorge Sangumba, Smart
Chata and others as top UNITA officials demoted by Savimbi.

The Case of Tito Chingunji
In November 1988, Tito Chingunji, UNITA’s Foreign Secretary and U.S.

representative, returned to Jamba. There, according to some reports,
Chingunji was placed under house arrest, beaten and tortured. Relatives of
Chingunji in London made a series of accusations against Savimbi stating
that he had eliminated opponents within UNITA. Some of the opponents
had been branded as witches and burned at the stake in September 1983.

Most damaging politically was partial confirmation in the London
Sunday Telegraph by Fred Bridgland, a British journalist who had written a
very supportive biography of Savimbi (Jonas Savimbi: A Key to Africa27).
The UNITA Washington office later released a letter purportedly from
Bridgland in which he disavowed most of the remarks. UNITA
representatives claimed Chingunji had been promoted to the position of
Deputy Secretary General, the number four position in the party.28

On March 13, 1989, Chingunji himself stated that the reports were “lies
attempting to split the UNITA leadership.”29

Later, during his confirmation hearings before the Senate Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Africa, Herman Cohen stated, “My feeling is that what
has recently been published does not really stand up to scrutiny.” Cohen
also said the witch-burning incident was “very old allegation that doesn’t
seem to have such basis in fact as far as we know.”30

The accusations remain that UNITA was suffering from a leadership split
or Savimbi was increasingly becoming more autocratic and dictatorial. A
UNITA representative in Washington, D.C., commented, “UNITA is very
solid, we are all behind Dr. Savimbi.”31

UNITA does not advertise its internal problems. And, compared to the
intrigues which occurred within MPLA with Daniel Chipenda only months



before independence, UNITA’s problems seem manageable. UNITA
remains a crucial player in the future status of southern Africa and in the
role which South Africa, Cuba, the United States, and Soviet Union will
play in the area. It certainly benefits Cuba and the Soviet Union to denigrate
UNITA’s accomplishments, while South Africa and the United States
continue moral and material support. There is no doubt that the UNITA
leadership was concerned about battlefield losses, the uncertainty caused by
the loss of South African support, and about U.S. overtures to Luanda.

UNITA’s Cohesiveness—A Tribute to Savimbi
Does UNITA have the cohesion necessary to achieve ultimate success?

O’Neill points out that “unifying the effort is the basic principle behind all
effective revolutionary strategy, planning, tactics, and organization.”
UNITA displays such unified effort. Savimbi’s strategy is to force the
Cubans to follow their withdrawal schedule from Angola. MPLA-PT will
either negotiate or the civil war will continue its destructive course.

Undoubtedly the growth of the Savimbi cult has helped achieve a higher
degree of cohesion than would otherwise have been possible. The ideology
of UNITA makes disunity unlikely, although an anti-Savimbi clique may be
beginning to emerge. If anything were to factionalize UNITA it would be
the age-old scourge of Africa—tribalism. Savimbi has overcome tribalism
by encouraging multi-ethnic leadership. Such ethnic cooperation would
surely be tested should Savimbi depart the Angolan scene. Yet factionalism
has not plagued UNITA during its nineteen-year struggle against
Portuguese colonialism and MPLA-PT domination.

The unified command structure of UNITA focuses the movement’s
efforts toward the successful conclusion of the civil war. At this juncture,
parochial interests of individuals remain muted as UNITA increases the
political/military pressure against MPLA-PT rule.
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6

UNITA’s External Support

The quality and quantity of external support can have a major impact on
the success of an insurgency. MPLA-PT had its Moscow-Havana
connection; FNLA relied on U.S., Chinese, and Zairian support. UNITA, on
the other hand, was forced to adopt a philosophy of self-reliance—at least
until 1975, when that practice was overwhelmed by Soviet arms and Cuban
troops. Despite its propaganda, UNITA has had a history of receiving
external support from a variety of sources.

UNITA—The Search for Patrons
When he founded UNITA in 1966, however, Savimbi had only China’s

promise to train some soldiers in the art of guerrilla warfare and unofficial
permission to use Zambian soil as sanctuary. The Chinese had frankly told
Savimbi they did not trust him because of his stance during the Viriato da
Cruz episode. Zambia had quickly expelled UNITA after guerrillas attacked
Teixeira de Sousa, interrupting Benguela rail traffic.1 Savimbi took
advantage of the military training offered by China, but at the same time he
also welded UNITA into a self-sufficient political/military force. Savimbi
said, “I decided that one could not move about lobbying African countries
for support ….” Having committed himself to this strategy, he continually
referred to UNITA as the only liberation group whose leadership was active
inside of Angola. “Any leader who is not prepared to pay such a price of
leading the armed struggle from within is not worthy to be called a leader
… People will not be moved by inflammatory appeals over the radio,
launched from abroad ….”2

This self-sufficiency strategy also led UNITA to concentrate on political
rather than military objectives. Savimbi and his lieutenants spent the next



few years winning the “hearts and minds” of the Ovimbundu people.
Savimbi later claimed that only Egypt had assisted UNITA between 1966
and 1974. Actually during that span, UNITA received aid from several
sources. China supplied limited support. UNITA returned the favor by
praising China and Mao as its inspiration. The World Council of Churches
provided money to the movement, but not as much as FNLA and MPLA
received. UNITA disagreed with the allocations, but accepted its share
anyway. Also, in November 1974, Idi Amin of Uganda donated $45,000 to
UNITA. Finally, UNITA secured some private support from the United
States.

Until 1974, UNITA was proving to be a classic Maoist guerrilla
organization—a semi-successful insurgency receiving minimal outside
assistance. The AFM coup in 1974 saw an abrupt change as Savimbi
brought his guerrillas out from the “Land at the End of the World” to the
fore of Angolan politics.

Support During the Civil War
China met with representatives of all three movements in the

springsummer of 1975 to encourage formation of a tripartite government.
China did offer UNITA a cache of arms, however.3 China shipped UNITA
ninety-three tons of arms via Dar es Salaam. Tanzanian President Nyerere
refused to allow the arms to proceed to Zambia and UNITA.4

Robert Moss reported that UNITA had received seven tons of Chinese
arms in the first half of 1975.5 This meager amount of arms and weapons
could not match the Soviet/Cuban buildup of MPLA. As summer turned to
into fall, it became obvious that civil war was near. With the political
prospects fading and the military option unrealistic, UNITA’s situation was
rapidly disintegrating. By late August, American aid was trickling in, but
the expected Chinese arms would never arrive. At this juncture, Savimbi
made a critical decision which would have a profound effect upon his
political party and his own standing as an African leader. Savimbi
approached South Africa for military support.

One account stated that Savimbi met with South African officials in
March and April 1975. At the April meeting Savimbi refused assistance



because he did not want to merge UNITA with FNLA. A third meeting was
held in August. By then the situation had deteriorated. This time Savimbi
agreed to accept South African support.

In August, South African army units occupied part of southwestern
Angola to protect the Cunene River hydroelectric complex.6 From these
bases raids were launched against SWAPO bases located deeper in the
Angolan interior.

At the end of August, South African authorities agreed to establish a
training camp for UNITA at Calombo, south of Silva Porto, and another for
FNLA/Chipenda troops at Mapupa in southern Angola. On September 21, a
South African colonel and 18 instructors arrived at Calombo, and on
October 6 they assisted UNITA forces in halting a MPLA advance near
Nova Lisboa. Zaire also sent 6 armored cars and 120 soldiers. They were as
ineffective as their comrades in the north. South Africa reinforced its
soldiers with 6 armored cars; this force (Foxbat) enabled UNITA to secure
its position militarily on the central savanna plateau.

Why did Savimbi turn to South Africa? Marcum gave three reasons,
“South Africa was the greatest military power on the continent… it was
solidly linked to NATO powers that would not let the Russians take control
of Angola… and… South Africa’s detente policy toward such states as
Zambia, Zaire, and even Mozambique had reduced the liabilities of
association with it.”7

Savimbi had nowhere to turn. UNITA, the strongest party politically, was
being out-equipped militarily by both FNLA and MPLA. MPLA was
receiving Cuban troops and Soviet arms. FNLA had Zairian resources,
Chinese aid and training, and American weapons and money. By the end of
August 1975, Savimbi had received little, if any, money from the United
States. Recognizing the political reality of the situation, Savimbi accepted
South African support.

On October 14, a force of South Africans, bushmen, Portuguese, and
FNLA/Chipenda crossed the Namibian border near Cuangar launching
Operation Zulu. Like the Foxbat column, Operation Zulu was under orders
to operate only within the ethnic areas of UNITA and FNLA. Savimbi
insisted on only controlling his traditional tribal areas because “he was
determined to reach a settlement with the MPLA ….”8



By March 1, 1976, the Angolan civil war was over. Scattered pockets of
resistance held out until April 1. UNITA had announced on February 12
that it would return to the bush to continue its guerrilla war, this time
against a new enemy—the MPLA. FNLA had made the same
announcement earlier, but analysts wondered whether either group could
revive.

UNITA was able to reconstitute and reinvigorate itself. By June 1976,
UNITA was again engaged in ambushes, hit-and-run attacks, and
sabotaging the Benguela Railroad. The question was, who was supplying
UNITA with military aid? South Africa had left tons of supplies to UNITA
as it withdrew, but such support would have to be constant to make UNITA
an effective guerilla/conventional military organization.

UNITA’s Foreign Minister, Jorge Sangumba, in 1977 reported that
UNITA troops were endangering the continued rule of MPLA.9 If enough
weapons could be located, UNITA would finish the job started in 1975.
Sangumba again emphasized that UNITA expected nothing from
Washington, stating, “You Americans, we know, were traumatized by
Vietnam.”

Colin Legum reported that a coalition of Arab, Iranian, and French
interests had raised an $18 million secret fund to destabilize the Marxist
Angolan government.10 In April 1978, representatives of FNLA, UNITA,
and dissident members of MPLA-PT met in Lisbon trying to forge a
common front aimed at overthrowing MPLA-PT. The meeting ended with a
communique calling for “Angolans to put aside partisan differences and
start to join forces to free their country.”11

The Kassinga Massacre
There could be only one source of UNITA’s military supplies. South

Africa, with its massive presence in Namibia, could easily resupply UNITA
forces just across the border.12

With the victory of MPLA in 1976, SWAPO was allowed to establish a
series of “safe bases” in southern Angola. There they trained recruits and
launched military forays into Namibia.



Prior to its involvement in the Angolan civil war, South Africa had
launched occasional “hot pursuit” raids into Angola against SWAPO. In
May 1978, South Africa launched its first major sortie into Angola since
1975/76. Major General J. J. Geldenhuys reported that the raid focused on
“terrorist installations and equipment.” The South African raid had three
purposes: first, to disrupt SWAPO forces based in Angola; second, to put
diplomatic pressure on MPLA-PT, SWAPO, and the Soviet Union regarding
the negotiations over Namibian independence; and finally, as a method to
resupply UNITA forces in the interior of Angola.

South African statements indicated that the raid occurred at Kassinga,
155 miles north of the Namibian border. Reportedly, the invasion force
consisted of 700 troops who killed some 1,000 people and wounded another
420. SWAPO and MPLA-PT stated that the dead were women and children.
South Africa warned: “if they continue with this kind of thing, we shall
have to act again.”

The Clark Amendment Reconsidered
Three weeks later, President Jimmy Carter hinted at seeking

congressional approval to repeal the Clark Amendment, opening the
possibility of U.S. covert aid to UNITA. Senator Dick Clark (D-Iowa) said,
“It is increasingly clear that President Carter has made the decision to
reinvolve the United States in the Angola civil war.”

Apparently such a move was discussed in a National Security Council
meeting, but the real purpose President Carter had for wanting the repeal of
the Clark Amendment was constitutionally motivated. The president
believed the Clark Amendment was an unnecessary restriction on
presidential powers.13 The House International Relations Committee held a
hearing on Angola and was presented testimony by several witnesses who
advised against U.S. involvement.14 The Congressional Black Caucus also
opposed U.S. activity, claiming that involvement was “disastrous for overall
relations with Africa.”

South Africa—Regional Superpower



Meanwhile, South Africa continued to play a “cat and mouse” game with
both SWAPO and MPLA-PT. In November 1978, Angola reported that
South African troops were poised along the Namibian border to strike into
Angola.15 On March 6, 1979, South African authorities admitted another
incursion of its troops against SWAPO bases in Angola.16 The attack came
one week before the scheduled implementation of a UN peace plan. UN
Secretary General Kurt Waldheim conceded UN operations in Namibia
could not occur without a cease fire. Angola claimed the “invasion” was not
actually aimed at SWAPO but was designed to strike at Angolan
sovereignty. The raiders only killed six people according to ANGOP.17

Again, in July, in hot pursuit of SWAPO guerrillas South African troops
crossed the Angolan border. South African commanders claimed to have
been attacked by guerrillas who fled across the Angolan border. South
African troops pursued, killing several and discovering a major arms
dump.18

In August 1979, the Angolan government charged that a South African
force had crossed the border to assist UNITA guerrillas near the towns of
Chiede, Sohaka and Omulembra.

The Angolan government accused South African forces of attacking
targets not associated with SWAPO. Angolan transportation, housing,
construction, and industrial sites were being attacked by South African
troops and planes.19

South Africa had developed a policy of punishing governments which
offered sanctuary to anti-South African guerrillas. Part of this strategy
called for supporting anti-government guerrillas in Mozambique and
Angola. By providing UNITA with a small supply of arms, South Africa
could effectively disrupt Angolan recovery from the civil war. If the
economic infrastructure remained in shambles, MPLA-PT would be forced
to concentrate on the internal situation before providing any assistance to
SWAPO or ANC.20

Savimbi to America I—The First Visit



Savimbi himself left the Angolan bush in 1979 to visit New York and
Washington as the guest of the New York-based Freedom House. In the
United States, he met with former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, AFL-
CIO head Lane Kirkland, former Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger
and U.S. Senators Henry Jackson (D-Wash.), Sam Nunn (D-Georgia), and
Daniel Moynihan (D-N.Y.). In those meetings, Savimbi said he needed not
tanks or GI’s, but “your understanding.” He also denied receiving South
African support, saying he stole diamonds selling them on the market and
purchasing weapons with the proceeds. Those purchases did sometimes
involve South Africa. “We trade with South Africa,” Savimbi was quoted as
saying.21

Despite his visit to Washington, D.C., Savimbi did not meet with any
representative of the Carter administration. Savimbi was critical of the
previous UN Ambassador, Andrew Young, and his replacement, Donald
McHenry. “Since he (McHenry) initiated many of the U.S. contacts with the
Luanda regime, I’m sure he supports the recognition of the Luanda
government.”

Savimbi estimated that 60,000 Cubans were in Africa, including 34,000
in Angola. UNITA countered with a force of 15,000 men. Savimbi also
revealed that UNITA received financial and military support from Senegal,
Gabon, Sudan, Egypt, and Morocco.

Meanwhile, South Africa continued to harass and intimidate the Angolan
government with military maneuvers, overflights, and propaganda.22

Nineteen-eighty was a presidential election year in the United States.
Incumbent Jimmy Carter was facing Republican challenger Ronald Reagan,
who was running on a conservative platform. In a wide-ranging interview
with the Wall Street Journal, the subject of Angola was discussed.

WSJ: How about aid to the Angolan rebels, who are fighting the Soviet regime and the Cuban
mercenaries?

REAGAN: Well, frankly, I would provide them with weapons. It doesn’t take American
manpower: (Jonas) Savimbi, the leader, controls more than half of Angola. Apparently he’s got
quite a force there, and he’s never asked for any kind of help, except weapons, and I don’t see
anything wrong with someone who wants to free themselves from the rule of an outside power,
which is Cubans and East Germans—I don’t see why we shouldn’t provide them with the
weapons to do it.23



In June, the Senate adopted an amendment which would have allowed
the United States to undertake covert activities in Angola by “privately
informing the Senate Foreign Relations and House Foreign Affairs
Committees behind closed doors.” The author of the amendment, Senator
Jesse Helms, did not specifically call for covert action, saying he only
wanted to provide the president “flexibility.”

The House of Representatives deleted the amendment from its version of
the legislation, the International Security and Development Cooperation Act
of 1980. The House-Senate Conferees refused to include the amendment in
the conference report. On December 3, 1980, the U.S. Senate agreed to the
conference report by a vote of 58 to 26.24

South Africa—Full External Support
One reason the House of Representatives refused to accept the Angola

amendment was because of another South African raid against Angola in
June. Angolan officials charged that 3,000 South African troops had
invaded, backed by 3 squadrons of Mirage fighters, 2 Hercules C-130
transport planes, 20 Puma helicopters, 32 pieces of artillery and 40
armoured cars.

Angolan defense officials said the raiders had killed 300 civilians. South
Africa’s Defense Minister reported to the UN that “a small combat team”
had entered Angola to take action against SWAPO, not against Angola or
Angolan citizens. The attack was code named “Operation Smokeshell.”
South Africa also disputed Luanda’s claim about the size of the force. The
UN Security Council later voted 12 to 0 to condemn the attack. The United
States abstained.

In January 1981, the MPLA-PT, in a rare display of openness, took
reporters to the scene of a recent South African attack. The camp assaulted
was an Angolan military facility. Analysts concluded that “South Africa
was conducting a systematic policy of striking economic and military
targets in Angola.”25 One of the major purposes was to help bolster
UNITA’s chances overthrowing MPLA-PT rule in Angola, or perhaps,
establishing an Ovimbundu state in southern Angola.



President dos Santos claimed that more than three thousand Angolans,
military and civilian, had been killed by South African attacks over the
previous four years.

SWAPO, in an attempt to secure its sanctuary bases, began to transfer
them deeper into Angola. South African forces followed. In one attack,
RSA soldiers went 190 miles into Angola to attack a SWAPO base at
Lubango.26 Such a raid also allowed resupply of UNITA forces deeper in
Angola. Between May 26 and June 3, 1981, South Africa officially
admitted to 14 military actions against SWAPO bases in Angola.27

In July 1981, Angolan officials reported that South African forces had
invaded Angola occupying seven towns in the south. The force, according
to Angola, consisted of “an infantry brigade, a motorized infantry battalion
and two mixed battalions of South African troops and mercenaries.”28

South Africa’s response was to deny charges of an invasion of Angola.
South Africa did, however, admit to a force being in Angola on a search-
and-destroy mission against SWAPO. In addition, South African officials
added that their forces were on hot pursuit operations that “are constantly
carried out against SWAPO.”29 Finally, South Africa accused Angola of
fabricating invasion stories in an attempt to discredit South Africa before
international meetings which may concern South Africa. SADF sources
later announced that 225 guerrillas had been killed in “Operation
Carnation.” Two weeks later, Angola petitioned the UN Disaster Relief
Organization to assist more than 80,000 Angolans displaced by two
guerrilla wars and South African attacks.

South Africa launched a propaganda campaign of its own during August
1981. In a letter to UN Secretary General Kurt Waldheim, South African
Foreign Minister R. F. Botha requested representatives of the Security
Council to inspect the Angola-Namibia border to verify the results of
SWAPO aggression. South Africa denounced Angola for harboring
terrorists and condemned the Soviet Union and Cuba for their “philosophy,
training, armament and supplies.”30

Botha went on to state that Angola was seeking a scapegoat to blame for
the military feats of UNITA. He refused “to accept responsibility for the
consequences of UNITA operations.” Botha also warned those who would



offer sanctuary to enemies of South Africa, saying: “by providing sanctuary
to the perpetrators of terrorism these governments are just as guilty as if
they were accessories.”

On August 25, South African forces again attacked Angola in an action
which President dos Santos called “so grave that it could provoke a war of
unforeseeable consequences.”31 He also hinted that Angola would call
upon the Cubans to respond to the attack. South Africa presented its version
of the invasion on August 29. Officials admitted that many of the dead were
Angolan soldiers and not SWAPO troops. South Africa admitted to ten
deaths and fifty-one total casualties during 1981. This operation, “Operation
Protea,” was designed to destroy radar and antiaircraft systems
safeguarding SWAPO bases. In addition, some two hundred tons of arms
were captured.32 South Africa again warned Angola to stay away from its
operational area, “the Angolans must know that we are determined to
destroy SWAPO. If they prefer to stand in our way they must be prepared to
face the consequences.”33

South Africa was also comforted by the U.S. response to the series of
blitzes against SWAPO bases in Angola. U.S. State Department spokesman
Dean Fisher said the “attack must be seen in its full context.”

The Reagan administration was developing its southern African policy,
which became known as “Constructive Engagement.”34 The United States
sought to work with South Africa on a wide range of issues from Namibia,
Cuban troops in Angola, U.S.-RSA relations, and apartheid. It was hoped
that by working with South Africa, southern African problems could be
peacefully resolved. Chester Crocker, Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs, summed up U.S. policy toward South Africa, “The Reagan
Administration has no intention of destabilizing South Africa in order to
curry favor elsewhere. Neither will we align ourselves with apartheid
policies ….”

On August 31, the United States vetoed a UN Security Council
Resolution condemning the South African invasion of Angola. “The United
States had to vote against a resolution which places the blame solely on
South Africa for the escalation of violence which plagues the entire
region.”35



To further add to an already volatile situation, South Africa announced,
after its troops had re-crossed the Angolan border, that Soviet personnel had
been killed and captured.36 Initially official Soviet sources ignored the
report, but as further details emerged from South Africa, the Soviet Union
reacted by sending more military advisers into southern Angola.37
Additionally, Angola reiterated the threat to call upon its allies to help expel
the South Africans.

RSA military officials said their forces had killed over 1,000 people and
captured 3,000 tons of military equipment. Included in the equipment were
T-34 and PT-76 tanks, SAM-7 missile launchers, and 300 vehicles. In
addition, 53,000 gallons of gasoline were destroyed. Officials estimated that
SWAPO combat operations would be disrupted for a full year.

South African strategy in Angola entailed more than hot pursuit against
SWAPO guerrillas. South Africa was trying to establish a neutral buffer
zone along the Namibia/Angola border.38 In order to achieve this, South
African troops were killing livestock, poisoning wells, disrupting local
communications, and preventing distribution of food. Such tactics would
alienate the local population from Luanda and SWAPO. UNITA, on the
other hand, was being supplied with arms, as well as food, to distribute in
the border area. A border area controlled by UNITA would ease SWAPO
pressure in Namibia. For a low cost (continued supplies to UNITA) South
Africa could realize the benefit (continued disruption of SWAPO) of a
stalemate on the independence of Namibia.

Kenneth Grundy argued that “Operation Protea” was a new development
in RSA’s policy toward Angola. Protea was directed not only at SWAPO but
at Angolan personnel and structures as well, including defensive radar
installations. Four considerations accounted for the nature of Operation
Protea. First, RSA sought to disrupt the Angolan economic and political
system. Second, with the death and capture of Soviet personnel, a chance to
embarrass the Soviet Union. Third, by imitating Israel’s policy of defensive
occupation, South Africa could conceivably establish a UNITA buffer state
along the Namibian border. Finally, a defeat for MPLA-PT and SWAPO
might set the stage for favorable negotiations on Namibia.39 Additionally,
every nation in southern Africa was economically dependent upon RSA



except Angola. That independence hampered South Africa’s plans for
regional dominance—politically, militarily, and economically.

Angola, despite seeking better relations with the United States,
denounced U.S.-South African ties and accused the United States of
complicity in the recent attacks upon its territory.40 A news leak of a
meeting between Chester Crocker and Pik Botha summed up South Africa’s
policy in Angola, and the U.S. reaction to that strategy. First, South Africa
was not going to grant independence to Namibia until the political/military
situation in Angola was changed. Second, UNITA must be granted a role in
Angolan politics. Third, SWAPO must be defeated militarily. Finally, the
South African military preferred a low-level conflict in Angola rather than a
Namibian civil war.

The Emergence of Constructive Engagement
The United States had taken an active interest in southern Africa since

the election of Ronald Reagan in November 1980. South Africa’s
aggressiveness and stubbornness can be traced to the U.S. presidential
election. In December 1980, Senator Richard Lugar (R-Ind.) had written an
article calling for the United States to seek withdrawal of foreign forces
from Angola, free democratic elections, and continued nonrecognition of
MPLA-PT rule of Angola. In addition, he argued, “… the United States
should now throw its considerable moral support behind Savimbi.”41

Two months after his inauguration, President Reagan alerted Capitol Hill
of his intention to seek repeal of the Clark Amendment. The Carter
administration had sought repeal based on academic or constitutional
dogma concerning the right of Congress to limit the foreign policy
capability of the presidency. The Reagan administration, on the other hand,
had publicly called for support of UNITA and punishment of Cuban
involvement in the Third World.

Secretary of State Alexander Haig testified before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee March 19, 1981, proposing as a “question of
principle” that the Clark Amendment be lifted. In April, Dick Clark, no
longer a U.S. Senator, wrote a column outlining four reasons why his
amendment should be retained. First, the United States would not be able to



lure Angola from the Soviet/Cuban orbit. Second, repeal would end hope
for a Namibian settlement. Third, repeal would injure relations with all
African nations. Finally, repeal would encourage Soviet/Cuban
adventurism.42 On May 12, the full Committee on Foreign Affairs voted 19
to 5 to reject the administration’s request with respect to the Clark
Amendment.

The next day, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted 10 to 2 to
repeal the amendment. Once again, the House and Senate took differing
positions on assistance to UNITA.43

By October, the Senate version of the foreign aid bill was voted on by the
full Senate. The repeal of the Clark Amendment was approved 66 to 29, but
House leaders continued their opposition. On December 9, the House
considered the foreign aid bill, but a motion to delete the Clark Amendment
was not brought to the floor for a vote. Representative Ed Derwinski (R-Ill.)
declined to bring the matter to a vote, fearing a negative result. The Senate
amendment was never acted upon.

Savimbi to America II—The Negotiations
With Angola staggering under the attacks of South Africa and the

assaults of UNITA, and Congress with debating the future of U.S. policy in
southern Africa, Jonas Savimbi arrived in the United States in December
1981 to present his case again for political and material support.

This time a conservative Republican administration controlled the White
House, with a president who, during the campaign, had mentioned the need
to support freedom fighters such as Jonas Savimbi. Savimbi arrived with
three declarations for Washington. (1) UNITA wanted all foreign troops out
of Angola; (2) national elections must be held; (3) no peace was possible in
Namibia without UNITA acquiescence. Savimbi denied being allied with
South Africa, arguing that UNITA traded or bought the supplies needed for
the armed struggle in Angola. He listed Morocco, China, Senegal, and Ivory
Coast as countries aiding UNITA.44

On December 8 Savimbi, at the invitation of Congressmen Robin Beard
(R-Tenn.) and Samuel Stratton (D-N.Y.), spoke to House Members and staff
in a congressional conference room. There Savimbi outlined his platform:



free elections and support for Namibia independence. He also claimed there
were 35,000 Cubans, 3,500 East Germans, and 3,000 Soviets in Angola.45

While in Washington Savimbi met with ranking State Department
officials, breaking with Jimmy Carter’s policy of “polite isolation” in 1979.

Still, the official State Department and U.S. position was, “We have no
plans to aid UNITA.” Angola accused the United States of interfering in the
internal affairs of a sovereign nation by hosting the “traitor Savimbi… the
African continent’s enemy No. 1.”46

For his part, Savimbi played the statesman/diplomat. For example, he
agreed to cooperate with the United States on Namibian independence, met
with senators and congressmen, held press conferences, and attended
private parties. The Congressional Black Caucus again condemned his visit
claiming Savimbi’s presence in the United States would alienate important
African nations.47

Savimbi charmed his audiences with his speaking style and his message.
He spoke of his successes against the Cubans and Soviets and that—despite
the fact that the MPLA-PT considered him their “Number 1 Enemy”—he
would be willing “to call them friend and form a coalition government.”
Savimbi reiterated that he was not allied with South Africa, that he
supported SWAPO in its drive for Namibian independence, and that UNITA
was ready to fight for as long as it took to win a share of power in Angola.

Reaction to UNITA’s Campaign
MPLA-PT, too, proved adept at playing the public relations game. While

Savimbi was in the United States, Angolan President dos Santos called for
bilateral talks between Angola and the United States with a view toward
normalizing relations. Further bolstering Luanda and Clark Amendment
supporters was an OAU news release condemning Savimbi’s visit as an
attempt to “destabilize the legitimate government of Angola and of other
independent Africa states.”48

The United States and MPLA-PT came close to establishing diplomatic
links in December 1981. The problem of what to do about Savimbi and the
Cubans remained.49 So close were the two sides that on December 16,



Angola’s Ambassador to Portugal announced his government was ready to
discuss peace with UNITA. “As long as (Savimbi) remains an Angolan
citizen and cuts his ties with South Africa,” Luanda would be willing to talk
to him.50

UNITA never replied to the offer and Luanda the next day quickly
overrode the Ambassador saying his remarks were taken out of context and
distorted by the press.51 Even by announcing the possibility of negotiations
with UNITA, MPLA-PT successfully defused any impact the Savimbi visit
might have had. The United States replied to dos Santos’ appeal for talks in
a positive manner.

Ironically, during this period of diplomatic maneuvering, FNLA also
resurfaced. In an open letter to Members of the U.S. Congress, FNLA
claimed that 30,000 Cubans were in Angola as well as 10,000 “technicians”
from Warsaw Pact nations. FNLA reported that its forces controlled the
northern third of Angola and were making headway against Cuban and
Soviet soldiers. The letter concluded with an appeal for U.S. support and
was signed by Holden Roberto.52

In January 1982, a representative of FLEC visited Washington to argue
for Cabindan liberation. Francisco Xavier Lubota reported that he
commanded 2,000 troops backed by France and Zaire. Lubota, too, warned
that regional peace was not possible unless the aspirations of the Cabindan
people were met.

South Africa Continues Its Policy of Destabilization
By March 1982, the diplomatic dust had settled and South Africa was

again raiding SWAPO bases. In Operation Super, South African troops
killed over 200 suspected SWAPO guerrillas and captured 16 tons of
supplies.53

South African Defense Forces launched incursions into Angola in May,
July, August, and October. The October raid included the downing of a
MIG-21 by a South African Mirage. South African officials justified their
actions by saying that SWAPO supplies were being replenished by the
Soviet Union as fast as it was destroyed or captured. In justifying the



downing of the MIG, South Africa contended that 600 tons of military
supplies had arrived in Mocamedes during the previous ten days.

Savimbi continued the struggle through the media.54 Journalists who
interviewed him at Jamba came away impressed with his openness and
articulate response to difficult questions. The toughest questions always
involved UNITA’s relationship to South Africa. “Q: Do you have relations
with South Africa? A: Yes… We need a market for our ivory, diamonds,
and timber. We need to buy medicine. If sometimes we can’t pay, the South
Africans don’t press us.” In another interview, Savimbi said the following
about South African Prime Minister Botha, “We met several times. You can
write it. Also, I tell you frankly that I wish him well.”

As the guerrilla war in Angola widened, interest in UNITA heightened.
Edward Girardet, a journalist travelling with UNITA, tried to summarize the
movements outside links.55

South Africa provided major support for the movement. At Windhoek,
Namibia, UNITA representatives concluded agreements and received such
supplies as gasoline, arms, and spare parts. Authorities conveniently looked
the other direction. Morocco provided the bulk of military training. During
the 1970s, others were trained in Senegal, Tanzania, and Zambia. Saudi
Arabia supported UNITA financially, most of which was spent on the
international arms market. French advisers based in Zaire had, until the
election of Mitterrand, provided specialized technical assistance. Girardet
said he could not confirm reports of South Africans training UNITA troops.
UNITA said no joint FALA/South African military operations had ever
been conducted. White Portuguese, both in and out of Angola, continued to
assist UNITA in a myriad of ways. Finally, UNITA maintained
representatives in Namibia, Senegal, France, Great Britain, Belgium, West
Germany, Switzerland, Portugal, and the United States.

South Africa’s Carrot and Stick
By 1983, UNITA was operating throughout Angola and, at times,

engaging government troops in conventional military operations. The
United States was talking with MPLA-PT, while extolling UNITA. South
Africa, too, was communicating with MPLA-PT regarding Namibia and



Cuban troops, but supplying UNITA. Still, despite the negotiations, South
Africa continued to strike across the Angolan border, via land or air, to
enforce its security objectives.

On December 6, 1983, South African army units made yet another foray
into Angola, “Operation Askari.” This time, however, they met unexpected
stiff resistance not only from SWAPO, but from Angolan and Cuban troops
as well. Nine days later, Chester Crocker and Pik Botha met in Rome where
the South African Foreign Minister agreed to a one-month “disengagement”
scheduled for January 31, 1984. South Africa pledged its respect for the
agreement as long as the withdrawal was not exploited. South Africa
reported that its forces had begun to carry out the disengagement on the
specified date.56

South Africa agreed to the pact for several reasons. One was to quell
international criticism of South African destabilization efforts throughout
southern Africa. Another was to provide a small victory to the U.S.
“Constructive Engagement” policy. But, whatever the reason, South African
officials made it clear, in private conversations, that they would not trade
Savimbi as part of an overall settlement.

For the first time South Africa, Angolan, and U.S. officials met in
Zambia to establish a Joint Commission to monitor South Africa’s
disengagement from southern Angola.57 Before a month had passed, South
Africa accused SWAPO of breaking the agreement by moving eight
hundred guerrillas across the border into Namibia. An urgent meeting of the
Joint Commission managed to assure all parties that the agreement could be
monitored and that both sides would carry out their obligations under the
pact.

The cease-fire was flawed from its inception. SWAPO, not a signatory to
the agreement, was suspicious of a possible South African-Angolan
rapprochement. Secondly, UNITA was not a member of the Commission.
South Africa never repudiated its support of UNITA and many felt that
UNITA was so powerful it could survive, at least temporarily, the loss of
South African patronage. The two signatories could not and would not
muzzle the organizations around whom the disengagement was constructed.

Still, by April, joint South African-Angolan military patrols had sealed
off much of southern Angola from SWAPO. The patrols encountered



SWAPO guerrillas killing several people, marking the first time MPLA-PT
soldiers had fought SWAPO. UNITA announced a new campaign which
would lead to “bloodier violence,” yet called for immediate negotiations
with MPLA-PT.58

The initial agreement called for South Africa to be withdrawn from
Angola by March 31, 1984. Analysts estimated by that date only one-half of
the RSA troops had withdrawn across the border. Foreign Minister Botha
met again with Angolan officials on April 25 to resolve “certain
difficulties.” However, no final date for the departure of the South Africans
was given, nor was any mention made of UNITA, at least publicly.

Again, on May 21, a meeting was held in Lusaka on the delay in the
withdrawal of South African forces. No communique or press release was
issued following the session, indicating a lack of progress. State
Department officials were unable to shed any light on the situation because
U.S. representatives had been excluded from participation. South Africa
and Angola did agree to a prisoner exchange during this period as a show of
good intentions.59

Prime Minister Botha continued to link South African withdrawal from
Namibia, and presumably from Angola, with the departure of Cuban troops
from Angola—a suggestion once again rejected by Angola.60 South Africa
was hesitant to sign and implement any agreement calling for South African
troops to abandon Namibia to SWAPO.

President dos Santos accused South Africa of failing to fulfill its part of
the agreement despite Angolan compliance, and of continuing to supply and
train UNITA soldiers.61 In response, South Africa agreed that its forces
were still in Angola, but that the fault lay with Angola which was unable to
control SWAPO. In addition, for the first time publicly, South Africa voiced
concern about ANC forces having bases in Angola.

In September 1984, U.S. and Angolan officials began to meet again on
the prospects of a Namibia settlement. By November, U.S. officials were
claiming the negotiations had reached an “extremely delicate phase.” Yet,
South Africa had only just received the proposals. The proposals, as drafted
by the United States and Angola, made no mention of UNITA.



The United States, led by Chester Crocker, acted as mediator between
Angola and South Africa. Initially, Angola offered a partial withdrawal of
Cuban troops, contingent upon Pretoria abandoning UNITA and agreeing to
the implementation of a UN-backed peace plan for Namibia.62 Reportedly,
South Africa agreed to a limited Cuban presence in Angola, but resisted the
demand to abandon UNITA.

Angola released the complete details of its proposal, which had been
mailed to the UN Secretary General. The plan had four major components.
First, 20,000 Cuban soldiers would be returned to Cuba, leaving only 5,000
to 10,000 to serve in Angola. Second, Namibia would become independent
under the guidelines of UN Security Council Resolution 435. Third, South
Africa would end support of UNITA, while Luanda would forbid the use of
its territory for SWAPO bases. Fourth, once the first three steps were
completed, the United States would recognize Angola.

In Washington, President Ronald Reagan, who once advocated arming
UNITA, now had to fight charges that the new peace plan would abandon
UNITA and Savimbi. In a Washington Times interview, the following
exchange occurred: “Q: If the negotiations are successful, would you then
recognize Angola, the government of Angola, if the Cuban troops leave?
THE PRESIDENT: I think that would be a part … of the negotiations. Q:
Doesn’t that risk throwing someone like Jonas Savimbi to the wolves, in
effect, though? THE PRESIDENT: Well, this is another problem,… no one
wants to do that… somehow there has to be a negotiation that involves the
situation domestically in Angola.”63

The whirlwind of diplomatic activity, accompanied by the dangerous
undertow of secret agreements, left Savimbi with no solid outside base of
support.64 Savimbi turned to UNITA and the strength of FALA and
threatened to launch a major attack against Luanda if he was omitted from
any regional peace settlement. Speaking with reporters at Jamba, Savimbi
said, “Pieter Botha is my friend, but I know that he has to look after the
interests of his country first.” He insisted, “I don’t want to rock the boat, I
want to be part of it.” Savimbi mocked the planned withdrawal of the
Cubans, saying Angola would make citizens of some and exchange white
Cubans for black Cubans. He said UNITA would not accept being “traded
in for a fictitious withdrawal of the Cubans.”



In the United States, conservatives also rallied to UNITA’s cause. One
publication reported that Ethiopian and North Korean troops were
protecting vital installations in Angola. Another called for the United States
to insist upon free elections in Angola as the price for U.S. diplomatic
recognition.65

Apparently Savimbi’s words and actions had some effect. Speaking with
reporters at Jamba in March, Savimbi said, “We are consulted, we are
informed, we are taken into account. There are absolutely no negotiations
conducted by either side—South Africa or the MPLA—that we, UNITA,
are not involved.”

In April 1985, the United States submitted its own proposal for Cuban
withdrawal from Angola. U.S. officials described the document as “neutral
toward UNITA.” Ten days later, South Africa announced that its forces
would be out of Angola “by the end of the week.” The statement voiced
hope that the withdrawal would open dialogue between South Africa and
Angola. Yet, the announcement warned that “security forces will not
hesitate to take whatever action may be necessary should SWAPO step up
its cross border violence.” Once again, no mention of UNITA was made.66

The Cabinda Fiasco
On May 22, a three-man South African commando team was ambushed

in Cabinda by MPLA-PT troops. Two were killed during the fire-fight, and
the third captured. The Angolan Defense Ministry contended the
“saboteurs” were going to sabotage a Gulf Oil installation.67 South Africa
was forced to admit it had deployed “intelligence gathering teams” inside
Angola despite the fact all South African personnel had supposedly
withdrawn the month before. The teams were gathering data on SWAPO,
ANC, and “Russian surrogate forces” according to General Constand
Viljoen, the Chief of the South African Defense Force.68

Suddenly, the whole negotiation process broke down in southern Africa
and the United States. In Washington, the Reagan administration’s policy of
constructive engagement seemed ineffective and inappropriate. Several
years of intense negotiation by Assistant Secretary of State Chester Crocker



were immediately nullified. Also, the UNITA-South Africa relationship was
again placed before public scrutiny. It called attention to UNITA’s claims of
victories and its own sabotage efforts in Cabinda, Huambo, Luanda Harbor,
and the Benguela Railroad.

Richard Hall had written in 1984 that some of the acts of sabotage might
have been technologically impossible for UNITA with its limited weaponry.
Hall argued that UNITA’s expertise was being supplied by South Africa’s
No. 4 Reconnaissance Commando based near Cape Town. The commandos
traveled to Angola by submarine, executed their mission, and allowed
UNITA to claim credit.69

The South African raid both angered and embarrassed the Reagan
administration. The United States had brokered the agreement which
supposedly allowed South Africa to withdraw its troops from Angola. Not
only had South Africa violated the pact, but its intended target was the Gulf
Oil refinery near Malongo. The U.S. government made known its “deep
displeasure” about the incident, ordering the U.S. ambassador in Pretoria to
lodge a strong protest, and summoned the South African ambassador to the
State Department to receive similar complaints.

South Africa offered no apology for the incident, citing a warning given
to Angola earlier about the buildup of ANC rebels in Angola. The South
African government continued to insist that the commandos were on a fact-
finding mission despite the captured commandos’ confession. South Africa
maintained the confession had been coerced and asked for the return of the
soldier.

Luanda ended all negotiations regarding Cuban troops in Angola—to
which South Africa replied, “it would appear that they were seeking a
pretext on which to break off negotiations …” A warning was also issued:
“Sooner or later, the Luanda government will have to realize that they
cannot continue playing host to tens of thousands of foreign forces and to
terrorist groups.”70

Fidel Castro charged the “U.S.-South African axis” was trying to
undermine Angola’s sovereignty. The UN Secretary General, who was in
Cuba to discuss possible Cuban withdrawal from Africa and Central
America, heard instead that Castro would reinforce his twenty-five
thousand troops if necessary to protect Angola and free Namibia.



UNITA remained silent on the matter. Some argued that Zaire was
working with South Africa on the Cabinda operation. Mobutu was friendly
with UNITA and was allowing UNITA forces to enter Angola from Zaire’s
southern provinces. Though officially at peace with Angola, Zaire had
coveted the Cabinda Enclave for years.

The aborted Cabinda raid by South African commandos was a clear
indication to all involved in the negotiations for Namibian independence
that South Africa was not prepared at that point to abandon UNITA or
Namibia. Questions arose as to who exactly ordered the commandos into
action. Did the government fully understand what the military had
approved?71 If the decision was made at the highest level, then all
scenarios must have been explored, with the possibility of failure also
considered. South Africa had provided UNITA with moral, political,
material, and sanctuary support for at least ten years. Apparently no
agreement, no ally, nor hostile government was going to persuade Pretoria
to loosen the ties to UNITA.

The Clark Amendment Falls
On June 11, 1985 the U.S. Senate voted 63 to 34 to repeal the Clark

Amendment. Surprisingly, however, the House of Representatives
concurred 236 to 185 with the Senate amendment. When President Reagan
signed the foreign aid authorization bill, the Clark Amendment was dead.72
The Reagan Doctrine was being formulated with Afghanistan, Nicaragua,
and Angola as key areas of implementation.

Operating virtually unhindered throughout Angola, UNITA appeared to
have gained the upper hand with the repeal of the Clark Amendment, the
end of the Namibian negotiations, and with the steadfast support of South
Africa.

At this juncture, MPLA-PT launched its most impressive antiguerrilla
offensive of the war.73 On July 29, 1985, Angola launched a two-prong
offensive against Cazombo in Moxico Province and Jamba, the Capital of
Free Angola. Initially, UNITA reported good results, claiming downed
MIGs and dead Cuban troops.74



South Africa launched another anti-SWAPO drive into southern Angola.
It became apparent that the real focus of the offensive was to relieve
pressure on Savimbi’s forces at Jamba. The South African Air Force struck
repeatedly at the advancing MPLA-PT/Cuban force.75 At first, RSA denied
that its forces were assisting UNITA, claiming instead to be hunting a
SWAPO battalion.

On September 20, in a surprise announcement, RSA Defense Minister
Magnus Malan admitted that South Africa supported UNITA and would
only terminate that aid “on condition that all foreign forces are withdrawn
from Angola.” RSA assistance, he said, was of a “material, humanitarian,
and moral nature.”76

Savimbi acknowledged the siege of Jamba, but claimed that the offensive
“had Russians planning and directing artillery, tanks and armoured cars and
flying helicopters and jets against us.” Savimbi, further stated that no South
Africans were with UNITA except medical personnel. As the threat to
Jamba continued to grow, South Africa threatened to escalate its
involvement to protect UNITA.77 Toward that end, RSA launched further
air strikes against forward MPLA-PT units.

The UN Security Council met to consider an Angolan complaint against
South Africa. Pretoria surprised the meeting by calling for withdrawal of all
foreign troops. The unofficial RSA delegate to the UN, Kurt Von
Schirnding, told the group that the Soviet’s were “directly involved and are,
in fact, commanding the current M.P.L.A. offensive.”78 The Security
Council unanimously condemned South Africa’s invasion of Angola.

Battle of Lomba River
On October 7, Savimbi held a press conference at Jamba to announce a

UNITA victory over the advancing FAPLA forces. Savimbi admitted that
his forces had abandoned Cazombo in order to defend Jamba.79 At the
Lomba River, UNITA and MPLA-PT forces met in a pitched battle from
which FAPLA retreated. Reportedly 5,500 UNITA troops battled 4,600
government soldiers.

TABLE 6 1



TABLE 6.1 
Major South African Military Operations Inside Angola (Post

Angolan Independence)

Operation Date
Dead(d) &
Captured
(c)

Comments

Reindeer May
1978

SWAPO
1000(d)

Raid on Kassinga

SWAPO
200 (c)
RSA 6 (d)

Safron March
1979

Unknown Raid on SWAPO near Zambian border

Crossbar March
1979

Unknown Raid on SWAPO base in SE Angola

Sceptic June
1980

SWAPO
380 (d/c)

Raid lasted 3 weeks

RSA 17(d)
SmokeshellJune

1980
Unknown Off-shoot of Sceptic

Klipklop July
1980

Unknown Angolan town of Chitado destroyed as a
base for SWAPO

Protea August
1981

SWAPO
1000 (d/c)

FAPLA units engaged for 1st time,
defensive radar systems eliminated

RSA 10(d)
Carnation August

1981
SWAPO
225 (d)

Off-shoot of Protea

Daisy Oct/Nov
1981

Unknown RSA’s deepest penetration since 1975,
1st air clashes between RSA/PRA

Super March
1982

SWAPO
200 (d)

Quick sweep against Cambeno in SW
Angola

RSA 3(d)
Meebos July/Aug

1982
SWAPO
345(d)

PLAN Eastern Front HQ raided

RSA 29 (d)



Operation Date
Dead(d) &
Captured
(c)

Comments

Phoenix April
1983

SWAPO
309(d)

Raid on SWAPO near Namibia border

RSA27 (d)
Askari Dec

1983
FAPLA
324(d)

Cubans directly in fighting for 1st time,
SAM-8/SAM-9 sites destroyed

RSA21 (d)
Bush
Willow

June
1985

SWAPO 57
(d)

25 mile sweep against SWAPO

Modular Dec
1987

FAPLA
382(d)

Military incursion to assist UNUA

RSA 6 (d)
Hooper Dec

1987
FAPLA 525
(d)

Military incursion to inflict maximum
casualties on retreating Cuban/FAPLA
forces

RSA 16(d)
Packer June

1988
Unknown To force Cuban/FAPLA to retreat west

of Cuito River
Displace June

1988
Unknown Off-shoot of Packer

PRA = People’s Republic of Angola
PLAN = People’s Liberation Army of Namibia (SWAPO)
FAPLA = Popular Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola

Savimbi accompanied news correspondents, who reported seeing “a
battlefield strewn with corpses and the burnt-out hulks of Soviet
equipment.” Savimbi claimed his forces killed or wounded 2,300
government troops, while losing 1,242 casualties.80 Later, UNITA
spokesmen admitted to sharply higher figures for their forces than
previously conceded. It also became obvious that South Africa had
committed one of its best native battalions to UNITA’s defense.81



South Africa’s Thirty-Second Battalion
One puzzling feature of the civil war has had more than passing historical

interest. Whatever happened to the Chipenda portion of the column as it
retreated south in the face of the MPLA/Cuban forces? Chipenda, an
Ovimbundu, had abandoned MPLA in 1975 with three thousand of the
movement’s best guerrillas. Joining FNLA, Roberto sent Chipenda south to
UNITA. Roberto did this for two reasons. Chipenda was as aggressive as
Savimbi in promoting his own leadership abilities. In the south, Chipenda
and Savimbi, although nominal allies, could verbally battle for leadership,
while Roberto would harvest the fruits of their dissension. Second, the
majority of Chipenda’s troops were Chokwe. Experienced and loyal, they
would be removed from their tribal base as well as pose a serious military
problem for UNITA forces.

As the civil war wound down, the Chipenda forces, many of them with
wives and children, fled across the border into Namibia. There South Africa
recruited them. Given extensive military training, the Thirty-Second
Battalion, or “Buffalo Soldiers” were rated as “the finest light infantry in
the world today.” Commanded by white officers, the Thirty-Second was
used several times by RSA against SWAPO and in support of their old ally,
UNITA. Most likely, during the battle of Lomba River, it was the Thirty-
Second which formed the spearhead of SADF assistance.

South Africa admitted to using the Thirty-Second during “Operation
Super,” and, maintained that the unit had a “continuous presence in
Southern Angola.”

In 1987, Chipenda returned to Angola after years in Lisbon. Because he
was a potential rival to Savimbi, MPLA-PT heavily propagandized his
return to the fold.

In 1985, Chief of the South African Army, General Jannie Geldenhuys,
described the Thirty-Second as having “the best fighting record in the South
African Army since World War II.” For their service in Angola he awarded
the Battalion new battle colors.82 Since its inception in 1976, the “Three-
Two” had suffered only two hundred casualties despite several major
engagements in Angola and Namibia. By 1989, South Africa had
withdrawn from Angola, ending overt support for UNITA. Ominously, the
Thirty-Second Battalion was relocated outside of Cape Town intact with



families included. As one senior South African Defense Forces official said,
“We will keep the 32nd Battalion intact until they are needed again.”83
Since then they have been deployed as peace-keeping forces in black South
African townships.

Intrigues During the Rainy Season
Ominously, however, MPLA-PT forces retreated only a few miles to

Menongue, where they apparently planned to wait out the Angolan rainy
season before continuing their drive against Jamba. Questions were raised
about Savimbi’s attitude toward defending Jamba at whatever cost. The
Maoist strategy employed by Savimbi warned against defending territory
against a superior force. Also, the internal political situation in South Africa
posed the question as to how long UNITA could count on South African
support.

Official sources estimated that Angola had thirty-five thousand Cuban
troops. Additionally, in 1984 and 1985, $2 billion worth of Soviet
equipment had arrived.84 Military offensives had been launched with
regularity, but none succeeded as well as the summer 1985 anti-UNITA
drive. Further, the new weaponry put South African forces at a qualitative
disadvantage for the first time. Could RSA afford to rescue Savimbi?

FALA forces continued their sabotage and ambush actions, but the focus
of UNITA efforts switched to Washington, D.C.

President Reagan and Soviet leader Gorbachev discussed regional
conflicts during their November 19–20, 1985 summit meeting.
Congressional conservatives had pushed for aid for UNITA almost as soon
as the Lomba River reports were received. Once again they found a pliable
Ronald Reagan, and this time the Clark Amendment was not in force.

Initially the National Security Council, CIA, and Department of Defense
favored some type of aid to UNITA. The State Department insisted on
maintaining current policy. Capitol Hill, however, would not be denied.
Congressman Claude Pepper (D-Fla.) introduced H.R. 3472, which would
have provided $27 million in nonlethal aid to UNITA.85 The Pepper bill
was the first in a series of legislative efforts to give lethal and/or nonlethal
aid to UNITA.



Secretary of State Shultz, realizing that the policy-making process might
be switched to Capitol Hill, wrote the House Republican Minority Leader,
Robert H. Michel (R-III.), a private letter asking him to oppose all pro-
UNITA measures. In a “Dear Colleague” letter to the House of
Representatives Michel reprinted the letter along with a scathing
denunciation of State Department policy toward UNITA.

Once again the ideological battle lines were drawn, with many of the
same players taking an identical position.86

For instance, the Congressional Black Caucus again urged the president
not to assist UNITA. Such assistance “would definitely ally the United
States with South Africa’s racist regime,” was the standard refrain.
Legislation was introduced which would prohibit any aid to UNITA, and
one group of congressmen began inserting quotations from “Chairman
Savimbi” into the Congressional Record, attempting to show Savimbi’s
eclectic political philosophy.87 One publication in Washington branded
Savimbi as Africa’s “new Idi Amin.”

Congressional supporters of UNITA continued to push for immediate
assistance. One bill calling for lethal aid garnered 100 cosponsors. Yet
opponents were also able to deliver 100 signatures in a letter to President
Reagan. Chevron Corporation, owner of the Cabinda Gulf facilities, also
continued to lobby against aid for UNITA. Significantly, a Senate bill was
not introduced until December 18 when the Congress was about to adjourn
for Christmas recess, and a resolution calling upon all parties to negotiate in
good faith was not even voted upon because of a procedural objection.

The Reagan administration initially decided upon a modest covert
operation for UNITA in early November 1985. Later in the month, the
president himself said he favored a covert action because such aid “would
have much more chance of success right now.” Moscow, sensing another
Angolan windfall, denounced Washington for supporting “bandits,”
“gangs,” and “terrorists.”88

As the 1985 congressional calendar drew to a close, UNITA supporters
lost several important votes, due in part to a lack of commitment from the
president.

Finally, the Reagan administration agreed to postpone covert assistance
until after the new year as a good faith gesture toward renewed U.S.-Angola



negotiations. Those talks began November 27.89
South Africa announced its support for renewed U.S. mediation efforts,

but such an announcement did not stop South Africa from invading Angola
again in late December with a force of four thousand troops.90

It appeared that Savimbi had abandoned the successful Maoist strategy
and was instead placing UNITA’s future into the hands of Ronald Reagan
and his conservative supporters in Congress. Ironically, Reagan, during his
six years in office, had done little of a substantive nature to assist UNITA.
Some observers felt that Savimbi was mistaking his priorities by insisting
on defending Jamba and waiting for U.S. aid which might never arrive.

Savimbi to America III—The Reward
During the height of the MPLA-PT offensive against UNITA in 1985,

Savimbi found time to meet with representatives of Black, Manafort, Stone,
and Kelly, a public relations and lobbying firm. The parties concluded a
$600,000 contract for the Washington D.C.- based firm to stage-manage a
Savimbi visit to the United States during January 1986.

The Black, Manafort, Stone, and Kelly firm had strong connections to the
Reagan administration. Arrangements were made for Savimbi to meet with
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and Secretary of State George P.
Shultz. Savimbi was greeted by President Reagan at the White House on
January 30. The president promised that the United States would be “very
helpful” to UNITA, but he did not specify exact aid.

Savimbi made guest appearances on “Nightline,” “60 Minutes,”
“MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour,” and “C-Span.” He was articulate,
charismatic, and well-rehearsed.

The United States wanted to be obliging. Chester Crocker warned
Chevron-Gulf and other petroleum companies that, “they are in the middle
of a war zone, that they are also in the middle of a rather hot political debate
in this country, and that they should be thinking about U.S. national
interests, as well as their own corporate interests, as they make their
decision.” Chevron expressed “surprise” at Crocker’s remarks. Chevron
stated that it was in Angola as a “straightforward commercial oil
exploration and production operation.”



The major policy concern in Washington remained, not whether to assist
UNITA, but how to supply the insurgents.

Overt assistance would anger some black African nations which objected
to South Africa’s support of UNITA.91 Covert aid was not supported by
liberals, nor by some conservatives who argued that foreign assistance
should be subjected to open, public debate. The Chairpersons of the Senate
and House Intelligence Committees opposed covert aid, though not
necessarily overt assistance.

Once again, because of Savimbi’s checkered career, the merits of
UNITA’s cause were submerged beneath the political intricacies of southern
Africa.92

Conservative congressmen and organizations continued various efforts
on UNITA’s behalf. They focused their efforts on Chevron. Twenty-nine
conservative organizations launched a campaign to force Chevron to
abandon its Angolan operations. Chevron, which had $600 million in
Angolan assets, claimed that the campaign had “negligible” results.

When Savimbi departed the United States in early February, his visit was
a “media war” success. But on this visit, Savimbi needed more than moral
support. By insisting on defending Jamba against superior forces, UNITA
troops were being overwhelmed by superior materiel. Savimbi needed U.S.
aid to overcome the Soviet/Cuban firepower, especially antitank and
antiaircraft weapons. Without these weapons, UNITA would be forced to
revert to guerrilla warfare. Such tactics would necessitate attacking every
economic target, including U.S. companies and properties—something
UNITA had tried to avoid.

President Reagan promised $10–15 million in covert aid for UNITA.
That aid, according to Chester Crocker, would be “relevant, effective, and
appropriate and that means as soon as we can.” Also, Savimbi received
some personal intelligence briefings from the Defense Intelligence Agency
—the DIA had supplied UNITA with some intelligence the previous
December. However, the CIA and State Department expressed the belief
that Savimbi “can’t win and can’t force a coalition government.” Was the
meager funding for UNITA a reflection of that belief? The Reagan
administration had been a staunch vocal supporter of anticommunist
insurgencies, but had given little monetary or material support.



Congressional conservatives had made UNITA aid the cornerstone of the
Reagan Doctrine, but a national consensus on Savimbi and UNITA simply
did not exist. Savimbi’s visit was successful. However, the Congressional
Black Caucus again refused to meet with him, demonstrators picketed his
speeches, the revelation of the intelligence community’s assessment of
UNITA, and the failure of supporters to pass a congressional resolution of
support—all these must have given him pause to reflect on U.S. support.

1986—The War Tapers Off
In March 1986, UNITA forces briefly captured the city of Andrada in

northeastern Angola. The city was located in Lunda province and was the
diamond-mining center of Angola. The rebels captured 150 hostages,
killing 60 MPLA-PT troops. The hostages were marched to Jamba and
released.93

Two months after Savimbi received President Reagan’s assurance of
military support, UNITA Special Force units allegedly attacked the Gulf-
Chevron facility in Cabinda.94 Chevron-Gulf denied the attack. Whether
the attack caused measurable damage or not, Savimbi sent a subtle message
to Washington that he expected the United States to fulfill its commitment
to UNITA.

The level of military activity in Angola was low throughout 1986.
UNITA released communiques reporting military action throughout the
country including Cabinda. However, it was not known whether MPLA-
PT/Cuban forces were deterred by reports of UNITA units possessing U.S.-
supplied Stinger missiles, or whether MPLA-PT was regrouping and
rearming after the 1985 campaigns.95

South Africa also raided southern Angola in May according to the SADF
against “SWAPO terrorists.” Angola maintained that South African raids
were designed as “constant acts of sabotage” as part of a “systematic policy
of destabilization.” In June 1986, unknown forces, probably South African,
attacked the port of Namibe in southwest Angola. Two Soviet ships were
sunk. TASS stated that, “actions of this kind cannot go unpunished,” that



evidence pointed to South Africa, and that responsibility rested with “those
who patronize the Republic of South Africa, above all the United States.”96

U.S. Covert Aid Begins
Democratic members of the U.S. Congress were opposed to a covert

assistance program for UNITA for two reasons. Either they desired not to
fund UNITA at all, or else they were ambivalent about aiding UNITA but
were opposed in principle to covert aid.97 In September 1986, the House of
Representatives rejected a ban on covert aid to UNITA by a vote of 229 to
186. The defeat of the amendment, which was attached to the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1987 (H.R. 4759), was a major victory for
the Reagan Doctrine. As Representative Dick Cheney (R-Wyo.) put it, “The
House should not legislate another victory for communism in Angola.”98

In retrospect, 1986 proved to be a military lull between two storms. Both
UNITA and MPLA-PT were materially depleted and psychologically
buffeted by the Battle of Lomba River. A U.S. supply pipeline had opened
to UNITA, however. Nineteen eighty-seven was to prove to be an important
year.

1987—The Decisive Battles
South Africa launched several early year incursions into Angola. They

were the first cross-border operations by the SADF since the previous
November. South Africa also acknowledged engaging Angolan troops
during the incursion killing forty-eight.99

The United States, attempting to woo UNITA from South Africa, began a
supply pipeline to UNITA through the Kamina air base in Zaire. With this
northern pipeline open, UNITA was expected to carry the civil war into
northeastern and northwestern Angola.100 South African intelligence
sources reported the transfer of five thousand Cuban troops from southern
Angola to Cabinda. This seemed to confirm that UNITA units had spread
the war from their traditional areas of support.



As the Angolan rainy season ended, the time for the annual MPLA-
PT/Cuban drive on Jamba approached. Again questions about the wisdom
and feasibility of defending Jamba arose.

For instance, an SADF official said, “If he tries to defend Mavinga,
Jamba and the infrastructure of the liberated zone in force, Mr. Savimbi
gives up his highly successful role as a guerrilla leader and risks taking
heavy losses in set-piece battles with a numerically superior and
betterarmed enemy.” But Jeremias Chitunda argued differently:

Mavinga is one thing, Jamba quite another. This is our provisional capital, our principal training
base and our main area for rest and recreation for our troops. It is where Mr. Savimbi receives the
world press and foreign dignitaries. Its loss would be damaging to our domestic morale and
hurtful to our international standing. No, we will hold Jamba at all costs and our guerrillas will
set the country aflame in the rear of the enemy, as far north as Luanda.101

Clearly, UNITA would attempt to hold Jamba. MPLA-PT, with its Cuban
and Soviet support, would attempt another assault. This time UNITA had
received defensive weapons from the United States, notably the Stinger
antiaircraft missile. Debate raged in the United States about supplying such
sophisticated weaponry to a group which might not be able to maintain
strict accountability for the missile.102

In June 1987, President Reagan decided to continue assistance to UNITA
for another year. Since 1985, UNITA had successfully attracted moderate
Democrats and Republicans. UNITA enjoyed much bipartisan support in
the U.S. Senate and substantial backing in the House of Representatives.103
U.S. military aid continued to flow through Zaire despite President
Mobutu’s assertions to the contrary.

On July 10, the expected FAPLA/Cuban offensive began. Two weeks
later, UNITA claimed success against the FAPLA offensive.104
Additionally, South African troops launched a major foray into Angola,
killing over one hundred ninety Angolan and SWAPO soldiers. The attack
had two objectives. The first was to route SWAPO forces near the Namibian
border. However, after routing the SWAPO guerrillas thirty-five miles from
the Angola-Namibia border, the SADF continued northward to engage two
Angolan battalions. This second attack was initiated to alleviate the
pressure on UNITA forces in the area.



Savimbi acknowledged that the offensive would be “a question of life or
death for UNITA.” UNITA military commanders also admitted that the
MPLA-PT forces would be met in a “conventional war.” UNITA believed
the expected offensive would have three thrusts: one from Cuito Cuanavale,
the second from Munhango on the Benguela rail line, and the third from
Lucusse in eastern Angola.105

By September, it was obvious that MPLA-PT had launched a major
offensive with 18,000 troops aimed at Mavinga. UNITA had amassed 8,000
guerrillas in defensive positions. The entire MPLA-PT operation involved
some 29,000 men, more than 100 T-55 tanks, MIG 21–23 fighter-bombers,
SU-22 tactical bombers, and MI-8 and, MI-24 helicopter gunships. The
capture of Mavinga was the primary objective of the offensive, with the
eastern and Benguela rail operations as deceptive maneuvers.

Lomba River—II
For the second time in three years, the Cuban-led MPLA-PT army

engaged UNITA forces at the Lomba River. In a battle described as the
“greatest military battle in the history of Africa south of the Sahara,”
UNITA guerrillas once again decisively defeated the FAPLA columns.106
South African forces had directly and substantially intervened in support of
UNITA. This time, however, South Africa did not attempt to disguise its
involvement. South African General Jans Geldenhuys admitted that his
forces had entered the battle for Mavinga only after FAPLA units had been
defeated, and after a Cuban mechanized infantry unit and tank corps had
entered the fray. Savimbi denied receiving any outside assistance. Savimbi
announced he was “very surprised” at the South African admission. He
suggested the SADF was attempting to claim credit for UNITA’s success.
The Soviet Union asserted that its troops had taken no part in the hostilities
and that “Pretoria’s falsehood had an obvious aim of justifying in some
direct way a direct intervention of the racist regime.”

South African Defense Minister Magnus Malan said it was South
Africa’s duty “to protect the region against Russian and Cuban
destabilization and objectives of eventual takeover. If our interests demand



that we take action against communist incursion, then we have no
choice.”107

South Africa intervened to assist UNITA employing the Thirty-Second
Battalion, SWATF, and regular units of the SADF. South African air units
were employed to support ground forces. Particularly impressive was the
devastating accuracy of the South African G-5 and G-6 artillery pieces. The
155-mm howitzers have a range of 27 miles.108

The FAPLA/Cuban troops, directed by Soviet General Konstantin
Shagnovitch and led by Soviet advisers down to the Brigade level, suffered
a tremendous defeat. According to UNITA, FAPLA/Cuban forces lost 2,032
troops, including 27 Soviets and 21 Cubans; 156 armoured vehicles,
including tanks; 26 combat aircraft, including 5 MIG-21 fighters and 247
military transport vehicles. UNITA reported capturing 33 tanks and
armoured vehicles, 206 military transport vehicles, 4 SA-8 antiaircraft
missile systems and numerous pieces of long-range artillery.109 Also, 300
FAPLA soldiers defected. Further, a Stinger missile shot down a MIG-23.
UNITA captured the 2 Cuban pilots: Lt. Col. Manuel Rocas Garcia and
Captain Ramos Cazados. Garcia was the highest-ranking officer ever
captured by UNITA forces.110 UNITA losses were 155 killed and 662
wounded. South African casualties were placed at 12 killed.

The other two prongs of the FAPLA offensive were more successful.
MPLA-PT forces succeeded in capturing several towns along the Benguela
Railroad, and others in eastern Angola. Some UNITA forces retreated into
Zambia where they were arrested by local authorities.

Cuito Cuanavale
After the defeat at Lomba River, Soviet and Cuban personnel were

airlifted to safety at Menongue. The battered MPLA-PT forces were left to
retreat overland to Cuito Cuanavale. UNITA began offensive operations
designed to harass the retreating troops and to capture Cuito Cuanavale,
easing pressure on Mavinga.111 South African forces reentered Angola to
disrupt SWAPO rainy-season operations. These troops stayed to assist
UNITA in the siege of Cuito Cuanavale.



As in 1975/76, as news of South Africa’s involvement was reported in
South Africa, questions were raised as to goals and policies. State President
P. W. Botha and five cabinet ministers travelled to southern Angola in early
November to emphasize the government’s support for the security
forces.112 Reports of battlefield casualties kept the Angolan situation in the
South African headlines. President dos Santos claimed that 230 South
Africans had been killed. Also, there were unconfirmed reports of mutinies
among the South African native battalions.113

Fidel Castro reassured Angolan President dos Santos of continued
support and agreed to reinforce the Cuban contingent.114 The Soviet Union
continued to transport military materiel to replace that lost in the offensive.
Meanwhile, UNITA forces harassed the retreating FAPLA back to Cuito
Cuanavale. By late November, it was apparent that UNITA meant to capture
the city. If successful, UNITA would have deprived Luanda of its most
important southern logistics and air base springboard.

South Africa decided to withdraw its soldiers gradually, except those
advancing on Cuito Cuanavale with UNITA. At the same time, the
promised Cuban reinforcements were arriving in southern Angola under
orders to engage the SADF. Cuba also airlifted the Fiftieth Division to
Angola, one of its most battle-hardened units.

However, South Africa rejected a UN demand to remove all its troops
unilaterally, saying, “South Africa has a direct interest in the security of the
region.” UN officials claimed that 7,000 SADF personnel were in Angola.
Luanda charged that 2,000 troops were advancing on Cuito Cuanavale.
Pretoria rejected such accusations.

By mid-January, UNITA and South African forces were pressing the
attack on Cuito Cuanavale. UNITA at first denied that South African units
were present, but later acknowledged the presence of SADF logistical units.

On January 26, UNITA announced that MPLA-PT forces had abandoned
Cuito Cuanavale and that UNITA forces were “half in control” of the city.
UNITA also captured Cuemba, a city of ten thousand which lay alongside
the Benguela Railroad in Bid province.115 Permanent occupation of
Cuemba would allow UNITA to transport men and materiel in vehicles



openly into northern Angola, more specifically, into Lunda North province,
the site of the diamond mines.

MPLA-PT had not abandoned Cuito Cuanavale. In fact, after initially
withdrawing, the Cuban troops returned to help defend the city against
UNITA. The South African units with UNITA continued to suffer casualties
(31 soldiers since July 1987) and to lose valuable combat aircraft, including
one Mirage. The South African forces, who were primarily engaged in air
and artillery support, never numbered more than 3,000. Soviet
commentators argued that South Africa was still in Angola with “8 regular
army battalions numbering 9,000 men.” By March, it was clear that UNITA
would be unable to seize Cuito Cuanavale using conventional military
tactics. The battle was a stalemate.116 Using guerrilla tactics, UNITA
forces had been more successful in central Angola, but the draw at Cuito
Cuanavale set the stage for peace talks.

The Meaning of Cuito Cuanavale
In 1987, at the second Battle of Lomba River, the FAPLA/Cuban forces

were decisively defeated by FALA/SADF soldiers. More importantly,
Lomba River II proved to the Soviet Union that UNITA could not be
defeated militarily. MPLA-PT did not concur with this view. The Reagan
Doctrine had played a major role in the victory. The Soviet Union could no
longer afford to supply FAPLA forces with $1 billion worth of military
equipment per year only to watch that equipment fall into UNITA hands.

As the MPLA-PT forces retreated toward Cuito Cuanavale, the Soviet
and Cuban advisers were airlifted to Menongue. FAPLA forces did partially
abandon Cuito Cuanavale, but Fidel Castro reinforced his Cuban contingent
with the Fiftieth Division, commanded by General Arnaldo Ochoa Sanchez.
Cuban forces re-entered Cuito Cuanavale with orders to hold the city.

UNITA was going to occupy Cuito Cuanavale at first, but as FAPLA
resolve toughened, UNITA commanders realized that the city could not be
captured except with heavy loss of life. After several thrusts, UNITA
decided to harass enemy communications and supply lines employing
traditional guerrilla techniques.



South Africa never had any intention of deploying its forces to capture
Cuito Cuanavale. Since July 1987, SADF had lost several dozen soldiers.
The press, politicians, and public, while supportive of the SADF role, were
also questioning SADF commanders regarding intentions and timetables.
Under this constraint, the projected casualties in attempting to seize a
fortified position held by Cuban troops was unacceptable. South African
forces contented themselves with shelling Cuito Cuanavale with their long-
range artillery, the G-5 and G-6.

The stalemate at Cuito Cuanavale helped MPLA-PT save face after the
disaster at Lomba River. By projecting Cuito Cuanavale as the “South
African Verdun” MPLA-PT could enter negotiations from relative strength,
rather than as a defeated military force. On the other hand, UNITA showed
that it was a power that had to be included in any meaningful regional
settlement. With President Reagan and Secretary Gorbachev developing a
friendlier relationship, the superpowers were about to work their will on all
parties in southern Africa.

South Africa was a regional power with certain foreign policy objectives.
South African Defense Forces aggressively sought to destroy ANC and
SWAPO bases not only in Angola, but in other southern African nations as
well.

At times, UNITA’s and South Africa’s policies converged. Joint actions
were embarked upon. Until the Brazzaville Accords, RSA supplied UNITA
with support at all levels. But there may come a time when the
UNITA/South African relationship is totally severed by UNITA. UNITA
sharing power in Angola might support a different regional policy.117

Other Sources of External Support
Conservative politicians in the United States extended both moral and

political support to Savimbi. Overall, Savimbi was disappointed with the
Reagan administration. Savimbi felt that, if elected, Ronald Reagan would
immediately and overtly supply UNITA with arms. However, it was five
years into the Reagan presidency before the United States began to supply
weapons. The United States allowed Savimbi to visit periodically and
maintain a full-time office in Washington, D.C.118 The United States,



however, developed its Angola policy in conjunction with African allies
from the rest of the continent. A steady stream of journalists to Jamba had
written complimentary stories about UNITA which aided Savimbi’s “media
war,” especially since Luanda was reluctant to admit Western newsmen.

Closer to Angola, Zambia and Zaire continued to abet UNITA’s activities
despite having nominally good relations with MPLA-PT. President Mobutu
of Zaire allowed flights to arrive and leave from Shaba and Kinshasa
destined for UNITA-held territory. Also, it was believed that UNITA troops
entered Cabinda via Zaire. Other reports indicated that Zaire was providing
a conduit for U.S. covert aid to UNITA through the Kamina air-base. The
motives of President Mobutu with respect to UNITA in 1989/90 were
difficult to fathom, but aid continued to flow to the rebels. President
Kaunda had an ambivalent relationship with Savimbi. On one level, he
blamed UNITA for a part of Zambia’s economic crisis, because UNITA
kept the Benguela Railroad closed. However, he refused to allow FAPLA to
attack UNITA bases in Zambia. In fact, he ignored the very existence of the
bases. In addition, most of UNITA’s timber trade was routed through
Zambia. Undoubtedly there was a good commercial relationship between
UNITA and high Zambian officials. Some of the UNITA air traffic flowed
eastward to either Zambia or Malawi. Morocco remained an important
friend. Supposedly, Savimbi maintained a residence in Rabat, and
instructors trained UNITA commandos there.

Some 500 UNITA officers had been schooled in Morocco in antitank
warfare, commando reconnaissance, logistics, communications, and
administration. The 500 returned to Angola in 1980 either to active service
or as instructors in UNITA’s own camps. Usually between 100 and 400
UNITA cadets were in Morocco at any time.

Senegal issued passports to UNITA diplomats, though the arrangement
was not as cordial since the departure of President Leopold Senghor.

UNITA received moral support from nations such as Togo, Tunisia, Ivory
Coast, Egypt, and Somalia. Kuwait and Saudi Arabia provided generous
subsidies to the movement.

A number of West European companies maintained contact with
Savimbi. One reason was to cover all eventualities in case UNITA should
ever come to power in Angola. Second, although there was no firm
evidence, the companies may have been paying UNITA protection money.



Tiny Rowland of Lonrho maintained extensive contacts with Savimbi and
even loaned UNITA a jet for travel purposes.

With SWAPO in power in Namibia, UNITA will be hampered in
receiving petroleum supplies and spare parts for electrical generators.
Additionally, the SWAPO-led government may allow FAPLA forces to use
Namibian territory as a base for an offensive against Jamba. It was believed
that UNITA had a two-year stockpile of arms and ammunition in 1989.
UNITA also built a large air strip at Jamba which could handle the largest
transport aircraft.

UNITA’s weaponry was mostly South African, but U.S. weapons were
received regularly beginning in 1986. The small arms were German-
designed G-3s made in South Africa and captured AK-47s. UNITA was
also successful in purchasing Spanish-made G-3s on the black market, as
well as the French-made antitank missiles, Milan and Apilas. FALA also
had 81-mm and 120-mm mortars, heavy machine guns, RPG-7 rocket
launchers, and an array of Soviet weaponry including 14.-5mm antiaircraft
artillery and SAM-7 heat-seeking missiles. The Soviet arms, some captured
by UNITA, were supplied by South Africa which captured them from
SWAPO. Since the repeal of the Clark Amendment, the United States has
furnished wire-guided TOW antitank missiles, 106-mm recoilless cannons,
and Stinger antiaircraft missiles. U.S. aid in 1990 totalled more than $50
million.

Despite having diplomatic relations with Angola, China made at least one
airlift of supplies to UNITA. In 1979, 550 tons of weapons were delivered.
They included AK-47 rifles, 75-mm recoilless cannons, 60-mm and 82-mm
mortars, antitank mines, rocket-propelled grenades (RPG), and 12.7-mm
antiaircraft guns.

With the South African connection ended, UNITA’s external support
dropped off but not dangerously so. The major donor became the United
States.

Because of UNITA’s Maoist tactics and other external support, peace is
not possible in Angola without the cooperation of UNITA.119 Sooner or
later, UNITA and MPLA-PT will have to reconcile to bring about a
conclusion of the civil war.

TABLE 6 2



TABLE 6.2 

UNITA’s External Support
Nation Moral Political Material Sanctuary

Belgiuma *

China (PRC)b * * *

Egyptc * *

Franced * *

Great Britaina *

Indiae * *

Iranf *

Israelg *

Ivory Coaste *

Kuwaith *

Malawii *

Moroccoj *

Portugala *

Quatarh *

Saudi Arabiah * *

Senegalk * * *

Somaliae *

South Africal * * *

Southwest Africa Namibial * * * *

Sudane *

Switzerlanda *

Tanzaniam *

Togoe *

Tunisiae *

Ugandah *



Nation Moral Political Material Sanctuary

United Arab Emiratesh *

United Statesn * * *

West Germanyi *

White Angolan Settlerso * * *

Zairep * * * *

Zambiaq * * *

a Allowed UNITA representatives in the country primarily to protect foreign nationals working in
Angola.
b Political and material support ended in 1975. Despite diplomatic relations with Angola, PRC
remained sympathetic to UNITA.
c Gave unspecified material support in the 1960s.
d Donated money and may still train UNITA troops in Morocco and possibly in Zaire, also. In 1984,
however, France refused to issue Savimbi a visa. In 1984 and 1988, 37 UNITA members were trained
in sabotage by the French DGSE Secret Service.
e Unspecified support.
f Monetary support stopped with the downfall of Shah.
g Rumors stated that Israelis trained UNITA soldiers in Zaire.
h Primarily monetary resources.
i Allowed UNITA planes landing rights.
j Trained UNITA commandos. Savimbi maintained a “safe house” at Rabat.
k Now has diplomatic relations with Angola but still grants some measure of support.
l Once UNITA’s major benefactor. Supplied arms, weapons, medicines, food, oil and gas, training
and sanctuary in Namibia. RSA halted all material assistance in 1988.
m Trained UNITA recruits in early 1970s.
n Material support ended with passage of the Clark Amendment in December 1975. The Clark
Amendment was repealed in 1985. By December of that year, Congress had introduced legislation
providing for both lethal and non-lethal aid for UNITA, and the CIA had begun a covert supply
program by February 1986. By 1990, assistance was valued at $40–60 million per annum.
o White Angolans were no longer a factor by fall 1975. Some whites in Angola and Portugal
supported UNITA.
p UNITA troops trained in Zaire and may have entered northern Angola and Cabinda via Zaire.
q Allowed UNITA forces to cross border to conduct trade for UNITA timber.
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7

Government Response to the UNITA Insurgency

Between 1975 and 1983, MPLA-PT was recognized as the legal
government of Angola by every major nation except the United States.
UNITA was recognized by none. Despite successful UNITA efforts to the
contrary, MPLA-PT controlled communications, industry, transportation,
banking, defense and the judiciary. In other words, the political/economic
infrastructure of the nation.1 Part of this domination extended from the
Alvor Agreement, where MPLA-PT gained control of important ministries,
especially Finance.

Since the end of the civil war and the growth of the UNITA insurgency,
MPLA had not been idle. Like FNLA and UNITA, MPLA was a signatory
to the Alvor Agreement, and had a legal and historical place in the future of
Angola. When Portugal turned over power to the “people” of Angola on
November 11, 1975, MPLA controlled the capital city with the assistance of
Cuba and the Soviet Union, and thus, were the “people.” The civil war that
followed was the product of a series of failed agreements, personality
clashes and outside interference. The civil war was so violent, the effects so
damaging, and the conflict so ideologically widespread that reconciliation
has been impossible.

MPLA Consolidation?
Following the civil war MPLA began to consolidate the revolution,

assisted by its new Cuban, Soviet, and Eastern Bloc allies. Western
multinationals in Angola made new arrangements or contracts with MPLA,
and business continued as usual. Meanwhile, diplomatic recognition was
being extended from all comers of the globe. Most Western nations
recognized the military reality in Angola, noting as France did that the
MPLA “exercises authority over most of the territory.”



Politically, SWAPO caused a furor when it announced that it might seek
Cuban assistance much as MPLA had. “We reserve the right to invite them,
too,” a SWAPO spokesman said. The new Angolan government spoke of its
internationalist duty to aid other African liberation movements. And, for
what would not be the last time, Angola expressed a desire for formal
diplomatic ties with the United States. President Neto also began efforts to
ease tensions with neighboring nations, most notably Zaire and South
Africa. In February 1976, Neto signed a friendship agreement with
President Mobutu of Zaire, supposedly stating that Angola would monitor
the Katangans if Mobutu would monitor the activities of FNLA. Neto also
backtracked on Angolan support of SWAPO, refusing to give SWAPO any
guarantees.2

Economically, MPLA faced a massive task of reconstructing an economy
ravaged by eighteen months of civil war.3 The white settlers essential to the
Angolan economy were gone. The number one revenue producer—the
Cabindan oil fields—were still closed, although Gulf Oil was prepared to
return. Agriculturally, the coffee plantations in the north were devastated by
fighting and neglect.4 MPLA faced a mammoth task even if peace had
reigned throughout Angola.

For a period, the Angolan scene was so calm that the Soviet Union cut
back its military deliveries, and in the top MPLA leadership strains
developed over the future of the Cuban presence in Angola.5 The MPLA,
always faction-ridden, split along the more moderate positions of either
easing the Cubans out and becoming a good regional neighbor (Neto) or a
more militant stance in the region (Nito Alves).

Apparently the debate raged in Havana and Moscow as well. Havana
agreed to supply more assistance of a “technical character.” For its part,
Moscow praised Cuban solidarity with the Angolan people, blaming
Washington for stirring up the Angolan civil war.6 However, with the flurry
of diplomatic activity, Angola found it necessary to reiterate that Cuban-
Angolan relations “had been cemented with the blood of Cuban and
Angolan soldiers shed together.”

Militarily, South Africa announced it would create a one-thousandmile
no-man’s land along the Namibian border. Such actions would clearly



undermine Angolan sovereignty, a condition Angola could not permit.
Along the northern border, FNLA remained silent. It was still unknown,
however, how severely FNLA had been ravaged during the civil war.
Consequently, renewed FNLA actions were considered likely by Luanda.

Despite the gloomy situation in Angola, Cuba announced the intention of
withdrawing its troops from Angola. In a letter to Swedish Prime Minister
Olof Palme, Castro wrote that Cuba would reduce its forces to 5,000 troops
by the end of 1976, with the remainder to be withdrawn during the
following six months. Swedish authorities believed 18,000 Cuban troops
were in Angola, and that over 400 had actually settled in the country (along
with their families). Additionally, the Swedes believed that the Cubans
would remain in Angola as long as they were required. This differed from
the U.S. interpretation of the letter. American officials presumed that Cuban
forces would be withdrawn by mid-1977.

With the benefit of hindsight, it is possible Angola, under the MPLA,
was prepared to ship the Cubans home and develop a nonaligned foreign
policy to lure Western capital, credit, and technology.7 However, by June,
reports were filtering out of Angola that UNITA was still in existence,
beginning to re-establish its political base, and staging guerrilla attacks
against government outposts and Cuban troops.

Neto himself, acknowledged that MPLA was troubled by “guerrilla
attacks and dissidents within.” In an interview, Neto said, “These activities
have been one of the factors which have hindered our national
reconstruction process.” By August 1976, President Neto was forced to
travel to Cuba to negotiate for continued Cuban military and economic
support.8 Both sides agreed on the need to reduce Cuba’s military presence,
but Castro stipulated that his soldiers would remain “as long as necessary.”
Economically, Cuba agreed to provide doctors, nurses, teachers, bricklayers
and engineers. Also, experts on internal distribution, external trade, labor
organization, fishing, information and propaganda or as Castro put it,
cooperation will cover “every possible field.”9 In October, Neto journeyed
to Moscow, where he signed a twenty-year Treaty of Friendship and
Cooperation. Article 10 of that treaty stated the two parties “will continue to



develop cooperation in the military field.” Other articles called for
“economic, technical, and scientific cooperation.”10

Additionally, the Soviet Bloc became more involved in economic
projects, military planning, political organizing, and internal security.11
African allies also lent a hand. By early 1977, Nigeria reportedly had five
thousand troops engaged in anti-insurgent operations.

UNITA Reappears
Guerrilla activity was on the increase in Angola. The Benguela Railroad,

repaired for a time, was scheduled to reopen in August 1976. However, as
quickly as one bridge was repaired, UNITA guerrillas would destroy
another or inflict other damage to the rail. Zaire and Zambia, both heavily
reliant on the Benguela, urged Angola to open the rail as soon as possible.
President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia twice urged President Neto to form a
government of national unity so Angola could begin its desperately needed
economic rebuilding. Savimbi had already warned Kaunda that the
Benguela would remain closed until a political settlement was reached
between UNITA and MPLA.12 Still, on September 22, Angola and Zambia
established diplomatic relations.

MPLA maintained that South Africa was behind UNITA’s success in
keeping the Angolan rail system closed. UNITA’s success insured that Zaire
and Zambia both suffered economically, placing a premium value on South
Africa’s rail system. Having to rely on the South African economy made
Pretoria’s detente with black Africa easier.

Anti-UNITA Offensives
In November 1976, a combined FAPLA/Cuban force launched the first

major post-civil-war offensive against UNITA. The offensive took place in
southern Angola near the Namibian border, reportedly assisted by SWAPO
units.13

Namibian authorities claimed the drive was against the Uukwanyama
tribe, a known supporter of UNITA. “All boys older than 10 years of age



belonging to this tribe are singled out and shot by the rival forces and the
women abducted,” said Mr. de Wet, the Commissioner General for the
Indigenous Peoples of South West Africa. Thousands of refugees streamed
across the Namibian border in search of sanctuary from the scorched-earth
tactics employed by the FAPLA/Cuban forces. The New York Times
editorialized that MPLA, which supported the Marxist doctrine of the
“liquidation of exploitation of man by man,” was doing its best to “liquidate
the… remnants of UNITA.”

By the end of the five-week FAPLA/Cuban offensive a fifteen-hundred-
yard-wide no-man’s land had been created along the Angolan-Namibian
border. According to refugees, anyone caught in the zone was shot. Finally,
when SWAPO guerrillas, along with the Angolan refugees, began to
infiltrate Namibia, South Africa closed the border from its side.

MPLA Rupture
On May 27, 1977, MPLA was once again racked by internal dissension.

This time, however, it was not merely inter-party politics, but a coup d’état
against Agostinho Neto. The attempted coup was led by Nito Alves and
Jose Van Dunem. Western observers believed the two to be pro-Moscow
hardliners who objected to President Neto’s policy of moderation and
nonalignment.14 The conspirators succeeded in capturing the Luanda radio
station but were unsuccessful in attempts to seize the presidential palace,
army headquarters, and the city prison. The revolt was quickly suppressed,
but President Neto lost six members of the governing Council of
Revolution, and scattered resistance continued for several days.15 Radio
Luanda urged the people of Angola to rally around President Neto and the
MPLA. Neto ordered the arrests of hundreds for suspected complicity in the
plot.

Later information revealed that Cuban troops in Luanda had played a key
role in protecting vital installations from the conspirators. Alves had been a
prominent military commander in the war against Portugal, and he was able
to persuade at least one armoured brigade to join the insurrection. But, it
was not enough. Alves, known for his close support for the Soviet Union,
was unable to persuade his countrymen to end the rule of President Neto.16



There was no conclusive evidence that the Soviet Union knew about, or
approved of, Alves’ attempt.17 The coup attempt, while temporarily
disquieting, served to reunite the MPLA around the leadership of President
Neto and his moderate policies. In August, Neto made a secret trip to Cuba
to urge Castro to increase Cuban troop strength. South African intelligence
monitored the arrival of four thousand soldiers in mid-September. Internal
and external difficulties were making Neto more reliant on Cuban aid.

MPLA-PT
In October 1976, the MPLA Central Committee decided to launch the

transition to a Leninist party. The committee declared 1977 would be “Year
of the Founding of the Party and of Production for Socialism.”

The Party also made extensive efforts to educate the people. The MPLA
noted that socialism required a “people’s democracy,” which could only be
achieved if the “whole people were led by clear and scientific political
guidance that will necessarily be Marxism-Leninism.” President Neto gave
speeches, travelled the nation, directed seminars and discussions to explain
the forthcoming Party Congress.

At the opening session of the MPLA Party Congress, Neto announced,
“Either there is capitalism or there is socialism—there is no other way.” The
party’s strength would be based on “the synthesis of Marxist-Leninist
theory with MPLA’s own revolutionary experience….”

On December 10, 1977, the MPLA-PT was founded. The Angolan
revolution was entering a new phase of democratic revolutionary
dictatorship under the leadership of the new working-class party (MPLA-
PT), in which national reconstruction would build the economic
foundations for a Leninist society. In the rectification campaign which
followed, MPLA-PT reduced its membership from 110,000 card-carrying
members to 31,098. Later, MPLA-PT membership would sink to 20,000.

The Year of Decision
As early as 1978, specialists on Africa had concluded that MPLA-PT

could not survive the loss of Soviet-Cuban support. The Cuban presence in



Angola was seen as crucial to a regime that could not militarily defeat
UNITA, nor negotiate with the more popular Savimbi. Ironically, Cuba,
noted for its guerrilla tactics and successes, was now fighting a
conventional war against guerrilla forces schooled in Chinese tactics.
Another twist in the story was the American presence in Cabinda, guarded
by Cuban troops, pumping valuable petroleum which paid MPLA-PT
royalties spent on Soviet weapons and Cuban soldiers to battle UNITA.18

Nineteen seventy-eight also saw the temporary reemergence of FNLA
from Zaire. FNLA, much to British consternation, had continued to recruit
mercenaries in Great Britain. Reportedly, two hundred joined FNLA in
March and participated in a meaningless, cross-border strike against an
Angolan city.

UNITA also announced a new government offensive against its troops.
The attack, led by 5,000 Cuban and 1,000 SWAPO troops, was supported
by MIG fighter-bombers and helicopter gunships. South African authorities
termed the operation “a large-scale eradication campaign in Angola.”

During April 1978, President Neto travelled to Moscow, reportedly
seeking increased military assistance to help battle the growing UNITA
threat. Rumors in Angola attributed the visit to Neto’s seeking medical
treatment for his deteriorating health. Yet he appeared on Moscow
television and met with Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev in seeming good
health. The Soviet Union pledged to continue “all-out support” to the
“heroic Angolan people.”

For the first time since 1976, South African troops entered Angola in
force in May 1978. The invasion, “Operation Reindeer,” followed closely
on the FAPLA/Cuban anti-UNITA operation in Cunene and Cuando
Cubango province. The RSA attack was against SWAPO positions and
bases, but it was also designed to resupply and ease the military pressure on
UNITA in those areas. Also in May, the Katangan gendarmes had launched
a second invasion of Zaire through Angolan territory. Belgian and French
paratroopers, airlifted by U.S. cargo planes, helped defeat the invasion
force. Cuba and Angola were blamed for training and assisting the
Katangans, which led to increased tension in the area.

In June, MPLA-PT/Cuban forces launched another offensive in three
southern Angola provinces. Five thousand Cuban troops entered Bié,



Huambo, and Cuando Cubango provinces. UNITA sources claimed this to
be the seventh such offensive since 1976. UNITA reported that it had
stopped the offensive, inflicting heavy casualties on the Cuban-led forces.

Politically, MPLA-PT continued to take modest steps in an attempt to
improve relations with the West. During the first half of 1978, Angola
established diplomatic ties with Canada and Portugal. Neto had several
reasons for seeking Western diplomatic relations. He wanted Zaire to end its
growing support of UNITA, and he did not want Angola to become a battle
ground for Zaire, South Africa and Namibia. Moreover, while grateful for
Soviet-Cuban military support, economic assistance was not forthcoming.
In fact, several economic disputes had arisen among the allies over
commercial issues such as fishing rights. Finally, Western capital would be
needed to help Angola recover economically and prosper.

U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance announced that the United States
was willing to work with Angola “in more normal ways.” The United
States, which only weeks earlier had discussed the possibility of supplying
weapons to UNITA, sent Donald McHenry to Angola to discuss the
situation along the Angola-Zaire border and, presumably, U.S.-Angola
relations. Angola reacted favorably to the McHenry visit, telling the envoy
it would try to prevent Katangan incursions into Zaire.

Increasingly, Neto was finding himself in an untenable position. If he
could obtain Western economic assistance, would that alienate his Cuban
and Soviet military suppliers? If he sent the Cubans home, as the United
States insisted, could FAPLA forces defeat a strong UNITA? Finally, would
the Cubans leave if asked to by the Angolans? These questions and others
tormented Neto about his relations with the United States and the Eastern
Bloc.

Zaire-Angola Relations
Zaire and Angola in 1978 agreed to reopen the Benguela Railroad and

exchange refugees. Significantly, the joint communique issued mentioned
no date for the reopening of the rail line.19 President Mobutu needed the
rail operational so that Zairian copper could be easily exported; Neto
needed Mobutu to calm the border area between the two countries.



Reportedly, Neto arrested Nathaniel Mbumba, the Katangan rebel leader, as
a goodwill gesture toward Mobutu.20

Angola and Zaire established diplomatic relations in August 1978.
Sources in Washington and South Africa denied reports, issued immediately
following establishment of relations, that Mobutu had arrested Savimbi. If
President Neto could solve his northern frontier problems, with the
attendant Bakongo refugee situation, he would be free to focus his energies
and troops to the south, toward UNITA. While FNLA was relatively
inactive, the large Bakongo community could be incited or stilled by
Mobutu. The two leaders exchanged visits to demonstrate their new
friendship but, ultimately, little ever came from the establishment of
diplomatic ties. Mobutu refused to end his association with FNLA and
UNITA, and he maintained a careful vigilance over activities in Cabinda.

Neto Searches for an Equilibrium
Neto had shown flexibility in negotiating with the West. He was willing

to risk the ire of Cuba and the Soviet Union over his nonalignment policy;
he made good-faith efforts to control rebel forces using Angola as a
sanctuary; and he attempted to reassure his neighbors about Angola’s good
intentions. For Washington, however, the presence of Cuban troops easily
overshadowed the possibility of diplomatic recognition by the United
States.21 Neto had success with other nations, especially in Europe. Neto
told a visiting member of the European Economic Community that Angola
was eager for economic relations with them and did not wish to be
dominated by the Soviet Bloc.

In October 1978, FAPLA/Cuban forces launched yet another offensive
against UNITA territory. A London Times reporter, Michael Nicholson, was
with UNITA at the time. The government offensive caused his 10-day visit
to last 110 days. Nicholson wrote that helicopter gunships were piloted by
East Germans, who also commanded FAPLA troops on the ground. Savimbi
claimed that the Katangan gendarmes had been incorporated into FAPLA
units to assist in the attack. Additionally, other sources indicated that the
offensive was engineered by twelve Soviet generals, who had recently
arrived.



The United States continued its “cat-and-mouse” game with Luanda by
sending Assistant Secretary of State Richard Moose to Angola for
consultations. A State Department spokeswoman noted, “his trip does not
imply that we are prepared to move toward the diplomatic recognition of
the Angolan government.” Meanwhile, in December, Neto took further
steps to consolidate his grip upon MPLA-PT. Initial reports indicated that
Neto himself had been replaced. Later it was confirmed that Prime Minister
Lopo do Nascimento and the Economics Minister, Carlos Rocha Dilowa
had been ousted. The cabinet shuffle was seen as a way of strengthening
Neto’s position, but to what purpose? Was Neto succumbing to those who
argued against his tentative links with the West, or was he enhancing his
policy of nonalignment?

Days later, in December 1978, U.S. Senator George McGovern visited
Luanda, and was accorded the “red-carpet” treatment by MPLA-PT
officials. Clearly, Neto believed that diplomatic ties with the United States
were the key to Angola’s economic and political problems. But again, Neto
was forced to state that the condition of having the Cubans leave Angola
was too heavy a price to pay. Neto said that Angola needed Cuba’s
assistance because “we are being daily attacked by the South Africans.”
McGovern was also allowed to visit three Americans held in
Angolanjails.22 In a departing statement, McGovern said that diplomatic
ties between the two nations would be mutually beneficial, but that both
sides would have to compromise.

The cabinet shake-up, coupled with the visits to Luanda by Moose and
McGovern, led many analysts to believe that Angola wanted to ease its
dependence on the Soviet Union. At a rally marking the MPLA-PT’s
twenty-second anniversary, Neto repeatedly mentioned the need to “defend
the independence of the Party.” Analysts regarded this as a subtle slap
against Soviet and Cuban influence in Angola. Dilowa, the Economics
Minister, had just returned from Cuba, where he had signed dozens of
accords which provided for additional Cuban economic assistance when he
was dismissed. The position of “Prime Minister” was simply dropped from
the hierarchy of the Angolan government.

Neto was facing a crisis of confidence, not only in Angola but also within
the MPLA-PT itself. In the course of nineteen months, his government had



suffered a coup attempt, plus an internal house-cleaning. UNITA, which had
been virtually destroyed in 1976, was now becoming a low-level, yet
intensely active, guerrilla movement. In addition, South Africa was aiding
UNITA, along with constantly harassing SWAPO bases in Angola, with the
resultant loss of Angolan lives and property. Economically, Angola had not
yet recovered to pre-war levels of production. The marketplace in most
cities was one of want and bare shelves. The Soviet Union and Cuba, still
valuable allies, could not or would not help Angola economically rebuild.23
Neto believed that ties with the United States could be the key to alleviating
all of Angola’s woes.

Even without official U.S. recognition, Neto took steps to lure Western
companies, especially U.S. oil companies, to Angola. A new law was
promulgated which gave ownership of all petroleum found in Angola to the
state, but allowed equal production rights between the founding company
and Angola. He also partially changed his position on the Cuban troops in
Angola. Making no mention of UNITA, Neto argued that when Namibia
was free, Angola would send the Cubans home. With an independent
Namibia, UNITA supply lines would be cut, and UNITA would slowly
disintegrate. Previously, Neto had argued that Cuban troops remained in
Angola only to assist government forces against South African troops.

The first six months of 1979 saw a rash of South African incursions into
Angola, combined with increased UNITA guerrilla activity.24

Death of an Angolan Patriot
Neto, who had long been ill with cancer, went to Moscow in September

1979 where he died during an emergency operation. Throughout his life, he
was a genuine Angolan patriot. He had fought bravely against Portuguese
colonialism and led Angola against external enemies, internal
revolutionaries, and deviationists in the MPLA-PT.25 At the time of his
death, Angola was a nation struggling to right itself from the disastrous civil
war. While Neto governed Angola, he refused to take into account the
reality of Angola politics. UNITA was a political movement largely based
upon a group of people who were historically opposed to the Luanda-
Mbundu people. Neto’s refusal to negotiate with UNITA helped reinforce



this attitude among other Angolan peoples. UNITA’s exclusion from the
government insured continued South African meddling in Angola’s internal
affairs. Agostinho Neto was unable to break this vicious cycle of Angolan
politics.

The MPLA-PT assured a peaceful succession by quickly appointing José
Eduardo dos Santos as President, and Lucio Lara as Chief of the MPLA-
PT.26 Neto was buried on September 13, but politics continued as usual.
UNITA immediately called for negotiations to end the civil war. Jeremias
Chitunda, UNITA’s Foreign Minister, claimed that Neto had wanted to
begin such talks but was hesitant because of the hardliners in the MPLA-
PT.27 Other tales circulated regarding Neto’s relationship with members of
his party, the Soviet Union, and Cuba. Neto was worried about the Cubans
in Angola, and the influence of the Soviets on some MPLA-PT members.
Further, Cuba and the Soviet Union had split on what future course to take
regarding Angola; the Soviets secretly backed the Alves coup, which the
Cubans ended by supporting Neto. Finally, the diplomat said that three
other assassination attempts had occurred by members of the MPLA-PT,
with Moscow’s approval, before 1975.28 After Angola’s independence
Neto’s name was too valuable, plus the Soviets knew the condition of his
health. Nevertheless, Cuba and the Soviet Union’s places in Angola
remained unchanged, simply because the external and internal influences on
the MPLA-PT remained unaltered also.

Andrew Young, the U.S. Ambassador to the UN, during an African trade
mission, blamed U.S. policy for Angola’s Soviet ties. “I have always felt it
is stupid to be afraid of Cubans … we should go in there and compete with
them,” said Young.29

Dos Santos Takes Charge
Less than two weeks after Neto’s death, the seventy-five-man Central

Committee of the MPLA-PT officially named Planning Minister José
Eduardo dos Santos as President of Angola. The quick selection of dos
Santos seemed to indicate that party officials wished to avoid a possible



power struggle. Angola resumed its day-to-day concerns with the economy,
UNITA, and South Africa.

Angola applied for membership to the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC). The membership request was turned down for
unknown reasons. Most likely, conservative Arab states did not want
another radical member in the organization. On the other hand, Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait were known financial supporters of Jonas Savimbi and
UNITA. However, in keeping pace with OPEC prices Angola announced a
6.3 percent increase in the price of Cabinda crude oil. Likewise, Angola
continued efforts to increase its petroleum production by receiving a $96.9
million loan from the Export-Import Bank for offshore oil production
facilities. The loan was made despite the fact that the United States had no
diplomatic relations with Angola. Angola also became a member of the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC)
consisting of: Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and Angola. The group’s stated purpose was
to loosen economic ties with South Africa, strengthening ties between one
another.

Dos Santos Securely in Power
Despite the necessity of Cuban troops, they were also an economic

burden to the Angolans. For example, Angola paid $600 a month for every
Cuban school teacher, allowed the Soviet Union to keep 75 percent of the
fish caught in Angolan territorial waters, provided rent and utilities for the
Soviets’ housing, and repaid its debt for weapons with most of its income
from oil and coffee.30 It was estimated for every one dollar earned, Angola
spent sixty cents on the military or on meeting its financial commitments to
Moscow. Privately, Angolan officials at the highest level complained about
Soviet aid, or lack of aid. One said, “I don’t think our future is with the
Russians.” But the prevailing sentiment was reflected in the following,
“What do you think would happen if we cut our lifeline to the one country
that’s been an ally from the start?” Dos Santos travelled to Moscow in
December 1979, where he signed interparty development agreements,
scientific and cultural protocols, and economic and technical cooperation



pacts. The U.S.S.R. sent a thirty-five-member military delegation to assess
Angola’s needs in the face of “constant enemy attacks.”

Another economic burden was the toll of the war on Angolan agriculture,
especially coffee. In 1980, the Angolan coffee crop totaled fifty-three
thousand tons, less than a quarter of the export level achieved during the
colonial period. The head of the coffee marketing board blamed the 1978
drought and, surprisingly, the guerrilla war in northern Angola.31

President dos Santos continued the policies of his predecessor. MPLA-PT
continued the transformation into a Leninist Party.32 MPLA-PT sought to
increase membership, to politically educate and motivate cadres, to
reorganize governmental bureaucracy along party lines, and to insure
primacy of MPLA-PT directives and decisions.

Ronald Reagan and U.S. Policy
By 1981, dos Santos also had to ponder the effects of Ronald Reagan

upon U.S. African policy. Candidate Reagan had suggested arming UNITA
guerrillas, while President Reagan was viewed as sympathetic to South
Africa. The president’s new Secretary of State for African Affairs, Chester
Crocker, had written in 1980 that the “United States would serve its best
own interests by admitting publicly the legitimacy of the UNITA struggle
….”33 Two months after Reagan was inaugurated, Paulo Jorge, Angola’s
Foreign Minister, warned that U.S. attempts to assist UNITA “would have
grave consequences forthe whole region.” Jorge dismissed UNITA as a
“phantom” organization. Jorge, however, was reluctant to criticize the
United States, saying he hoped Angola and the United States could improve
relations.

June 1981 saw the United States and Angola agree to reach some accord
regarding the status of Namibia. President dos Santos recalled all his
Ambassadors from abroad to sound out and instruct them on the Angola
position. Meanwhile, the United States dispatched Deputy Secretary of
State William Clark to Pretoria to nudge the South Africans toward a
negotiated settlement. South Africa greeted such a suggestion by launching
“Operation Carnation” against SWAPO bases in Angola. While South
African forces were mopping up in southern Angola, U.S. Congressman



Howard Wolpe (D-Mich.), Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on African Affairs, visited Luanda as the head of a five-
member congressional delegation. The congressmen were given a warm
reception and assurances that the Angolans wanted better ties with the
United States.34 South Africa followed this visit with another incursion,
“Operation Protea,” this time killing and capturing Soviet military
personnel. The Soviets admitted that their personnel were in Angola, but
claimed that they had no combat role and that their presence in Angola was
widely known. Moscow pledged to continue to provide “political,
diplomatic and material support” to Angola. During the South African
invasion, a Soviet naval squadron appeared off Angola’s coast. The task
force consisted of a Kara-class guided missile destroyer, a Krivak-class
torpedo boat, and a Kazbek supply vessel. Later, the ships would slowly sail
around the Cape of Good Hope off the South African shore. Moscow also
began diplomatic efforts to secure the release of its soldiers.

In October, Angola made its strongest push for a settlement in Namibia.
South Africa had raided Angola several times in the preceding months with
deadly effectiveness, the U.S. Senate had voted to repeal the Clark
Amendment, and UNITA was increasing the scope and scale of its activities
throughout Angola. Angola had to find a way to placate South Africa or the
whole region could erupt into warfare.35 Angola’s rapid entrance into the
Namibian question could only have happened with Moscow’s approval.
Moscow was uneasy about Angola’s attempted Western contacts but either
was sure of Angola’s failure, certain of Cuban enforcement of Angolan
revolutionary fervor, or genuinely wanted a settlement.

Following the South African raids in August, Cuba had reinforced its
Angola contingent from 12,000 to 15,000 troops. Angolan officials
maintained that it cost $40 per day per soldier to maintain Cuba’s support.
At a level of 15,000 troops, it cost Angola over $200 million a year to
support the Cuban troops. If the level were 25,000 troops, as Castro would
later admit, the cost escalated to $365 million. The figure did not include
the cost of Soviet weapons to arm Angola’s own troops, nor did it include
the expense of maintaining a large army, air force, and navy.

Dos Santos also continued the policy of breaking Angola out of its
regional isolation. During 1981, dos Santos met with Abdou Diouf of



Senegal, and with El Hadj Omar Bongo of Gabon, regarding their support
of UNITA and FLEC, respectively. While no firm agreements were
reached, dos Santos showed adroitness at locating problems and attempting
to resolve them.

No better example of this policy was shown than in January 1982, when
the U.S. Secretary of State for African Affairs and Paulo Jorge, Angola’s
Foreign Minister, agreed to meet in Paris to discuss issues of mutual
interest.36 Jorge met with Chester Crocker for fifteen hours, and seven
hours more in a March gathering. Both sides were “frank” in their views on
southern Africa.

Moscow-Angola Relations
For years Western analysts had speculated that Angola was trying to

loosen its ties with Cuba and the Soviet Union.37 Angola fueled such
conjecture by occasionally meeting with U.S. representatives. It was
evident that Angola was willing to compromise on various issues to attain
U.S. recognition. For its part, however, the United States insisted on the
departure of the Cuban troops from Angola. This posture had been
maintained through three presidents of both political parties. Both dos
Santos and Neto realized that MPLA-PT could not easily remain in power if
Soviet/Cuban support were withdrawn. The Soviet Union realized this too.

Moscow allowed Luanda to negotiate with the United States, but always
disrupted the process at any sign of real progress. In a sense, both South
Africa and the Soviet Union were allied in the cause of seeing Angola
remain unstable. One week after the Paris meeting, Angola and Russia
signed a ten-year economic agreement, plus a five-year trade, economic,
and technical cooperation accord. It was believed that the agreements
included anew military aid package.38 Moscow’s generosity apparently was
stirred by U.S.-Angolan contacts, as well as a desire to protect the status of
the SWAPO/ANC presence in Angola.

Military, economic, technical, and cultural assistance was offered, and
even KGB disinformation techniques were employed on behalf of the
Angolan government by the U.S.S.R.39



MPLA-PT Maneuvers
On February 17, 1982, Angola and Senegal announced the establishment

of diplomatic relations. This breakthrough was especially important because
Senegal allowed UNITA to maintain a political mission, the last black
African nation do so.40 In March, Crocker and Jorge again met in Paris.
David Rockefeller told reporters it would be “to the advantage” of the
United States to develop normal relations with Angola.

By June, Angola had swung full circle by rejecting any linkage between
Cuban troops in Angola and independence for Namibia.41 The Namibian
independence negotiations, which had never achieved any meaningful
status, now took a turn for the worse as the South Africans refused to
consider Namibian freedom, while 18,000 to 20,000 Cubans remained in
Angola. South Africa, as it had since 1975, allowed negotiations to stumble
along until a possible settlement was likely, then would either attack
Angola, or introduce a new set of demands from SWAPO and Angola.
South Africa’s occupation of Namibia cost $1 billion a year, and had been
termed by Prime Minister Botha as “a millstone around South Africa’s
neck.” Yet, the hardships of a Namibian stalemate fell most heavily on
Angola.

Vernon Walters, a special U.S. envoy, arrived at Luanda in July to discuss
Namibia with Angolan leaders. Walters expressed the hope that the
meetings would lead to peace in southern Africa.42 This time, however, the
Angolans were not so agreeable. President dos Santos refused to accept the
linkage of Cuban troops with Namibian independence, saying the two
issues were “separate questions that deserve different treatment.” Angola’s
rejection of linkage indicated just how serious the UNITA insurgency had
become. If the majority of Cuban troops left Angola, UNITA, with South
African assistance or South African arms stored in Angola, might sweep
into Luanda. As one source put it, “The Angolans just cannot trust the
South Africans.”

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Frank Wisner met with Paulo Jorge
in Luanda in September. But again, the atmosphere was hardened by U.S.
inflexibility and Angola’s suspicions regarding U.S. intentions and
motives.43 This meeting was followed by another session involving U.S.



Secretary of State George Shultz and Jorge in New York. The Shultz-Jorge
meeting was characterized as ongoing, with no firm decisions having been
reached. Jorge did note, however, that the subject of Cuban troops in
Angola was not subject to negotiation. This further rejection of “linkage”
seemed to doom five years of intense diplomatic shuffling by the Western
Contact Group (United States, West Germany, France, Canada, Britain).
This time South Africa could pose as a willing participant in negotiations in
which Angola refused to participate. The United States felt obliged to
defend its long-standing policy regarding Cubans in Angola because the
Western Contact Group splintered over the issue. Vice President George
Bush, while on a seven-nation tour in Africa, said in Nairobi, “My
government is not ashamed to state the U.S. interest in seeing an end to the
presence of Cuban forces in Angola.”44

South Africa again informed all interested parties that the departure of
Cuban troops from Angola would open the door to Namibian independence.
As long as Angola or Cuba was delaying action, South Africa were
optimistic and conciliatory.

R.S.A.-Angola Relations
In December 1982, Angola and South Africa held ministerial-level

discussions for the first time in the Cape Verde Islands. No agreement was
reached, but the two sides did agree to meet again. Significantly, the parties
bypassed the Western Contact Group in arranging the meeting and setting
the agenda.45 At the same time, MPLA-PT’s Central Committee voted
unanimously to grant President dos Santos sweeping powers to solve
Angola’s problems. Presumably, this implied permission to negotiate
directly with South Africa and, perhaps, forego Angola’s support for
SWAPO in return for South Africa’s termination of support for UNITA.46
Dos Santos was quick to point out that Angola would not jeopardize its
future by allowing the Cubans to leave too quickly. “We do not want to see
repeated here what happened to another African country recently when the
legal government fell soon after the withdrawal of troops sent by one of its
neighbors to guarantee internal stability and territorial integrity.”47



During the years of negotiation between Angola, SWAPO, South Africa,
and the Western Contact Group, UNITA had increased the scope and range
of its political agitation and military activity. Unable to defeat UNITA
decisively by force of arms, MPLA-PT sought to negotiate UNITA out of
existence.

U.S.-Angola Discussions Continue
In April 1983, Lieutenant Colonel Manuel Alexandre Rodrigues,

Angola’s Interior Minister, visited Washington to discuss Namibia and
Cuban troops. The highest ranking MPLA-PT member to visit the United
States, his visit was the eleventh round of discussions between U.S. and
Angolan officials. In June, Foreign Minister Jorge again met with Secretary
of State Shultz at the UN in New York. Jorge said the United States was
unable, and had been unable, to answer the vital question of “who will
protect us, and how, against South African military incursions?” The U.S.
reply, according to Jorge, was only “promises, promises.”

Taking advantage of the public forum, Jorge commented that UNITA
“can make life difficult for us, but it is not strong enough to threaten
Luanda, or even confront us in a full-scale battle. It represents mainly a
particular tribe, and gets all its financial and military support from South
Africa.” Yet, eight years after independence, UNITA was now active in
most of the country, while FNLA still offered a scattered but irritating
resistance.

Economically, Angola was in shambles. The Benguela Railway was
closed despite several announcements of its opening. Coffee, diamond, and
iron ore production was down. UNITA, South Africa, and SWAPO, each in
its own way, was sapping Angola’s political spirit and economic vitality.
Despite the array of problems facing Angola, dos Santos continued to reject
any negotiations with Savimbi. Angola launched occasional forays against
UNITA territory with limited success. Also, Angola portrayed South Africa
as the guiding force behind UNITA. The rebel movement was termed a
“South African lackey.”

The War Widens



The latter portion of 1983 saw UNITA widen the war. Foreign civilian
workers were captured by the dozen. FAPLA/FALA military skirmishes
increased many-fold. While Luanda was not in immediate danger, Cuba
reinforced its Angolan garrison. Another security measure was to install
radar-guided SAM-8s and SAM-9s along the Namibian border to protect
SWAPO bases against South African air-commando raids. It was against
these emplacements that South Africa launched “Operation Askari” in
December 1983.

Because of UNITA’s growing success, coupled with the continued
devastating South African raids, the U.S.S.R. took the unprecedented step
of privately warning South Africa that the Soviet Union would not allow
the MPLA-PT regime to fall. The UN Security Council voted to condemn
the South African attack. South Africa reportedly replied it would not be
intimidated.48 Moscow initiated consultations with Cuba and Angola. The
three parties announced on January 12, 1984, that they had agreed to
strengthen Angola’s “defenses, independence and territorial integrity.”49 In
1983 alone, the Soviet Union supplied Angola with $800 million worth of
weapons. Once again, UNITA strength, South African aggression, and a
crumbling economy had driven Angola into a closer political/military
relationship with the U.S.S.R. and Cuba.

Angola reacted to these reinforcements by launching a major
counteroffensive against UNITA. MPLA-PT vowed to “push Savimbi down
south and cripple him forever.” But despite practically a nationwide effort,
the offensive proved to be uneventful.50

South Africa, either under American or Soviet pressure, announced at the
end of January it was prepared to “disengage” its troops from Angola. RSA
warned Angola, however, not to let SWAPO take advantage of the situation.
On February 17, 1984, under U.S. auspices, Angola and South Africa
agreed to a cease-fire. A South Africa-Angola Joint Monitoring
Commission was established to ensure a cessation of hostilities.

Three weeks later, South Africa charged Angola with imperilling the
truce by allowing SWAPO units access to the border. The South Africa-
Angolan Joint Monitoring Commission successfully resolved the situation.

Again, Angola cautiously approached the removal of Cuban troops,
Namibian independence, and U.S. diplomatic recognition. President dos



Santos visited Cuba in March 1984, ostensibly to discuss issues facing
“southern Africa.”51 A Cuban-Angolan communique at the end of the
meeting was criticized by South Africa. One paragraph referred to the ANC
and SWAPO as the “sole and legitimate representatives” of the black
majorities of South Africa and Namibia. Such a statement, declared South
Africa, put the Joint Monitoring Commission in jeopardy.52

Another section in the Angola-Cuba communique spelled out that Cuban
troops would not depart from Angola until South Africa ended its support
for UNITA. Additionally, it stated for the first time that the “role of Cuban
troops included combat against UNITA forces.” Angola also rejected South
Africa’s call for a regional conference on Namibia, which would include
UNITA. Angola’s response indicated the UN should conduct such a
meeting, but under no circumstances would Angola sit at the same table as
UNITA.53

In Washington, the Reagan administration, under attack from
conservatives, announced it was not abandoning UNITA to secure
Namibian independence. Chester Crocker, in an interview, was quoted,
“Our goal is to be able to facilitate actively the reconciliation process. All
Angolan parties see the need for accommodation.” But, in another
interview, Crocker said, “If it turns out to be true,… that their very survival
as individuals in the MPLA-PT depends on Cuban forces, it is going to be
very difficult to pull this off.”

Negotiations Falter
South Africa, under the terms of the disengagement agreement, was

suppose to have its troops out of Angola by March 31. By the end of April,
South Africa acknowledged the process was only half-finished.

Angola also was encountering problems in honoring the pact with South
Africa. Administration officials in Washington believed that Cuba was
reluctant to leave Angola for reasons of its own. Among them was the
desire not to give President Reagan a diplomatic victory in a presidential
election year.54 Also, Cuba was concerned that a pullback in Africa would



result in increased pressure to retreat in Central America. Finally, Cuba
earned valuable foreign exchange by keeping troops in Angola.

June 1984 saw the continuation of FAPLA-led offensives against UNITA
positions in southern Angola.55 UNITA, however, was determined that any
regional peace plan would fail without its participation. UNITA stepped up
its attacks throughout Angola, forcing South African-Angolan cooperation
to grind to a halt. Additionally, almost as if on cue, FNLA carried out some
guerrilla operations in northern Angola, placing further pressure on MPLA-
PT. Savimbi made no secret of his disruption tactics, but key players in the
peace process continued to ignore UNITA and its demands.

South Africa was not alone in seeking further concessions from its
opponents. By September, Angola was insisting that South Africa vacate
Angolan territory, end aid to UNITA, and begin direct negotiations with
SWAPO. For its part, MPLA-PT maintained its refusal to negotiate with
Jonas Savimbi: “We cannot negotiate with a man who has committed
treason.”

President dos Santos gave a wide-ranging interview to American
journalists in October 1984. It was his first since he had attained the
presidency. He called on the Reagan administration of offer diplomatic ties
to Angola and, in a new twist, offered amnesty to UNITA members, but not
to the UNITA leadership. Days later, dos Santos ousted Paulo Jorge, his
Foreign Minister. Jorge was considered a hard-liner, favoring Cuban-Soviet
support. Western diplomats believed such a move to reflect Angola’s desire
for a regional settlement.

The Cabinda Raid from MPLA-PT’s Perspective
South Africa’s attempted commando raid into Cabinda against the Gulf

Oil installation was proof that (1) South Africa was not out of Angola and,
(2) that South Africa was not going to desert UNITA. U.S. officials termed
the raid “an unfriendly act by a supposedly friendly government.” Castro
called President Reagan a “liar,” and Angola announced a suspension of all
discussions with South Africa.56 The Reagan administration’s policy of
“Constructive Engagement” was sharply criticized on Capitol Hill and by
Africanists.



South Africa denied that the raid was against Gulf Oil installations, but
was an intelligence mission to gather data on ANC and SWAPO camps in
the area. A captured commando, however, confessed to the military
intentions of the mission. The raid again emphasized the lack of influence
possessed by the United States in southern Africa, and the policy split
within the South African government on how to protect South Africa’s
security concerns in the region. South Africa reverted to the “stick” option
of the “carrot and stick” philosophy. In June 1985, South African troops
raided an ANC base in neighboring Botswana, prompting the Reagan
administration to recall the U.S. Ambassador to South Africa for
consultations.57

South Africa followed the Botswana raid with another Angolan invasion
against SWAPO troops and camps. It was the first major foray into Angola
since “Operation Askari” in December 1983. Relatively little was
accomplished by the raid, but the combination of the raids into Angola,
Botswana, and Cabinda served notice to all parties that South Africa would
not be deterred from protecting what it viewed as its legitimate security
concerns.58

More than ever, Angola was reliant upon the Soviet Union and Cuba for
its survival. For its part, Cuba announced “our cooperation with the African
countries has been expanding gradually.” Cuba’s Deputy Foreign Minister
also ventured the opinion that Cuban combat troops in Angola would not be
leaving in the near future. Both Moscow and Havana had constructed new,
bold policies with reference to Africa and the Third World. Angola was the
linchpin of that success.59

On the other hand, the Reagan Doctrine highlighted the efforts of
UNITA’s anti-Leninist liberation struggle.

The 1985 MPLA-PT Anti-UNITA Offensive
MPLA-PT launched another major offensive against UNITA positions in

eastern and south-eastern Angola in July 1985. Previous FAPLA campaigns
had been uneventful, but this drive captured Cazombo in Moxico province,
and placed UNITA on the precipice of a demoralizing defeat near Jamba in



Cuando Cubango province. Analysts believed that Cubans and Soviets were
directing various aspects of the offensive.

The offensive was so successful that UNITA was forced to cancel
operations, if any, to interrupt the Nonalignment Conference held in Luanda
in September. One hundred nations sent representatives and, although
security was tight, no major difficulties occurred.

By September, FAPLA forces were encircling the region around Jamba,
forcing South Africa to commit troops and aircraft to UNITA’s defense—a
fact openly admitted by RSA. A Washington Post writer in Luanda
explained that the MPLA-PT’s success was due to Portuguese commandos
and a reorganized, more efficient air force. Additionally, UNITA had spread
itself thin trying to expand its guerrilla war against economic targets. The
government offensives against major guerrilla concentrations had stunted
UNITA’s ability to develop forward bases necessary to supply rebel units.

The Angolan air force, under the command of Iko Carreira, displayed a
new prowess and confidence. Carreira had spent much time at military
academies in the Soviet Union. The Portuguese commandos, who first
arrived in 1980, were credited with training Angola’s version of special
forces. The unofficial cooperation between Portugal and Angola placed
Portuguese workers in Angola in a precarious situation.60

Some observers believed that the FAPLA offensive was designed to
weaken UNITA so that President Dos Santos would have a free rein during
the Second MPLA-PT Party Congress. Dos Santos needed to justify his
policy of negotiation with the West. A weakened UNITA would allow him
to consolidate his grip on the Party and institutionalize his vision for
Angola.

By late September, Angola claimed to have driven UNITA from Jamba.
The report was false, but FAPLA, using MI-24 helicopters and T-62 tanks,
had established a major, long-term presence in Cuando Cubango province.

Soviet personnel installed a massive air-defense system against RSA
strikes, as well as upgraded the air base at Menongue. Control of Menongue
allowed the Angolan air force to patrol all of southern Angola including
Jamba.

By the time the offensive bogged down at the Lomba River, it had far
surpassed any previous government drive. Also, rather than a pell-mell



retreat, government forces retired to Menongue to wait out the Angolan
rainy season before reigniting the offensive.61

Questions remained as to who was directing the offensive. Conservative
Washington analysts believed Moscow was directly challenging the Reagan
Doctrine via the FAPLA drive. As to its role in the region, Cuba announced
that, if needed, it would increase the number of troops in Angola.

MPLA-PT Resurgence
During the rainy season, dos Santos agreed to reopen negotiations

between Angola and the United States. Chester Crocker met with dos
Santos in New York on October 22. He warned the United States that aid to
UNITA posed direct dangers for American economic interests in his
country.62

On November 11, 1985, Angola celebrated the tenth anniversary of the
proclamation of the People’s Republic of Angola. Once more UNITA lost a
major chance to embarrass MPLA-PT; an indication of just how
disorganized the insurgency had become. Moscow heaped lavish praise
upon the MPLA-Worker’s Party.63 Moscow also commented upon the
coming MPLA-PT Party Congress. “The State Sector accounted for 80% of
the output of consumer goods and foodstuffs and 50% of the production of
heavy industries.” “Angola today has over 4,000 peasant associations… and
400,000 people are united in cooperatives.” Later, a Soviet trade delegation
held a trade fair in Luanda.64

The Second MPLA-PT Party Congress was held in December 1985 in
Luanda. As expected, the meeting strengthened the rule of President dos
Santos. Surprising, however, were the demotions which included Paulo
Jorge and Iko Carreira. Carreira had played a dominant role in the success
of the anti-UNITA offensive. The speeches and sloganeering of the
Congress did not indicate any move toward the West. The Soviet Union was
“the dependable rearguard,” while Cuban soldiers had “irrigated our sacred
soil with their Angolan brothers.”65 As the Angolan rainy season began,
the war turned from the battlefield to the “media war.” With the



announcement that Jonas Savimbi would travel to Washington to seek
military assistance, MPLA-PT undertook efforts to limit the damage.

TABLE 7.1 
Foreign Military Personnel in Angola - 1986

Nation Total Duties
Cuba 35,000 Combat troops, military advisers, pilot MIGs,

drive tanks
Soviet
Union

250 Military advisers

East
Germany

2,800 Formation of State Security Service, paratroop
training

North Korea 1,500 Possibly combat troops, and/or pilots
North
Vietnam

150 Unknown

SWAPO 5,000 Combat troops
ANC 1,200 Combat troops
TOTAL 45,900

One was to allow U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs,
Chester Crocker, to visit Luanda. Paulino Pinto Joao, Director of the
Department of Information of the MPLA-PT, assured the United States that
Angola distinguished between “trade relations and political relations.”66
She also pointed out that trade between the United States and Angola had
risen from $856 million in 1982 to $ 1.1 billion in 1984. The United States
was Angola’s largest U.S. trading partner; Angola was the third largest
partner in Sub-Saharan, after Nigeria and South Africa.

But, Angola warned that anational coalition government with UNITA
was “out.” Angola’s Ambassador to the UN warned that his nation would
not hesitate to call on “friendly countries” to help ward off any UNITA or
South African attack.67 Moscow’s version of events was supportive of its
Angolan ally. According to Moscow, Savimbi was one of many terrorists
supported by the United States; Washington was going to provide $300
million to UNITA; and, “the USA was even ready to invade Angola



itself.”68 The U.S.S.R. blasted Savimbi’s visit as a ploy to “escape a total
defeat.” UNITA was pictured as “terrorists in the CIA’s pay.”

The SADCC expressed “dismay and disbelief’ at Savimbi’s visit. Angola
also met with its Cuban and Soviet allies in Moscow. The talks concentrated
mainly on international problems with “special reference to the southern
African region.”69 Finally, Angola seemed to realize the merits of
attempting to win the “media war.” In January 1986, Angola made discreet
inquiries in Washington about retaining a public relations firm. In February,
Angola signed a contract with Gray and Company to represent its interests
in the United States. Later, Fenton Communications accepted the account.

Angola maintained its revolutionary credentials, however. In January
1986, Angola and Iran established diplomatic relations, and President dos
Santos cabled Moscow expressing MPLA-PT’s confidence in the
“friendship, solidarity and cooperation existing between our parties and
governments.”70 Several weeks later a series of economic agreements
between Luanda and Moscow were signed. They included development
pacts for agriculture, livestock breeding, fishery and public health.

TABLE 7.2 

Soviet Military Assistance to Angolaa

1974–1976 $450 million
1981 250 million
1982 300 million
1983 800 million
1985 2.0 billion
1986 1.0 billion
1987 1.0 billion
1988 1.5 billion
1989 800 millionb
1990 800 millionb

a Total Angolan debt to U.S.S.R. was estimated at $20 billion
b Estimate



With the announcement that the Reagan administration would supply
UNITA with $15 million in covert aid, Luanda claimed that such an act
would amount “to a declaration of war.” Moscow responded that the
introduction of the Reagan Doctrine to Angola would amount not to $ 15
million, but to “a fabulous subscription to Savimbi’s coffers of at least $500
million.”71 After the U.S. announcement, Angola appealed to the UN to
mediate saying “there is no need to have any contact” with the United
States.72

On May 6, 1986, Angolan President dos Santos arrived in Moscow for
consultations. While a cooperation agreement between the two parties was
signed, more importantly Mikhail Gorbachev agreed to support MPLA-PT
policies with respect to Angola’s internal situation.73 The Soviet Union
also replaced all the war material that MPLA-PT lost during the 1985
offensive. Fidel Castro, at the Nonaligned Movements’ summit conference
in Harare, Zimbabwe, said that his troops would stay “in Angola as long as
apartheid exists.”74

The expected dry-season offensive of 1986 did not take place. There
were skirmishes with UNITA units and South African forces. FAPLA
commanders did try to reposition forward units in southeastern Angola, but
the expected offensive against Jamba did not materialize.

U.S. Angolan Relations—Tread Water
In August 1986, former U.S. Ambassador to the UN, Andrew Young, and

the Reverend Jesse Jackson visited Luanda. Jackson and dos Santos agreed
that the United States must stop its “destabilization” of Angola.75 Later in
August, dos Santos said his country was ready to resume talks when the
United States ended “interference in the internal affairs of Angola.”

On the economic front, Chevron-Gulf, despite criticism of the Reagan
administration and conservative groups, continued to enjoy cordial relations
with both MPLA-PT and its Cuban protectors.76

Coffee, Communism, and Petroleum



Economically, Angola continued to suffer from the twin plagues of
centralized planning and the UNITA insurgency. In 1985, earnings from oil
production totalled $2.2 billion. However, the military budget devoured 60–
80 percent of that total. Angola imported food because only 2 percent of the
arable land was under cultivation. The food importation further sapped the
budget. The legal currency, the kwanza, traded for 30 to the dollar on the
official market, the black market price was 1,200 kwanzas to the dollar.
Eleven years of civil war had led only to suffering, deprivation, and want.

1987—Another Decisive Year
The Soviet Union and Cuba had installed a modern, state-of-the-art radar

and missile network in southern Angola. The radar stations were arranged
in a line from Lubango, Menongue, Luena, and Cuito Cuanavale. With their
surface-to-air missiles (SA-13), Angola could scan the skies of southern
Angola and northern Namibia. Angolan aircraft included MIG-21F and
MIG-23 fighters, SU-22 fighters, and the MI-25, MI-24 Hind, MI-17
support, MI-16 and MI-8 helicopters. The powerful and sophisticated SAM-
6s and SAM-8s provided the tracking system.

FAPLA was concerned about the widening of the civil war through Zaire
and Zambia. Thus, as the dry season approached, Angola began a two-
pronged effort to (1) end the war through a major military offensive to
capture Jamba, and (2) to negotiate with South Africa and the United States
in an attempt to separate UNITA from its allies.

In March 1987, the Soviet Union, Cuba, and Angola held tripartite
consultations. There Angola received full Soviet and Cuban support for its
dual stratagem.77

In preparation for the dry-season offensive against UNITA positions,
Moscow began a massive build-up of military materiel. By April 1987,
Soviet AN-22s were making hundreds of flights from Moscow to Angola,
and from bases in northern Angola to southern Angola delivering $1 billion
in military equipment. A U.S. official said, “The Cubans are moving from
their bases in the north to the south.” Many observers felt that 1986 had
been used to prepare for a major push against Jamba using large numbers of



Cuban troops and Soviet advisers, including General Konstantin
Shagnovitch.

MPLA-PT began its long-awaited offensive on July 10. Immediately,
Angola announced that it had forced two South African battalions to
withdraw from southern Angola.

However, by late September reports from the Battle of Lomba River II
indicated a stunning defeat for the FAPLA/Cuban forces. Even worse,
South Africa for the first time admitted that its forces had directly
participated in the battle. FAPLA forces had, of course, previously engaged
SADF units. Now South Africa’s disclosure indicated complete support for
UNITA and a resolve not to allow UNITA to fall. As FAPLA/Cuban forces
withdrew to Cuito Cuanavale, UNITA guerrilla units harassed, then began
to pursue the retreating columns, abetted by SADF units.78

As the new year began, MPLA-PT could take solace in three facts. First,
FAPLA forces had fought well enough to inflict a number of casualties on
the SADF. Second, the southern air defense system had proven its worth,
costing the South Africans valuable, almost irreplaceable, war planes.
Finally, after the stinging defeat at the Lomba River, Fidel Castro increased
the number of Cuban troops from 37,000 to 47,000.

The Negotiated Solution
While preparing for the dry-season offensive, MPLA-PT simultaneously

continued to negotiate with the United States and South Africa in an
attempt to end their support for UNITA.

Despite the Reagan administration supplying arms to Savimbi, U.S. and
Angolan negotiators met in Brazzaville in April 1987. A State Department
official was quoted as saying, “It is safe to assume that the negotiating
process has been resumed and that there will be further meetings.”

A Gift From the Sky
On April 24, 1987 Angolan fighters shot down a small aircraft

(Beechcraft F33A Bonanza) over southern Angola. The pilot, Joseph
Longo, was a U.S. citizen. At first, Angola accused Longo of spying for



South Africa. Later, they accepted his alibi of delivering the plane from
Ivory Coast to South Africa. The downing of the light aircraft showed just
how sophisticated the Angolan air defense system had become.

Pedro de Castro Van Dunem, Minister of Production and Economic
Development, arrived in the United States in June to lobby for an end to
U.S. aid to UNITA. The delegation was the highest ranking ever to visit the
United States. Van Dunem bluntly stated, “We want (diplomatic) relations,”
but emphasized that MPLA-PT was not prepared to negotiate with
UNITA.79

Van Dunem was urged by Jesse Jackson, Congressman Howard Wolpe
(D-Mich.) and others to free Joseph Longo as “a signal for cooperation.”80
On June 28, 1987, Longo was released to the Wolpe delegation. In a
ceremony to deliver Mr. Longo to U.S. officials, die Angolan government
termed the release a “gesture of good will and to show our true sentiments
to the American people.”81

While the U.S. congressional delegation was in Luanda, President dos
Santos told them that he was willing to negotiate the withdrawal of Cuban
troops from Angola in order to facilitate better relations with the United
States. However, dos Santos also pointed out that “no country of Southern
Africa can feel secure as long as apartheid exists.”82

The major issues dividing the two nations remained the UNITA question
and the Cuban troops in Angola. In July 1987, Chester Crocker travelled to
Luanda to discuss the Cuban issue with Angolan officials.83 Crocker soon
returned to Washington, calling the talks a “waste of time” because of the
“disunity within the Angolan leadership about the whole issue.” Crocker
did, however, leave “the door… open.”

In August, while the dry-season offensive was gathering momentum,
President dos Santos visited Cuba. A communique issued at the end of the
talks said Cuba and Angola were prepared to make “their common position
more flexible.” This was in apparent reference to the Cuban-troops
withdrawal issue.84

Based upon this “new flexibility,” the United States and Angola met
again in Luanda to discuss Namibian independence and the withdrawal of



Cuban troops from Angola. While no new ground was broken, the two sides
did agree to meet again.

On September 13, 1987, Angola’s Foreign Minister Afonso Van Dunem
said his country was ready to withdraw twenty thousand Cuban troops over
the next two years. Ironically, as he was speaking, the Battle of Lomba
River II was raging in southern Angola. Later in the month, President dos
Santos suggested that South Africa had shown a willingness to talk. Dos
Santos referred to the prisoner exchange involving South African Major du
Toit as a sign of “constructive contact.”

As word of the battles in southern Angola were reaching the outside
world, Savimbi announced a new peace plan, for which Nigeria’s President,
Major General Ibrahim Babangida, and Kenya’s President, Daniel Arap
Moi, expressed support.85 President dos Santos travelled to Moscow to
ascertain continued Soviet support in light of Lomba River II. There he also
met with Fidel Castro who vowed to increase the number of Cuban
troops.86 Castro ordered the Fiftieth Division to Angola along with a new
commander, General Amaldo Ochoa Sanchez.

TABLE 7.3 
Soviet, Allied and MPLA-PT Forces in Angola-1987

Angola 80,000
Cuba 37,000
SWAPO 7,000
North Korea 3,000
East Germany 2,800
Soviet Union 2,500
Ex-Katangan 1,400
ANC 1,200
Vietnam 150
TOTAL 135,050

By January 1988, Cuba announced that it had forty thousand troops in
Angola. President dos Santos urged a continuation of peace talks, but
warned that his desire for peace should not be interpreted as a sign of



weakness. U.S. Secretary of State for African Affairs, Chester Crocker,
arrived in Luanda on January 28 to continue the delicate negotiation
process.87 One result of the meeting was Angola’s acceptance “in
principle” to send all Cuban troops home.88 However, South Africa reacted
angrily at learning the news via the media rather than from Crocker, and
there was a split in the MPLA-PT politburo. Angola’s Ambassador to
France, Luis de Almeida, claimed that the United States had misrepresented
Angola’s view. De Almeida said Angola’s position was unchanged—no
Cuban pullout before South African forces left southern Angola and South
Africa ended support for the UNITA rebels.

The diplomatic maneuvers during the first portion of 1988 were mere
smoke screens. The real fate of MPLA-PT rule in Angola was decided in
southeast Angola at Cuito Cuanavale.

Cuito Cuanavale
The battle of Lomba River II convinced MPLA-PT that it could not

militarily defeat UNITA forces as long as South Africa was determined not
to allow its ally to be defeated. Cuito Cuanavale, on the other hand,
convinced UNITA and South Africa that Cuba and the Soviet Union would
not allow MPLA-PT to fall. All groups involved in the fighting had suffered
unacceptable casualties. Angola’s air defense system had proven to be
equal, if not superior, to South Africa’s aging fleet of Mirage aircraft.

While Chester Crocker continued his mission to bring peace to southern
Africa, it was clear that Angola, Cuba, and the Soviet Union would not
seriously negotiate until they could do so from a position of equality. Cuito
Cuanavale saved face for Angola and its allies.89

As 1988 began, several facts were obvious. Despite some success,
UNITA was actually no nearer to victory than in 1975. MPLA-PT governed
Angola only with the assistance of Cuban troops and Soviet arms. The
economy remained a shambles, and the military, even with Cuban troops,
could not decisively defeat UNITA.

The government response to the UNITA insurgency was limited by
several factors. The economic damage caused by South Africa and UNITA
made government attempts to provide growth to traditional Bakongo and



Ovimbundu areas impossible. The military’s answer to UNITA’s guerrilla
tactics was unsatisfactory. While the government was able to stymie
UNITA in conventional combat, rebel guerrillas roamed the countryside at
will, striking military/economic targets. FAPLA morale was damaged by
repeated South African/UNITA assaults leading to desertions—sometimes
involving entire battalions.90 Finally, the MPLA-PT was unsure as to how
to handle the UNITA problem. The military option had not worked.
Savimbi was a “bandit,” but amnesty programs failed to lure UNITA
partisans from their leader. There was one faction within MPLA-PT which
supported negotiations, but their numbers were not enough to influence
official policy.91

By 1988, MPLA-PT finally realized that it would be forced to resolve the
civil war via other methods. The military pressure/diplomatic
gamesmanship approach had yielded few results.
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8

From Revolution to Coalition? The Angolan
Negotiations

The International Solution

By March it was evident Cuito Cuanavale would not fall to the
UNITA/South African forces. A military stalemate, at least among the
patrons of MPLA-PT and UNITA, existed. On March 31, 1988, Soviet
Deputy Foreign Minister Anatolii Adamishin arrived in Luanda. His
message to President dos Santos was surprisingly blunt. In the new spirit of
detente between the United States and U.S.S.R., the two superpowers had
agreed to bring about a just settlement of regional conflicts. Adamishin
privately warned dos Santos that Moscow was tired of footing the bill for an
unwinnable war. As rumours of the conversation circulated, Adamishin was
publicly forced to admit at a Luanda press conference that the Soviet Union
had not established secret contacts with UNITA.1

Since Mikhail Gorbachev became General Secretary of the Soviet Union,
Moscow had reevaluated its Third World agreements. Moscow’s
commitments were being ended or scaled back. At the Twenty-seventh
Party Congress in March 1986, Soviet spokesmen reported that the Soviet
Union was in favour of “political settlements for all regional conflicts,
including those in southern Africa.” In November 1987, Gorbachev told
Zambia’s President Kaunda that the settlement in Afghanistan “is quite
applicable also to the resolution of problems in southern Africa.”

South Africa publicly announced it was willing to negotiate directly with
the Soviet Union to resolve the Angolan civil war. Some Soviet officials
rejected South Africa’s invitation saying the only item Angola and
Afghanistan had in common was the “letter A.”2



The Soviet-UNITA Connection
From the beginning, there had been a tenuous connection between the

Soviet Union and UNITA. Savimbi had once approached the Soviets for
arms during the war against the Portuguese. Also, the Soviet Union was
always uneasy with the Neto faction of the MPLA-PT. For a while, during
the early 1970s, they briefly stopped assisting the Neto faction in favor of
Daniel Chipenda’s Revolta do Leste. Even through mid-1975, the U.S.S.R.
was willing to accept a tripartite coalition in Angola.3

As previously discussed, President Neto visited Cuba in 1976, then the
Soviet Union, on his tour of thanks for assistance during the civil war. Neto
was subtly reminding the Soviets that he had not forgotten their withholding
support in 1974. A split occurred within the MPLA, with Neto relying on
the Cubans. The Soviets backed a group led by José Eduardo dos Santos
(then Foreign Minister), and Nito Alves (Interior Minister). Dos Santos had
refused to accompany Neto to Cuba.

Immediately after the civil war concluded and UNITA returned to low-
intensity guerrilla warfare, the Soviet Union realized that UNITA could
carryout harassing operations indefinitely. The Russian Ambassador to
Luanda, Boris Vorobiev, was instructed to urge MPLA to negotiate with
UNITA. The KGB made contact with UNITA members to test their support
for rapprochement with MPLA. Nito Alves was also reported to have
contacted UNITA supporters.4

In May 1977, a coup d’état was launched against President Neto.
Moscow, forewarned about the Alves revolt, did not alert the Angolan
president. Instead, it was Cuban intervention that thwarted the plot, and the
leader of the coup attempt was Nito Alves. The coup pointed out the split
between Havana and Moscow on their Angolan policy: Moscow urged
negotiation with UNITA, while Cuba tried to eliminate UNITA militarily.5

These contacts also had a divisive effect upon UNITA. For example, in
1977 a parcel bomb was mailed to the head of the UNITA office in Paris.
Although the sender remained anonymous, the head of the office was noted
for his past sympathy toward negotiating with the Soviet Union.

When Agostinho Neto died in 1979, José Eduardo dos Santos was
selected as president Dos Santos had studied engineering in the Soviet



Union and was married to a Soviet woman.
If dos Santos was “Moscow’s man in Angola,” it was possible that the

Soviets would urge him to make peace with UNITA.
However, Moscow did not push dos Santos to negotiate with UNITA as

they had Neto. There were several reasons for this. First, Moscow was
unable to lure Savimbi with promises of money or position inside the
Angolan government or to split UNITA from him. Second, the growing
South African support for UNITA made a Soviet approach to the guerrillas
unrealistic. Third, as Cuban casualties began to climb, the prospects for
negotiation declined. Finally, the Soviets were satisfied with MPLA-PT
under the control of dos Santos who was reliant upon Cuban troops and
Soviet military hardware.

By the late 1980s, as MPLA-PT’s military and economic situation
worsened, Moscow, which had its own economic problems, again began to
advocate a negotiated solution. Mikhail Gorbachev’s “new thinking”
advocated just solutions to regional conflicts. Resolution of Third World
disputes would provide needed capital, both economic and political, for
implementation of the internal policies of “glasnost” and “perestroika.”
This time, in the face of mounting casualties, Castro agreed.6

In 1986, Mozambique sponsored a meeting in London between
representatives of UNITA and MPLA-PT. Angola denied the meeting took
place. Throughout the years, a number of informal contacts have been
initiated between MPLA-PT and UNITA. The problem, for MPLA-PT,
remained how to involve UNITA in the government without UNITA
dominating that government. The Soviet Union’s covert connection to
UNITA was also troublesome to the MPLA-PT leadership.

The U.S. Position
Assistant Secretary of State Chester Crocker had doggedly pursued peace

in southern Africa since 1981. He had numerous meetings with the
Angolans, South Africans, UNITA, Western Europe, and the Frontline
states. At home, Crocker withstood attacks from congressional
conservatives who believed he was not fully implementing the Reagan
Doctrine. Despite the fact that Angola was a large trading partner with the



U.S., Crocker aimed at a Cuban withdrawal from Angola, a South African
withdrawal from Namibia, independence and elections for Namibia, and a
government of national reconciliation in Angola. All of these steps would
encourage South Africa to embark upon needed internal reform. This
process could only be achieved by the participation of Cuba, South Africa,
Soviet Union, and the Angolans.

The United States and U.S.S.R.: From Confrontation to
Cooperation

Ronald Reagan once termed the Soviet Union the “evil empire.” By
1985, however, Reagan spoke of the warm friendship between the
American and Soviet peoples. This new spirit of detente owed its impetus to
Mikhail Gorbachev’s policy of “glasnost” and “perestroika.” The economic
liberalization of the Soviet economy meant that the arms race with the
United States must be slowed. In order to reach nuclear arms agreements,
the Soviets would have to show restraint in all areas of U.S.-Soviet
competition. In the 1970s, the Soviet Union argued that detente did not
entail the denial of support for wars of national liberation (Angola,
Vietnam, Mozambique). In the 1980s, the United States made clear that
nuclear arms agreements and other bilateral issues could only progress if
the Soviets curtailed their adventurism in the Third World. Plus, the Reagan
Doctrine insured that the cost of Soviet involvement would be high.7
Gorbachev, realizing that the Angolan military could not resolve the civil
war, agreed. Nor could the Soviet Union revive the Angolan economy
without massive subsidies, loans, and grants,8 an undertaking which would
be prohibitively expensive for the Soviet economy. But after years of
proving itself a reliable patron, it was still unclear that the Soviets would
risk giving Africa “the impression you can’t rely on the Soviet Union.”

Cuba—A Proxy Warrior?
In May 1987, Rafael del Pino Diaz defected from Cuba to the United

States. The Brigadier General had been deputy to the commander of the
Cuban air and antiaircraft forces in Angola. The general, the highest



ranking official to defect from Cuba, estimated Cuba had ten thousand
soldiers lost, dead, or wounded in Angola. According to Vice President
Bush, General Pino said the war in Angola was “extremely unpopular.”
“They can’t even bring their people back that are killed [in Angola]. And
this causes great strain ….”

TABLE 8.1 

Cuban Military Personnel in Angolaa

November 1, 1975 4,000b
January-Febmary 1976 12,000–15,000
November 1977 19,000
January 1981 30,000
January 1984 37,000
March 1988 37,000–42,000
July-September 1988 52,000–60,000c

a All figures U.S. intelligence
b Fidel Castro claimed 400,000 Cubans had served in Angola since 1975
c 60,000 was a UNITA estimate

Cuba was experiencing other problems in Angola. Reports proliferated of
an AIDS epidemic in Cuba, introduced by returning soldiers from Africa.
Cuba was slow to acknowledge the possibility that Cuban soldiers were
engaged in unsafe sexual practices with local women. Also, until mid-1986,
Cuban wounded were given transfusions from African bloodbanks, risking
exposure to the virus. Consequently, it was possible that Cuba had the
potential for an AIDS epidemic.

Cuban soldiers were engaged in fighting a low-intensity conflict as a
conventional army.9 It was as if the Cuban army had unlearned all of the
lessons of Che Guevara.

Mikhail Gorbachev wanted an Angolan settlement. Although Cuba and
the Soviet Union had disagreed on Angola and other issues, the Cuban
forces in Angola used Soviet weaponry. Castro could not easily remain in
Angola without Soviet support since the Cuban economy remained



dependent on Soviet largess. In 1975, it was estimated that the Soviet Union
subsidized the Cuban economy to the amount of $1.5 million per day. With
the U.S.S.R. buying Cuban sugar at inflated prices and supplying oil at
below market cost by 1989, the Soviet subsidy was $5 billion per year. If
Gorbachev insisted, Cuba would be hard pressed not to comply.10 Finally,
if Castro was to ever improve diplomatic relations with the United States,
his “Africa adventure would have to end.”

South Africa: The End of Total Onslaught?
The South African military had always been uneasy with the Cuban

presence in Angola. The Leninist character of MPLA-PT, combined with
Angola’s providing bases for ANC and SWAPO, led South Africa to a
supportive relationship with UNITA. UNITA was not an appendage of the
SADF, but often their military interests did converge.11

South Africa’s military commitment to UNITA was unknown though
some sources placed it at several hundred million dollars annually. South
Africa’s commitment to Namibia was also costing millions of dollars in
economic and military aid.12

In the 1970s, South Africa believed that it faced a “total communist
onslaught.” P.W. Botha explained, “The ultimate aim of the Soviet Union
and its allies is to overthrow the present body politic in the Republic of
South Africa and to replace it with a Marxist-oriented form of government
….” The Kremlin would use the liberation movements in Angola, Namibia,
and South Africa to achieve this goal.13

The imposition of U.S. sanctions, the tightening of other world sanctions,
the worsening economy, the growing SADF budget, the continuing racial
stalemate, and the disunity of the ruling national party—all made South
Africa’s military ventures in Angola seem unwise and costly. Further, the
air defense system in southern Angola, the introduction of MIG-23s piloted
by Cubans, and the better training of FAPLA made South African
incursions into Angola expensive in terms of lives and aircraft.14

Finally, with Mikhail Gorbachev voicing “just solutions to regional
problems,” the idea of a Soviet “bogeyman” seemed outdated.15



Negotiations Begin
In May 1988, representatives from the United States, South Africa,

Angola, and Cuba met in London to discuss the withdrawal of Cuban and
South African troops from Angola. Neither UNITA, nor SWAPO were
represented at the meetings. As part of its negotiating ploy, Cuba dispatched
more troops to Angola and repositioned its forces nearer the Namibian
border to “prevent the racist troops from acting with impunity in southern
Angola.”16

After two days of discussion, the four nations agreed on a framework for
the talks, agreeing to meet again in a few weeks. Ten days later, delegations
from South Africa and Angola met in Brazzaville as a two-party
continuation of the London talks. UNITA was the major topic and, although
nothing was decided at this point, the two sides agreed to further
discussions. MPLA-PT continued to insist UNITA was nothing more than a
“puppet gang” not deserving recognition as a legitimate political force.

Thirty United States senators signed a letter to President Reagan stating
that “aid to UNITA should not end simply because a process of
reconciliation begins.” The letter added, “there can be no real peace in
Angola without national reconciliation, and there can be no national
reconciliation without UNITA.”17 Crocker later responded to allay such
concerns, saying, “the question of our relationship to UNITA is not a
bargaining chip.”

TABLE 8.2 
Angola, Cuba, U.S.S.R., and U.S. Meetings: 1986–1988

Who Where When Subject
US/U.S.S.R. Geneva March

1986
Namibia/Cubans

Angola/U.S.S.R. Moscow May
1986

Military Aid

US/Angola Luanda Sept 1986Cubans/UNITA
US/UNITA Paris Oct 1986 Brief Savimbi
Angola/U.S.S.R./CubaLuanda March

1987
Tri-partite consultations



Who Where When Subject
US/Angola Brazzaville April

1987
Resume talks after US aids
UNITA

US/Angola WashingtonJune
1987

End US aid to UNITA

US/U.S.S.R. London July 1987 Namibia/Cubans
US/Angola Luanda July 1987 Namibia/Cubans
Angola/Cuba Luanda Aug 1987New “flexibility” promised
US/Angola Luanda Sept 1987Cubans
US/Angola Brussels Sept 1987Cubans
Angola/U.S.S.R./CubaMoscow Nov 1987Increase Cubans, more

military aid
US/Cuba/Angola Luanda Jan 1988 Cubans
US/Angola Luanda March

1988
Cubans

Savimbi to America IV: The 1988 Presidental Campaign
In late June, Savimbi again ventured to the United States to lobby for

continued U.S. support during the ongoing negotiations. He also brought
with him a four-point peace plan which included free elections, withdrawal
of all foreign troops, dialogue between MPLA-PT and UNITA, and an end
of U.S. military aid to UNITA.18 Savimbi also wanted to establish a cordial
relationship with Vice President George Bush. Bush would be the
Republican party nominee for the presidency in November. The Reverend
Jesse Jackson and Michael Dukakis were already on record in opposition to
aid to UNITA.19

As in 1986, a MPLA-PT delegation was in Washington preceding the
Savimbi visit, offering concessions if the Reagan administration would end
support for UNITA.

Meanwhile, on June 24, the second round of four-party talks began in
Cairo. Observers noted that after a particularly acrimonious exchange
between the South African and Angolan delegations, the Cuban delegates



returned to the table in a more conciliatory mood after meeting with the
Soviet observation delegation. It appeared that Cuba and South Africa were
being firmly urged by the Soviet Union and United States to press forward
in the negotiation process.

Cuban Revenge?
Despite the diplomacy, Cuban and Angolan soldiers attacked an SADF

position on June 27, 1988, at a dam near Calueque. The dam was situated
only 7.5 miles from the Angolan/Namibian border. Because of the ongoing
four-party talks, the assault caught the South Africans unprepared and
twelve soldiers died. Pretoria issued a statement warning that the four-party
talks could be scuttled.20

What was Cuba’s motivation? Was it revenge for the Battle of Lomba
River II? Or was it to demonstrate to the Soviet Union that Cuba could not
be pressured into an agreement that would cast doubt upon Castro’s
revolutionary credentials.21 Or was it to show the Third World, which
viewed Castro as a national liberator, that he was not retreating from
Angola? Another view claimed that Castro had finally grown disillusioned
with the “Angolan adventure,” but had to leave with a victory of some
sort.22 The strike at Calueque again brought into question South Africa’s
role in Angola and Namibia. The new aggressiveness displayed by the
Cubans would become very costly to all if the four-party talks ended in
stalemate.

Diplomacy Continued
In July 1988, the four-party negotiations continued in New York. The

Soviet Union and United States appeared to be committed to the peace
process in southern Africa. At the conclusion, an agreement on principles
was announced. Although major disagreements remained to be resolved, the
parties agreed to a timetable for Cuban withdrawal, a solution to the civil
war, and a cap on the level of support to Angolans from the United States



and Soviet Union.23 The negotiators still had to convince their
governments to support the principles, but approval required only days.

The Soviet Union continued its machinations. From Moscow came a
report that two high-ranking Soviet officers in Morocco would establish
official contact with UNITA. Officials in Rabat stated that UNITA did not
“oppose a dialogue with the Soviet Union.” At a Luanda news conference,
the Soviet charge d’affaires denied that his country was preparing for
meetings with UNITA. The Soviet embassy in Lisbon also denied similar
allegations. However, Anatolii Adamishin urged MPLA-PT to “start a
dialogue” with UNITA only days later.24

There would be no major dry-season government offensive against
Jamba in 1988, but UNITA continued the low-intensity warfare throughout
the countryside. According to one official, “this shows it shouldn’t be
forgotten we need to deal with national reconciliation.”

Before the next round of four-party talks began, South Africa offered to
withdraw its troops from Angola by September 1 and hold UN-sponsored
elections by June 1989, if all Cuban troops had been withdrawn from
Angola.25 Angola and Cuba rejected the proposal as “unacceptable” and
accused South Africa of breaking the ground rules of the conference by
releasing the offer to the media. South Africa’s proposal reassured many
observers, however. It appeared that South Africa genuinely wanted a peace
agreement for the region and had now taken the lead in searching for an
acceptable compromise. Despite their public anger at South Africa, Cuban
and Angolan envoys agreed to extend the Geneva session.

On August 8, 1988, Angola, Cuba, and South Africa announced that “a
de facto cessation of hostilities was now in effect.” The agreement paved
the way for the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola, the withdrawal
from Angola and Namibia of South African troops, and the independence of
Namibia. UNITA and SWAPO were not mentioned in the cease-fire
agreement. UNITA announced it would continue its military operations.26

South Africa began withdrawing its troops from Angola on August 10.
Under the cease-fire agreement, the soldiers were scheduled to be out of
Angola by September 1. Through proposals and action, Pretoria was
placing pressure upon Havana and Luanda to set a date for the withdrawal



of Cuban troops. For years, South Africa had dragged its feet, demanded
unrealistic concessions, or simply scuttled previous agreements. Now,
South Africa was in the forefront of the negotiation process, submitting
detailed plans and offering previously unheard of concessions.27 SADF’s
relentless pressure against MPLA-PT, SWAPO, and Cuba was finally
paying dividends.

The Mistaken Assassination Attempt
MPLA-PT was concerned. The potential withdrawal of Cuban troops

would leave FAPLA to face UNITA alone. MPLA-PT insisted time and
time again that it would not negotiate with Savimbi; with UNITA perhaps,
but not Savimbi. On August 8, Angola attempted another assassination on
Savimbi’s life. An Angolan MIG shot and crippled a twin-jet British
Aerospace HS125–800 craft. The plane was carrying Botswana’s President
Quett Masire who was travelling to Luanda. President Masire was slightly
wounded in the attack. Interestingly, Savimbi used a similar aircraft to
travel throughout Africa. The military air defense system in southern
Angola had tracked the plane believing Savimbi was aboard. MPLA-PT
was determined to resolve the “Savimbi matter.”28

The Negotiation Process Slows
On August 24, 1988 the next round of the Angolan-Namibian peace talks

began. The parties were now focused on a timetable for Cuban withdrawal
from Angola. The South African position was more flexible than their
public statements.29 The Cuban stance was best summed up by a statement
from a Cuban diplomat, “We didn’t go to Angola to stay forever, you
know.” As the last SADF contingent withdrew August 30, Moscow charged
that the United States would double its aid to UNITA to lessen the loss of
South African assistance. Even as the South Africans withdrew and
negotiations continued, Cuba steadily increased the troop commitment to
Angola. By mid-September, Cuban troop strength was between fifty-five
and sixty thousand.30 The South African government warned that the



provocation could wreck the peace process and lead to a Cuban-South
African confrontation.

During a suspension of the four-party talks, a UNITA delegation met
with Cuban envoys in the Ivory Coast. There UNITA released the two
Cuban pilots it had captured during the Battle of Lomba River II. The
UNITA delegates also presented a letter from Savimbi to Castro.31 MPLA-
PT was unaware of the meeting.

In Jamba, Savimbi blasted Chester Crocker for mediating peace while
Cubans “flooded” into Angola. Savimbi asked “is he trying to dig graves
for his friends?”32

Intrigue, suspicion, distrust, and anger were present as the four-party
talks reopened in Brazzaville on September 7. Many observers cautioned
that the talks would either progress or a resumption of the conflict would
ensue. As the talks ended three days later, all the negotiators expressed
optimism that the discussions were entering “the last stages.”

MPLA-PT/UNITA: No Negotiations
As in 1975, MPLA-PT continued to ignore calls from African leaders for

national reconciliation. Instead, MPLA-PT focused its efforts on militarily
defeating UNITA.

In rejecting a dialogue with UNITA, dos Santos in an August 1988
speech to the People’s Assembly said, “the neutralization of the puppet
gang will require a final and additional sacrifice from our people and our
armed forces. By combining political and military action, our objectives
may meet with success.”33 Two weeks later, Luanda launched a nationwide
military conscription campaign. On October 27, President dos Santos
arrived in Moscow to discuss the regional settlement and seek continued
Soviet support. Dos Santos had previously visited Tanzania, North Korea,
and China (PRC).34 During his China stop, dos Santos reportedly
purchased weapons visibly demonstrating China’s change of policy from
1975. By seeking military support from Brazil, “neutral” countries, and
China, dos Santos was demonstrating to Moscow that the MPLA-PT would
not be an unintentional victim of U.S.-U.S.S.R. cooperation in regional



conflicts. According to Pravda of October 29, 1988, dos Santos and
Mikhail Gorbachev had “a substantial exchange of views on the
development of the situation in southern Africa and on bilateral Soviet-
Angolan relations.”35 This “substantial exchange” seemed to imply MPLA-
PT’s disenchantment with the peace process. The final leg of dos Santos’
trip took him to Czechoslovakia and Morocco. In Morocco, the Angolan
president tried to persuade King Hassan II to grant asylum to Savimbi
paving the way for negotiations with a leaderless UNITA.

Diplomatically, in August 1988, President Moussa Traore, President of
Mali and Acting President of the OAU, arrived in Luanda. At a welcoming
banquet, President dos Santos, again implying displeasure with both the
U.S.S.R. and OAU, bluntly stated: “Angola does not accept pressures, from
wherever they may come, which aim at the formation of a so-called
coalition government.” President Traore departed the next day.36

For its part, UNITA continued to ignore the cease-fire agreement.
Savimbi seemed unconcerned about the potential loss of South African
support. “Friends” would sustain UNITA with money and weapons. “The
MPLA will talk to us,” said Savimbi.

Meanwhile, the Angolan economy continued to struggle under the
burdens imposed by the civil war. The agricultural and industrial
infrastructure was ruined. In Luanda government ministers shopped at the
black market MPLA-PT had launched a majoring economic restructuring
program called the Saneamento Economico e Financiero (SEF) in January
1988. The three major goals of SEF were to increase productivity, raise
salaries, and spur domestic consumption. The ongoing civil war,
government corruption, and economic mismanagement made
implementation of SEF difficult.37

Angola was successful in obtaining membership in the International
Monetary Fund in July and the World Bank in September 1989. If the civil
war could be resolved, Angola now had global economic support to revive
its stagnant economy.38

Hunger was rampant in many of the provinces, and Angola led the world
in amputees per capita. Amputees resulted from land mines planted by both



UNITA and MPLA-PT, although UNITA did not plant mines in traditional
areas of UNITA support.39

Finally, a horrifying report continued to circulate of MPLA-PT forces
employing “toxic” weapons against soldiers and villages which supported
UNITA. Such tactics, if true, showed the desperation of FAPLA forces and
MPLA-PT’s sponsors.40

Four-Party Talks Continue
The seventh round of four-party talks did not reach any agreement on a

timetable for Cuban withdrawal from Angola. When the seventh round
adjourned on September 29, 1988 two self-imposed deadlines for an
agreement had passed, September 1 and September 29. As the delegations
departed to consult with their governments they reported “good spirits.” By
merely meeting at regular intervals, the four parties showed their good
intentions which allowed previous agreements to remain in force.

The U.S. Senate, however, was not as optimistic as some. UNITA
supporters in the senate blocked a Reagan administration proposal to
provide $150 million for UN peacekeeping activities in Namibia. The fifty-
one senators wanted assurances that UNITA would continue to receive
military assistance until genuine national reconciliation talks began in
Angola.41

President George Bush
On November 8, Republican nominee George Bush was elected President

of the United States. President-elect Bush was already on record in support
of continued U.S. military aid to UNITA.

The Bush victory convinced Cuba and Angola to be more flexible in the
negotiating process. The Cubans and Angolans had hoped for a Democratic
victory which would have resulted in a U.S. cut-off of support for UNITA.
President dos Santos in August had stated that “if the Democrats won the
elections, there would be a readjustment in U.S. policy, particularly
concerning southern Africa.”42



Three days after the Bush victory, the four-party conference reconvened
in Geneva. After five days of intensive discussions, Angola, Cuba, and
South Africa agreed to the removal of Cuban troops from Angola coupled
with independence for Namibia. The accord still needed the approval of the
respective governments. That approval was expected to be a mere formality,
though South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha warned that there were
details which “now have to be carefully assessed and positions compared.”

Further, Angolan President dos Santos hinted he was prepared to
negotiate with UNITA and Jonas Savimbi. In an interview with the French
publication Liberation, dos Santos said, “The UNITA problem must
become an Angolan problem which will be solved by Angolans … We want
to restore peace—a just and honorable peace for all… honorable for
everybody, and hence for Jonas Savimbi, too.”43

On December 3, 1988, delegations from Cuba, Angola, South Africa, and
the United States met in Brazzaville to resolve the issue of verification of
Cuban withdrawal from Angola. When assurances were not immediately
forthcoming, Foreign Minister Pik Botha and Defense Minister Magnus
Malan abruptly left Brazzaville to return to South Africa. Botha commented
that the negotiations had not been “set back,” but warned he could not sign
an agreement that was “not specific” about verification of a Cuban
withdrawal.

The International Resolution
On December 13, Angola, South Africa, and Cuba signed the Brazzaville

Protocol. Over a twenty-seven-month period, Cuba would withdraw its
troops from Angola, while South Africa would grant independence to
Namibia under UN Resolution 435 by November 1, 1989.44 A joint
commission of South Africa, Angola, and Cuba would resolve any disputes
that arose in implementation of the agreement.

Without the Tripartite Commission, the Brazzaville Accord might have
fallen apart during the April 1, 1989, SWAPO incursion into Namibia.

The accord was a diplomatic victory for the United States and the Soviet
Union. South Africa and Cuba could claim to have achieved their foreign
policy goals and honorably leave Angola and Namibia. SWAPO, while



losing Angolan support, would have a strong electoral advantage during the
political campaign in Namibia. ANC forces in Angola would have to
depart, going to Uganda, Ethiopia, Ghana, or Tanzania.45 ANC guerrilla
infiltration into South Africa would now be extremely difficult. UNITA
would be deprived of South African support, though the Bush
administration vowed to fill the void.46 Meanwhile, UNITA offered an
“immediate cease-fire” in exchange for “direct negotiations” with MPLA-
PT.

On December 22, the four parties met in New York to formally sign the
Brazzaville Protocol. At the signing ceremony, Cuban and South African
delegates exchanged angry words, marring the occasion.47 Ironically, the
Soviet and South African delegations enjoyed cordial relations.

TABLE 8.3 
The Peace Process

Who Where When
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola London May 1988
Angola/RSA Brazzaville May 1988
US/U.S.S.R. Lisbon May 1988b
US/U.S.S.R. Moscow May/June 1988c
US/Angola Washington June 1988
US/UNITA Washington June 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Cairo June 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola New York July 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Cape Verde July 1988
US/U.S.S.R. Geneva July 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Geneva August 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Brazzaville August 1988
UNITA/Cuba Ivory Coast August 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Brazzaville September 1988
UN/RSA Pretoria September 1988



Who Where When
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Brazzaville September 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola New York October 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Geneva November 1988
RSA/US/Cuba/Angola New York November 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Brazzaville December 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola Brazzaville December 1988
a RSA/US/Cuba/Angola New York December 1988

a Dfficial four-party talks
b U.S./U.S.S.R. had met in late April 1988 immediately before the first session of the four-patty talks
c Reagan/Gorbachev Summit

A significant agreement had been forged by the four parties during long
months of arduous negotiations. Cuban and South African troops would
depart. However, UNITA had never been a formal participant in the
negotiations.48 Consequently, the Angolan civil war continued.49

The Internal Solution
Many observers saw the December agreement as the framework to

resolve disputes in Mozambique and South Africa.50 Yet, both FAPLA and
FALA remained potent military forces without Cuban or South African
troops. The civil war in Angola had lost much of its international flavor, the
internal resolution would still require regional and superpower effort.

President Kaunda of Zambia urged the United States to end its support
for UNITA, but the U.S. Senate continued to press for a government of
national reconciliation that would include UNITA.

MPLA-PT continued to press for U.S. diplomatic recognition despite the
official position of the Bush administration. President Bush had not retained
Chester Crocker. Instead, Bush nominated Herman J. Cohen as his Assistant
Secretary of State for African Affairs. Cohen reaffirmed U.S. support for
UNITA in his confirmation hearings before the U.S. Senate Foreign Affairs
Committee.



TABLE 8.4 
Schedule for Cuban
Withdrawal From

Angola
December 1988–April 1,
1989

3,000 withdraw from Angola.

By August 1, 1989 All Cuban troops withdraw north of 15th
parallel through Cuito Cuanavale.

By November 1, 1989 Elections in Namibia, all Cuban troops
withdraw north of 13th parallel or Benguela
Railroad

November 1, 1989 50% of Cuban troops in Angola to have
departed

April 1, 1990a 66.7% of Cuban troops to have departed
October 1, 1990 75% of Cuban troops to have departed
January 1, 1991 No more than 12,000 troops to remain in

Angola
July 1, 1991 All Cuban troops to have left Angola

a On January 25, 1990, Cuba temporarily suspended its troop withdrawal from Angola to protest the
killing of four Cuban soldiers by UNITA forces. On February 20, the withdrawal resumed.

In January 1989, MPLA-PT officially announced that it had met with
UNITA. However, the thrust of the discussion dealt with another amnesty
program for UNITA. Previously, the Angolan government had always
denied reports of MPLA-PT/UNITA talks.

UNITA immediately rejected the amnesty offer. Instead, UNITA
announced a “general offensive.”51 Two weeks later, Savimbi, acceding to
a request from Ivory Coast President Felix Houphouet-Boigny, suspended
the offensive. Such a move, he ventured, might stimulate peace talks with
the MPLA-PT. Later in March, Savimbi offered not to include himself in
MPLA-PT/UNITA peace negotiations.52 Also included in the offer was a



cease-fire until July 15, to allow resumption of non-military rail traffic on
the Benguela Railroad, and the release of one hundred FAPLA soldiers.

UNITA had taken a decisive advantage over MPLA-PT in the public
relations war. Savimbi had agreed to a negotiated settlement, and to not
include himself in the first stages of talks. The United States, Soviet Union,
and a growing number of African nations supported UNITA’s position of a
negotiated settlement. MPLA-PT found its hardline position deteriorating
under international, but especially regional, scrutiny.

On May 16, 1989, MPLA-PT invited representatives of Zambia, Zaire,
Gabon, Zimbabwe, Congo, Mozambique and Sao Tome e Principe to
Luanda. There Angola presented its seven-point plan for resolving the
Angolan civil war. The Angolan government agreed to a negotiated
settlement of the war, but reports were unclear as to whether direct or
indirect negotiations between MPLA-PT and UNITA would take place.53
The parties adjourned with an agreement to meet in June at Gbadolite,
Zaire.

The Gbadolite Handshake
On June 22, 1989, the heads of eighteen African nations met in

Gbadolite. Among them were President Joseph Mobutu of Zaire, President
Ibrahim Babangida of Nigeria, President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia,
President Denis Sassou-Nguesso of Congo, and Moussa Traore, President
of Mali and acting Chairman of the OAU. That evening, President dos
Santos and Jonas Savimbi shook hands, agreeing to a cease-fire and the
start of peace talks on a government of national reconciliation. Immediately,
however, confusion reigned as to what had been agreed in the six-hour
meeting. For example, President Kaunda claimed that Savimbi would go
into self-exile as part of the cease-fire accord. President Mobutu said, “there
is nothing about exile.” Savimbi stated he would not go into exile, saying
“If you don’t defeat a man, you can’t send him into exile.” MPLA-PT
claimed that Gbadolite had accepted its proposal of a Savimbi exile, a
cease-fire, a reintegration of UNITA members into existing institutions
(MPLA-PT) and an end of U.S. support for UNITA.54



What Happened at Gbadolite?
It seems doubtful that Jonas Savimbi would accept external exile as a

concession to MPLA-PT.55 Further, it seems unlikely that Savimbi would
allow UNITA to be incorporated into MPLA-PT on a piecemeal basis.
Savimbi and UNITA did not venture to Zaire in the role of losers. If
anything, President dos Santos was under pressure to make concessions to
UNITA.

MPLA-PT was certain the United States would not halt military
assistance to UNITA.56 The Soviet Union, Angola’s supplier of military
weaponry, was openly urging negotiations. Cuban troops were being
withdrawn and African leaders were also, for the first time, openly urging
negotiation between MPLA-PT and UNITA. MPLA-PT was not totally
supportive of any rapprochement. MPLA-PT cadres saw the loss of benefits
and privileges if UNITA members entered the civil service, government
posts, or the military in any capacity. The more militant ideologues saw
MPLA-PT abandoning the socialism of Agostinho Neto. The military was
concerned about the departure of the Cuban troops. Finally, dos Santos was
trying to maintain a delicate balance between wooing the West, and
negotiating a favorable solution to the civil war.

In 1975, the Alvor Agreement had placed UNITA as a political partner to
FNLA and MPLA. Now the Gbadolite Declaration gave new status to
Savimbi. No longer was he a South African “puppet,” but a leader of stature
who commanded respect. For example, Savimbi left Zaire in the company
of President Joaquim Chissano of Mozambique.

For his part, Joseph Mobutu of Zaire hoped to position himself as the
senior African statesman. Such a posture would place him in good stead
with the United States. The U.S. Congress was openly critical of Mobuto’s
personal wealth and Zaire’s poorly managed economy. As a peacemaker in
Angola, Mobutu could silence, or at least deflect, criticism.

It was unusual that African leaders could sit in the same room for six
hours and emerge with different versions of the meeting. President dos
Santos and UNITA’s President Jonas Savimbi did shake hands at Gbadolite.
They did agree to a cease-fire. Also, both men agreed to have their parties



meet in the future to negotiate the future of Angola. According to the
Gbadolite Declaration nothing more was agreed.

Almost immediately the cease-fire collapsed.57 Disagreement arose as to
the subjects the “peace commission” should discuss. MPLA-PT argued the
commission would “study ways of integrating UNITA members into
Angolan society.”

Marcos Samondo, a UNITA representative in Washington, D.C., summed
up the Gbadolite meeting in the following manner: “At Gbadolite, nothing
was signed on paper. Neither the MPLA-PT nor UNITA had a clear
understanding of what exactly a cease-fire entailed … Observation forces,
Red Cross supplies? UNITA wanted a Cease-Fire Verification Commission
to monitor the agreement. Dos Santos rejected this out of hand. MPLA-PT
thought the cease-fire was an end in itself. UNITA thought the cease-fire
was a means to achieve direct negotiations on a permanent cease-fire, and
continued dialogue toward a government of national unity.”58

On August 22, eight African heads of state met in Zimbabwe to suggest
ways to save the crumbling peace plan. This time the participants of the
meeting agreed that Savimbi had accepted “temporary and voluntary
retirement.” The eight leaders agreed to meet again September 18 in Zaire.
Savimbi rejected this interpretation and declared the truce to be over.59

President dos Santos continued to insist that U.S. support for Savimbi
must end. “All foreign interference in internal matters of Angola must end,”
said dos Santos.60

In his 1990 New Year’s address to the Angolan people, President dos
Santos outlined another peace plan. This one would allow UNITA
participation as a social or cultural body, not a political party. UNITA also
rejected this offer.61

Re-Enter the Great Powers
The United States continued to support the UNITA position regarding the

interpretation of Gbadolite. However, it appeared that Mobutu was
reversing his support for UNITA. It was becoming apparent that South
Africa and the United States were acting in concert to save the Gbadolite



Declaration, at least the cease-fire portion of the agreement. After meeting
with South African President Frederick De Klerk, Savimbi agreed to honor
the cease-fire agreement.

In the Fall of 1989, Savimbi again ventured to the United States. There
he met with President Bush, who promised continued support for UNITA.
President dos Santos was also invited to visit Washington after Savimbi.62

UNITA was reliant upon U.S. military support. Although MPLA-PT
accused South Africa of supplying UNITA, the SADF pipeline was closed
unless Cuban troops moved against Jamba.

In December 1989, FAPLA launched an impressive military drive against
Mavinga, gateway to Jamba. The MPLA-PT forces, directed by Soviet
advisers at the brigade level, were able to cross the Cuito and Lomba rivers.
FAPLA troops succeeded in driving to Mavinga where they were thrown
back in a conventional military encounter. Both FALA and FAPLA suffered
heavy losses.

South Africa and Cuba did not participate. South Africa, enjoying its new
international respectability with the release of Nelson Mandela, the removal
of the ban on the ANC, and the favorable reviews of the De Klerk
government refused to intervene. Cuba, on the other hand, respecting the
terms of the Brazzaville Accord, kept its troops north of the thirteenth
parallel. Fidel Castro could not afford the international condemnation of
violating the peace treaty. Neither could he further alienate his patrons in
Moscow, nor risk a possible South African military strike.

The Soviet Union, basking in its new-found popularity resulting from
“new thinking” policies on East Europe, showed a stubborn penchant for
“old thinking” in allowing Soviet advisers to participate in the FAPLA
offensive.

FAPLA forces employing massive air power simply overwhelmed the
UNITA guerrillas with their armour. Once UNITA reverted to Maoist tactics
of ambush, harassment, and deception FAPLA began to incur heavy
casualties. To alleviate pressure on Mavinga/Jamba, UNITA launched a
nationwide guerrilla offensive which made the concentration of FAPLA
troops in southern Angola risky. Additionally, FALA units succeeded in
cutting off water and electric power in Luanda, throwing the city into a near
panic. In May 1990, FAPLA was partially surrounded, harassed, low on



food, fuel, and ammunition, and began to withdraw from Mavinga toward
Cuito Cuanavale. MPLA-PT hardliners were forced to admit that UNITA
could defend Mavinga/Jamba without SADF assistance. President dos
Santos dismissed the southern front commander Lt. General Antonio dos
Santos Franca Ndalu, furthering weakening the military wing of MPLA-
PT.63

The peace process regained momentum as both MPLA-PT and UNITA
realized an internal military resolution to the civil war was not feasible.
Exploratory discussions were held in Cape Verde, Portugal, and the United
States. Official contact began in Portugal in April 1990. As Portuguese
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Jose Durao Barroso noted, “a long,
long road will have to be run” before peace comes to Angola.
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Conclusion

Angola and the Future
Looking at key variables, the UNITA insurgency and MPLA-PT’s

response have been examined. Portugal hoped to make its colonies full
members of the Metropole. Portugal had neither the funds, population
resources, nor motivation to incorporate Angola, Mozambique, and Guinea-
Bissau into the Metropole. Instead, Angola was militarily conquered, the
inhabitants sold as slaves, and Angola colonized. Such conditions provided
the necessary climate for the growth of nationalism and rebellion.

However, the Angolans did not win independence on the battlefield but
rather by Portuguese default. Portugal did not possess the national resolve
to continue a war its leaders knew to be unwinnable. The Portuguese
surrendered not to one liberation group, but to three—FNLA, UNITA, and
MPLA.

Despite personality clashes, ethnic animosity, and outside interference,
Portugal successfully concluded the Alvor Agreement, which among other
things stipulated national elections for a constituent assembly.

The sabotage of the Alvor Agreement by Cuba, MPLA, and the Soviet
Union was a bitter blow to Jonas Savimbi and UNITA. Savimbi had geared
UNITA as a political rather than a military force. UNITA would have fared
very well under the Alvor Agreement. A civil war was not in UNITA’s best
interest. MPLA, with Soviet materiel and Cuban troops, violated the Alvor
Agreement because Neto and his forces would not be successful at the
ballot box.

In order to survive the bitter civil war, UNITA accepted assistance from
the Republic of South Africa. UNITA paid a heavy price for that alliance.
However, UNITA also reverted to its Maoist roots and tactics to continue
the fight for freedom in Angola. The Angolan environment is perfectly
tailored for an insurgency. UNITA forces have ranged throughout Angola,
committing acts of sabotage against economic targets. MPLA-PT has not



been able to revive the moribund economy. UNITA has shown strong
organizational skills, popular support, and a cohesiveness found in few
other insurgent groups. UNITA’s external support has primarily been from
South Africa, but since 1988 the United States has been UNITA’s major
source for military weaponry.

In 1975, UNITA relied on U.S. support only to be disappointed by the
passage of the Clark Amendment. Since then, U.S. foreign policy has
traversed from the Vietnam Syndrome to implementation of the Reagan
Doctrine in 1985. Now the United States and Soviet Union are cooperating
to resolve regional conflicts. This lack of continuity in U.S. foreign policy
must be unsettling to the UNITA hierarchy, which is militarily dependent
upon the U.S. Congress.

The Savimbi Factor
The problem with a peaceful resolution to the Angolan civil war is the

intransigence of MPLA-PT regarding negotiations with a Savimbiled
UNITA. Agostinho Neto was jealous of him, Eduardo dos Santos also fears
the charismatic Savimbi.

On August 4, 1990, Savimbi turned fifty-six years of age. The Third
National Liberation Struggle was fourteen years old.1 The economy was
destroyed and the people were starving and driven from their homes.
Angola has been ruined by the centrally planned policies of MPLA-PT—
the great coffee plantations lie abandoned, and the Benguela Railroad is
inoperable. The white Angolans, who fled to Portugal, refuse to return to a
nation led by the Leninist MPLA-PT. If UNITA maintains its guerrilla
warfare, economic development will not occur. The UNITA insurgent
employing Maoist tactics is capable of economic dislocation anywhere in
Angola. Yet by some interpretations of the Gbadolite Declaration, Savimbi
was an obstacle to peace.

Historically, however, Savimbi always opposed any merger of UNITA
with another party. Savimbi refused to merge with MPLA or FNLA in the
early part of the colonial struggle. Having forced a military stalemate, it is
unlikely that Savimbi will step aside and allow UNITA to dissolve for
incorporation into MPLA-PT.



Also, despite years of talk and agreement after agreement, UNITA was
never an official part of the negotiations process. Chester Crocker, for all of
his yeoman effort, declared the UNITA/MPLA-PT civil war “an internal
matter.” The Brazzaville Accord was an international resolution to the civil
war, not an internal settlement. The internal solution must at a minimum
include participation of all opposition parties.

Could any African leader at Gbadolite look President dos Santos in the
eye and insist on “free, open elections” in Angola? Elections UNITA would
probably win?

MPLA-PT is a legitimate liberation movement with a proud history of
sacrifice and achievement.2 But UNITA is, too. UNITA is not only a
military organization, but a political one as well. UNITA has repeatedly
soughtnegotiation, national reconciliation, and compromise—only to be
rejected by MPLA-PT.3

Critics of Savimbi argue that he is an opportunist who espouses western
values to assuage his supporters. It is true that UNITA has a Maoist
political/military structure. In the early 1970s, UNITA criticized U.S.
involvement in Vietnam. Politically, UNITA practices “democratic
centralism” and utilizes political commissars. Economically, all civilians
donate time to collective farms in Free Angola. Currency is not used in
Jamba. However, Maoist tactics are invaluable to an insurgency movement.
As Savimbi has noted that Maoism does not translate into governmental
administration. Although Angola faces an uncertain political future, UNITA
would not institute a centrally-planned economy, having taken note of
MPLA-PT, Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, and China itself.

The Future of UNITA
MPLA-PT may continue the political/military stalemate in an attempt to

split UNITA. Younger UNITA cadres might accept some concessions from
MPLA-PT which the older generation would not. However, the Cuban
withdrawal will conclude as scheduled, barring unforeseen events, placing
further pressure upon the government to negotiate.

The UNITA Second Extraordinary Congress in September 1989
reaffirmed Savimbi’s leadership and, more importantly, his interpretation of



Gbadolite. MPLA-PT has for years tried to splinter UNITA. That strategy
has not worked.

Yet Savimbi is vital to UNITA. His leadership, oratorical skills, and on-
scene presence is irreplaceable. If the Afghanistan Mujaheddin guerrillas or
Nicaraguan Contras lost a top leader, the struggle continued. Should
Savimbi depart the Angolan scene, the question arises about UNITA’s
ability to sustain the political/military momentum.

Clearly, there is a schism in the UNITA hierarchy over military policy,
peace negotiations, Savimbi’s leadership style, and even ethnic problems.
How deep the schism runs is difficult to determine. Time after time,
however, Savimbi has exhibited his popularity and political strength within
the movement.

The Future of MPLA-PT
President Eduardo dos Santos faces an uncertain future. The Third Party

Congress of the MPLA-PT, held in December 1990, made some progress
toward resolving the political stalemate, but it also underscored the growing
disenchantment with the leadership style of dos Santos. As the Angolan
president makes concession after concession to UNITA, his political
support within the party is eroding.

The president’s allies find themselves defending fifteen years of failed
economic policies and doomed military ventures. Additionally, concessions
made by the party are increasingly viewed as illogical attempts to gamer
popularity. Meanwhile, the political solidarity of MPLA-PT has been
fractured.

Consequently, it is possible that the military (FAPLA) may launch a coup
d’état to thwart the peace process. The military wing of MPLA-PT is still
smarting from the defeats in 1985, 1987, and 1990. A unified army, as
envisioned by negotiators, would eliminate many of the privileges enjoyed
by the FAPLA command staff. Also, the idea of a negotiated settlement to
the civil war smacks of defeat to the military.

The last Cuban troops will depart in July 1991. If the political wing of the
party continues to grant unreasonable concessions, the military may act.
Possibly to forestall such an event, dos Santos assumed the defense ministry
portfolio in November 1990.



At any rate, if free, fair elections are held in Angola, the MPLA-PT
might split into several parties, possibly a “socialist” or “social-democratic”
party might emerge. After all, MPLA-PT would have little positive to
campaign upon. The lessons of Eastern Europe would not be lost on those
MPLA-PT members untainted by Eduardo dos Santos.

The Military Situation
Should FAPLA continue efforts to capture Mavinga/Jamba, UNITA

might abandon the cities. As a Maoist insurgency, UNITA guerrillas
paralyzed the whole nation, but as a semi-conventional army, with no air
force or armour, UNITA cannot defend fixed positions.

Should FAPLA attempt to capture Mavinga/Jamba with a back-door
assault through Namibia with People’s Liberation Army of Namibia
(PLAN) forces, FALA troops might have to reevaluate the entire defensive
scheme for the defense of UNITA’s capital city.4

By concentrating his forces, Savimbi has allowed MPLA-PT to gather its
forces in southeastern Angola. By abandoning Jamba approximately
twenty-five thousand guerrillas would be released for assignment
throughout Angola. As in Afghanistan, the MPLA-PT would be isolated in
the cities, while UNITA guerrillas could wreck the economy, capture
hostages and, in true Maoist fashion, re-take the advantage from a superior
force. Further, the loss of Mavinga/Jamba could end all hope of a negotiated
end to the war. If the capital of Free Angola were to fall, UNITA would not
negotiate from a position of weakness. It could be, therefore, to MPLA-
PT’s advantage not to capture the UNITA capital.

The Soviet View
Book One in the series on East-South relations focuses upon Mikhail

Gorbachev’s new thinking on regional conflicts. With the ascension of
Gorbachev to power in the U.S.S.R. and his policies of “perestroika” and
“glasnost,” many believed that the Soviet Union was willing to negotiate a
settlement to regional conflicts in order to concentrate on internal
political/economic reform.



In 1988, the Soviet Union agreed in Geneva to withdraw its troops from
Afghanistan. However, in 1989, the Soviet Union delivered $2 billion worth
of arms to the Afghan government, which engaged in several offensives
against the rebels. In Angola, the largest MPLA-PT offensives have
occurred during Gorbachev’s rule with equipment supplied by the U.S.S.R.
On one hand, the Soviet Union, despite participation in the Brazzaville
Accord negotiations, has supplied $2 billion worth of military materiel to
Angola since 1988.5 Yet, on the other hand, Moscow has publicly urged
MPLA-PT/UNITA negotiations, going so far as to issue a call for fair
elections.6

With the rapidity of events in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
Gorbachev may try to maintain MPLA-PT in power (“old thinking”), or he
may be compelled by internal considerations to strong-arm MPLA-PT to
the negotiating table (“new thinking”). Also, MPLA-PT can no longer
count on the unwavering support of East Germany and other Bloc countries.
Further, the Angolan government must be cognizant of the U.S.S.R.-
UNITA link, should Moscow determine that MPLA-PT is an impediment to
U.S.-U.S.S.R. objectives in the region.

The Fall of Castro?
The Brazzaville Accord was a defeat for Fidel Castro. Castro had a

political and economic interest in MPLA-PT reliance on Cuban troops.
Involvement in Africa and Latin America allowed Castro to portray himself
as a “liberator,” leader of the Non-Aligned Movement or protector of
Leninist regimes. After all, Castro promised that his forces would remain in
southern Africa until “apartheid falls.” Also, Cuban involvement in the
Third World postponed questions about Castro’s corrupt regime.
Economically, the Cuban economy received a monthly infusion of money
from Angola as payment for the Cuban troops.

Fidel Castro was determined that Cuba would not leave Angola as a
defeated force, or with even the appearance of a defeated force. The
1987/88 battle of Cuito Cuanavale, while not a victory for FAPLA/Cuban
forces, saved face for Castro. General Arnaldo Ochoa was sent to Angola
with orders to hold Cuito Cuanavale. General Ochoa accomplished this, but



upon his return to Cuba he was accused of illegal drug-trafficking and
executed. General Ochoa was an able officer who commanded intense
loyalty from his troops. His demise is ample evidence that the regime of
Fidel Castro is struggling to cope with the return of tens of thousands of
soldiers who face unemployment because of the stagnant Cuban economy.
Castro, in eliminating Ochoa, rid himself of a possible rival for leadership
and intimidated the internal opposition supported by Moscow.

In January 1990, Cuba temporarily slowed its withdrawal from Angola
for one month. Yet unless the Brazzaville Accord totally unravels, the
Cuban economy will be forced to accommodate thousands of soldiers
reintegrating into the civilian economy. The winds of revolutionary change
blowing through Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, Nicaragua, and
Afghanistan can already be detected in Havana.

South Africa—The Mediator?
The Republic of South Africa and UNITA are no longer allies. During

the January-March 1990, FAPLA offensive against Mavinga, SADF did not
intervene.

Much like the Soviet Union, South Africa is too concerned with internal
developments to risk scarce resources and prestige on Angola. Recent
initiatives by South Africa, such as the release of Nelson Mandela, the
removal of the ban on the ANC, and other measures taken by President De
Klerk, are too valuable to risk by another Angolan intervention.

Critics of Jonas Savimbi accuse him of being a “puppet” of South Africa
and describe UNITA as a “creature of the SADF.” In 1975, Savimbi had
nowhere to turn. China was withdrawing from the conflict, the United
States was supplying FNLA, while Cuban soldiers and Soviet weapons
poured into Angola. Savimbi accepted South African aid because he had no
other choice. Later, South African-UNITA cooperation revolved around
UNITA’s struggle against MPLA-PT and South Africa’s concern about
Cuban soldiers and the Soviet presence in southern Africa.

The SADF remains concerned about the capabilities of the Angolan air
force, as well as the potential of Angola’s air defense system, one of the
most modern in the world. But SADF sources agree that the Angolan civil
war cannot be resolved militarily.



In March 1990, South Africa’s Foreign Minister Pik Botha volunteered
South Africa as a mediator between UNITA and MPLA-PT. Angolan
President dos Santos refused the offer but left the door ajar for the future.

The United States—Success for the Reagan Doctrine
Since 1976, former Senator Dick Clark and Congressman Howard Wolpe

have argued that overturning the Clark Amendment and implementation of
the Reagan Doctrine would force MPLA-PT, and the Sandinistas into a
closer military/political/economic relationship with the Soviet Union and
Cuba. They believed that Angola would reject the concept of “linkage”
regarding freedom for Namibia coupled with a Cuban pullout from Angola.
The United States would, they felt, alienate key allies by arming “anti-
Leninist struggles” in Angola, Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Nicaragua.
They were wrong!

The Brazzaville Accord was a victory for the Reagan Doctrine. Angola
did accept the concept of “linkage.” The Reagan Doctrine brought the
Soviets and Cubans to the negotiating table not only in Angola, but in
Afghanistan and Nicaragua as well. The Soviet Union and Cuba did not
increase their “adventurism” around the globe. Instead, as the “anti-Leninist
fighters” made the cost of Leninist imperialism more costly, Mikhail
Gorbachev sought to extricate the U.S.S.R. and its allies.

In Nicaragua, the Sandinistas allowed free and democratic elections. In
Angola, the Cuban withdrawal began. SWAPO was forced to present their
policies and candidates in a free, democratic election in Namibia. The ANC
was forced to relocate from Angola to Ethiopia and Tanzania and,
consequently, were forced to seek a more legitimate path to power in South
Africa. The democratic freedom fighters financed by the Reagan Doctrine,
but fought by those who reject Leninist domination, proved that the armed
struggle brings results.

In Angola, however, the Brazzaville Accord was only a partial solution.
The United States should insist on a return to the terms of the Alvor
Agreement. If properly implemented, free elections would take place in
Angola within nine months of the creation of a tripartite government.
Constituent Assembly elections would insure all ethnic groupings equitable
representation. In February 1990, dos Santos was scheduled to visit the



United States. He cancelled his visit, reportedly because of the FAPLA
offensive. In reality he postponed because many congressmen would ask
questions as to his aversion to free, democratic elections.

Chevron-Gulf and other U.S. corporations, should be forces for positive
political change. They would then be in a position to assist in reconstruction
and development.7 European firms, many of whom have signed
development contracts, would also play a major role. Economic prosperity
would ease political differences to a large extent.

UNITA enjoys bipartisan support in the U.S. Congress. The late
Congressman Claude Pepper (D-Fla.) was among the first Democrats to
support the UNITA cause. With stated elegance he reminded his colleagues
that a vote for UNITA did not imply support for the policies of South
Africa.

U.S. policy in Angola should not be deflected by the opinion of African
nations. Instead, the United States should, in keeping with our democratic
ideals, pursue the just course. “American interests don’t require keeping the
U.N. or Big Oil happy.“8 The United States is the best hope for peace
because Washington has a tenuous link with all parties.

Possible Solutions to the Angolan Civil War
If the war cannot be won militarily then it must be resolved at the

negotiating table. Successful negotiations build upon common areas of
agreement. In Angola the first steps toward talks have recently been taken.

UNITA Incorporation Into MPLA-PT
Originally, MPLA-PT continued to insist that UNITA disband.

Individuals could then apply to join MPLA-PT. President dos Santos said
UNITA leaders could be given top posts within the Angolan government
Also, FALA soldiers and commanders would be integrated into FAPLA
forces. In short, UNITA would abide by MPLA-PT’s interpretation of the
Gbadolite Agreement.

Savimbi, the Central Committee, the Political Bureau, and the FALA
high command rejected this offer. However, in southern African politics,



and with U.S. and Soviet pressure, partial incorporation combined with
MPLA-PT concessions in other areas could be arranged.

More recently, dos Santos has expressed a willingness to consider a
multi-party system for Angola. Details have not been forthcoming. Initially,
dos Santos said the Angolan people should vote on the need for a multi-
party system. Nor had dos Santos formally presented, as of fall 1990, any
formal proposal to MPLA-PT for such a change. Instead, dos Santos
insisted that the Angolan constitution could only be amended by the
MPLA-PT Party Congress scheduled for December 1990. Even then,
Angola’s Ambassador to the UN Manuel Pedro Pacavira warned “that a
public referendum will be held on revising the constitution and the electoral
law to allow for free and open elections and a multi-party system.”
President dos Santos earlier commented, “In any event we do not
recommend a sudden change from a one party to a multi-party state. People
must learn and develop collective debate habits in order to exercise
democracy …. sudden change can be both very dangerous and disastrous.”9

Savimbi has recognized MPLA-PT as the legitimate government of
Angola. UNITA has also presented several proposals for a peaceful
resolution to the war. They include: (1) explicit mutual recognition by both
parties; (2) a firm and irreversible commitment to multi-party democracy,
with a timetable set for free and fair elections; (3) a ceasefire monitored by
the international community; (4) the formation of a national army; and, (5)
assurances for fundamental liberties including freedom of speech, freedom
of religion, freedom of press, and freedom of association. These measures
would be accepted as a package, not piecemeal as MPLA-PT has implied.

TABLE 9.1 
UNITA/MPLA-PT Peace Negotiations, 1990–Portugal

Date Site Representatives Issues
Apr.
24–
25

Evora Antonio Pitra-MPLA-PT
Adolosi Alicerces-UNITA

Cease-fire

June
16–
18

Oeiras Antonio Pitra-MPLA-PT
Adolosi Alicerces-UNITA

Recognition of UNITA, cease-
fire, UNITA delegation departs
early



Date Site Representatives Issues
Aug.
27–
31

LisbonAntonio Pitra-MPLA-PT
Adolosi Aliceres-UNITA

Cease fire, recognition of
UNITA

Sept.
24–
27

LisbonAntonio Pitra-MPLA-PT
Jorge Valentim-UNITA

Cease fire, recognition of
UNITA, UNITA consults with
U.S.S.R.

Nov.
16–
20

LisbonFernando de Piedade-
MPLA-PT Jorge Valentim-
UNITA

Cease fire, recognition of
UNITA

MPLA-PT countered with a proposition of (1) the cease-fire should come
first; (2) UNITA would be demilitarized; (3) UNITA would be placed under
a special (undefined) regime according to the Angolan constitution—at
present MPLA-PT recognition of UNITA is not possible because of
constitutional constraints.

Despite the gap in the two parties’ positions, both sides appear to have
begun a process of granting moderate concessions in an attempt to lure the
other side into compromise. Such a process, while slow, might eventually
lead to measurable progress.

The Return of the Superpowers

The United States and Soviet Union have also made a cooperative effort
at resolving the Angolan civil war. U.S. Secretary of State James Baker and
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met several times in 1990 to
devise an acceptable peace plan to which all parties could subscribe. The
Soviet Union proposed the “triple zero option.”

The “triple zero option” called for Moscow and Washington to stop
military aid to Angola and UNITA, and for the two sides not to accept arms
from other parties. MPLA-PT accepted the proposal but UNITA declined,
saying the proposal would only benefit MPLA-PT which had huge
stockpiles of weaponry. The Soviet Union and United States also
volunteered to act as sponsors or mediators in the peace talks. MPLA-PT
initially rejected such participation, terming “such participation would not



now be useful.”10 The assistance of Moscow remains problematical
depending upon the internal situation in the Soviet Union. The Soviets may
again revert to “old thinking” should Gorbachev decide that the military
needs a “foreign adventure.”

For the United States several factors converged in 1990 to place Angola
as a key foreign policy issue. The spreading famine in Angola could kill
hundreds of thousands of Angolans in the next few years.11 The only way
to effectively stop the famine is for a cease-fire to be in place.

Moreover, the continuing crisis in the Persian Gulf, coupled with the
rising cost of petroleum, highlighted Angola’s potential as an important
source of petroleum. In 1990, Angola produced five hundred thousand
barrels per day—far below its capacity. American oil corporations were
pressing the Bush administration to resolve the conflict.

Finally, the Reagan Doctrine was losing support in the U.S. Congress.
The federal budget problems made scrutiny of the covert funding for
UNITA expectable. Coupled with efforts by anti-UNITA congressional
forces, continued funding for UNITA on a yearly basis was becoming more
and more difficult to sustain.

The Namibia Option
In 1978 the United Nations Security Council adopted a Namibian

independence plan known as Resolution 435. Successful implementation of
the resolution led to independence for Namibia on March 22, 1990. The
United Nations Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) fielded 7, 900
soldiers, policemen, and civilians from 109 nations. The actions of the UN
in Namibia, the Middle East, and other spots on the globe helped UN peace-
keeping forces win a Nobel Peace prize. Many analysts believe the UN
could play a key role in the Angolan peace process. UNTAG forces could
separate the combatants, assist in establishment of political parties and
preparations for free and fair elections. The UN could promise massive
international aid for reconstruction purposes as an inducement to all
Angolans. UNTAG forces could replace FAPLA/FALA units until a
national army could be formed after the election process was concluded. A
designated period of peace would allow tensions to ease and the healing



process to begin. It might allow Angolans to discover that they are all
Angolans, not political or military opponents. Finally, UNTAG could draw
upon previous experience to facilitate a smooth, orderly transition, avoiding
the difficulties encountered in Namibia.

The Kingdom of Benguela
Another scenario would involve the partition of Angola along the

thirteenth parallel, or the Benguela Railroad. The northern portion would be
governed by MPLA-PT, the southern by UNITA. Both parties would share
in the revitalization of the Benguela Railroad. Northern Angola would
possess oil and the coffee growing regions, while southern Angola would
have the agricultural base as well as some mineral deposits, including
petroleum. The two nations would be culturally and economically
interdependent, which might foster rapprochement at a later date.

The major political actors in Angola today were all participants in the
colonial struggle against Portugal and the Angolan civil war. This has made
compromise and reconciliation all but impossible. Possibly the Angolan
people would be better served by a temporary division of political power
until a new generation of leaders not so wedded to the historical legacy
emerges.

A partition of Angola would be politically unacceptable to the OAU. If
the organization sanctioned one partition, the political boundaries of Africa
could be substantially altered. Yet, such a scenario could resolve several
civil conflicts throughout the African continent, most notably Ethiopia.

A MPLA-PT/UNITA Coalition?
MPLA-PT must realize that a military resolution to the civil war is

unlikely. Cuito Cuanavale could have been the basis for a negotiated
settlement to the conflict. Both UNITA and MPLA-PT had a victory in
hand. South Africa could no longer afford the human or economic cost, the
Soviet Union also had grown weary of the massive military sponsorship of
MPLA-PT, and Cuba was battle-fatigued after fifteen years of participation
in the civil war. Also, the 1990 battle of Mavinga/Jamba could have been
the beginning of a peaceful resolution to the civil war. MPLA-PT hard-



liners believed that UNITA would crumble without South African
assistance. That did not happen. Nor was UNITA on the threshold of
military victory.

MPLA-PT’s Leninist transformation of Angolan society has failed.
UNITA, with its respect for ethnic customs and traditions and combined
with Maoist tactics, has the support of the Ovimbundu and other ethnic
groups. MPLA-PT’s acts of terrorism against UNITA supporters has further
bonded the people to UNITA. UNITA cannot be defeated because
Ovimbundu nationalism cannot be suppressed!

Perhaps the best viable option is a negotiated solution based upon the
tenets of the Alvor Agreement. Why not free elections in Angola? If Daniel
Ortega in Nicaragua and Sam Nujoma in Namibia stand for election, why
not José Eduardo dos Santos? If Savimbi is all that his critics claim, he and
UNITA will lose those elections! The United States should then recognize
and encourage investment in an Angola governed by MPLA-PT. Similarly,
the United States has recognized the new Nicaraguan leadership and offered
economic aid. But Eduardo dos Santos knows Savimbi will not lose such an
election, and that is why free, democratic elections have not been held in
Angola. Dos Santos realizes that Daniel Ortega had to campaign on the
Sandinista’s economic performance.

Coalition Government in Angola
Because of the ethnic differences among the Angolan people, a

democratic political system in Angola would more closely resemble that of
a multi-party rather than a two-party system. UNITA and MPLA-PT would
be two important political actors, but under a multi-party scheme the
Bakongo people would reform FNLA or some other party to represent their
aspirations. Also, other ethnic groups would form parties and, under a
coalition type system, would possess more political power than their
numbers would normally generate in a two-party system. Consequently,
while UNITA might have a plurality in the parliament, coalition politics
would insure that UNITA seek to attract partners or that other parties ally
politically to force UNITA into moderation or concessions. It is possible
that UNITA could win a plurality in parliamentary elections and yet be
subservient to a MPLA-PT/FNLA/Chokwe coalition. The best scenario



would involve changing coalitions based upon the issues and upon the
benefit of the legislation to the Angolan nation.

Southern Africa already has seen an example of coalition democracy at
work in Namibia. SWAPO did not win enough of the popular vote to single-
handedly draft the Namibian constitution. Consequently, SWAPO was
forced to concede ideological principles for political stability. The
Namibian constitution is one of the most democratic in southern Africa: it
limits the power of the president, guarantees human rights, mandates an
independent judiciary, and enshrines private ownership. A mixed economy
is prescribed and foreign investment is encouraged. Why? Because SWAPO
had to negotiate and compromise with its political rivals.

The Struggle Continues
UNITA continues to seek negotiations with MPLA-PT. Economic

development, political stabilization, and cultural regeneration cannot begin
in Angola until the civil war is equitably resolved. The process of a
negotiated settlement to the Angolan civil war must proceed forward. This
view is shared by many Angolans. Both UNITA and MPLA-PT should be
prepared to make reasonable concessions in order to facilitate the peace
process. Internal and external forces must realize that UNITA holds the key
to peace in Angola.
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Appendix I

The Alvor Agreement

From Ministry of Mass Communication 1975 

Angola—The Independence Agreement

The Portuguese State and the Angolan National Liberation Movements—
The National Angolan Liberation Front (F.N.L.A.), the People’s Movement
for the Liberation of Angola (M.P.L.A.) and the National Union for the
Total Independence of Angola (U.N.I.T.A.)—having met at Alvor, in the
Algarve, from 10 to 15 January 1975, to negotiate the procedure and the
calendar of the access of Angola to independence, have agreed to the
following:



Chapter I 

On the Independence of Angola

Article 1.—The Portuguese State recognizes the Liberation Movements
—National Angolan Liberation Front (F.N.L.A). the People’s Movement for
the Liberation of Angola (M.P.L.A.) and the National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola (U.N.I.T.A.)—as the sole legitimate representative
of the people of Angola.

Article 2.—The Portuguese State solemnly restates its recognition of the
right of the people of Angola to independence.

Article 3.—Angola forms one indivisible unit, within its present
geographical and political boundaries, and in this context Cabinda is an
unalienable component of the Angolan territory.

Article 4.—The independence and full sovereignty of Angola shall be
solemnly proclaimed on 11 November 1975 in Angola by the President of
the Portuguese Republic or by a specially appointed representative of the
President.

Article 5.—Until independence is proclaimed, the power shall be wielded
by the High Commissioner and by a Transitional Government, which shall
take office on 31 January 1975.

Article 6.–The Portuguese State and the three Liberation Movements
formally affirm, under this agreement, a general cease fire, already being
observed de facto by their armed forces throughout Angolan territory.

After this date, any use of force other than as decided by the rightful
authorities to prevent internal acts of violence or acts of aggression from
outside the country shall be considered to be illicit.

Article 7.—After the cease fire the armed forces of the F.N.L.A., the
M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. shall take up positions in the regions and
places where they are at present stationed until such time as the provisions
laid down in Chapter IV of this agreement shall be put into practice.

Article 8.—The Portuguese State undertakes to transfer progressively, no
later than the term of the transitional period, all the powers it enjoys and
wields in Angola to the Angolan organs of sovereignty.



Article 9.—With the conclusion of the Agreement, an amnesty is held to
be granted to cover all the effects of the patriotic acts performed in the
course of the national liberation struggle in Angola which would have been
considered to be liable to punishment under legislation in force at the time
of their performance.

Article 10.—The independent State of Angola shall exert its sovereignty
fully and freely, both internally and on the international plane.



Chapter II 

On the High Commissioner

Article 11.—During the transitional period the President of the Republic
and the Portuguese Government shall be represented in Angola by the High
Commissioner, who shall defend the interests of the Portuguese Republic.

Article 12.—The High Commissioner in Angola shall be appointed and
released from office by the President of the Portuguese Republic, by whom
he shall be sworn in and to whom he is politically responsible. Article 13.–
It is for the High Commissioner to:

(a)    Represent the President of the Republic, ensuring and
guaranteeing, in full agreement with the Transitional Government, the
observance of the law;

(b)  Safeguard and guarantee the physical security of Angolan territory,
in close co-operation with the Transitional Government;

(c)  Ensure the fulfillment of this Agreement and of such others as may
come to be made between the Liberation Movements and the Portuguese
State;

(d)  Guarantee and promote the process of decolonization of Angola;
(e)  Ratify all acts which concern, or refer to, the Portuguese State;
(f)   Attend the meetings of the Council of Ministers, when he thinks

fit, where he may participate in their discussions but without the right to
vote;

(g)  Sign, approve and have published the decree-laws and the decrees
drafted by the Transitional Government;

(h)  Ensure, together with the Presidential Committee, the direction of
the National Defence Committee, and to direct the foreign policy of
Angola during the transitional period, aided in this by the Presidential
Committee.



Chapter III 

On the Transitional Government

Article 14.—The Transitional Government is chaired and directed by the
Presidential Committee.

Article 15.—The Presidential Committee comprises three members, one
from each liberation movement, and its main task is to direct and co-
ordinate the Transitional Government.

Article 16.—Whenever it thinks fit, the Presidential Committee may
consult the High Commissioner on matters concerning the work of the
Government.

Article 17.—The decisions of the Transitional Government shall be taken
by a majority of two-thirds; the members of the Presidential Committee
shall chair it in turn.

Article 18.—The Transitional Government shall comprise the following
Ministries: the Interior, Information, Labour and Social Security, Economic
Affairs, Planning and Finance, Justice, Transports and Communications,
Health and Social Affairs, Public Works, Housing and Town-Planning,
Education and Culture, Agriculture, Natural Resources.

Article 19.—The following Offices of Secretaries of State are hereby
instituted:

(a)  Two in the Ministry of the Interior,
(b)  Two in the Ministry of Information,
(c)  Two in the Ministry of Labour and Social Security,
(d)    Three in the Ministry of Economic Affairs, to be known

respectively as the Secretary of State for Trade and Tourism, the
Secretary of State for Industry and Power and the Secretary of State for
Fisheries.
Article 20.—The Ministers of the Transitional Government shall be

appointed in the same proportion by the National Angolan Liberation Front
(F.N.L.A.), the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola (M.P.L.A.)
and the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (U.N.I.T.A.),
and by the President of the Republic and shall be sworn in by the High
Commissioner.



Article 21.—Bearing in mind the transitional nature of the Government,
the distribution of the Ministries shall be as follows:

(a)    The President of the Portuguese Republic shall appoint the
Ministers of Economic Affairs, of Public Works, Housing and Town-
Planning and of Transports and Communications;

(b)  The F.N.L.A. shall appoint the Ministers of his Interior, of Health
and Social Affairs and of Agriculture;

(c)    The M.P.L.A. shall appoint the Ministers of Information, of
Planning and Finance and of Justice;

(d)   The U.N.I.T.A. shall appoint the Ministers of Labour and Social
Security, of Education and Culture and of Natural Resources.
Article 22.—The Offices of the Secretaries of State provided for in this

Agreement shall be distributed as follows:
(a)  The F.N.L.A. shall appoint one Secretary of State for Information,

one Secretary of State for Trade and Tourism;
(b)  The M.P.L. A. shall appoint a Secretary of State for the Interior, a

Secretary of State for Labour and Social Security and a Secretary of
Industry and Power,

(c)  The U.N.I.T.A. shall appoint one Secretary of State for the Interior,
one Secretary of State for Information and the Secretary of State for
Fisheries.
Article 23.—The Transitional Government can create new posts for

Secretaries and Under-Secretaries of State as long as it respects the rule of
political heterogeneity in their distribution.

Article 24.—Duties of the Transitional Government:
(a)  Oversee and cooperate in the leading of the decolonizing process

until total independence.
(b)    Supervise the whole public administration; ensure its normal

functioning and promote the accession of Angolan citizens to responsible
positions.

(c)  Conduct internal politics;
(d)    Prepare and guarantee the holding of general elections for the

Constituent Assembly of Angola;
(e)    Perform through decree-laws the legislative function and draft

decrees, regulatory decrees and instructions for the proper
implementation of the laws;



(f)  Guarantee, in co-operation with the High Commissioner, the safety
of persons and property;

(g)  Carry out the judicial reorganization of Angola:
(h)    Define economic, financial and monetary policy and create the

structures needed to ensure the rapid development of the economy of
Angola;

(i)    Guarantee and safeguard individual or collective rights and
freedoms.
Article 25.—The Presidential Committee and the Ministers are jointly

responsible for the acts of the Government.
Article 26.—The Transitional Government may not be dismissed on the

initiative of the High Commissioner; any change in its composition shall be
effected by agreement between the High Commissioner and the liberation
movements.

Article 27.—The High Commissioner and the Presidential Committee
shall seek to solve all the difficulties arising from the work of the
Government in a spirit of friendship and through reciprocal consultations.



Chapter IV 

On the National Defence Committee

Article 28.—A National Defence Committee in hereby set up, composed
as follows:

The Higher Commissioner,
The Presidential Committee,
A Unified General Staff.

Article 29.—The High Commissioner shall inform the National Defence
Committee of all matters concerning national defence, both internally and
abroad, so as to:

(a)    Define and carry out the military policy arising from this
Agreement;

(b)  Ensure and safeguard the present frontiers of Angola;
(c)  Guarantee peace and security and public law and order,
(d)  Promote the safety of persons and property.

Article 30.—The decisions of the National Defence Committee shall be
taken by a simple majority; the High Commissioner, who will chair the
Committee, shall have a vote.

Article 31.—A unified General Staff is hereby set up, which shall
comprise the commanders of the three branches of the Portuguese Armed
Forces in Angola and three commanding officers of the liberation
movements.

The unified General Staff shall be placed under the direct authority of the
High Commissioner.

Article 32.—Armed forces belonging to the three liberation movements
shall be integrated to the same total number with the Portuguese forces in
the mixed military forces, on the following numerical basis:

8000 men belonging to the F.N.L.A.
8000 men belonging to the M.P.L.A.
8000 men belonging to the U.N.I.T.A.
24,000 men belonging the Portuguese Armed Forces.

Article 33.—The National Defence Committee shall effect the
progressive integration of the armed forces in the mixed military forces



specified in the previous article; in principle the following calendar should
be respected:

Between February and May, inclusive, and per month a total of 500 men
from each of the liberation movements will be integrated and 1500 men of
the Portuguese Armed Forces.

Between June and September, inclusive, and per month, a total of 1500
men from each of the liberation movements will be integrated and 4500
men of the Portuguese Armed Forces.

Article 34.—Such Portuguese Armed Forces contingents as exceed the
quotas laid down in art. 32 shall be evacuated from Angola by 30 April
1975.

Article 35.–The evacuation of the contingent of the Portuguese Armed
Forces integrated in the mixed military forces shall begin after 1 October
1975 and shall be completed by 29 February 1976.

Article 36.—The National Defence Committee shall organize mixed
police forces to maintain public law and order.

Article 37.—The unified police command shall have three members, one
from each of the liberation movements, and leadership shall be put in
commission, the chair being taken by each member in turn. The force shall
be placed under the authority and supervision of the National Defense
Committee.



Chapter V 

On Refugees and Displaced Persons

Article 38.—Immediately after the swearing-in of the Transitional
Government, mixed equal-representation committees shall be set up, on
nominations by the High Commissioner and by the Transitional
Government, to plan and prepare the structures, means and procedure
necessary to deal with the Angolan refugees.

The work of these committees will be supervised by the Ministry of
Health and Social Affairs.

Article 39.—Those persons housed in the Peace Villages may return to
their own villages and homes.

The mixed equal-representation committees shall propose to the High
Commissioner and to the Transitional Government social, economic and
other measures to assure a speedy return to normal ways of life of displaced
persons and the reintegration of the various forms of activity in the
economic life of the country.



Chapter VI 

On General Elections for the Constituent Assembly of Angola

Article 40.—The transitional Government shall organize general
elections for a Constituent Assembly within not more than 9 months from
the date of its installation, that is 31 January 1975.

Article 41.—Candidates to the Constituent Assembly shall be put
forward exclusively by the liberation movements—F.N.L.A., M.P.L.A. and
U.N.I.T.A.—as the sole legitimate representatives of the people of Angola.

Article 42.—Once the Transitional Government is installed, a Central
Committee shall be instituted, with equal representation of the liberation
movements, to draft the Basic Law and to prepare the elections to the
Constituent Assembly.

Article 43.—When the Basic Law has been approved by the Presidential
Committee, the Central Committee shall:

(a)  Draft the Electoral Law;
(b)  Organize lists of voters;
(c)  Register the lists of candidates for election to the Constituent

Assembly put forward by the liberation movements.
Article 44.—The Basic Law shall remain in force until the Constitution

of Angola comes into force, but it may not run counter to the term of this
Agreement.



Chapter VII 

On Angolan Nationality

Article 45.—The Portuguese State and the three liberation movements—
F.N.L.A., M.P.L.A. and U.N.I.T.A.–undertake to co-operate to eliminate all
the consequences of colonialism. On this topic, the F.N.L.A., the M.P.L. A.
and the U.N.I.T.A. stress their policy of non-discrimination, according to
which the quality of Angolan citizenship is definable by birth in Angola or
by domicile therein, always provided that those domiciled in Angola
identify themselves with the aspirations of the Angolan Nation through a
conscious choice.

Article 46.—The F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. hereby
undertake to consider as Angolan citizens all individuals born in Angola,
provided that they do not declare, on the terms and within the time-limits to
be laid down, that they wish to maintain their present nationality or to
choose another one.

Article 47.—Individuals not born in Angola but settled there may seek
Angolan nationality in accordance with such rules governing Angolan
nationality as come to be laid down in the Basic Law.

Article 48.—A mixed committee with equal representation will study
special agreements to regulate the forms of concession of Angolan
citizenship to Portuguese citizens domiciled in Angola, and the status of
Portuguese citizens resident in Angola and of Angolan citizens resident in
Portugal.



Chapter VIII 

On Economic and Financial Topics

Article 49.—The Portuguese State undertakes to regularize with the State
of Angola the situation arising from the existence of property belonging to
the latter outside Angolan territory, so as to facilitate the transfer of such
property or the equivalent value, to the territory and ownership of Angola.

Article 50.—The F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. declare
themselves ready to accept the responsibility arising from the financial
undertakings assumed by the Portuguese State on behalf of, and relating to,
Angola, always provided that they have been assumed in the real interest of
the people of Angola.

Article 51.—A special mixed equal-representation committee, composed
of experts appointed by the Provisional Government of the Portuguese
Republic and by the Transitional Government of the State of Angola, shall
list the property mentioned in art. 49 and the credits referred to in art. 50,
shall effect such acts of valuation as it thinks fit and shall put before the two
Governments such solutions as it holds to be just.

Article 52.—The Portuguese State undertakes to provide the Committee
specified in the previous article with all the information and data at its
disposition and which the Committee may need in order to reach well-
thought-out conclusions and to propose equitable solutions within the
principles of truth, respect for the legitimate rights of each party and the
cost loyal co-operation.

Article 53.—The Portuguese State will aid the State of Angola in setting
up a Central Issue Bank. The Portuguese State undertakes to transfer to the
State of Angola the powers, the assets and the debits of the Angolan
Department of the Bank of Angola, on conditions to be agreed in the mixed
committee for financial topics. This committee will also consider all
questions related to the Portugal Department of the same bank, proposing
just solutions to the extent that they concern and affect Angola.

Article 54.—The F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. undertake to
respect the property and the legitimate interests of the Portuguese citizens
domiciled in Angola.



Chapter IX 

On Co-Operation Between Angola and Portugal

Article 55.—The Portuguese Government on the one hand, and the
liberation movements on the other, agree to set up between Portugal and
Angola links of constructive, lasting co-operation in all fields, specifically
in the cultural, technical, scientific, economic, commercial, monetary,
financial and military spheres, on the basis of independence, equality,
freedom, mutual respect and reciprocity of interests.



Chapter X 

On Mixed Committees

Article 56.—Technical mixed equal-representation committees will be set
up by the High Commissioner, in agreement with the Presidential
Committee, to research and propose solutions for problems arising from
decolonization and to lay down the foundations of active co-operation
between Portugal and Angola, especially in the following spheres:

(a)  Cultural, technical and scientific;
(b)  Economic and commercial;
(c)  Monetary and financial;
(d)  Military;
(e)  The acquisition of Angolan nationality by Portuguese citizens.

Article 57.—The committee mentioned in the previous article shall carry
out their work and negotiations in a climate of constructive co-operation
and loyal spirit of compromise. Their conclusions shall be put as quickly as
possible before the High Commissioner and the Presidential Committee for
their consideration and for the drafting of agreements between Portugal and
Angola.



Chapter XI 

General Provisions

Article 58.—Any questions arising as to the interpretation and
application of this Agreement which cannot be solved on the items of art.
27 above shall be settled by negotiation between the Portuguese
Government and the liberation movements.

Article 59.—The Portuguese State, the F.N.L.A., the M.P.L.A. and the
U.N.I.T.A., true to the social and political ideals repeatedly stated by their
leaders, reaffirm their respect for the principles enshrined in the Charter of
the United Nations and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
also actively repudiate all forms of social discrimination, especially
apartheid.

Article 60.—The present agreement shall come into force immediately
after it has been approved by the President of the Portuguese Republic.

The delegations of the Portuguese Government, the F.N.L.A., the
M.P.L.A. and the U.N.I.T.A. stress the climate of perfect co-operation and
cordiality in which the negotiations took place and feel great satisfaction at
reaching this Agreement, which will meet the just aspirations of the
Angolan people and of which the Portuguese people are rightly proud;
henceforth they will be linked by ties of profound friendship and common
desire for constructive co-operation for the progress of Angola, of Portugal,
of Africa and of the world as a whole.

Signed at Alvor, Algarve, on 15 January 1975, in four copies in
Portuguese.



Appendix II

The Gbadolite Declaration on Angola

1)  At the invitation of Marshal Mobuto Sese Seko, Founder President of
the Popular Movement of the Revolution and President of the Republic of
Zaire, an historic meeting took place in Gbadolite, Zaire on Thursday 22nd
June 1989.

2)  The following Heads of State attended this important conference:
His Excellency Mr. Kenneth David Kaunda Doyen of our region of

Central and Southern Africa and President of the Republic of Zambia
Others in attendance were (in alphabetical order by country)
His Excellency Mr. José Eduardo dos Santos, President of the Peoples

Republic of Angola
His Excellency Doctor Quett K. J. Masire, President of the Republic of

Botswana
His Excellency Major Pierre Buyoya, President of the Republic of

Burundi
His Excellency Mr. Paul Biya, President of the Republic of Cameroon
His Excellency Mr. Aristides Pereira, President of the Republic of Cape

Verde
His Excellency Hissene Habre, President of the Republic of Chad
His Excellency General Denis Sassou Nguesso, President of the Peoples

Republic of the Congo
His Excellency El Hadj Omar Bongo, President of the Republic of Gabon
His Excellency General Joao Bernardo Vieira, President of the Republic

of Guinea-Bissau
His Majesty Hassan II, King of Morocco; representative Mr. Ahmed

Osman, President of the House of Representatives
His Excellency Mr. Joaquim Chissano, President of the Peoples Republic

of Mozambique
His Excellency General Ibrahim Babangida, President of the Republic of

Niger



His Excellency General Mayor Juvenal Habyarimana, President of the
Republic of Rwanda

His Excellency Mr. Manuel Pinto de Costa, President of the Republic of
Sao Tome and Principe

His Excellency Mr. Idris Abdul Wakil, Second Vice-President of the
Republic of Tanzania and President of Zanzibar

His Excellency Mr. Robert Gabriel Mugabe, President of the Republic of
Zimbabwe

3)  This meeting is part of efforts made by the President of Angola and
other African Heads of State, notably the President of Gabon, and is also a
result of decisions adopted during the Luanda Summit on 16 May 1989 to
hold a second meeting in Zaire in August of 1989.

4)    Taking into account the positive evolution of events, which has
permitted the expectation of peace and National Reconciliation, the
Presidents of Angola and Zaire have determined to suggest to their
colleagues and brothers that this meeting should be brought forward to this
date.

5)  At the conclusion of their discussions, the Heads of State meeting in
Gbadolite has adopted, with due satisfaction and legitimate pride, the
principles of restoring peace and National Reconciliation in Angola, which
will further the process of Namibian Independence.

6)  To this end, taking into account the peace plan of the Government of
Angola and the proposals of the President of Zaire and his efforts of
mediation, the following fundamental principles were accepted by all
Angolans:

A.  The wish of all Angolans to put an end to the war and proclaim to the
world their National Reconciliation.
B.  Cessation of all hostilities as well as the proclamation of a ceasefire
which will be effective from 0000 hrs on 24 June 1989.
C.   The forming of a mixed commission charged with finding ways of
implementing this plan to establish National Reconciliation under the
mediation of the President of the Republic of Zaire.
7)    The Heads of State are satisfied with the substantial and rapid

progress made towards Peace and National Reconciliation in Angola as a
result of the willingness of all Angolan people to put an end to several years



of civil war, and to commit themselves to the development of their great
country.

8)  To this end, the Heads of State congratulate and thank the President
of Zaire for his exceptional efforts in making possible the historic events of
today.

9)    The Heads of State were gratified by the spirit and atmosphere of
friendship and fraternity that prevailed throughout the conference.

10)  The Heads of State have also decided to meet shortly in Zimbabwe
with the aim of evaluating the progress of the current initiative.

11)  Finally the Heads of State decided to express their gratitude to the
Founder President of the Popular Movement of the Revolution, President of
the Republic of Zaire, Marshal Mobuto Sese Seko for his authentic African
hospitality and warmness, during their entire stay, and they wish to take this
opportunity to send a message of friendship, fraternity and solidarity from
their respective citizens to the people of Zaire as represented by the
welcoming population of Gbadolite.



Appendix III

Excerpts from the Constitution

Of the People’s Republic of Angola
“Article 2—All sovereignty rests with the Angolan people, but the

MPLA-PT—their legitimate representative, composed of a broad front in
which all the patriotic forces involved in the anti-imperialist struggle are
included—is in charge of the political, economic and social leadership of
the nation.”

“Article 3—The masses are guaranteed broad and effective participation
in the exercise of political power through consolidation, extension and
evolution of the organizing forces of people’s power.”

“Article 5—Economic, social and cultural solidarity among all regions of
the PRA will be promoted by common development of the entire Angolan
nation and elimination of the results of regionalism and tribalism.”

“Article 6—The People’s Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola
(FAPLA), the people’s fighting arm, under the leadership of the MPLA-PT
and with its president as their Commander-in-Chief, are institutionalized as
the National Army of the PRA ….”

“Article 7—The People’s Republic of Angola is a lay state in which there
is complete separation between the state, the church and religious
institutions. All religions will be respected… providing they obey state
laws.”

“Article 15—The PRA supports and expresses solidarity with the
people’s struggle for their national liberation and will establish relations of
friendship and cooperation with all the democratic and progressive forces of
the world.”

“Article 16—The People’s Assembly is also created as the highest body
of the State of the PRA, and a special law will determine its composition
and system of election and operation.”



However, the Constitution also states that as long as “Angolan territory is
not totally liberated and the conditions for the installation of the People’s
Assembly do not exist, the highest state body shall be the Council of the
Revolution composed of the members of the MPLA-PT Political Bureau,
the members of the General Staff of the FAPLA, the provincial
commissioners, and members of the government named for this purpose.”



Appendix IV

Excerpts from the UNITA Constitution

“During the Extraordinary Congress held in Jamba, province of Cuando
Cubango, in November 1984, the present Constitution was established.”

“Our programme can be summarized in four words which are at the same
time the motto of our Movement: SOCIALISM, NEGRITUDE,
DEMOCRACY, and NON-ALIGNMENT.”

“NEGRITUDE — The African cultural identity of the Angolan
population plays a key role in our concept of national unity. To the
geographical limits and the colonial experience which characterize our
country should be added: language, traditions, culture and common
aspirations in order to create a united Angolan nation, harmonious and
strong.”

“In the same way as the economy of a country, its culture must submit
itself to political interpretation, in a manner that would dignify the people
and would evolve in accordance with the objectives of the people in their
search for progress. It is not a question of arbitrary preservation of African
cultural values, but what is necessary is that our culture must shine in a
symbiosis with the other cultural influences, which have marked the
Angolan civilization (Portuguese, Christian).”

“On the other hand the objective appreciation of the importance of
African cultural identity in Angola places our national liberation struggle
within the context of the war waged by the oppressed and exploited peoples
against the oppressor who exercises economic exploitation concurrently
with mental and cultural alienation.”

“A people who feel culturally subjugated, such as the Angolan, can
plainly never benefit from the privileges conferred upon them by their
political independence, so long as they are subjected to continued foreign
domination. Consequently, without identity, cultural pride and proper
civilization, such a nation runs the risk of disappearing as a result of
agglutination with other civilizations.”



“DEMOCRACY—For UNITA, democracy means that the people must
participate in the running of all the national affairs. The practice of political
power by the people is only possible with full representation of all political
currents and opinions in the government. This being so, democracy in
Angola can be achieved through the formation of a transitional government
of national unity. UNITA tirelessly fights for the holding of free general
elections in order to implant in Angola, a representative government,
capable of planning, identifying and defining the needs, exercise authority,
assign responsibilities and demand sacrifices. UNITA accepts the multi-
party system as a fundamental element in exercising democratic principles.
The imposition on African countries of a one-party system is a model
copied from the ‘people’s democracies’ which has nothing in common with
African traditions.”

“INTERNAL POLICY—Special Paragraph—Recognizing the moral
contribution of the Church and the uplifting of man in the Angolan Society
during the war of liberation, UNITA will co-operate with the Church in the
following spheres: social, cultural, humanitarian, etc, without prejudice to
the authority of the State. We uphold the principle of the distinction
between Church and State.”

“UNITA’S ECONOMIC PROGRAMME—Policies and programmes
must be established to encourage the return to the Fatherland of the
hundreds of thousands of Angolans who were forced to leave the country at
one time or another. Conditions must be created to facilitate their re-
integration in society and their contribution to our national reconstruction.
Many of them are highly skilled professionals, businessmen, bankers,
farmers, etc., especially the people of Portuguese origin, whose contribution
will be vital to the country they love and of which they choose to be citizens
—Angola.”

“And, finally, we must bear in mind the fact that the success of socio-
economic reconstruction programmes will inevitably be slow.
Notwithstanding all social pressures to solve urgent problems, the real
progress may be appreciable only at the end of a long period of steady and
conscious struggle. It would be unrealistic for us to expect full prosperity
within less than 15 years. But it is fundamental and imperative that
concrete, irreversible gains in the general process of the transformation of
our society, be recorded and sustained every fiscal year, however modest



the gains may be. We must therefore, define the programmes in accordance
with the available means, as well as in terms of a realistic assessment of our
capabilities, rather than on the basis of simplistic idealism.”



Appendix V

Abbreviations

AASA African Association of South Angola (Ovimbundu)
ACA Angolan Civic Association (founded in 1990 by

Joaquim Pinto de Andrade as an alternative to
UNITA/MPLA)

ADRP Angolan Democratic Reformist Party (founded 1976 by
Angolan exiles in Portugal)

AFM Armed Forces Movement (Portugal)
ALC Africa Liberation Committee (OAU)
ANC African National Congress (South Africa)
Angolan Forum Movement for Human Rights and Democracy in Angola

(UNITA dissidents)
ATCAR Association of Chokwe from Congo, Angola and

Rhodesia
BMS Baptist Missionary Society
Catana Ardente Burning Sword (dissidents of UNITA, MPLA, FNLA,

founded 1990)
CIA Central Intelligence Agency
CAAY Civic Association of Angolan Youth (non-affiliated,

founded 1990)
COMIRA Military Committee for Angolan Resistance (post-

FNLA)
CONAKAT Confederation of Tribal Associations of Katanga (Zaire)
CPAD Preparatory Committee for Direct Action (pre-UNITA)
CSLA Supreme Council for Liberation of Angola (merger of

MPLA and FNLA)



ELNA Army of National Liberation of Angola (FNLA)
ESINA National Angolan Army of Intervention and Salvation

(white settler)
FALA Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola (UNITA)
FAPLA Popular Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola

(MPLA)
FDA Angolan Democratic Forum (founded 1988 by George

Chicoti; split from UNITA)
FLEC Front for the Liberation of the Cabinda Enclave
FNLA National Front for the Liberation of Angola
FNLC National Front for the Liberation of the Congo (Katanga

rebels)
FRA Friends of the Resistance of Angola (white settler)
FRELIMO Front for the Liberation of Mozambique
FUA United Front for Angola (white settler)
GRAE Revolutionary Government of Angola in Exile (FNLA)
GCPA Group for the Consideration of Peace in Angola

(founded in 1989 by former MPLA-Active Revolt
members)

INANGO Angolan Institute for Cooperation and Development
(founded in 1990 by Congress of Angolan Employees
Abroad to combat famine in Angola)

Independent
Democrats (MPLA dissidents)

JCA Christian Youth of Angola (Ovimbundu)
MAPPA Broad Movement for Peace and Pluralism in Angola

(founded 1986 by Francisco Viana)
MOLICA Movement for the Liberation of Cabinda (FLEC

splinter)
MPIA Movement for the Independence of Angola (pre-MPLA)
MPLA Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola



MPLA-PT Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola
Workers Party

MUDAR Angolan Democratic Unity Movement for
Reconstruction (seeks position in peace negotiations,
headed by Manuel Lima)

MUSA Socialist Union Movement of Angola (post-MPLA,
headed by Moises Andre Lina)

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
OAU Organization of African Unity
OCA Cultural Organization of Angolans (Ovimbundu)
PAIGC African Party of Independence for Guinea and Cape

Verde
PCA Angolan Communist Party
PDA Democratic Party of Angola (merged with UPA to form

FNLA)
PDLA Liberal and Democratic Party of Angola (MPLA-PT

dissidents)
PIDE International Police for the Defense of the State

(Portugal)
PLAN People’s Liberation Army of Namibia (military arm of

SWAPO)
PLUA Party for the United Struggle of the Angolan Africans

(pre-MPLA)
PNA National African Party (1920s mesticol/African party)
PRA People’s Republic of Angola
PRC People’s Republic of China
PSDA Angolan Social Democratic Party (headed by Caspar

Neto)
Revolta Activa Active Revolt (pre-independence MPLA faction)
Revolta do

Leste Eastern Revolt (pre-independence MPLA faction)



RSA Republic of South Africa
RUA United Resistance of Angola (white settler)
SADCC Southern African Development Coordination

Conference
SWAPO Southwest Africa People’s Organization (Namibia)
Third Force (founded in 1990 by Mário de Andrade as an alternative

to MPLA-PT/UNITA)
UDI Unilateral Declaration of Independence
UN United Nations
UNANGOLA Union of Angolans Abroad (right-wing Portuguese,

1989)
UNEA National Union for Angolan Students (Ovimbundu)
UNIFLEC combination of UNITA and FLEC operating in Cabinda,

1990
UNITA National Union for the Total Independence of Angola
UNTAG United Nations Transition Assistance Group
UPA Union of People of Angola (merged with PDA to form

FNLA)
UPNA Union of People of North Angola (pre-FNLA)
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